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That is the secret delight and security of hell - that it is not to be informed on, that That is the secret delight and security of hell - that it is not to be informed on, that 

it is protected from speech, that it just is, but cannot be public in the newspaper, beit is protected from speech, that it just is, but cannot be public in the newspaper, be

brought by any word to critical knowledge ...brought by any word to critical knowledge ...

Thomas MannThomas Mann



PROLOGUE:PROLOGUE:

Christmas Day, 1907Christmas Day, 1907

 A Castle in Upper Austria, on the  A Castle in Upper Austria, on the Danube.Danube.
  A  Agagaiinsnst t a a babackckddrorop p of of snsnowow--
covcovereered d hilhills ls and and iceice-bl-blue ue skysky,,
cchhuurrcch h bbeelllls s aannd d CChhrriissttmmaass
carolscarols, a , a flag is raised over Burgflag is raised over Burg
Weifenstein (see left)and, for theWeifenstein (see left)and, for the
ffiirrsst t ttiimmee, , tthhe e wwoorrlld d sseeees s aa
swastika banner fluttering in theswastika banner fluttering in the
breeze over Europe.breeze over Europe.
MMeen n ddreresssseed d iin n wwhhiitte e rorobbeess
emblazoned with red crosses -emblazoned with red crosses -
RuRunne e MMagagiciciianans s - - raraiise se ththeieir r 
arms and voices in pagan chantarms and voices in pagan chant
to Baldur, the Sun God, Lord of to Baldur, the Sun God, Lord of 

the Winter Solstice.the Winter Solstice.

The Order of the New Templars (see right) isThe Order of the New Templars (see right) is
proproclaclaimeimed, d, whwhileile, , onlonly y a a few few mimiles les awaawayy,,
young Adolf Hitler has just young Adolf Hitler has just buried his buried his mothermother..
MMosost t of of us us lliive ve iin n a a wwororlld d ththat at is is neneatatlyly
organized around several basic principles.organized around several basic principles.
Like medieval serfs who lived secure in theLike medieval serfs who lived secure in the
knowledge that there was a God in heavenknowledge that there was a God in heaven
and a Satan in hell, that humanity was theand a Satan in hell, that humanity was the
battleground between these two forces, andbattleground between these two forces, and
that God was winning; we twentieth-century serfs bask in the comfort of athat God was winning; we twentieth-century serfs bask in the comfort of a
world that we are told is the product of world that we are told is the product of purely scientific principles.purely scientific principles.
Genesis has given way to 'The Origin of Genesis has given way to 'The Origin of Species' and the 'Big Bang'.Species' and the 'Big Bang'.
We have, it is claimed, landed on the moon, rather than drawing it down withWe have, it is claimed, landed on the moon, rather than drawing it down with
incantations and rites of witchcraft.incantations and rites of witchcraft.
We heal with lasers and sterilized instruments to a back-beat of the blips andWe heal with lasers and sterilized instruments to a back-beat of the blips and
beeps of electronic monitoring equipment; the fractured rhythms of the witchbeeps of electronic monitoring equipment; the fractured rhythms of the witch
doctor's drums are but a doctor's drums are but a faint echo of old fears and tainted memories.faint echo of old fears and tainted memories.

ThThusus, , we we asassusumeme, , alall l sasane ne memen n anand d wowomemen n arare e guguidided ed by by scscieientntifificic
principles in their daily lives; and this is especially true, we sometimes like toprinciples in their daily lives; and this is especially true, we sometimes like to
think, of our politicians.think, of our politicians.
WWhhaat t mmoore re pprroossaaiic c a a lloot t oof f ppeeoopplle e ccaan n tthheerre e bbe e bbuut t tthhe e HHoouusse e oof f 
Representatives or the House of Commons ?Representatives or the House of Commons ?



 A debate on the Senate floor - although televised in all its stultifying detail on A debate on the Senate floor - although televised in all its stultifying detail on
something called C-SPAN - is rarely gripping; not quite the stuff of Becket or something called C-SPAN - is rarely gripping; not quite the stuff of Becket or 
Richard III.Richard III.
There is little in the way of poetry or vision in Western politics any more, andThere is little in the way of poetry or vision in Western politics any more, and
that is largely because the Romantic ideals of our ancestors have beenthat is largely because the Romantic ideals of our ancestors have been
discredited with the passage of time.discredited with the passage of time.
We are nations of laws, and these laws are constantly changing to reflect neWe are nations of laws, and these laws are constantly changing to reflect neww
'realities' created - not by philosophers or metaphysicians or theologians - but'realities' created - not by philosophers or metaphysicians or theologians - but
by scientists and technicians.by scientists and technicians.
The very fact that Americans can tune in their television sets and watch liveThe very fact that Americans can tune in their television sets and watch live
coverage of a debate in the House over funding allocations for a programcoverage of a debate in the House over funding allocations for a program
they've never heard of is somewhat comforting.they've never heard of is somewhat comforting.
It means, in fact, that the wheels of government grind on, in the open, withIt means, in fact, that the wheels of government grind on, in the open, with
boring, peristaltic regularity, aided and abetted by scientific invention andboring, peristaltic regularity, aided and abetted by scientific invention and
technological achievement.technological achievement.
While, outside on the streets, civilization is breaking down so fast westernWhile, outside on the streets, civilization is breaking down so fast western
society is on the verge of a society is on the verge of a catastrophe of major proportions.catastrophe of major proportions.

 A Communist might say the reasons for the decline of the Western way of life A Communist might say the reasons for the decline of the Western way of life
are purely economic and that the warring factions are economic classesare purely economic and that the warring factions are economic classes
struggling for dominance over the means of production.struggling for dominance over the means of production.
But there are few Communists abroad in the land any more; fewer still whoBut there are few Communists abroad in the land any more; fewer still who
could carry that argument with any conviction, no matter how reasonable itcould carry that argument with any conviction, no matter how reasonable it
might seem today.might seem today.

 After all, an L.A. street gang performing a drive-by After all, an L.A. street gang performing a drive-by
shooting on rival gang members to enforce their shooting on rival gang members to enforce their 
control of the drug trade on some bleak city blockcontrol of the drug trade on some bleak city block
seems hardly what Mao had in mind when heseems hardly what Mao had in mind when he
wrote "All power comes from the barrel of a gun,"wrote "All power comes from the barrel of a gun,"
or what Marx (see right) and Engels meant byor what Marx (see right) and Engels meant by
"Working-men of all countries, unite!""Working-men of all countries, unite!"
The polarity within which so much of the twentiethThe polarity within which so much of the twentieth
century was written - Communism and Fascism -century was written - Communism and Fascism -
has crumbled.has crumbled.
The Soviet Union - Hitler's greatest enemy after The Soviet Union - Hitler's greatest enemy after 
the Jews - has fallen.the Jews - has fallen.
The map of Europe has been redrawn, with a reunified Germany as itsThe map of Europe has been redrawn, with a reunified Germany as its
center-piece - its capital is Berlin, once again.center-piece - its capital is Berlin, once again.
Who had reason to celebrate the most when the Who had reason to celebrate the most when the Berlin WalBerlin Wall came down ?l came down ?

 And who is celebrating now that the races have become, if anything, even And who is celebrating now that the races have become, if anything, even
mmorore e didivividededd; ; wwhehen n wwe e reread ad ooncnce e agagaiain n ababouout t a a "J"Jewewisishh-M-Masasononicic
conspiracy" as the rationale for "ethnic cleansing"; when the potential for conspiracy" as the rationale for "ethnic cleansing"; when the potential for 
racial violence all over the world has escalated to heights unheard of thirty,racial violence all over the world has escalated to heights unheard of thirty,
forty years ago?forty years ago?
WhWhilile e scscieiencnce e is is huhummmmining g alalonong g ninicecely ly ininsiside de ouour r hohomemes, s, jujust st whwhat at isis
happening outside, and why ?happening outside, and why ?



If we are honest with ourselves we know we can't answer all these questionsIf we are honest with ourselves we know we can't answer all these questions
with a few canned explanations about the decline of the nuclear family or thewith a few canned explanations about the decline of the nuclear family or the
failure of the social welfare system.failure of the social welfare system.
There is clearly something more going on here.There is clearly something more going on here.
Our politicians are not men of science; they never Our politicians are not men of science; they never were.were.
They live as dangerously close to the 'Beast Within' as the rest They live as dangerously close to the 'Beast Within' as the rest of us; perhapsof us; perhaps
even more so.even more so.
In the end, the difference between a seasoned politician and a gang-leader In the end, the difference between a seasoned politician and a gang-leader 
with a machine gun is very slight, a difference of style rather than substance.with a machine gun is very slight, a difference of style rather than substance.
If that seems to be overstating the If that seems to be overstating the case, just ask anyone who case, just ask anyone who lived in Berlin inlived in Berlin in
1919.1919.
Or in Munich in 1923. - or Vienna in 1938. - Poland in 1941- Santiago in 1973Or in Munich in 1923. - or Vienna in 1938. - Poland in 1941- Santiago in 1973
- or Sarajevo in 1994.- or Sarajevo in 1994.

The epigraph from Thomas Mann (seeThe epigraph from Thomas Mann (see
left) at the beginning of this book is takenleft) at the beginning of this book is taken
from 'Doctor Faustus'.from 'Doctor Faustus'.
The author thought that both quotationThe author thought that both quotation
aannd d ssoouurrcce e wweerre e aappt t sseelleeccttiioonns s ttoo
christen this discussion.christen this discussion.
'Doctor Faustus', after all, is a novel that'Doctor Faustus', after all, is a novel that
takes place in Germany during the risetakes place in Germany during the rise
and fall of Hitler.and fall of Hitler.
IItts s ttiittlle e ccoommees s ffrorom m a a lloonng g GGeerrmmaann
tradition of Doctors Faustus: magicianstradition of Doctors Faustus: magicians
and occultists who have sold their soulsand occultists who have sold their souls
for personal power and glory for personal power and glory in this one.in this one.
Thomas Mann himself lived to see hisThomas Mann himself lived to see his
bbooookks s bbuurrnneed d iin n ggrreeaat t  bboonnffiirreess
throughout Germany.throughout Germany.
Even more apt, however, is Satan's ownEven more apt, however, is Satan's own

explanation for the 'secret delight of hell': as Mann understands it, hell'sexplanation for the 'secret delight of hell': as Mann understands it, hell's
delight is that it cannot be discussed or described, that 'delight is that it cannot be discussed or described, that ' it is not to beit is not to be
informed on.' informed on.' 
It is the author's intention, therefore, to steal some of hell's secret delight andIt is the author's intention, therefore, to steal some of hell's secret delight and
security; to shine a light, however feebly or inexpertly, on that corner of security; to shine a light, however feebly or inexpertly, on that corner of 
history's basement few professional historians have dared to visit, and tohistory's basement few professional historians have dared to visit, and to
show the reader why.show the reader why.

  A  And nd tto o do do ththatat, , wwe e mumust st bebegigin n wwiith th a a scscenene e of of ututteter r chchaoaos; s; wwiith th tthehe
breakdown of civilization; with rooftop snipers and roving gangs with guns;breakdown of civilization; with rooftop snipers and roving gangs with guns;
with terror and madness; with mystical diagrams and pagan rituals in ruinedwith terror and madness; with mystical diagrams and pagan rituals in ruined
castles.castles.
We must begin with Munich in We must begin with Munich in 1918.1918.



DECENT INTO HELLDECENT INTO HELL

The city is in turmoil.The city is in turmoil.

The Kaiser's (see left) Reich has collapsed withThe Kaiser's (see left) Reich has collapsed with
the defeat of Germany in the First World War,the defeat of Germany in the First World War,
and the whole country is up for and the whole country is up for grabs.grabs.
It appears as if Germany is about to fall apartIt appears as if Germany is about to fall apart
into the warring city-states from which it hadinto the warring city-states from which it had
been assembled nearly fifty years ago.been assembled nearly fifty years ago.
The The victovictorious Allirious Allies es are are demandemanding ding enormenormousous
concessions from concessions from GermanyGermany..
The Russian Revolution has been in full swingThe Russian Revolution has been in full swing
for a year, and German soldiers returning fromfor a year, and German soldiers returning from
the front are being cajoled into helping midwifethe front are being cajoled into helping midwife
the same type of Communist regime amid thethe same type of Communist regime amid the
ashes of the Second Reich.ashes of the Second Reich.
Kurt Eisner (see right) -Kurt Eisner (see right) -
an an iintntelellelectctuaual l anand d aa
Jew, a defender of theJew, a defender of the

League of Nations - takes the initiative and proclaimsLeague of Nations - takes the initiative and proclaims
a a SoSocicialalisist t ReRepupublblic ic in in MuMuninich ch on on ththe e seseveventnth h of of 
November, 1918.November, 1918.
It looks as if there is going to be a Communist regimeIt looks as if there is going to be a Communist regime
in Germany - or, at least, a Socialist one in Bavaria -in Germany - or, at least, a Socialist one in Bavaria -
after all.after all.
Hysteria grows among the nationalists, and with itHysteria grows among the nationalists, and with it
despair that their nation is on the verge of realizingdespair that their nation is on the verge of realizing
the dreams of Marx and Engels as codified in their the dreams of Marx and Engels as codified in their 
famous Manifesto.famous Manifesto.
GeGermrmanans s arare e bebewiwildlderereded, , shshocockeked d ..... . ststununnened d ininto to a a kikind nd of of nenervrvououss

stupefaction.stupefaction.
ThThey ey hahave ve lolost st tthe he wwarar, , ttheheiir r cocoununttry ry mmay ay bebe
broken up once again into many separate bickeringbroken up once again into many separate bickering
pieces, and there will soon be Communists callingpieces, and there will soon be Communists calling
the shots in Berlin and in the capital city of Bavaria:the shots in Berlin and in the capital city of Bavaria:
Munich.Munich.
Within forty-eight hours there is a meeting of theWithin forty-eight hours there is a meeting of the
Thule Gesellschaft (see left).Thule Gesellschaft (see left).



TThhe e TThhuullee, , a a mmyyssttiiccaall
society based in part on thesociety based in part on the
ththeoeososophphicical al wwrirititingngs s of of 
GuGuidido o vovon n LiList st (s(see ee leleftft))
anand d LaLanz nz vovon n LiLiebebenenfefelsls
(see right) - which is to say,(see right) - which is to say,
aan n aammaallggaam m oof f EEaasstteerrnn
rereliligigionon, , ththeoeososophphyy, , anantiti--
SeSemimititismsm, , GrGraiail l roromamancnce,e,
ruruninic c mymyststiifificacatitionon, , anandd
NoNordirdic c papagaganinism sm - - memeetetss
every Saturday in spaciousevery Saturday in spacious

roroomoms s at at tthe he elelegeganant t FoFour ur SSeaeasosons ns HHototel el inin
Munich.Munich.
There are roughly 250 members of the Thule in Munich ... and over fifteenThere are roughly 250 members of the Thule in Munich ... and over fifteen
hundred in Bavaria.hundred in Bavaria.

On that day, November 9, a bizarre individual, anOn that day, November 9, a bizarre individual, an
occultist, an initiate of the Eastern mysteries inoccultist, an initiate of the Eastern mysteries in
Turkey as well as of Freemasonry, and the leader Turkey as well as of Freemasonry, and the leader 
and founder of the Thule - the self-styled Baronand founder of the Thule - the self-styled Baron
RuRudodolf lf vovon n SeSebobottttenendodorf rf (se(see e leleftft) ) - - mamakekes s anan
imimpapassssioionened d plplea ea to to ththe e asassesembmbleled d cucultltisists ts fofor r 
armed resistance to the Reds.armed resistance to the Reds.
This plea eventually degenerates into a monologueThis plea eventually degenerates into a monologue
on runes, German racial theory, Nordic mythology,on runes, German racial theory, Nordic mythology,
and other arcane lore.and other arcane lore.
No No mamatttterer. . MoMost st of of hihis s liliststenenerers s knknow ow whwhat at toto
expect.expect.
They are, in fact, members of the super-secret,They are, in fact, members of the super-secret,
susupeper r racracisist, t, anand d susupeper-or-occcculult t "G"Gerermaman n OrOrdeder r 
Walvater of the Holy Grail," or Germanenorden,Walvater of the Holy Grail," or Germanenorden,

which is using the name Thule Gesellschaft - or Thule Society, a "literary-which is using the name Thule Gesellschaft - or Thule Society, a "literary-
cultural society" - as cultural society" - as a cover to a cover to confuse Munich's fledgling Red Armyconfuse Munich's fledgling Red Army, which is, which is
on the lookout for right-wing extremists.on the lookout for right-wing extremists.
Sebottendorf himself is Master of the anti-Semitic Germanenorden's BavarianSebottendorf himself is Master of the anti-Semitic Germanenorden's Bavarian
division under its leader division under its leader and founder, Hermann Pohl.and founder, Hermann Pohl.
The Thule cultists - whose symbol is a long dagger superimposed on aThe Thule cultists - whose symbol is a long dagger superimposed on a
swastika - need no encouragement.swastika - need no encouragement.
ThThey ey bebegigin n ststocockpkpililining g weweapaponons s in in sesecrecret t susupppply ly dudumpmps s in in anand d aroarounundd
Munich, anticipating a counterstrike against the neMunich, anticipating a counterstrike against the new Socialist Republic.w Socialist Republic.
They make alliances with other nationalist groups, such as the Pan-GermansThey make alliances with other nationalist groups, such as the Pan-Germans
under editor Julius Lehmann, the German School Bund, the Hammerbund ...under editor Julius Lehmann, the German School Bund, the Hammerbund ...
and an organized resistance movement is born.and an organized resistance movement is born.



 All the mystical and clandestine labors of the past twenty years involving a All the mystical and clandestine labors of the past twenty years involving a
series of secret and occult organizations with elaborate initiation ceremoniesseries of secret and occult organizations with elaborate initiation ceremonies
anand d cocompmplelex x mamagigicacal l riritutualals, s, frfrom om ththe e LiList st SoSocicietyety's 's ininnener r HAHAO O (H(Higigheher r 

 Armanen Order) to the Order of the New Templars, will soon culminate in a Armanen Order) to the Order of the New Templars, will soon culminate in a
pitched battle in the streets of Munich between the neopagan Thule Societypitched battle in the streets of Munich between the neopagan Thule Society
and the "godless Communists."and the "godless Communists."

FEBRUARY 21, 1919.FEBRUARY 21, 1919.
The idealistic but hapless Kurt Eisner (see right) - whoThe idealistic but hapless Kurt Eisner (see right) - who
preceded political speeches with symphonic concerts -preceded political speeches with symphonic concerts -
is assassinated by a young count and would-be Thulist.is assassinated by a young count and would-be Thulist.
The police descend upon Thule headquarters, lookingThe police descend upon Thule headquarters, looking
for inflammatory leaflets and other evidence of Thulefor inflammatory leaflets and other evidence of Thule
Society involvement in the plot.Society involvement in the plot.
WWas as tthe he nonottororioioususly ly aantnti- i- SSememiititic c TThuhulle e SSococieietyty
somehow responsible for Eisner's assassination ?somehow responsible for Eisner's assassination ?
Sebottendorff stonewalls, and threatens to instigate aSebottendorff stonewalls, and threatens to instigate a
pogrom if the police don't leave the Thule Society alone.pogrom if the police don't leave the Thule Society alone.
The police comply.The police comply.

 APRIL 7, 1919. APRIL 7, 1919.
 A rebel Bavarian Soviet Republic is proclaimed in Munich A rebel Bavarian Soviet Republic is proclaimed in Munich
as the legitimate minister-president of Bavaria flees northas the legitimate minister-president of Bavaria flees north
with his council to the town of Bamberg to prevent thewith his council to the town of Bamberg to prevent the
Communists from taking over the government.Communists from taking over the government.
The Thule organizes among the anti-Communist factionsThe Thule organizes among the anti-Communist factions
in Munich and Sebottendorff (together with his friend, thein Munich and Sebottendorff (together with his friend, the
raracicist st prprieiest st BeBernrnhahard rd StStemempfpfle le – – sesee e leleftft) ) bebegiginsns
coconsnspipiriring ng wiwith th ththe e "e"exixileled" d" BaBavavaririan an gogovevernmrnmenent t inin
Bamberg for a counterrevolt.Bamberg for a counterrevolt.

 APRIL 13, 1919. APRIL 13, 1919.
The Palm Sunday Putsch.The Palm Sunday Putsch.

 An abortive attempt by the Thule Gesellschaft - with other anti-Communist An abortive attempt by the Thule Gesellschaft - with other anti-Communist
groups - to take power in groups - to take power in Munich.Munich.
There is bloodshed. The Putsch There is bloodshed. The Putsch fails. Munich explodes into anarchy.fails. Munich explodes into anarchy.
The Communists seize control of the city and begin taking hostages.The Communists seize control of the city and begin taking hostages.
The Red Army is on the march The Red Army is on the march ... and hunting for ... and hunting for the Thule Gesellschaft.the Thule Gesellschaft.



 APRIL 26, 1919. APRIL 26, 1919.
Sebottendorff is away at Bamberg, busy organizing aSebottendorff is away at Bamberg, busy organizing a
FFrereiikokorrpps s (F(Freree e CCoorrppss) ) aassssaauullt t oon n CCoommmmuunniisstt
heheadadququarartetersrs, , whwhen en a a ReRed d ArArmy my ununit it raraidids s ThThululee
SocSocietiety y ofofficfices es and and arrarrestests s its its secsecretretaryary, , the the GraGrafinfin
Hella von Westarp (see right), and seizes the ThuleHella von Westarp (see right), and seizes the Thule
membership lists.membership lists.
Six more Thulists are arrested at their homes, Six more Thulists are arrested at their homes, includingincluding
ththe e PrPrinince ce vovon n ThThururn n unund d TTaxaxisis, , a a wewellll-co-connnnecectetedd
ararisistotocrcrat at wiwith th blblooood d rerelalatitionons s amamonong g ththe e crcrowownenedd
heads of Europe.heads of Europe.

 APRIL 30, 1919. APRIL 30, 1919.
Walpurgisnacht. The High Holy Day of European Paganism and Witchcraft.Walpurgisnacht. The High Holy Day of European Paganism and Witchcraft.
The Red Army executes the captured Thulists and other hostages, shootingThe Red Army executes the captured Thulists and other hostages, shooting
them against a wall in the courtyard of Luitpold High School.them against a wall in the courtyard of Luitpold High School.
It is probably the worst mistake they could have It is probably the worst mistake they could have made.made.

The next day, an obituary appears in Sebottendorff'sThe next day, an obituary appears in Sebottendorff's
'M'Mününchchenener er BeBeobobacachthterer' ' (s(see ee leleftft)- )- a a nenewswspapapeper r 
which a year later becomes the official organ of thewhich a year later becomes the official organ of the
NSNSDADAPP, , ththe e 'V'Völölkikiscscheher r BeBeobobacachthterer' ' - - gigiviving ng ththee
names of the seven murdered cultists and laying thenames of the seven murdered cultists and laying the
blame on the blame on the doorstep of doorstep of the Red Armythe Red Army..
The citizens of Munich are finally outraged, shakenThe citizens of Munich are finally outraged, shaken
out of their lethargy.out of their lethargy.
Thulists continue their well-organized campaign of Thulists continue their well-organized campaign of 
prpropopagagananda da agagaiainsnst t ththe e CoCommmmununisist t reregigimeme. . ThThee
people take to the streets.people take to the streets.
TThhe e FFrreee e CCoorrpps s - - ttwweennttyy
thousand strong - marches onthousand strong - marches on
Munich under the command of Munich under the command of 

General von Oven (see right).General von Oven (see right).
For the first time in history, storm troopers - membersFor the first time in history, storm troopers - members

of the Ehrhardt Freeof the Ehrhardt Free
CoCorps rps BrBrigigadade e (se(seee
left) - march beneathleft) - march beneath
a swastika flag, witha swastika flag, with
swastikas painted onswastikas painted on
tthheeiir  r  hheellmmeettss,,
sisingngining g a a swswasastitikaka
hymn.hymn.



 As they enter  As they enter the citythe city, they find , they find that the Thule has managed that the Thule has managed to organize a to organize a full-full-
scale citizen rebellion against the scale citizen rebellion against the Soviet government. They join forces.Soviet government. They join forces.
When the dust settles on May 3, the Communists have been defeated inWhen the dust settles on May 3, the Communists have been defeated in
Munich, politically and militarily.Munich, politically and militarily.
HuHunndrdrededs s of of pepeopoplle, e, iincncluludiding ng mmanany y iinnnnococenent t cicivivililianans, s, hahave ve bebeeenn
slaughtered in their streets and homes by the crusading "Whites" with theslaughtered in their streets and homes by the crusading "Whites" with the
swastika banners.swastika banners.
But there will be no Socialist or Communist government in Germany until after But there will be no Socialist or Communist government in Germany until after 
World War II, over twenty-five years later, and even then it will rule over onlyWorld War II, over twenty-five years later, and even then it will rule over only
half of the country and will take its orders from Germany's most despisedhalf of the country and will take its orders from Germany's most despised
enemy, the Soviet Union.enemy, the Soviet Union.
But now, so soon after the victorious march of the Freikorps through theBut now, so soon after the victorious march of the Freikorps through the
streets of Munich, the threat of a Soviet regime in the rest of Germany is stillstreets of Munich, the threat of a Soviet regime in the rest of Germany is still
very real.very real.
UnUnitits s of of ththe e nanavy vy arare e in in mumutitinyny, , raraisisining g ththe e rered d flflag ag ovover er GeGermrmananyy's's
battleships.battleships.
France will march into France will march into the Ruhr valleythe Ruhr valley, Germany's industrial heartland., Germany's industrial heartland.
But the spectacular success of the Freikorps has aroused the admiration of But the spectacular success of the Freikorps has aroused the admiration of 
anti-Bolshevik forces all across Europe.anti-Bolshevik forces all across Europe.
In Riga, the newly formed Latvian Republic begs for Freikorps assistance toIn Riga, the newly formed Latvian Republic begs for Freikorps assistance to
defend their country against the Bolsheviks, and even the British support thisdefend their country against the Bolsheviks, and even the British support this
decision.decision.
Hence, Freikorps units move to the defence of Latvia.Hence, Freikorps units move to the defence of Latvia.
Even Germany's own right wing is divided into two camps: those in favour of Even Germany's own right wing is divided into two camps: those in favour of 
restoring the monarchy, and separating Bavaria from the rest of Germany,restoring the monarchy, and separating Bavaria from the rest of Germany,
and those in favour of a unified Greater German Reich, without a monarchand those in favour of a unified Greater German Reich, without a monarch
but with a leader, a leader with vbut with a leader, a leader with vision - a German ision - a German messiah - a messiah - a FuhrerFuhrer..
Where is that Fuhrer to be found ?Where is that Fuhrer to be found ?

UnwiUnwittinttinglygly, , the the Thule Thule GeselGesellschalschaft ft providprovideses
the answer.the answer.

Meeting in the expensive Vier Jahreszeiten -Meeting in the expensive Vier Jahreszeiten -
(Four Seasons Hotel see left)), the leading(Four Seasons Hotel see left)), the leading
industrialists and aristocracy of the city, alongindustrialists and aristocracy of the city, along
with a generous helping of local police andwith a generous helping of local police and
military officials, are designing a two-prongedmilitary officials, are designing a two-pronged
strategy of political activism.strategy of political activism.
The Thule Society will do the organizing, willThe Thule Society will do the organizing, will
make the right connections among the societymake the right connections among the society
ffiigguurreess, , tthhe e wweeaalltthhy y ccaappiittaalliissttss, , tthhee
intelligentsia.intelligentsia.



They will stockpile the weapons. They will organize units of the Free Corps,They will stockpile the weapons. They will organize units of the Free Corps,
papartrticicululararly ly ththe e EhEhrhrharardt dt BrBrigigadade e (w(whihich ch wiwill ll bebecocome me an an ofoffificicial al ununit it of of 
Germany's navy as the Ehrhardt Naval Brigade and, eventually, subsumedGermany's navy as the Ehrhardt Naval Brigade and, eventually, subsumed
into Himmler's SS) and the Freikorps Oberland.into Himmler's SS) and the Freikorps Oberland.

But another arm of the Thule has already begun recruiting - not amongBut another arm of the Thule has already begun recruiting - not among
MuMuninich'ch's s "b"beaeaututififul ul pepeopoplele," ," ththe e ririch ch anand d ththe e powpowererfuful l - - bubut t amamonong g ththee
woworkrkining g pepeopoplele, , ththe e lolowewer r anand d mimiddddlele-cl-clasass s cicititizezens ns whwho o hahave ve bebeen en hihitt
hardest by the civil wars, the enormous rates of inflation, the chaos andhardest by the civil wars, the enormous rates of inflation, the chaos and
confusion.confusion.

There will be no overtThere will be no overt
iinnvvoollvveemmeennt t oof f tthhee
TThuhule le SSococieiety ty iin n tthihiss
grgrooupup, , wwhihich ch is is tto o bebe
ccaalllleed d iinnsstteeaad d tthhee
German Workers PartyGerman Workers Party
(D(DAPAP) ) (s(see ee ririghght) t) anandd
which will be led by awhich will be led by a
sseeririoouuss, , hhuummoorlrleessss,,
rairailrolroad ad empemployloyee ee andand
locksmith named Antonlocksmith named Anton
Drexler.Drexler.
They will meet in a beer hall.They will meet in a beer hall.
Perhaps between the two groups - the Thule withPerhaps between the two groups - the Thule with
iits ts acacadadeemimicscs, , nonoblbleses, , anand d ffacactotory ry owownenersrs

meeting at the Four Seasons, and the German Workers' Party with its rough-meeting at the Four Seasons, and the German Workers' Party with its rough-
and-tumble factory workers meeting in beer halls - they will be able to form aand-tumble factory workers meeting in beer halls - they will be able to form a
uniunited ted frofront nt agaagaininst st ComCommunmunismism, , intinternernatiationaonal l FreFreemaemasonsonryry, , and and worworldld
Jewry.Jewry.

Within a year, this project of Within a year, this project of 
the the ThuThule le GesGesellellschaschaft ft wiwillll
bebecocome me tthe he NNSDSDAPAP: : ththee
NatNationional al SocSocialialist ist GerGermanman
Workers' Party.Workers' Party.
It will sport a swastika flagIt will sport a swastika flag
anand d a a swswasastitika ka ararmbmbanand,d,
and its leader will be a war and its leader will be a war 
veteran, a corporal who hadveteran, a corporal who had
been sent by the Germanbeen sent by the German
AArrmmy  y  tto  o  ssppy  y  oon  n  tthhee

organization: Adolf Hitler.organization: Adolf Hitler.
 And by November, 1923, the tiny German Workers' And by November, 1923, the tiny German Workers'
Party will have grown to enormous proportions withParty will have grown to enormous proportions with
many thousands of members, and will attempt to take over the country in themany thousands of members, and will attempt to take over the country in the
famous Beer Hall Putsch.famous Beer Hall Putsch.



The Putsch will fail, but AdolThe Putsch will fail, but Adolf Hitler the Füuhrer f Hitler the Füuhrer will be born.will be born.

What was the Thule Gesellschaft ?What was the Thule Gesellschaft ?
What were cultists doing fighting Communists in the streets of Munich ?What were cultists doing fighting Communists in the streets of Munich ?
What did they believe ? How did it influence the Nazi Party What did they believe ? How did it influence the Nazi Party ??

 A PHILOSOPHICAL DIGRESSION A PHILOSOPHICAL DIGRESSION

The The onceonce-fa-fashishionaonable ble and and stistillll-con-controtroversversialial
French philosopher Michel Foucault (see right)French philosopher Michel Foucault (see right)
oonncce e ddeessccrriibbeed d ttwwo o mmaajjoor r iimmppuullssees s iinn
European culture and its European culture and its dynamics of power.dynamics of power.
The first of these he called 'the blood.'The first of these he called 'the blood.'
TThihis s iimpmpululse se wwas as didirerectctly ly rerellatated ed tto o ololdd--
fashioned concepts fashioned concepts of political of political sovereigntysovereignty..

 According to Foucault, the death penalty was According to Foucault, the death penalty was
important and indulged in heavily during thisimportant and indulged in heavily during this
period because it represented the monarch'speriod because it represented the monarch's
divinely given power to cause the death of divinely given power to cause the death of 
enemies; i.e., to rob them of their blood.enemies; i.e., to rob them of their blood.
One pledged to defend a monarch to the lastOne pledged to defend a monarch to the last
drop of one's blood.drop of one's blood.
PPeeoopplle e bbeeccaamme e rruulleerrs s oowwiinng g tto o tthheeiir r 
coconsansangnguiuininity ty wiwith th ththe e prepreviviouous s ruruleler r (t(theyhey
shared the same blood, were of the sameshared the same blood, were of the same
family).family).

 And, of course, although Foucault does not say it so baldly, an essential And, of course, although Foucault does not say it so baldly, an essential
element of the dominant European religion, Christianity, is the idea of theelement of the dominant European religion, Christianity, is the idea of the
redemption of humanity through the spilled (and sacred) blood of Christ.redemption of humanity through the spilled (and sacred) blood of Christ.
This cultural conceit existed in the This cultural conceit existed in the West well until the advent of the nineteenthWest well until the advent of the nineteenth
century, at which time it was gradually replaced by the second of the twocentury, at which time it was gradually replaced by the second of the two
impulses, that of 'sexuality.'impulses, that of 'sexuality.'
'Sanguinity' gave way to "sexuality" as political attitudes shifted from the'Sanguinity' gave way to "sexuality" as political attitudes shifted from the
importance of blood (and, hence, of importance of blood (and, hence, of the mystical value of death, the spilling of the mystical value of death, the spilling of 
blood) to the importance of life itself: to the regulation of life's processes, theblood) to the importance of life itself: to the regulation of life's processes, the
(se(seleclectitive) ve) prepreserservatvation ion of of liflife, e, and and the the sursurvivvival al (or (or desdestrutructiction) on) of of ententireire
populations.populations.
Power, therefore, was no longer a mystical quality of kingly blood - i.e., of anPower, therefore, was no longer a mystical quality of kingly blood - i.e., of an
inindidivividudual al sosoveverereigign n - - bubut t ininhehererent nt in in ththe e cocontntrorol, l, mamaninipupulalatitionon, , anandd
interpretation of the sex act and its product.interpretation of the sex act and its product.
Power shifted - according to Foucault - from the symbol or sign of the bloodPower shifted - according to Foucault - from the symbol or sign of the blood
toward the object of sex; Machiavelli moving down the talk show couch totoward the object of sex; Machiavelli moving down the talk show couch to
make room for Freud, who will take it with him when he make room for Freud, who will take it with him when he leaves.leaves.



This seeming digression has been made because it so perfectly describesThis seeming digression has been made because it so perfectly describes
what will follow in the remainder of this study; - we will be watching how thesewhat will follow in the remainder of this study; - we will be watching how these
twin forces - blood and sex - came to be epitomized in the occult struggles,twin forces - blood and sex - came to be epitomized in the occult struggles,
the mystical agon of the Third Reich.the mystical agon of the Third Reich.
Rather than remain an abstract philosophical problem, however, the themesRather than remain an abstract philosophical problem, however, the themes
of blood and sex become very real, very conspicuous in the writings, acts,of blood and sex become very real, very conspicuous in the writings, acts,
and preoccupations of the magicians who gave birth to the Occult Reich, andand preoccupations of the magicians who gave birth to the Occult Reich, and
of those who carried out the policies of the of those who carried out the policies of the SS.SS.
ThThe e rereadader er is is asasked ked to to rerememembmber er ththis is brbrieief f enencacapspsululatatioion n of of FoFoucucauaultlt's's
observations as we follow the argument down the last hundred- odd yearsobservations as we follow the argument down the last hundred- odd years
since the birth of the German Theosophical movement and its illegitimatesince the birth of the German Theosophical movement and its illegitimate
ofoffsfsppriringng, , ththe e sesex-x-anand-d-blblooood d rurunne e mamagigiciciaans ns LiListst, , LiLiebebenenfefells, s, anandd
Sebottendorff.Sebottendorff.
Before we get ahead of ourselves, hoBefore we get ahead of ourselves, howeverwever, let us begin where most Western, let us begin where most Western
twentieth- century occultism begins, with the birth of twentieth- century occultism begins, with the birth of the Theosophical Societythe Theosophical Society
in New York City in 1875 and the subsequent occult revival that spread toin New York City in 1875 and the subsequent occult revival that spread to
England and the Continent with such powerful consequences.England and the Continent with such powerful consequences.



SECRET SUPERMEN AND SECRET DOCTRINESSECRET SUPERMEN AND SECRET DOCTRINES

Madame Helena Petrovna Blavatsky (1831-1891)Madame Helena Petrovna Blavatsky (1831-1891)
(see left) was born in what is (see left) was born in what is now Ukraine.now Ukraine.
She would be forty-four years old before creatingShe would be forty-four years old before creating
the Society for which she is best remembered,the Society for which she is best remembered,
bubut t heher r momost st imimpoportrtanant t acachihievevememenents ts ststilill l laylay
ahead of her.ahead of her.
In 1877 - two years after In 1877 - two years after 
stastartirting ng the the TheTheosoosophiphicalcal
SSoocciieetty y -  -  sshhe e wwoouulldd
publish 'Isis Unveiled' (seepublish 'Isis Unveiled' (see
right), an energetic blendright), an energetic blend
of of EEasastetern rn rerelligigiioon n anandd
mmyyssttiicciissmm, , EEuurrooppeeaann

mythology and Egyptian occultism, which would pavemythology and Egyptian occultism, which would pave
ththe e waway y fofor r heher r eveven en momore re amambibititiouous s 'T'The he SeSecrcretet
Doctrine' (see left) in 1888.Doctrine' (see left) in 1888.

Some authors have written thatSome authors have written that
tthhe e popopupullararitity y of of BBlalavavattskskyy's's
writings in the late nineteenth century was evidence of writings in the late nineteenth century was evidence of 
an anti-positan anti-positivist reactioivist reaction n among the among the middlmiddle e classclasses es toto
the effect that science was having the effect that science was having on religious belief.on religious belief.
IIn n ototheher r wworordsds, , scsciienence ce wwas as gogoiing ng so so fafar r totowwarardd
"proving" the errors of faith that the average person – in"proving" the errors of faith that the average person – in
a state of existential and ontological 'angst' - embraceda state of existential and ontological 'angst' - embraced
tthhe e qquuaassii--sscciieennttiiffiic c aapppprrooaacch h ttoowwaarrd d rreelliiggiioonn
represented in 'The Secret Doctrine'.represented in 'The Secret Doctrine'.

DDaarwrwin in (s(see ee lelefft) t) hahadd
published 'The Origin of published 'The Origin of 

Species' in 1859, and this was followed bySpecies' in 1859, and this was followed by
'T'The he DeDescscenent t of of MaMan' n' in in 18187171; ; boboth th bobookokss
ofoffeferered d evevololuutition on as as ththe e mmeaeans ns by by wwhihichch
huhumamans ns wewere re crcreaeateted, d, as as opoppoposesed d to to ththee
Biblical account found in Genesis.Biblical account found in Genesis.
The effect of the theory of evolution on religionThe effect of the theory of evolution on religion
was as great then as it is now; the controversywas as great then as it is now; the controversy
oovever r DDaarwrwiinniissm m ccaauusseed d mmaany ny ppeeoopplle e ttoo
question the existence of God, the possibilityquestion the existence of God, the possibility
of redemption, life after death.of redemption, life after death.



PePeoplople e wewere re ststarartltled ed to to didiscscovover er ththat at BiBiblblicical al mymythths s wewere re at at ododds ds wiwithth
scientific theories, and thus began to doubt everything they ever believed.scientific theories, and thus began to doubt everything they ever believed.
They found themselves spiritually – They found themselves spiritually – and, more significantlyand, more significantly, morally adrift., morally adrift.

Blavatsky provided a much-appreciated antidote to Darwin, even as she wasBlavatsky provided a much-appreciated antidote to Darwin, even as she was
brazenly appropriating (and some might argue - reversing) his theory of brazenly appropriating (and some might argue - reversing) his theory of 
evolution.evolution.

 As unusual as her theories might appear to some today, they were actually As unusual as her theories might appear to some today, they were actually
quite brilliant for her time, for they enabled intelligent and educated men andquite brilliant for her time, for they enabled intelligent and educated men and
women to maintain deep spiritual beliefs while simultaneously acknowledgingwomen to maintain deep spiritual beliefs while simultaneously acknowledging
the inroads made by scientific research into areas previously consideredthe inroads made by scientific research into areas previously considered
beyond the domain of mere human knowledge.beyond the domain of mere human knowledge.
Blavatsky outlined a map of evolution that went far beyond Darwin to includeBlavatsky outlined a map of evolution that went far beyond Darwin to include
vanished races from time immemorial through the present imperfect race of vanished races from time immemorial through the present imperfect race of 
humans, and continuing on for races far into the humans, and continuing on for races far into the future.future.

Based on a selection of various Asian scriptures 'The Secret Doctrine's'Based on a selection of various Asian scriptures 'The Secret Doctrine's'
messamessage would ge would latelater r be picked up be picked up by the by the GermaGerman n occultoccultists, who welcomedists, who welcomed
the pseudo-scientific prose of its author as the answer to the pseudo-scientific prose of its author as the answer to a dream.a dream.
The smug and condescending attitude of scientists and their devotees towardThe smug and condescending attitude of scientists and their devotees toward
the "unscientific" had proved contagious among many in the newly createdthe "unscientific" had proved contagious among many in the newly created
middle class, and mystics began to find themselves in the ridiculous positionmiddle class, and mystics began to find themselves in the ridiculous position
of of hahaviving ng to to sasatitisfsfy y ththe e rereququirirememenents ts of of scscieiencnce e in in whwhat at arare e papatetentntlyly
unscientific (we may say unscientific (we may say "non-scientific") pursuits."non-scientific") pursuits.
Modernism in general was seen as being largely an urban, sophisticated,Modernism in general was seen as being largely an urban, sophisticated,
inintetellllecectutual al (h(henence ce "J"Jewewisish"h") ) phphenenomomenenonon, , anand d ththis is ininclclududed ed sciscienencece,,
technologytechnology, the , the Industrial Revolution, and Industrial Revolution, and capitalism.capitalism.
The only wholesome lifestyle was that of the peasantThe only wholesome lifestyle was that of the peasant
on his "land," and the naive beliefs of the people of on his "land," and the naive beliefs of the people of 
tthhe e llaanndd, , tthhe e ppaaggaannuus s oor r ppaaggaanns s - - wwiitth h tthheeiir r 
sympathetic magic and worship of ancient gods in thesympathetic magic and worship of ancient gods in the
form of such superstitious practices as fertility rites,form of such superstitious practices as fertility rites,
the lighting of bonfires on particular days sacred tothe lighting of bonfires on particular days sacred to
ththe e olold d cacalelendndarar, , anand d ththe e whwholole e hohost st of of cucultltururalal
trtradadititioions ns ththat at cacan n be be didiscscovoverered ed by by coconsnsulultitingng
Frazier's (see right) 'The Golden Bough' - were set upFrazier's (see right) 'The Golden Bough' - were set up
in opposition to 'science', with its suspect lack of in opposition to 'science', with its suspect lack of 
human warmth and its cold indifference to the 'gods'.human warmth and its cold indifference to the 'gods'.
Science in its hubris was treading dangerously closeScience in its hubris was treading dangerously close
to the territory claimed by religion (the origin of life, the creation of theto the territory claimed by religion (the origin of life, the creation of the
univeuniverse, even the existence of God), and in rse, even the existence of God), and in order to get there it order to get there it woulwould haved have
to dance a jig all over the to dance a jig all over the occult 'sciences'.occult 'sciences'.



ScScieiencnce e ststilill l smsmartarted ed frfrom om ththe e relreligigioious us fufurororeres s cacausused ed by by GaGalilileleo o anandd
CoperCopernicus; so rather than mount an nicus; so rather than mount an all-oall-out attack on ut attack on God, it was God, it was a a lot safer lot safer 
to conduct a rearguard action, and go to conduct a rearguard action, and go after the ghosts.after the ghosts.
But then along came Blavatsky, who took new scientific attitudes as theyBut then along came Blavatsky, who took new scientific attitudes as they
were popularly understood and gave them a mwere popularly understood and gave them a mystical twist.ystical twist.

TTakakining g heher r cucue e frfrom om DaDarwrwinin, , shshe e popopupulalaririzezed d ththee
notion of a spiritual struggle between various races,notion of a spiritual struggle between various races,
and of the inherent superiority of the Aryan race (seeand of the inherent superiority of the Aryan race (see
left), hypothetically the latest in the line of spiritualleft), hypothetically the latest in the line of spiritual
evolution.evolution.
BBllaavvaattsskky y wwoouulldd
borrow heavily fromborrow heavily from
ccaarereffuullly ly cchhoosseenn
scientific authors inscientific authors in
fields as diverse asfields as diverse as

archaeology and astronomy to bolster her archaeology and astronomy to bolster her 
arguments for the existence of Atlantis (seearguments for the existence of Atlantis (see
rightright), ), extratextraterresterrestrial rial (or (or super-super-terresterrestrialtrial))
llifife-e-foformrms, s, tthe he ccrereatatioion n of of ananiimmalals s byby
humans (as opposed to the Darwinian line of succession), etc.humans (as opposed to the Darwinian line of succession), etc.
It should be remembered that Blavatsky's works - notablyIsis Unveiled' andIt should be remembered that Blavatsky's works - notablyIsis Unveiled' and
'The Secret Doctrine' - appear to be the result of prodigious scholarship and'The Secret Doctrine' - appear to be the result of prodigious scholarship and
were extremely convincing.were extremely convincing.
The rationale behind many later National Socialist projects can be tracedThe rationale behind many later National Socialist projects can be traced
back - back - through the writthrough the writings of von List, ings of von List, von Sebottendorfvon Sebottendorff, and von Liebenfelf, and von Liebenfelss
- to ideas - to ideas first popularized by Blavatsky.first popularized by Blavatsky.

 A caste system of races, the importance of ancient alphabets (notably the A caste system of races, the importance of ancient alphabets (notably the
runes), the superiority of the Aryans (a white race with its origins in therunes), the superiority of the Aryans (a white race with its origins in the
HimHimalayalayas), as), an an 'in'initiitiatated' ed' verversiosion n of of astastrolrology ogy and and astastronronomyomy, , the the coscosmicmic
truths coded within pagan myths ... all of these and more can truths coded within pagan myths ... all of these and more can be found both inbe found both in
Blavatsky and in the Blavatsky and in the doctrines of the Third Reich itself,doctrines of the Third Reich itself,
specifically in the ideology of the SS.specifically in the ideology of the SS.

It It wawas, s, afafteter r alall, l, BlBlavavatatskysky
wwhho  o  ppooiinntteed  d  oouut  t  tthhee
supreme occult significancesupreme occult significance
of the swastika (see left).of the swastika (see left).
AAnnd d iit t wwas as a a ffoollllowoweer r oof f 
BBllaavvaattsskky  y  wwhho  o  wwaass
insinstrutrumenmental tal in in intintrodroduciucingng
the 'Protocols of the Eldersthe 'Protocols of the Elders
oof f  ZZiioonn'  '  tto o a a WWeesstteerrnn
European community eager European community eager 

for a scapegoat.for a scapegoat.



This is not to imply that Theosophy is inherently fascist.This is not to imply that Theosophy is inherently fascist.
  A  Altlthohougugh h BlBlavavatatsky sky hehersrselelf f didid d nonot t bebecocome me oveovertrtly ly ininvovolvlved ed in in popolilititicacall
campaigning or intriguing, many of her followers and self-appointed devoteescampaigning or intriguing, many of her followers and self-appointed devotees
could not help but use their new-found faith as a springboard into the politicalcould not help but use their new-found faith as a springboard into the political
arena.arena.

ThThe e fafascscininatatining g mimixtxturure e of of ararmcmchahair ir ararchchaeaeolologogyy, , papaleleo-o-asastrtrononomomyy,,
compacomparative religion, Asiarative religion, Asian n scriptscriptural ural sourcesources, s, and and EuropeEuropean an mythmythology ology thatthat
can be found in Blavatsky's writings was enough to cause a kind of explosioncan be found in Blavatsky's writings was enough to cause a kind of explosion
of consciousness among many women and men of her generation, includingof consciousness among many women and men of her generation, including
the scientists who would one day direct entire departments within the SS.the scientists who would one day direct entire departments within the SS.
Blavatsky's 'creative' method of scholarship inspired admirers and imitatorsBlavatsky's 'creative' method of scholarship inspired admirers and imitators
throughout the world, who considered the theories put forward in such booksthroughout the world, who considered the theories put forward in such books
as 'The Secret Doctrine' to be literally true, and who used her writings as theas 'The Secret Doctrine' to be literally true, and who used her writings as the
basis for further research.basis for further research.
In a In a wayway, this was , this was understandable.understandable.
n ancient times, alchemists were the only chemists; as the centuries went byn ancient times, alchemists were the only chemists; as the centuries went by
anand d scscieiencnce e dedevevelolopeped d a a phphililososopophy hy anand d memeththododolologogy y of of itits s owown, n, ththee
alchemists and chemists split off from each other and went their separatealchemists and chemists split off from each other and went their separate
ways.ways.
So it was with the rest of academia.So it was with the rest of academia.
In the nineteenth century - bereft of a unified vision of humanity and cosmos,In the nineteenth century - bereft of a unified vision of humanity and cosmos,
cosmos and God - it was no longer easy to be an expert in every field of cosmos and God - it was no longer easy to be an expert in every field of 
scscieiencnce e anand d pphihilolososophphyy; ; by by ththe e twtwenenttieietth h cecentntuuryry, , it it wwououlld d bebecocomeme
impossible.impossible.
The writings of people like Blavatsky and her spiritual descendants representThe writings of people like Blavatsky and her spiritual descendants represent
whwhat at cocoululd d be be ththe e lalast st gagasp sp of of ththe e 'R'Renenaiaissssanance ce MaMan' n' bebefofore re sciscienencece,,
memedidicicinene, , ththe e InInduduststririal al ReRevovolulutitionon, , anand d memechchananizized ed wawarfrfarare e mamadede
specialization a necessity and the medieval image of the all- powerful and all-specialization a necessity and the medieval image of the all- powerful and all-
knowing Magician a knowing Magician a bitter-sweet memorybitter-sweet memory..



GERMAN GERMAN INITIAINITIATESTES

TThhe e GGeerrmmaan n SSeeccttiioon n oof f tthhe e TThheeoossoopphhiiccaall
Society (see left) was founded in the town of Society (see left) was founded in the town of 
Elberfeld on July 22,Elberfeld on July 22,
1884.1884.
BlBlavavatatsky sky wawas s ststayayiningg
tthheerre e aat t tthhe e hhoomme e oof f 
MaMaririe e GeGebhbharard d (1(183832-2-
9292), ), nenee e L'L'EsEstrtranangege, , aa
nnaattiive ve oof f DDuubblliin n wwhhoo
mmaarrririeed d a a wwelelll-t-too-d-doo
German and, moving toGerman and, moving to
elegant surroundings inelegant surroundings in
hheer r nneew w hhoommeellaanndd,,
devoted her leisure timedevoted her leisure time

to a study of occultism and ritual magic.to a study of occultism and ritual magic.
Frau Gebhard had corresponded regularly with theFrau Gebhard had corresponded regularly with the
fafamomous us FrFrenench ch mamagigicician an anand d auauththor or of of seseveverarall
popular books on magic, Eliphas Levi (the Abbe Louis Constant – see right)).popular books on magic, Eliphas Levi (the Abbe Louis Constant – see right)).
She is known to have visited the Master at least once a year in Paris for tenShe is known to have visited the Master at least once a year in Paris for ten
years until his death in 1875 in order to receive personalized instruction in theyears until his death in 1875 in order to receive personalized instruction in the
occult arts.occult arts.

 A room at her estate in Elberfeld was completely A room at her estate in Elberfeld was completely
devoted to these pursuits, and it was there thatdevoted to these pursuits, and it was there that
the German Section of the TS was inauguratedthe German Section of the TS was inaugurated
with a Dr. Wilhelm Hübbe-Schleiden (1846-1916)with a Dr. Wilhelm Hübbe-Schleiden (1846-1916)
as its first president.as its first president.

  Alth  Although ough HübbeHübbe-Schle-Schleideniden
would become well knownwould become well known
aas s tthhe e ppuubblliisshheer r oof f tthhee
ininflflueuentntiaial l GeGermrman an ococcucultlt
magazine, 'Die Sphinx' (seemagazine, 'Die Sphinx' (see
ririghghtt), ), prpriior or to to hihis s ococcuculltt
ccaarreeeer  r  hhe  e  wwaas  s  aann
oouuttssppookkeen n ssuuppppoorrtteer r oof f 
GeGermrman an nanatitiononalalisism m anandd

colonialism.colonialism.
This is mentioned only to show how early on occultismThis is mentioned only to show how early on occultism
and political adventurism - specifically an elitist, racistand political adventurism - specifically an elitist, racist
adventurism - were linked.adventurism - were linked.



WhWhilile e nonot t exexacactltly y a a prpropopononenent t of of an an eaearlrly y LeLebebensnsraraum um popolilicycy, , HübbHübbe-e-
Schleiden had once been the manager of an estate in West Africa and was atSchleiden had once been the manager of an estate in West Africa and was at
the time of his tenure as president of the Theosophical Society in Germany athe time of his tenure as president of the Theosophical Society in Germany a
sensenior ior civcivil il serservanvant t wiwith th the the ColColonionial al OfOfficfice, e, eneenergetrgeticaically lly propromotmoting ing thethe
expansion of Germany's colonies abroad.expansion of Germany's colonies abroad.
In all fairness, however, it must be admitted that 'Die Sphinx' was one of theIn all fairness, however, it must be admitted that 'Die Sphinx' was one of the
first, and also more up-market, occult periodicals of its time.first, and also more up-market, occult periodicals of its time.

It It cacateterered d to to an an inintetellllecectutual al auaudidienencece, , anand d ititss
contributors included scientists, philosophers, andcontributors included scientists, philosophers, and
other mainstream academics writing on a variety of other mainstream academics writing on a variety of 
ttooppiiccss, , ffrroom m tthhe e ppaarraannoorrmmaal l aannd d ppssyycchhiiccaall
research, to archaeology and mysticism.research, to archaeology and mysticism.

 As such, it was firmly in the Theosophical camp, As such, it was firmly in the Theosophical camp,
whicwhich requih required some sred some sort of ort of accomaccommodatmodation wiion withth
mainstream science.mainstream science.
One man of science who would come to personifyOne man of science who would come to personify
this uneasy truce was a Blavatsky enthusiast whothis uneasy truce was a Blavatsky enthusiast who
became influential in the German movement.became influential in the German movement.
Dr. Franz Hartmann (see left) (1838- 1912), theDr. Franz Hartmann (see left) (1838- 1912), the
prolific author of a wide range of occult books, firstprolific author of a wide range of occult books, first
studied medicine at the University studied medicine at the University of Munich.of Munich.

While spending seventeen years as an eye doctor (and sometime coroner) inWhile spending seventeen years as an eye doctor (and sometime coroner) in
the United States, he became interested in the Spiritualist movement andthe United States, he became interested in the Spiritualist movement and
began reading Theosophical tracts.began reading Theosophical tracts.

In 1883 he travelled to Theosophical Society headquarters in Adyar, India, toIn 1883 he travelled to Theosophical Society headquarters in Adyar, India, to
sit at the feet sit at the feet of the Masters, evidently impressing of the Masters, evidently impressing his hosts greatlyhis hosts greatly..
He was trusted so highly that, while Blavatsky was in Elberfeld helping jump-He was trusted so highly that, while Blavatsky was in Elberfeld helping jump-
start the German Section, Hartmann was in Adyar as acting president of thestart the German Section, Hartmann was in Adyar as acting president of the
Theosophical Society and remained in India until 1885.Theosophical Society and remained in India until 1885.

HHaarrttmmaannn  n  iis  s  oof  f  
coconsnsididererabable le ininteteresrest t toto
this study, as it was hethis study, as it was he
wwho ho hehelplped ed crcreeatate e tthehe
Ordo Templi Orientis (seeOrdo Templi Orientis (see
lleefftt), ), a a GGeerrmmaan n ooccccuulltt
society formed around thesociety formed around the
idea of sexual magic.idea of sexual magic.
Other illustrious membersOther illustrious members
of of ththe e OTOTO O wwilill l ininclclududee
anothanother er TheosTheosophisophist, t, DrDr..
Rudolf Steiner (see right).Rudolf Steiner (see right).



Steiner would go on to form the Anthroposophical Society in 1912; GerardSteiner would go on to form the Anthroposophical Society in 1912; Gerard
Encausse, who - under the nom de plume of "Papus" - had written the firstEncausse, who - under the nom de plume of "Papus" - had written the first
defidefinitivnitive text on the text on the Te Tarot as a boarot as a book of concok of concealed iealed illumlluminisminism; ; and and AleiAleister ster 
Crowley, whose A...A..., or Argentum Astrum ("Silver Star"), was founded inCrowley, whose A...A..., or Argentum Astrum ("Silver Star"), was founded in
1907, the same year 1907, the same year as the Order as the Order of New Tof New Templars mentioned above.emplars mentioned above.

 Another personal friend of Mme. Blavatsky was Another personal friend of Mme. Blavatsky was
DDrr.  .  WWiilllliiaam m WWyynnnn
WWestestcotcott t (18(1848-48-1921925)5)
((sseee e rriigghhtt)), , aannootthheer r 
ccoorroonneer  r  aannd  d  aa
TThheeoossoopphhiisst  t  wwhhoo
fofounundeded d ththe e HeHermrmeteticic
OOrdrdeer r oof f tthhe e GGoollddeenn
DDaawwn n iin n EEnnggllaannd d iinn
1888, the same year as1888, the same year as
'T'The he SeSecrcret et DoDoctctririnene''
was published.was published.
WWestestcotcott t claclaimeimed d thathatt
tthe he GGololdeden n DDawawn n ((sesee e lelefftt) ) wwas as in in rerealaliity ty ththee
English branch of a German occult lodge, a claimEnglish branch of a German occult lodge, a claim

that would later be proven a hoax, and which is, for that very reason, highlythat would later be proven a hoax, and which is, for that very reason, highly
suggestive; for why would anyone claim a German origin for their occultsuggestive; for why would anyone claim a German origin for their occult
sociesociety when ty when so many so many other cultuother cultures are res are much more consistenmuch more consistent t witwith h populpopular ar 
mystical stereotypes, such as those of India or Egypt ?mystical stereotypes, such as those of India or Egypt ?

WhWhatatevever er ththe e rereasasonon, , we we hahave ve ththe e ThTheoeososophphicical al SoSocicietetyy, , ththe e OTOTO, O, ththee
 Anthroposophical Society, and the Golden Dawn all intertwined in incestuous Anthroposophical Society, and the Golden Dawn all intertwined in incestuous
embrace.embrace.
ThThese ese arare e ththe e orgorgananizizatatioions ns momost st fafamimililiar ar to to a a cacasusual al rereadader er of of ococcucultlt
histories, and we will come back to them later on, for they all bear directly onhistories, and we will come back to them later on, for they all bear directly on
our story.our story.
For now, though, let us follow the careers of the German Theosophists to seeFor now, though, let us follow the careers of the German Theosophists to see
where they will lead us.where they will lead us.
Upon his return to Europe in 1885, Hartmann took up residence at a townUpon his return to Europe in 1885, Hartmann took up residence at a town
nneaear r SaSallzbzbururg, g, anand d tthe he didirerectctororsshihip p of of a a LLebebenenssrereffororm m sasananattororiiuum.m.
Lebensreform (or 'life reform') was a back-to-nature movement that espousedLebensreform (or 'life reform') was a back-to-nature movement that espoused
a wide range of "clean living" practices that would be the envy of any Newa wide range of "clean living" practices that would be the envy of any New

 Ager of today. Ager of today.

Vegetarianism, abstention from alcohol and tobacco, homeopathy, and evenVegetarianism, abstention from alcohol and tobacco, homeopathy, and even
nudism informed this movement, and Hartmann saw it as a vehicle for thenudism informed this movement, and Hartmann saw it as a vehicle for the
more overtly more overtly mystical program of Theosophy.mystical program of Theosophy.



Like most occultists who are inveterate "joiners" and collectors of paper Like most occultists who are inveterate "joiners" and collectors of paper 
dignities, Hartmann was not content to confine his spiritual search to thedignities, Hartmann was not content to confine his spiritual search to the
leadership available in the Theosophical movement or any other movement.leadership available in the Theosophical movement or any other movement.
Most Western occultism is long on text and short on practice (contrary toMost Western occultism is long on text and short on practice (contrary to
forms of occultism found in the East, which rely on strict discipline, rigorousforms of occultism found in the East, which rely on strict discipline, rigorous
mental and physical exercises, and the constant supervision of a teacher or mental and physical exercises, and the constant supervision of a teacher or 
""gguururu"")), , aannd d ooccccaassiioonnaallly ly a a WWeesstteerrn n sseeeekkeer r - - ssttaarvrveed d ffoor r ggeennuuiinnee
accaccompomplislishmehment nt - - wilwill l accaccumuumulatlate e vasvast t quaquantintitieties s of of iniinitiatiatiotions ns intinto o wilwildlydly
disdisparparate ate orgorganianizatzationions s wiwith th aweawesomsome-se-sounoundinding g tittitlesles, , hophoping ing thethereby reby toto
satisfy his ego if not his spirit.satisfy his ego if not his spirit.
In this way, occultism becomes a hobby - rather like stamp-collecting, or bird-In this way, occultism becomes a hobby - rather like stamp-collecting, or bird-
watching - but with the added benefit that the seeker elevates himself in hiswatching - but with the added benefit that the seeker elevates himself in his
owown n eyeyes es to to ststraratotospspheheriric c lelevevels ls of of ararcacane ne wiwisdsdom om bebeyyonond d ththe e fefeebeblele
understanding of mere mortals.understanding of mere mortals.
That is, until the next occult order is formed and another - more formidable -That is, until the next occult order is formed and another - more formidable -
initiation becomes available.initiation becomes available.
Thus Hartmann will become involved, in 1902, withThus Hartmann will become involved, in 1902, with
one John Yarker (see right) whose Masonic order, theone John Yarker (see right) whose Masonic order, the

 Ancient and Primitive Rite of Memphis and Mizraim, Ancient and Primitive Rite of Memphis and Mizraim,
wouwould ld claclaim im many many ototherwherwiseise-si-sincencere re inindividividuaduals ls asas
members.members.
It would be from among the German leadership of thisIt would be from among the German leadership of this
organization that the future founders of the OTO -organization that the future founders of the OTO -
ininclclududining g HaHartrtmamann nn hihimsmselelf f - - wowoululd d be be seselelectcteded..
Hence, it is Franz Hartmann who provides us withHence, it is Franz Hartmann who provides us with
some excellent connections between the seeminglysome excellent connections between the seemingly
apapololititicical al OrOrdo do TTememplpli i OrOrieientntis is anand d ththe e rerest st of of ththee
German occult community, which was, more or less,German occult community, which was, more or less,
aligned with either the Lebensreform movement or directly with the Pan-aligned with either the Lebensreform movement or directly with the Pan-
German, anti-Semitic movement which gave birth to German, anti-Semitic movement which gave birth to National Socialism.National Socialism.

Thus Hartmann is the axle on which this peculiar Thus Hartmann is the axle on which this peculiar 
Wheel of Life will turn. Wherever we pick up theWheel of Life will turn. Wherever we pick up the
thread of twentieth-century Western occultism andthread of twentieth-century Western occultism and
ritual magic, we can follow it back along a trail thatritual magic, we can follow it back along a trail that
leads to Hartmann.leads to Hartmann.

 A few years later, Hartmann became involved  A few years later, Hartmann became involved withwith
anoanothether r LebLebensensrefreform orm comcommunmunityity, , thithis s titime me atat

 Ascona, in Switzerland, where we will eventually Ascona, in Switzerland, where we will eventually
find his associate and fellow OTO initiate Theodor find his associate and fellow OTO initiate Theodor 
Reuss (see left) sitting out the First World War inReuss (see left) sitting out the First World War in
1917.1917.
TThehere re HHarartmtmanann n bbegegan an hihis s owown n jjouournrnalal, , ththee

'Lotusbluthen', (Lotus Blossoms) in 1892, which printed translations of many'Lotusbluthen', (Lotus Blossoms) in 1892, which printed translations of many
Theosophical and related writings.Theosophical and related writings.



Lotusbluthen's logo included the ubiquitous swastika.Lotusbluthen's logo included the ubiquitous swastika.
  A  Amomong ng HaHartrtmamannnn's 's mamany ny ototheher r pupublblicicatatioions ns wewere re trtrananslslatatioions ns of of ththee
'Bhag'Bhagavad-Gavad-Gita' (one ita' (one of Himmler'of Himmler's s favorfavorite texts), and ite texts), and the 'Dao the 'Dao De Jing', theDe Jing', the
sacred text of Taoism.sacred text of Taoism.
It is a measure of Hartmann's popularity and reputation that some of hisIt is a measure of Hartmann's popularity and reputation that some of his
writings have been translated into English and are available today under awritings have been translated into English and are available today under a
variety of imprints.variety of imprints.
Little of what Hartmann wrote, however, could be said to fall under the OTO'sLittle of what Hartmann wrote, however, could be said to fall under the OTO's
domain of "sex-magic."domain of "sex-magic."
Hartmann would eventually take on as a kind of Hartmann would eventually take on as a kind of 
disdiscipciple le and and amaamanuenuensinsis s a a youyoung ng TheTheosoosophiphist,st,
Hugo VolHugo Vollrath (see right) lrath (see right) (born 1877).(born 1877).
In In 18189999, , HaHartrtmmanann n pipickcked ed uup p tthihis s ununiiveversrsiityty
student as a personal secretary and the two wouldstudent as a personal secretary and the two would
ggo o on on spspeeakakining g totouurs rs totogegettheherr, , ttrurumpmpiing ng upup
business for business for the Theosophical Society.the Theosophical Society.
VVollrath, an intense young ollrath, an intense young man eventually becameman eventually became
involved with the Leipzig branch of the Society,involved with the Leipzig branch of the Society,
and soon found himself embroiled in one scandaland soon found himself embroiled in one scandal
after another.after another.
It quickly became evident to the other membersIt quickly became evident to the other members
that Vollrath saw Theosophy as a potential cashthat Vollrath saw Theosophy as a potential cash
cow.cow.
He He began a began a serieseries s of of publipublishing venturesshing ventures, , intrintroducinoducing g TheosoTheosophy and, phy and, laterlater,,
astrology to the German-speaking public.astrology to the German-speaking public.
The Theosophists complained about Vollrath's apparent lack of sincerity toThe Theosophists complained about Vollrath's apparent lack of sincerity to
the General Secretary of the German Section of the Society, who at that timethe General Secretary of the German Section of the Society, who at that time
was Dr. Rudolf Steiner.was Dr. Rudolf Steiner.
Steiner, a friend of Dr. Hartmann, had become involved with both TheosophySteiner, a friend of Dr. Hartmann, had become involved with both Theosophy
and the OTO only and the OTO only to eventualto eventually leave them both ly leave them both to found his to found his own group, theown group, the

 Anthroposophical Society (which also exists to this day). Anthroposophical Society (which also exists to this day).
In 1908, Steiner was forced to In 1908, Steiner was forced to expel Vexpel Vollrath from the German Section but theollrath from the German Section but the
damage had already been done.damage had already been done.
ThThe e ThTheoeososophphisists ts hahad d crcreaeateted d a a momonsnsteterr, , anand d VVolollrlratath h wowoululd d go go on on toto
become a Theosophical publisher to be reckoned with, providing a forum for become a Theosophical publisher to be reckoned with, providing a forum for 
the men who were the men who were laying the foundations of a laying the foundations of a New World OrderNew World Order..

 An associate of Vollrath will be Johannes Baltzli, a Theosophist and the An associate of Vollrath will be Johannes Baltzli, a Theosophist and the
secretary of yet secretary of yet another mystical organization, the List Society.another mystical organization, the List Society.

Baltzli would contribute articles to Vollrath's new Theosophical magazine,Baltzli would contribute articles to Vollrath's new Theosophical magazine,
'Prana', and soon the bizarre ideas of racist and rune magician Guido von List'Prana', and soon the bizarre ideas of racist and rune magician Guido von List
would fill the pages of this otherwise-bland outlet previously devoted to thewould fill the pages of this otherwise-bland outlet previously devoted to the



writings of Blavatsky, her successor Annie Besant, and wandering "Bishop"writings of Blavatsky, her successor Annie Besant, and wandering "Bishop"
Leadbetter (see right).Leadbetter (see right).

 And, as if to emphasize how And, as if to emphasize how
iinneexxttrriiccaabblle  e  GGeerrmmaann
occultism was with Germanoccultism was with German
rraacciissmm, , iit t iis s tthhrroouuggh h hhiiss
aassttrroollooggiiccaal  l  jjoouurrnnaall,,
'A'Aststrolrologogisischche e RuRundndscschahau'u'
(se(see e lefleft), t), thathat t VVollollratrath h hashas
aaddddiittiioonnaal l iimmppaacct t oon n oouur r 
story, for in 1920 he turned itstory, for in 1920 he turned it
oovveer  r  tto  o  tthhe  e  eeddiittoorriiaall
ministrations of no less a historic personage thanministrations of no less a historic personage than
tthhe e BBararon on RuRudodollf f vovon n SSebebototttenendodorfrff: f: mymyststiic,c,
Freemason, initiate of the Eastern mysteries, andFreemason, initiate of the Eastern mysteries, and
now astrologer.now astrologer.
The Baron needed a The Baron needed a new career.new career.

 After all, his last occult experiment - although an unqualified success in the After all, his last occult experiment - although an unqualified success in the
political arena - had turned on him.political arena - had turned on him.
He needed new pastures, and editing 'Astrologische Rundschau' from theHe needed new pastures, and editing 'Astrologische Rundschau' from the
relative safety of Switzerland seemed just relative safety of Switzerland seemed just the ticket.the ticket.
Maybe there - with a completely new audience of adoring fans - he couldMaybe there - with a completely new audience of adoring fans - he could
forget about the Thule Gesellschaft.forget about the Thule Gesellschaft.

MUNICH - 1919MUNICH - 1919

To hear most historians speak of the Thule Gesellschaft, one would think thatTo hear most historians speak of the Thule Gesellschaft, one would think that
it was a slight it was a slight aberration, an anomaly that does aberration, an anomaly that does not deserve close not deserve close scrutinyscrutiny..
It is mentioned almost in passing in John Toland's 'Adolf Hitler' and in worksIt is mentioned almost in passing in John Toland's 'Adolf Hitler' and in works
by Joachim Fest and other historians of the Third Reich.by Joachim Fest and other historians of the Third Reich.
Its founderIts founder, , the same the same RudolRudolf f SebotSebottendotendorffrff, , wrote its wrote its story himself in story himself in a a bookbook
he published in 1933, a book that was he published in 1933, a book that was suppressed under the Third Reich.suppressed under the Third Reich.
BuBut t to to unundedersrstatand nd ththe e ororigiginins s of of NaNatitiononal al SoSocicialalisism m ititseself lf mumuch ch momorere
thoroughly than has been done to date.thoroughly than has been done to date.
For the NSDAP was never merely a political party; it was always much For the NSDAP was never merely a political party; it was always much more.more.
Hitler himself warned his critics that if they understood National Socialism asHitler himself warned his critics that if they understood National Socialism as
a political party only, they were missing the point.a political party only, they were missing the point.
Many observers have since agreed.Many observers have since agreed.
Politics alone did not create Politics alone did not create such force in such force in human historyhuman history..



 As Robert G. L.  As Robert G. L. WaiWaite says in te says in his 'The Psychopathic God: Adolf Hitler' :his 'The Psychopathic God: Adolf Hitler' :

'The hard historic fact about the genocide is that it was not caused by the'The hard historic fact about the genocide is that it was not caused by the
exigencies of war, nor was it a political manoeuvre to cope with internal exigencies of war, nor was it a political manoeuvre to cope with internal 
unrest and domestic conflict.unrest and domestic conflict.
These people were killed as the result of one of Hitler's ideas: the idea of aThese people were killed as the result of one of Hitler's ideas: the idea of a
superior race and the need to exterminate what he considered to be thesuperior race and the need to exterminate what he considered to be the
vermin that were attacking it.' vermin that were attacking it.' 

This was an idea that can be traced to Hitler's early, student days in ViennaThis was an idea that can be traced to Hitler's early, student days in Vienna
and to the influence of racial tracts published by the leading occult, anti-and to the influence of racial tracts published by the leading occult, anti-
Semitic lights of the day: Guido von List and Lanz von Semitic lights of the day: Guido von List and Lanz von Liebenfels.Liebenfels.

  And from there, directly to the occultist and Eastern initiate Rudolf von  And from there, directly to the occultist and Eastern initiate Rudolf von
Sebottendorff and his brainchild, the Thule Gesellschaft.Sebottendorff and his brainchild, the Thule Gesellschaft.
In this centuryIn this century, in Europe, , in Europe, racism had its roots racism had its roots in occultism.in occultism.
Racism is, after all, an expression of fundamental fears and such fears oftenRacism is, after all, an expression of fundamental fears and such fears often
finds a home in the milieu of primordial, preconscious archetypes that is thefinds a home in the milieu of primordial, preconscious archetypes that is the
environment of both religion and occultism.environment of both religion and occultism.
Racism and the occult were often found sharing the same magic circles in theRacism and the occult were often found sharing the same magic circles in the
early days of early days of this centurythis century, and therewith hangs , and therewith hangs a tale.a tale.

THE PROTOCOLS OF THE ELDERRS OF ZIONTHE PROTOCOLS OF THE ELDERRS OF ZION

It has been the refusal of historians to view the NSDAP as a religious - or atIt has been the refusal of historians to view the NSDAP as a religious - or at
least a mystical - organization, a cult, that has contributed to so muchleast a mystical - organization, a cult, that has contributed to so much
confusion over the phenomena confusion over the phenomena of National Socialism and Aryanism.of National Socialism and Aryanism.
InIndedeeded, , yeyet t ananototheher r BlBlavavatatsky sky prprototégégée ée - - duduriring ng ththe e titime me of of HaHartrtmamannnn,,
HuHubbbbe-e-ScSchlhleieideden, n, anand d VVolollrlratath h - - wawas s ththe e mymyststerieriouous s YYululiaiana na GlGlininkaka, , aa
Russian noblewoman who donated enormous sums of money to spiritualistRussian noblewoman who donated enormous sums of money to spiritualist
memedidiumums s anand d ththeieir r cicirclrcleses, , anand d whwho o wawas s ininststrurumementntal al in in propromomotiting ng ththee
document known as 'The Protocols of the Elders of Zion', which, along withdocument known as 'The Protocols of the Elders of Zion', which, along with
'Mein Kampf', can be considered one of the significant texts of National'Mein Kampf', can be considered one of the significant texts of National
Socialism.Socialism.

  A  As s NNorormaman n CoCohn hn ililluluststraratetes s at at ssomome e lelengngthth, , tthehe
Protocols were largely thought to be the product of aProtocols were largely thought to be the product of a
conconspispiracy racy betbetweeween n the the OkhOkhranrana a (th(the e CzaCzarisrist t secsecretret
popolilicece) ) anand d ococcucult lt cicircrcleles s opopereratatining g in in PaPariris s anand d StSt..
Petersburg.Petersburg.
Originally, this pamphlet was an attack against both theOriginally, this pamphlet was an attack against both the
Jews and the Freemasons, and was probably createdJews and the Freemasons, and was probably created
around 1895 to discredit enemies of the head of thearound 1895 to discredit enemies of the head of the
Okhrana in Paris, one Rachkhovsky (see Okhrana in Paris, one Rachkhovsky (see left).left).



It was the occultist Mme. Glinka who 'leaked' the manuscript to the press.It was the occultist Mme. Glinka who 'leaked' the manuscript to the press.
The newspapers seized upon it in the heyday of the Dreyfus Affair and theThe newspapers seized upon it in the heyday of the Dreyfus Affair and the
first-ever Zionist Congress presided over by Theodor Herzl in 1897.first-ever Zionist Congress presided over by Theodor Herzl in 1897.

Here was Here was documdocumentary evidenentary evidence ce that the that the Jews, operatiJews, operating through the ng through the lodgelodge
network and secret rituals of the Masonic Society, were putting the finalnetwork and secret rituals of the Masonic Society, were putting the final
touches on their program of world domination the authenticity of the Protocolstouches on their program of world domination the authenticity of the Protocols
became a matter of faith among some of the most influential political andbecame a matter of faith among some of the most influential political and
intellectual leaders of Europe.intellectual leaders of Europe.
Thus, this single most inflammatory and crucial document of the Third ReichThus, this single most inflammatory and crucial document of the Third Reich
had its origins in that strange twilight world where occultism and espionagehad its origins in that strange twilight world where occultism and espionage
meet.meet.

 And it is important to realize that the Masonic And it is important to realize that the Masonic
Society was considered just as culpable as theSociety was considered just as culpable as the
Jews; that it was, in fact, a Jewish "front": for Jews; that it was, in fact, a Jewish "front": for 
ththe e EEldlderers s sisign gn tthehemsmselelveves s as as tthihirtrtyy-t-thihirdrd
degree Masons (see right).degree Masons (see right).

The plot as described in the Protocols involvesThe plot as described in the Protocols involves
a a scschehedudulle e ffor or wwororld ld dodomiminanatition on tthahat t wwasas
bbeelliieevveed d tto o bbe e wweelll  l  oon n iitts s wwaay y tto o ffuullll
implementation.implementation.
By taking over the reins of commerce and byBy taking over the reins of commerce and by
fomenting world revolution, the Jewish-Masonic conspiracy against Christianfomenting world revolution, the Jewish-Masonic conspiracy against Christian
monarchies was nearly successful. With the destruction of the Second Reich,monarchies was nearly successful. With the destruction of the Second Reich,
ththe e lalast st babaststioion n of of AryAryan an susuprepremamacy cy wawas s reremomoved ved anand d vivictctory ory vivirtrtuauallylly
assured.assured.
Using the twin tools of Democracy and Communism, the Jewish-Masonic cultUsing the twin tools of Democracy and Communism, the Jewish-Masonic cult
had emasculated the potentially troublesome populations of America andhad emasculated the potentially troublesome populations of America and
Russia.Russia.

TTo o tthe he vövölklkiiscsch h bbelelieieveversrs, , ththeieir r ononly ly hohope pe oof f 
sasallvavatition on wwas as to to bbe e ffouound nd - - nonot t in in aany ny rerevivivevedd
ChChririststiaian n fufundndamamenentatalilismsm, , fofor r ChChririststiaianinity ty (a(as s aa
JeJewiwish sh crcreaeatuturere) ) wawas s alalso so sususpspecect t - - bubut t in in ththee
reredidiscscovoverered ed fafaitith h of of ththeieir r fafaththerers, s, tthe he OdOdininisistt
religion (see left) that had been stolen from them byreligion (see left) that had been stolen from them by
the fire and sword of the Inquisition.the fire and sword of the Inquisition.

'The Protocols' implied that the Jews had infected all'The Protocols' implied that the Jews had infected all
gogovevernrnmementnts, s, alall l cocommmmerercece, , alall l of of ththe e ararts ts anandd
media; - everything was suspect.media; - everything was suspect.

Only the pure faith of the Old Ones - abandoned for centuries and thusOnly the pure faith of the Old Ones - abandoned for centuries and thus
beyond reproach - could offer salvation.beyond reproach - could offer salvation.



THE RUNE MAGICIANSTHE RUNE MAGICIANS

On the Continent there existed a group of purely German nationalistic cultsOn the Continent there existed a group of purely German nationalistic cults
that were the result of this underground surge that were the result of this underground surge of neo-paganism.of neo-paganism.
These cults were usually linked in some way with the more overtly politicalThese cults were usually linked in some way with the more overtly political
"Pan-German" movement, which sought to unite all the German-speaking"Pan-German" movement, which sought to unite all the German-speaking
peoples of Europe into a single, coherent nation.peoples of Europe into a single, coherent nation.
The The "Pa"Pan-Gn-Germerman" an" movmovemeement nt envenvisiisioneoned d a a sinsinglegle, , GerGerman man natnatioional nal andand
racial entity that would abrogate or dissolve sovereign boundaries and uniteracial entity that would abrogate or dissolve sovereign boundaries and unite
the German speakers all over Europe wherever sizeable numbers could bethe German speakers all over Europe wherever sizeable numbers could be
found.found.
In order to provide a solid In order to provide a solid philosophical or ethical framework for this peculiarlyphilosophical or ethical framework for this peculiarly
German desire for monolithic statehood, some sort of precedent was requiredGerman desire for monolithic statehood, some sort of precedent was required
to show that much of what is now Europe was actually once part of a greater to show that much of what is now Europe was actually once part of a greater 
German Reich, even if that Reich was in the remote - even prehistoric - past.German Reich, even if that Reich was in the remote - even prehistoric - past.
If it could be proved that everything from the Ukraine to the Atlantic was atIf it could be proved that everything from the Ukraine to the Atlantic was at
one time part of an ancient Teutonic Empire, then the German people wouldone time part of an ancient Teutonic Empire, then the German people would
havhave e hishistortoricaical l jusjustiftificaicatiotion n for for the the acqacquisuisitiitive ve urgurges es thethey y werwere e sudsuddendenlyly
experiencing, as well as a seemingly rational excuse for the exercise of their experiencing, as well as a seemingly rational excuse for the exercise of their 
right to bear right to bear arms against all and arms against all and sundrysundry..
WhWhat at wwas as rereququirireded, , ththenen, , wawas s ththe e asassisiststanance ce of of ththe e twtwin in scscieiencnces es of of 
archaeology and linguistics and where better do these two rational artsarchaeology and linguistics and where better do these two rational arts
combine but in their occult child, the runes?combine but in their occult child, the runes?
The obsession with runes that was enjoyed by a certain minority of GermansThe obsession with runes that was enjoyed by a certain minority of Germans
at the turn of the last century has been discussed by other authors in other at the turn of the last century has been discussed by other authors in other 
books, but usually as a kind of books, but usually as a kind of crank occupation not fit for serious academics.crank occupation not fit for serious academics.

Before we go on to study the contributions to Nazi ideology by such famousBefore we go on to study the contributions to Nazi ideology by such famous
rune promoters as Guido von List and Rudolf von Sebottendorff, it wouldrune promoters as Guido von List and Rudolf von Sebottendorff, it would
behove us to pause for a moment to observe to what extent this arcane lorebehove us to pause for a moment to observe to what extent this arcane lore
was - and is - was - and is - making its effect on traditional academia.making its effect on traditional academia.

RRuunnees s ((sseee e lleefftt) ) aarre e ssiimmpplle e aallpphhaabbeettiicc
symbols.symbols.
They owe their odd and distinctive shapes toThey owe their odd and distinctive shapes to
the fact that they were designed to be carvedthe fact that they were designed to be carved
on on wwooood, d, ststonone, e, or or mmetetalal, , as as opoppoposesed d ttoo
written with a pen; thus, only straight lines arewritten with a pen; thus, only straight lines are
used to form the letters.used to form the letters.



The words formed by the runes that concern us are generally in some form of The words formed by the runes that concern us are generally in some form of 
Nordic tongue, and thus belong to that class of things purely Teutonic, pre-Nordic tongue, and thus belong to that class of things purely Teutonic, pre-
Christian, and German.Christian, and German.
In the new, urban, middle-class world where a multiplicity of words, books,In the new, urban, middle-class world where a multiplicity of words, books,
ideas, and philosophies seemed to contend in a violent thunderstorm of ideas, and philosophies seemed to contend in a violent thunderstorm of 
polysyllabic chatter, the clean simplicity and bare prose of the runes and their polysyllabic chatter, the clean simplicity and bare prose of the runes and their 
sagas stood to the Pan-Germans, the anti- Semites, and the Aryan mysticssagas stood to the Pan-Germans, the anti- Semites, and the Aryan mystics
for a saner time, an honest time, when the questions were few and thefor a saner time, an honest time, when the questions were few and the
answers as clear and natural as answers as clear and natural as the light of the sun.the light of the sun.
ThThey ey arare e alalso so tatangngibible le rerelilics cs of of an an anancicienent t lelegagacycy-la-landndmamarks rks of of hihiststororicic
accomplishments.accomplishments.
Unlike words printed or written on paper (a German proverb reminds us thatUnlike words printed or written on paper (a German proverb reminds us that
"paper is patient"), runes were inscribed with earnest deliberation using iron"paper is patient"), runes were inscribed with earnest deliberation using iron
implements on solid rock; serious messages from the past intended to surviveimplements on solid rock; serious messages from the past intended to survive
the centuries.the centuries.
The effort required to carve these messages The effort required to carve these messages was quite different from the easewas quite different from the ease
with which pen slides over paper; the implication being that whatever waswith which pen slides over paper; the implication being that whatever was
written in runes was not the mindless staticwritten in runes was not the mindless static
of superficial minds, chewing up the forestsof superficial minds, chewing up the forests
with self-absorbed monologues.with self-absorbed monologues.
Further, if runic inscriptions could be foundFurther, if runic inscriptions could be found
on stones buried or standing in such farawayon stones buried or standing in such faraway
places as Minsk or the Pyrenees, then theplaces as Minsk or the Pyrenees, then the
aassssuummppttiioon n wwaas s tthhaat t MMiinnssk k aannd d tthhee
Pyrenees were once German territories.Pyrenees were once German territories.

 And, if the sounds represented by the runic And, if the sounds represented by the runic
symbols could be discerned in place namessymbols could be discerned in place names
from other parts of Europe, then it followedfrom other parts of Europe, then it followed
that Germans had once colonized and settled in those places.that Germans had once colonized and settled in those places.

The alphabet was therefore abandoned for mystical purposes by the Pan-The alphabet was therefore abandoned for mystical purposes by the Pan-
German cults in favour of the runes.German cults in favour of the runes.
What was the alphabet, after all, but some sort of Semitic invention ?What was the alphabet, after all, but some sort of Semitic invention ?
The runes, on the other hand, were the pure expression of people of GermanThe runes, on the other hand, were the pure expression of people of German
blood.blood.
If a rune were discovered carved into a If a rune were discovered carved into a stone found lying in a field in Tibetstone found lying in a field in Tibet, for , for 
instance, it was simply further proof of Teutonic migration and domination.instance, it was simply further proof of Teutonic migration and domination.

 And once the swastika - a sacred symbol in many parts of the world - was And once the swastika - a sacred symbol in many parts of the world - was
ididenentitifified ed as as a a rurune ne ththe e GeGermrman an OcOccucultltisists ts wwerere e wewell ll on on ththeieir r waway y toto
proclaiming the entire proclaiming the entire globe German territory.globe German territory.
Many academics of the day placed a great deal of importance on runicMany academics of the day placed a great deal of importance on runic
studies and on the use of runes studies and on the use of runes to establish the extent of Nordic migrations.to establish the extent of Nordic migrations.



For instance, as late as 1932 and 1940 Hjalmar R. Holand was publishing hisFor instance, as late as 1932 and 1940 Hjalmar R. Holand was publishing his
analyses of the famous Kensington Stone, analyses that were later examinedanalyses of the famous Kensington Stone, analyses that were later examined
by some of the leading German rune experts in Nazi Germany, includingby some of the leading German rune experts in Nazi Germany, including
RiRichcharard d HeHennnnig ig in in ththe e 'Z'Zeieitstschchririft ft fufur r RaRassssenenkukundnde' e' (M(Magagaziazine ne of of RaRacece
Science) in 1937, Wolfgang Krause in an issue of 'Germanien' (the officialScience) in 1937, Wolfgang Krause in an issue of 'Germanien' (the official
organ of the Ahnenerbe-SS: see Chapter Six) of the same year and Eilertorgan of the Ahnenerbe-SS: see Chapter Six) of the same year and Eilert
Pastor in 'Wacht am Osten', also of Pastor in 'Wacht am Osten', also of 1937.1937.
If his analyses were determined to have merit, then the presence of NordicIf his analyses were determined to have merit, then the presence of Nordic
peoples in America as far back as the fourteenth century (over a hundredpeoples in America as far back as the fourteenth century (over a hundred
years before Columbus) could be established, with rather sobering politicalyears before Columbus) could be established, with rather sobering political
ramifications considering German ramifications considering German policy regarding policy regarding former Tformer Teutonic territories!eutonic territories!

Briefly, the Kensington Stone is a slab carvedBriefly, the Kensington Stone is a slab carved
wwiitth h rruunniic c cchhaarraactcteers rs ffoouunnd d oon n a a ffaarrm m iinn
Minnesota in 1898.Minnesota in 1898.
The runes describe an Indian massacre said toThe runes describe an Indian massacre said to
have taken place in the year 1362.have taken place in the year 1362.
WhWhilile e sosome me scschoholalars rs hahave ve coconsnsididerered ed ththee
Stone to be a hoax, others disagree.Stone to be a hoax, others disagree.
MrMr. . HoHolaland nd wewent nt eveven en fufurtrtheherr, , howhoweveverer, , byby
suggessuggesting that ting that variouvarious s IndiIndian an tribetribes s may havemay have
intermarried with Nordic peoples at that time; aintermarried with Nordic peoples at that time; a
cicircrcuumsmstatancnce e ththat at wwououlld d acaccocoununt t fofor r tthehe
presence of blue eyes and fair hair among thepresence of blue eyes and fair hair among the
Mandan population, for example.Mandan population, for example.
(Wouldn't this also, after all, explain how the(Wouldn't this also, after all, explain how the
swastika turns up in North America as a Nativeswastika turns up in North America as a Native

 American symbol ?) American symbol ?)
While Holand himself does not take all this to its illogical conclusion, it is clear While Holand himself does not take all this to its illogical conclusion, it is clear 
that some in the Third Reich would have considered this just one more proof that some in the Third Reich would have considered this just one more proof 
of ancient Teutonic expansion.of ancient Teutonic expansion.
More importantly, this work is not a Third Reich propaganda tract, or theMore importantly, this work is not a Third Reich propaganda tract, or the
crazed scribblings of a völkisch medium – but rather it is the sober offering of crazed scribblings of a völkisch medium – but rather it is the sober offering of 
a college-educated American author of Scandinavian descent, representinga college-educated American author of Scandinavian descent, representing
hihis s cacarefrefulully ly coconsnsididerered ed cocontntriribubutition on to to ththe e grgrowowiningg
literature of rune studies.literature of rune studies.

TTododayay, , sisimmililaar r ststuudidies es hahave ve bebeen en unundedertrtakaken en byby
AAmmeeriricacan n aannd d EEuuroroppeeaan n eeppiiggrarapphheerrs s aannd d by by tthhee
DiffusionistDiffusionists led by Harvard Professor s led by Harvard Professor Barry Fell.Barry Fell.
TheThese se proprofesfessiosional nal and and amaamateuteur r arcarchaehaeoloologisgists ts havhavee
made substantial contributions to this neglected field, andmade substantial contributions to this neglected field, and
labour to preserve from vandalism and neglect thoselabour to preserve from vandalism and neglect those
ancient stone inscriptions wherever they might be found.ancient stone inscriptions wherever they might be found.



Runic inscriptions are evidence of ancient voyages otherwise unrecorded,Runic inscriptions are evidence of ancient voyages otherwise unrecorded,
and refer to vast tracts of unexplored historand refer to vast tracts of unexplored history for which few documents remain.y for which few documents remain.
TheThey y havhave e alsalso o demdemonsonstratrated ted sopsophishisticticateated d advadvancances es in in astastronronomy omy andand
nanavivigagatition on ththat at mamay y rereququirire e sisigngnifificicanant t poportrtioions ns of of woworlrld d hihiststorory y to to bebe
rewritten.rewritten.

Books and research like the foregoing provide the "missing link" between theBooks and research like the foregoing provide the "missing link" between the
fanciful and outlandish works by authors such as von List on the one hand,fanciful and outlandish works by authors such as von List on the one hand,
and the regular academic community that considers the rune scholars to beand the regular academic community that considers the rune scholars to be
nothing more than a nothing more than a cabal of German Occultists on cabal of German Occultists on the otherthe other..
The notion of a hidden science of runes was given heat by the writings of The notion of a hidden science of runes was given heat by the writings of 

BlBlavavatatsksky y (s(see ee lelefft)t), , in in wwhihich ch ththe e rurunenes s aarere
discussed in connection with her racial theories.discussed in connection with her racial theories.
For example, if there truly is a caste system of For example, if there truly is a caste system of 
raraceces, s, anand d if if ththe e prpresesenent t MaMastster er RaRace ce is is ththee

 Aryan, and if the Aryan is a blond-haired, blue- Aryan, and if the Aryan is a blond-haired, blue-
eyed Nordic race, then it stands to reason that theeyed Nordic race, then it stands to reason that the
Germans are the Master Race.Germans are the Master Race.
If If ruruninic c sysymbmbolols, s, susuch ch asas
the swastika (see right), arethe swastika (see right), are
evidence of a secret Aryanevidence of a secret Aryan
science of symbols, and if science of symbols, and if 
tthhe e aanncciieennt  t  GGeerrmmaann

(T(Teuteutonionic) c) metmethod hod of of comcommunmunicaicatiotion n was was thithis s samsamee
runic system, and if runes can be discovered all over runic system, and if runes can be discovered all over 
the known world, then (a) that is further evidence thatthe known world, then (a) that is further evidence that
the Germans are the Master Race and (b) it is alsothe Germans are the Master Race and (b) it is also
further evidence that Germans once ruled the entire world; from which itfurther evidence that Germans once ruled the entire world; from which it
follows that Germany has a follows that Germany has a "legitimate" stake in such property."legitimate" stake in such property.
EvEven en momore re imimpoportartantntlyly, , ththe e rurunenes s ththememseselvlves es hahave ve mymyststicical al as as wewell ll asas
practical applications.practical applications.
They are not merely alphabetic symbols that identify their users as Aryans:They are not merely alphabetic symbols that identify their users as Aryans:
within the construction of the individual runes themselves are certain potentwithin the construction of the individual runes themselves are certain potent
designs - like printed electronic circuitry - that can connect one directly todesigns - like printed electronic circuitry - that can connect one directly to

God.God.
Coded within their stark diagrams are secret formulaeCoded within their stark diagrams are secret formulae
for achieving telepathic power, foretelling the future,for achieving telepathic power, foretelling the future,
and peering into the past: innate magical abilities thatand peering into the past: innate magical abilities that
the Aryans - through inbreeding, neglect, and the Aryans - through inbreeding, neglect, and ruthlessruthless
suppression by the Christian authorities - have lost.suppression by the Christian authorities - have lost.
The remains of this occult science are to The remains of this occult science are to be found inbe found in
an an 'i'ininititiatateded' ' ininteterprpreretatatition on of of ththe e rurunenes s anand, d, iinn
conconjunjunctiction on wiwith th an an aggaggresressivsive e eugeugenienics cs proprogragram,m,
the careful application of rune magic will enable thethe careful application of rune magic will enable the



 Aryan race to walk once more  Aryan race to walk once more with the Gods in the halls of Valhwith the Gods in the halls of Valhalla (see left).alla (see left).

Thus the Aryans are not simply a superior race in a strictly Darwinian sense;Thus the Aryans are not simply a superior race in a strictly Darwinian sense;
they are also the 'Chosen People', divinely ordained supermen locked inthey are also the 'Chosen People', divinely ordained supermen locked in
cosmic combat with a race of subhuman beings - red, brown, black, yellow -cosmic combat with a race of subhuman beings - red, brown, black, yellow -
under the command of the Jews, the Communists, and the Freemasons:under the command of the Jews, the Communists, and the Freemasons:
worshipers all of the demon Jehovah.worshipers all of the demon Jehovah.
This satanic conspiracy has robbed the Aryan male of his manhood, hasThis satanic conspiracy has robbed the Aryan male of his manhood, has
leached from him his birthright, his mystical powers, the very land that onceleached from him his birthright, his mystical powers, the very land that once
was his; it has enslaved him in chains made of debts to Jewish bankers, of was his; it has enslaved him in chains made of debts to Jewish bankers, of 
twisted ideas of democracy and freedom learned from the Masons, under atwisted ideas of democracy and freedom learned from the Masons, under a
dictatorship of the proletariat imposed by the Bolsheviks.dictatorship of the proletariat imposed by the Bolsheviks.
But then, how to explain the sad condition of this once and innately superior But then, how to explain the sad condition of this once and innately superior 
race ?race ?
Divided, conquered, bereft of all its old territories, in enormous debt ... whatDivided, conquered, bereft of all its old territories, in enormous debt ... what
happened ? And how to rectify the happened ? And how to rectify the situation ?situation ?
For the answers to these questions, we must resort to the literature of theFor the answers to these questions, we must resort to the literature of the
völkisch apologists, specivölkisch apologists, specifically to Guido fically to Guido von List von List and his student, tand his student, the former he former 
Cistercian Cistercian monk monk Lanz Lanz von Livon Liebenfels.ebenfels.



'There is no religion without magic any 'There is no religion without magic any more than there is magic without more than there is magic without at at 
least a trace of religion.least a trace of religion.

The notion of a supernature exists only for a humanity which attributesThe notion of a supernature exists only for a humanity which attributes
supernatural powers to itself and in return ascribes the powers of itssupernatural powers to itself and in return ascribes the powers of its

superhumanity to nature.' superhumanity to nature.' 

Claude Levi StraussClaude Levi Strauss



Return Return of tof the The Teutonseutons

11990022, , tthhe e AAuussttririaan n nnoovevelliisstt, , ppooeett, , ffoollkk--
hihiststoriorianan, , anand d phphililososopopheher r GuGuidido o vovon n LiListst
underwent cataract underwent cataract surgerysurgery..
He was blind for He was blind for almost a year.almost a year.
Like Hitler over fifteen years later - himself Like Hitler over fifteen years later - himself 
blinded by mustard gas during blinded by mustard gas during World WWorld War I - itar I - it
was during this period of darkness that hewas during this period of darkness that he
received his greatest illumination.received his greatest illumination.
It was an experience that would transform hisIt was an experience that would transform his
lilifefe, , anand d ththat at wwouould ld lalateter r hahave ve an an inindidirerectct
effect on Hitler.effect on Hitler.
Guido von List (1848-1919) had begun hisGuido von List (1848-1919) had begun his
career as a nature worshiper and lover of career as a nature worshiper and lover of 
anancicienent t GeGermrman an fofolk lk mymythths s anand d cucultlturure, e, aa
man who believed in the reunification of hisman who believed in the reunification of his
native Austria with Germany, and who camenative Austria with Germany, and who came
to despise both Jews and Christians as aliento despise both Jews and Christians as alien

forces in Europe who had robbed Germans of their spiritual and territorialforces in Europe who had robbed Germans of their spiritual and territorial
birthrights.birthrights.
He wrote a series He wrote a series of romantic novels about the ancient Tof romantic novels about the ancient Teutons, and dreamedeutons, and dreamed
of re-establishing the ancient priesthood of Wotan, an organization he calledof re-establishing the ancient priesthood of Wotan, an organization he called
the Armanenschaft either after the Teutonic warrior Arminius who defeatedthe Armanenschaft either after the Teutonic warrior Arminius who defeated
the Roman Legions the Roman Legions under Varus at the Battle under Varus at the Battle of Tof Teutoburg Forest eutoburg Forest (A.D. 9), or (A.D. 9), or 
after a qabalist bowdlerization of the name of one of the three Teutonic tribesafter a qabalist bowdlerization of the name of one of the three Teutonic tribes
mentioned by Tacitus in Germania, the Hermiones.mentioned by Tacitus in Germania, the Hermiones.

In 1875, the same year that Blavatsky founded her Theosophical Society inIn 1875, the same year that Blavatsky founded her Theosophical Society in
New York, List was invoking Baldur, the Teutonic Sun God, on a hilltopNew York, List was invoking Baldur, the Teutonic Sun God, on a hilltop
outside Vienna.outside Vienna.
In Baldur's honor, he buried eight wine bottles there in the shape of aIn Baldur's honor, he buried eight wine bottles there in the shape of a
swastika and pledged himself to the worship of the Old Ones, Baldur andswastika and pledged himself to the worship of the Old Ones, Baldur and
Wotan being prominent among them.Wotan being prominent among them.

 At this time, the Armanenschaft - the priesthood of the sun - was but a gleam At this time, the Armanenschaft - the priesthood of the sun - was but a gleam
in his Aryan eye.in his Aryan eye.
He took up journalism when his family's fortunes went awry, and beganHe took up journalism when his family's fortunes went awry, and began
daydreaming in print daydreaming in print about the prehistoric Tabout the prehistoric Teutons, a heutons, a hypothetically pure raceypothetically pure race
ffrreee e oof f tthhe e ttaaiinnt t oof f ssppiiririttuuaallly ly rerettaardrdeed d bblloooodd, , hhowoweevveerr, , dduurriinng g hhiiss
convalescence after cataract surgery at the age of fifty-four - dwelling in aconvalescence after cataract surgery at the age of fifty-four - dwelling in a
temporary but nonetheless unnerving state of blindness - he understood thattemporary but nonetheless unnerving state of blindness - he understood that
his main preoccupations of politics and race were but two halves of a singlehis main preoccupations of politics and race were but two halves of a single
coin.coin.



 Always interested in the past more than the present, List had developed an Always interested in the past more than the present, List had developed an
intense fascination with the signs and symbols of heraldry as well as those of intense fascination with the signs and symbols of heraldry as well as those of 
the proto-Aryan language he believed could be found in runes and ancientthe proto-Aryan language he believed could be found in runes and ancient
inscriptions.inscriptions.
He was not alone in these ruminations.He was not alone in these ruminations.

Like his contemporary, S. L. "MacGregor" MathersLike his contemporary, S. L. "MacGregor" Mathers
(1(1858544-1-1919188) ) (s(seee e ririghghtt) ) of of tthe he BrBrititisish h sesecrcretet
society, the Golden Dawn, he had a desperatesociety, the Golden Dawn, he had a desperate
desire to represent himself as of noble blood (indesire to represent himself as of noble blood (in
Mathers's case, he saw himself as an heir to theMathers's case, he saw himself as an heir to the
old Scottish noble houses).old Scottish noble houses).

List was joined in thisList was joined in this
obsession by his youngobsession by his young
ccoolllleeaagguuee, , LLaannz z vvoonn
LiLiebebenenfefells s (s(see ee lelefft)t),,
who, like List, adoptedwho, like List, adopted
ththe e ararisistotocrcratatic ic "v"vonon""
even though there waseven though there was
little evidence in either little evidence in either 
ccaasse  e  tthhaat  t  iit  t  wwaass
deserved.deserved.

 And all three of these men - List, Liebenfels, and And all three of these men - List, Liebenfels, and
MMaatthheerrs s - - wweerre e sseet t uuppoon n ddeevveellooppiinng g ((oor r 

"rediscovering") a complete, internally consistent, quasi-quabalistic system of "rediscovering") a complete, internally consistent, quasi-quabalistic system of 
interpreting the world, - eacinterpreting the world, - each in his oh in his own waywn way..
For Mathers, the story of the Hermetic Order of theFor Mathers, the story of the Hermetic Order of the
Golden Dawn (see right) requires a whole separateGolden Dawn (see right) requires a whole separate
study and as this has already been done by severalstudy and as this has already been done by several
scholars, it will not be repeated here except as itscholars, it will not be repeated here except as it
bears upon our story.bears upon our story.
HHoowweevveerr, , LLiisst t aannd d LLiieebbeennffeells s ssoooon n bbeeccaammee
sysynononynymmouous s wwitith h ththe e PaPann-G-Gerermamaninic c VVölölkikiscschh
momovevemement nt ththat at evevenentutualally ly gagave ve bibirtrth h to to ththe e NaNazizi
Party: they wanted to resurrect what they perceivedParty: they wanted to resurrect what they perceived
to be the genuine Teutonic orders of knighthood andto be the genuine Teutonic orders of knighthood and
priesthood, a mission that included many occult andpriesthood, a mission that included many occult and
pagan teachings; at the same time, Mathers - whopagan teachings; at the same time, Mathers - who
had military as well as aristocratic pretensions - was desirous of restoring thehad military as well as aristocratic pretensions - was desirous of restoring the
House of Stuart and once claimed to have rejected "politico-military" workHouse of Stuart and once claimed to have rejected "politico-military" work
solely on the grounds that it would have meant severing his connections withsolely on the grounds that it would have meant severing his connections with
the Golden Dawn.the Golden Dawn.
In fact, much of his correspondence during the late 1890s from Paris isIn fact, much of his correspondence during the late 1890s from Paris is
concerned with just such matters.concerned with just such matters.



(His first published book was entitled Practical Campaigning Instruction in(His first published book was entitled Practical Campaigning Instruction in
Infantry Exercise, a translation from a French original.)Infantry Exercise, a translation from a French original.)

Curiously, one of his close friends in ParisCuriously, one of his close friends in Paris
wawas s ththe e GeGermrman an auauththor or MaMax x DaDaututhehendndeyey
(1857-1918) who wrote occult novels, among(1857-1918) who wrote occult novels, among
them the them the provocprovocativeatively ly entientitled 'Die tled 'Die Frau vonFrau von
Thule' (The Woman of Thule) (1898).Thule' (The Woman of Thule) (1898).
The author has been unable to find any moreThe author has been unable to find any more
coconcncrerette e lilink nk bebetwtweeeen n MMatathehers rs anand d hihiss
German counterparts, however, although theGerman counterparts, however, although the
occuloccult t undergunderground is round is alwayalways s a a "smal"small l worlworld"d"
and it would be highly likely that Mathers wasand it would be highly likely that Mathers was
at least aware of List and at least aware of List and Liebenfels (possiblyLiebenfels (possibly
tthhrroouuggh h ssoomme e mmuuttuuaal l TThheeoossoopphhiiccaal l oor r 
Masonic link, via Hartmann for example).Masonic link, via Hartmann for example).

  As we shall see, List adopted the Golden  As we shall see, List adopted the Golden
DawDawn n syssystem tem of of hiehierarrarchichical cal and and iniinitiatiatorytory

degrees so it is likely that he at least knew of Mathers even if Mathers did notdegrees so it is likely that he at least knew of Mathers even if Mathers did not
know of List.know of List.

By the spring of 1903, List's thesis, 'By the spring of 1903, List's thesis, 'Das Geheimnis der Das Geheimnis der 
Runen' ('The Secrfet of the Runes') (see right),Runen' ('The Secrfet of the Runes') (see right), on theon the
comcommon mon oriorigingins s of of an Aryan an Aryan lanlanguaguage, ge, runrunes, es, herheraldaldicic
emblems, epigraphic and other inscriptions as evidence of emblems, epigraphic and other inscriptions as evidence of 
a secret store of knowledge concerning the creation of thea secret store of knowledge concerning the creation of the
world has been written.world has been written.
VVagagueuely ly ththeoeososophphicical al in in nanatuture re - - LiList st hahad d bebeen en ququititee
familiar with the works of Mme. Blavatsky - his magnumfamiliar with the works of Mme. Blavatsky - his magnum
opus also expounded on the occult significance of theopus also expounded on the occult significance of the
swastika.swastika.

THE SWASTIKATHE SWASTIKA

List had been fascinated with the swastika (seeList had been fascinated with the swastika (see
left) since his early youth, recognizing it as theleft) since his early youth, recognizing it as the
Ur-symbol of Ur-symbol of the Tthe Teutonic (Aryan) eutonic (Aryan) peoples.peoples.
He first pointed this out in a series of articlesHe first pointed this out in a series of articles
published published about about 1905-1908, 1905-1908, and and thereafter thereafter thisthis
sysymbmbol ol bbegegan an tto o tatake ke on on momore re ththan an jjusust t aa
cosmological or theosophical significance, andcosmological or theosophical significance, and
would soon come to represent an entire body of would soon come to represent an entire body of 
ideas - both occult and political - that wouldideas - both occult and political - that would
evevenentutualally ly cuculmlmininatate e in in ththe e foformrmatatioion n of of ththee



Thule Gesellschaft nearly Thule Gesellschaft nearly two decades later.two decades later.
Called the hakenkreuz (hooked cross) in German, the swastika is an ancientCalled the hakenkreuz (hooked cross) in German, the swastika is an ancient
design, much revered in India and the Far design, much revered in India and the Far East.East.

ThThe e vevery ry wworord d swswasastitika ka iis s SSananskskriritt,,
formed of the words su and asti meaningformed of the words su and asti meaning
"it is well" or "it is fortunate.""it is well" or "it is fortunate."
The arms seem to spin around a centralThe arms seem to spin around a central
axis and, depending on the direction of axis and, depending on the direction of 
the spin - clockwise or counterclockwisethe spin - clockwise or counterclockwise
(deosil or widdershins) - the swastika in(deosil or widdershins) - the swastika in

question is either male or female, yang or yin, positive or negative. In manyquestion is either male or female, yang or yin, positive or negative. In many
Hindu and Buddhist paintings and Tibetan tangkas -- as well as in templeHindu and Buddhist paintings and Tibetan tangkas -- as well as in temple
architecture in China, Tibet, and India -- the swastika appears in both formsarchitecture in China, Tibet, and India -- the swastika appears in both forms
as if to emphasize the necessity as if to emphasize the necessity of the polarization of both forces. of the polarization of both forces. It has beenIt has been
asserted by some authors that a counterclockwise-turning swastika (the typeasserted by some authors that a counterclockwise-turning swastika (the type
eeveventntuauallly ly adadopoptted ed as as tthe he sysymmbobol l of of tthe he NaNazi zi PParartyty) ) is is ssomomehehow ow aa
representation of Evil, but this would be unknown to the Eastern peoples whorepresentation of Evil, but this would be unknown to the Eastern peoples who
probably gave the world the swastika in the first place.probably gave the world the swastika in the first place.

Thus the swastika was not a Nazi invention, nor Thus the swastika was not a Nazi invention, nor 
was its association with occultism solely a figmentwas its association with occultism solely a figment
of Mme. Blavatsky's imagination (see left).of Mme. Blavatsky's imagination (see left).

 As early as 1869 the British astrologer "Zadkiel" As early as 1869 the British astrologer "Zadkiel"
(Richard James Morrison, 1795-1874) had already(Richard James Morrison, 1795-1874) had already
announced the formation of something called theannounced the formation of something called the

 Ancient Order of the Suastika; the swastika symbol Ancient Order of the Suastika; the swastika symbol
was also a common decoration for the covers of was also a common decoration for the covers of 
books by Rudyard Kipling - and in 1897 the youngbooks by Rudyard Kipling - and in 1897 the young

  Ad  Adolf olf HitHitlerler, , attattendendining g schschool ool at at the the BenBenediedictictinene
MoMonanaststerery y at at LaLambmbacach, h, wowoululd d papass ss eveverery y dadayy
beneath an archway which bears the monastery'sbeneath an archway which bears the monastery's

coat of arms (see right) cast in stone – and itscoat of arms (see right) cast in stone – and its
most prominent feature is the swastika (seemost prominent feature is the swastika (see
right).right).

WWhhiille e aan n eedduuccaatteed d ppeerrssppeeccttiivve e oon n tthhee
swastika reveals the symbol as an ancientswastika reveals the symbol as an ancient
EEaaststeern rn sysymmbbool l oof f ggooood d ffoortrtuunnee, , wwoorrddss
themselves have their themselves have their own intrinsic power.own intrinsic power.
Thus, when a German calls the swastika byThus, when a German calls the swastika by
the term hakenkreuz he is calling it a "hookedthe term hakenkreuz he is calling it a "hooked
cross."cross."
To a German of the twentieth century (as for a German of the thirteenthTo a German of the twentieth century (as for a German of the thirteenth
century) the word cross has decidedly Christian overtones; a hooked crosscentury) the word cross has decidedly Christian overtones; a hooked cross
therefore can impliy some deviation therefore can impliy some deviation from, or modified form of, from, or modified form of, ChristianityChristianity..



In this way, the link between the inherently amoral swastika and questionableIn this way, the link between the inherently amoral swastika and questionable
religious beliefs is made by way of the emotionally loaded term "hookedreligious beliefs is made by way of the emotionally loaded term "hooked
cross."cross."
When the various Völkisch and German cultural societies began adopting theWhen the various Völkisch and German cultural societies began adopting the
hakenkreuz as their emblem, then, they were just as conscious of its anti-hakenkreuz as their emblem, then, they were just as conscious of its anti-
Christian potential as they were Christian potential as they were of their own anti-Semitic intent.of their own anti-Semitic intent.
TThhiis s wwaas s nnoot t ppaaggaanniissm m aas s a a ppuurre e ccuullt t (s(suucch h aas s tthhe e mmooddeern rn WWiiccccaa
phenomenon) but paganism as a movement set up in opposition to Judeo-phenomenon) but paganism as a movement set up in opposition to Judeo-
Christianity as well as to Communism, Capitalism, and Democracy, whichChristianity as well as to Communism, Capitalism, and Democracy, which
could could all be seen all be seen as creatures of as creatures of the 'Jewish-Masonic' the 'Jewish-Masonic' conspiracyconspiracy..
In the Listian mode, therefore, the swastika as hakenkreuz identifies theIn the Listian mode, therefore, the swastika as hakenkreuz identifies the
Völkisch movement as an ideological enemy not only of the prevailing politicalVölkisch movement as an ideological enemy not only of the prevailing political
forces of the time, but also of the majority religions of Western Europe.forces of the time, but also of the majority religions of Western Europe.
WheWhereas reas ComCommunmunism ism set set itsitself elf up up in in oppopposiositiotion n to to all all relreligigionion, , VölVölkiskischch
occultism supported a pagan revival to replace the existing religions.occultism supported a pagan revival to replace the existing religions.
It is perhaps this strategy more than any other that has allowed VölkischIt is perhaps this strategy more than any other that has allowed Völkisch
occultism, in various forms, to survive its calamitous defeat in World War II,occultism, in various forms, to survive its calamitous defeat in World War II,
and to continue to exert an influence over young people and old down theand to continue to exert an influence over young people and old down the
years into our present decade.years into our present decade.
Political systems come and go as they are useful or not; religions (in partPolitical systems come and go as they are useful or not; religions (in part
because their immediate utility is not easily proven or disproved) can survivebecause their immediate utility is not easily proven or disproved) can survive
for centuries after their creation.for centuries after their creation.

 After all, even Christianity itself survived hundreds of years of an underground After all, even Christianity itself survived hundreds of years of an underground
existence before coming into its own.existence before coming into its own.

THE LIST SOCIETYTHE LIST SOCIETY

  A  Altlthohougugh h ththe e ImImpeperirial al AcAcadadememy y of of ScScieiencnces es inin
VVieiennnna a ddid id nnot ot ttakake e LiListst's 's ococcucullt t rreseseaearcrchehess
seriously, and rejected his thesis (as the Academyseriously, and rejected his thesis (as the Academy
of Fine Arts in Vienna would later reject Hitler'sof Fine Arts in Vienna would later reject Hitler's
applications), many other groups and individualsapplications), many other groups and individuals
took him vertook him very seriouslyy seriously, indeed., indeed.

 A List Society was formed in 1907 to finance his A List Society was formed in 1907 to finance his
work, and the roster of members and founders of work, and the roster of members and founders of 
this Society reads like an occultic 'Who's Who' of this Society reads like an occultic 'Who's Who' of 
early twentieth-century Austria early twentieth-century Austria and Germany.and Germany.
Clearly, the idea that there existed a "scientific"Clearly, the idea that there existed a "scientific"
rationale for both racism and nationalism was veryrationale for both racism and nationalism was very
attractive to a certain element among the occultistsattractive to a certain element among the occultists
of the day, for science - the new religion - couldof the day, for science - the new religion - could
thus be relied upon to provide moral support for athus be relied upon to provide moral support for a



position that would otherwise seem either absurd or repugnant.position that would otherwise seem either absurd or repugnant.
The same motivation that prompted List, Liebenfels, and even Mathers toThe same motivation that prompted List, Liebenfels, and even Mathers to
"prove" they had aristocratic blood also served to define the efforts of the"prove" they had aristocratic blood also served to define the efforts of the
volkisch supporters to prove that German blood in general was superior tovolkisch supporters to prove that German blood in general was superior to
that of the other races.that of the other races.

  And, in order to obtain an even greater degree of respectability, it was  And, in order to obtain an even greater degree of respectability, it was
necessary to go deeply into the past in order to "discover" an aristocraticnecessary to go deeply into the past in order to "discover" an aristocratic
ancestor.ancestor.
For List personally, it was his great-grandfather who, he claimed, had been of For List personally, it was his great-grandfather who, he claimed, had been of 
gentle, if not noble, birth.gentle, if not noble, birth.
For the Völkisch movement in general, it was the mysterious race of TeutonsFor the Völkisch movement in general, it was the mysterious race of Teutons
from the mists of ancient European history who gave the German from the mists of ancient European history who gave the German people - thepeople - the
Völk - their pedigree and excluded all other Völk - their pedigree and excluded all other races.races.
It is difficult to give a perfect translation of the term VölkischIt is difficult to give a perfect translation of the term Völkisch
To an English ear, the term sounds suspiciously like "folkish" and, in a way,To an English ear, the term sounds suspiciously like "folkish" and, in a way,
that is true, if we do not make the otherwise inevitable associations with "folkthat is true, if we do not make the otherwise inevitable associations with "folk
music," for instance, that somehow devalue music," for instance, that somehow devalue the term "folk".the term "folk".
For Völkisch means not only "folkish" but also "national" or "popular" in theFor Völkisch means not only "folkish" but also "national" or "popular" in the
sense of "the People," similar to the Spanish concept of "La Raza," especiallysense of "the People," similar to the Spanish concept of "La Raza," especially
in the context of in the context of the Völkisch movement in Germany.the Völkisch movement in Germany.
This movement was nationalist in the extreme, for it extolled a perceivedThis movement was nationalist in the extreme, for it extolled a perceived
common heritage that was believed to go back over several (even hundredscommon heritage that was believed to go back over several (even hundreds
of) millennia and which included everything from art to science, from medicineof) millennia and which included everything from art to science, from medicine
to communal living, from religion to to communal living, from religion to magic.magic.

The German Völkisch movementThe German Völkisch movement
had all of these, and it was alsohad all of these, and it was also
iinneexxttrriiccaabblly y lliinnkkeed d tto o tthhee
LebLebensensrefreform orm (or (or "li"life fe refreformorm")")
movement which sought to purifymovement which sought to purify
the German people by a wholethe German people by a whole
pprrooggrraam m oof f  ""cclleeaan n lliivviinngg""
practices.practices.
(With the possible exception of (With the possible exception of 
nnuuddiissm m - - aalltthhoouuggh h hhe e wwaass
seriously attracted to paintings of seriously attracted to paintings of 

nudes - Hitler incorporated all of these tenets into his nudes - Hitler incorporated all of these tenets into his own belief system.own belief system.
 As is generally known As is generally known, he , he was a was a vegetvegetarian who did not smoke or arian who did not smoke or drink; anddrink; and
he identified himself as the phhe identified himself as the physical and spiritual incarnation of the Völk ysical and spiritual incarnation of the Völk itself.itself.

 As the virtually untranslatable Nazi-era slogan would tell us: 'Ein Völk, Ein As the virtually untranslatable Nazi-era slogan would tell us: 'Ein Völk, Ein
Reich, Ein Fuhrer'.Reich, Ein Fuhrer'.

 According to List, the German people - the Völk - could trace their spiritual According to List, the German people - the Völk - could trace their spiritual
ancestry by careful reading of the Edda, that compilation of Old Norse loreancestry by careful reading of the Edda, that compilation of Old Norse lore
and legend from Iceland and legend from Iceland which became particularly sacred which became particularly sacred to Hitlerto Hitler..



This belief was so pervasive that the Ahnenerbe would later devote a wholeThis belief was so pervasive that the Ahnenerbe would later devote a whole
cacatetegogory ry of of itits s rereseseararch ch to to IcIcelelanandidic c ststududieies s in in coconcncerert t wiwith th itits s ruruninicc
investigations, evidence of which can be found among the captured Naziinvestigations, evidence of which can be found among the captured Nazi
documents microfilmed in the documents microfilmed in the National Archives.National Archives.

The enigmatic Grail scholar and SS officer OttoThe enigmatic Grail scholar and SS officer Otto
RRaahhn n ((sseee e lleefftt) ) wwoouulld d eevveen n mmaakke e a a ssppeecciiaall
pilgrimage to Iceland in search of the legendarypilgrimage to Iceland in search of the legendary
Thule.Thule.
The ancestral links to the past through Guido vonThe ancestral links to the past through Guido von
List were thus kept intact until well after List's deathList were thus kept intact until well after List's death
in Berlin in 1919.in Berlin in 1919.
The style and nature of List's writings would beThe style and nature of List's writings would be
familiar to anyone who had read Blavatsky's 'Diefamiliar to anyone who had read Blavatsky's 'Die
GehGeheimeimlehlehre' re' (Th(The e SecSecret ret DocDoctritrine) ne) bacback-tk-to-bo-backack
with de Santillana's 'Hamlet's Mill'.with de Santillana's 'Hamlet's Mill'.

In fact, the latter could be said to represent ListianIn fact, the latter could be said to represent Listian
neo-Aryan philosophy taken to its logical conclusion:neo-Aryan philosophy taken to its logical conclusion:
that the Edda, the runic poems and spells, the treethat the Edda, the runic poems and spells, the tree
YgYggdgdrarasisil l (s(see ee ririghght)t), , anand d alall l ththe e NoNorsrse e mymythths s dodo
rereprpresesenent t a a sesecrcretet, , sasacrcred ed knknowowleledgdge e ababouout t ththee
origins - not only of the Teutons or mythic Aryans - butorigins - not only of the Teutons or mythic Aryans - but
of the entire human race, as these motifs are presentof the entire human race, as these motifs are present
everywhere and in many cultures from Africa to theeverywhere and in many cultures from Africa to the
MMiiddddlle e EEaasst t tto o tthhe e FFaar r EEaasst t tto o tthhe e WWeesstteerrnn
Hemisphere; except that, for Professor de Santillana,Hemisphere; except that, for Professor de Santillana,
that origin lies not in a sunken Hyperborean continentthat origin lies not in a sunken Hyperborean continent
but in the stars.but in the stars.

THULE AND THE UNKNOWN SUPERMENTHULE AND THE UNKNOWN SUPERMEN

The ancient homeland of the Aryan raceThe ancient homeland of the Aryan race
was believed to be the legendary Thule:was believed to be the legendary Thule:
(see (see leftleft)the )the northnorthernmoernmost st point on point on earthearth,,
aan n eennttrryywwaay y iinntto o a a ssuubbtteerrrraanneeaann
landscape peopled by giants.landscape peopled by giants.

 A kind of Teutonic Eden, Thule was the A kind of Teutonic Eden, Thule was the
mythic origin of all "Aryans": an equallymythic origin of all "Aryans": an equally
mythimythic c whitewhite-skinn-skinned, ed, blue-eblue-eyed, yed, blondblond--
haired race who were once the mastershaired race who were once the masters
of the Earth, but who lost their birthrightof the Earth, but who lost their birthright
due to sexual liaisons with the irresistiblydue to sexual liaisons with the irresistibly



seductive members of seductive members of inferiorinferior, subhuman, half-animal races., subhuman, half-animal races.
The movement to isolate the German-speaking populations of Europe from allThe movement to isolate the German-speaking populations of Europe from all
other "races" and to unite them into one cohesive national unit - the Pan-other "races" and to unite them into one cohesive national unit - the Pan-
German movement - had begun much earlier, and there were many anti-German movement - had begun much earlier, and there were many anti-
Semitic political parties and discussion groups abroad in the land in theSemitic political parties and discussion groups abroad in the land in the
1880s, a full fifty years 1880s, a full fifty years before Hitler came to before Hitler came to powerpower..
Some groups formed around academic types who claimed to have provedSome groups formed around academic types who claimed to have proved
their racial theories based on linguistic research - such as List - and others ontheir racial theories based on linguistic research - such as List - and others on
physical characteristics such as skull size or eye colour (factors which wouldphysical characteristics such as skull size or eye colour (factors which would
llatater er ffigigurure e so so prpromomininenenttly ly iin n ththe e mmemembebersrshihip p rereququirirememenents ts ffor or tthehe
Germanenorden, later in SS Germanenorden, later in SS racial identification programs).racial identification programs).
Magazines, pamphlets, and books were written and widely disseminated onMagazines, pamphlets, and books were written and widely disseminated on
the subject the subject of of the heroic, blond-hairthe heroic, blond-haired, blue-eyed Aryed, blue-eyed Aryan an peoplpeoples es fighfighting theting the

ddarark-k-skskiinnnened d SSememiititic, c, MMedediiteterrrrananeaean, n, anandd
 African hordes. African hordes.
 At one point the Aryan homeland, Thule, was At one point the Aryan homeland, Thule, was
actually believed to be in Iceland, for Iceland isactually believed to be in Iceland, for Iceland is
also the repository of the most ancient Teutonicalso the repository of the most ancient Teutonic
legends extant: the Edda (see left).legends extant: the Edda (see left).
Nazi apologists and racial theorists pored over Nazi apologists and racial theorists pored over 
the Edda endlessly, looking for clues as to their the Edda endlessly, looking for clues as to their 
owown n ororigiginins, s, ththe e apapprpropopririatate e papagagan n riritutualals s toto
perform to appease and summon the gods, andperform to appease and summon the gods, and
fofor r jjusustitifificacatition on fofor r ththeieir r popolilititicacal l anand d raracicialal
theories.theories.
Prehistoric Nordic sites all over Scandinavia andPrehistoric Nordic sites all over Scandinavia and
Europe were investigated, and no stone was leftEurope were investigated, and no stone was left
unturned.unturned.

There are pages and pages of documents andThere are pages and pages of documents and
pphhoottooggrarapphhs s oof f mmeeggaalliitthhss, , ddoollmmeennss, , aanndd
standing stones from all over Europe, and their standing stones from all over Europe, and their 
interpretation by Nazi academics, in the files of interpretation by Nazi academics, in the files of 

captured German documents in the captured German documents in the archives of Germany and America.archives of Germany and America.
Thule was a siren song to Thule was a siren song to these early German occultists.these early German occultists.
It It wwas as a a papagagan n EdEdenen; ; nonot t a a SeSemimititic, c, JuJudedeo-o-ChChririststiaian n papararadidise se in in ththee
sweltering deserts or marshes of Iraq, but a cool Nordic landscape of virginsweltering deserts or marshes of Iraq, but a cool Nordic landscape of virgin
snows and evergreen trees in the snows and evergreen trees in the far north.far north.

 A place not of warm sensuality and Mediterranean seductiveness, but of a A place not of warm sensuality and Mediterranean seductiveness, but of a
cold, uncompromising purity.cold, uncompromising purity.
Similar to today's romantic notion that the human race somehow originated inSimilar to today's romantic notion that the human race somehow originated in
the stars - that the stars are our "home" - Thule was "home" to the Pan-the stars - that the stars are our "home" - Thule was "home" to the Pan-
Germanists and Völkisch occultists ... and just as inaccessible.Germanists and Völkisch occultists ... and just as inaccessible.



Further, just as today's romantics believe in our extraterrestrial origins and inFurther, just as today's romantics believe in our extraterrestrial origins and in
continuing contact with beings from other planets - our forebears ? - thecontinuing contact with beings from other planets - our forebears ? - the
VöVölklkisisch ch roromamantnticics s of of LiListst's 's daday y bebelilieveved ed in in cocontntininuiuing ng cocontntact act wiwith th ththee
Supermen.Supermen.
It was a theme that vibrated subliminally throughout a lot of anti-SemiticIt was a theme that vibrated subliminally throughout a lot of anti-Semitic
literature and in more open form among their British counterparts in theliterature and in more open form among their British counterparts in the
Golden Dawn, who posited a race of superhuman beings who, they said, liveGolden Dawn, who posited a race of superhuman beings who, they said, live
secretly among us, and in the Theosophical Society, which held that Hiddensecretly among us, and in the Theosophical Society, which held that Hidden
Masters were guiding Masters were guiding the world's the world's destinydestiny..

 Among the Völkisch cults it was believed that - as soon as the Aryans had Among the Völkisch cults it was believed that - as soon as the Aryans had
purified the planet of the pollution of the inferior races – these Übermenschpurified the planet of the pollution of the inferior races – these Übermensch
from Thule, would make themselves known, and the link which had been lostfrom Thule, would make themselves known, and the link which had been lost
between Man and God between Man and God would be forged anewould be forged aneww..
This is not quite as strange This is not quite as strange as it seems at first glance, sas it seems at first glance, since a constant themeince a constant theme
in much Jewish and Christian eschatology is that of the coming of a Messiahin much Jewish and Christian eschatology is that of the coming of a Messiah
who will purify the world and destroy the "not-chosen."who will purify the world and destroy the "not-chosen."
This Messiah always seems to be a rather militaristic being, whether theThis Messiah always seems to be a rather militaristic being, whether the
armed Deliverer of the Zealots, and other pious Jews who await the Newarmed Deliverer of the Zealots, and other pious Jews who await the New
JerusaJerusalem, or the lem, or the MessiMessiah of ah of the Book of the Book of RevelRevelatioation n - the Apocaly- the Apocalypse - pse - whowho
will lay waste with fire and sword in a global, if not will lay waste with fire and sword in a global, if not galactic, conflagration.galactic, conflagration.
The German version is not so far afield from these cherished beliefs of theThe German version is not so far afield from these cherished beliefs of the
Judeo-Christian, but is based on racial qualifications rather than on individualJudeo-Christian, but is based on racial qualifications rather than on individual
moral or spiritual worthiness.moral or spiritual worthiness.
The tradition of Hidden Masters is not rThe tradition of Hidden Masters is not restricted to occult Aryanism, of course.estricted to occult Aryanism, of course.
Some Muslims believe in the "Hidden Imam," an Ismaili concept similar to theSome Muslims believe in the "Hidden Imam," an Ismaili concept similar to the
"Secret Chief" idea of the Golden Dawn."Secret Chief" idea of the Golden Dawn.
The Strict Observance Masonic society of eighteenth-century Germany alsoThe Strict Observance Masonic society of eighteenth-century Germany also
claimed a tradition of Secret Masters, and there is the tradition of the Nineclaimed a tradition of Secret Masters, and there is the tradition of the Nine
Unknown Men of India, secret Masters of the world's various sciences whoUnknown Men of India, secret Masters of the world's various sciences who
invisibly guide the fortunes of the human race.invisibly guide the fortunes of the human race.

That Himmler believed in this idea is revealed byThat Himmler believed in this idea is revealed by
his masseur, Felix Kersten (see right), who - in hishis masseur, Felix Kersten (see right), who - in his
memoirs - quotes the Reichsfuhrer-SS on just thismemoirs - quotes the Reichsfuhrer-SS on just this
point with regard to the Freemasons.point with regard to the Freemasons.

 And then, of course, we find ourselves back on And then, of course, we find ourselves back on
familiar ground with the ancient legend of Agarthafamiliar ground with the ancient legend of Agartha
- the subterranean kingdom of an alien race buried- the subterranean kingdom of an alien race buried
deep within the Himalayas or somewhere in the far deep within the Himalayas or somewhere in the far 
NoNortrth h (at (at anany y raratete, , in in ththe e apapprpropopririatately ely NoNordrdicic
frozen wastes), another Aryan "Thule."frozen wastes), another Aryan "Thule."



Years before H. G. Wells described a similar Years before H. G. Wells described a similar 
rraacce e oof f bbeeiinnggs s iin n hhiis s nnoovveel l ''TThhe e TTiimmee
Machine' (see left), and the English author Machine' (see left), and the English author 
anand d RoRosisicrucrucician an BuBulwlwerer-L-Lytyttoton n (1(180802-2-7373))
was writing of a subterranean master race inwas writing of a subterranean master race in
his celebrated novel, 'Vril' (see right).his celebrated novel, 'Vril' (see right).
AAlll  l  oof  f  tthhiis  s  iiss

mmenentitiononed ed ononly ly toto
sshhoow w tthhaat t  tthheessee
coconcncepepts ts of of sesecrcretet

mamastster er rarace ce anand d susubtbtererranraneaean n kikingngdodoms ms arare e nonott
peculiar to peculiar to German or German or even Nordic even Nordic legend and legend and myth,myth,
and certainly and certainly not to not to Völkisch ideologyVölkisch ideology, but form , but form partpart
of a global tradition that may have some basis inof a global tradition that may have some basis in
reality a basis that is now dimmed by the passage of reality a basis that is now dimmed by the passage of 
ttooo o mmaanny y mmiilllleennnniia a tto o ppllaacce e iit  t  cclleeaarrlly y aanndd
authoritatively into a modern perspective.authoritatively into a modern perspective.
The Völkisch theorists were merely drawing on aThe Völkisch theorists were merely drawing on a
bank of myth and tradition familiar the world over,bank of myth and tradition familiar the world over,
and sculpting from selected pieces a cosmologicaland sculpting from selected pieces a cosmological
world-view that placed the German-speaking peoples at the top of a pyramidworld-view that placed the German-speaking peoples at the top of a pyramid
of power.of power.

LANZ VON LANZ VON LIEBENFELS AND THE TEMPLAR RLIEBENFELS AND THE TEMPLAR REVIVEVIVALAL

The theories of Guido von List (see left) wereThe theories of Guido von List (see left) were
developed further by his young follower, Jorg Lanzdeveloped further by his young follower, Jorg Lanz
vovon n LiLiebebenenfefels ls (1(187874-4-19195454), ), whwho o crcreaeateted d ththee
Order of the New Templars as a secret societyOrder of the New Templars as a secret society
bebent nt on on rereviviviving ng ththe e chchiivavalrlric ic brbrototheherhrhooood d of of 
knights, but in an aggressively Teutonic - and anti-knights, but in an aggressively Teutonic - and anti-
Semitic – format.Semitic – format.
WhWhilile e LiListst's 's sysympmpatathihies es wwerere e clcleaearlrly y alalrereadadyy
pagan and anti-Christian, von Liebenfels sought topagan and anti-Christian, von Liebenfels sought to
restore a non-Christian, Teutonic Grail Order to itsrestore a non-Christian, Teutonic Grail Order to its
rightful place in the world.rightful place in the world.
HHe e usused ed tthohose se of of LLiistst's 's raracicial al anand d lliningguiuiststicic
theories he found most appealing; but it should betheories he found most appealing; but it should be

rememremembered that von bered that von LiebeLiebenfels was nfels was a a CistCisterciaercian n monk who monk who abandoabandoned hisned his
vows but who never, in his heart, abandoned the Church ... at least, not hisvows but who never, in his heart, abandoned the Church ... at least, not his
idealized, medieval version of it.idealized, medieval version of it.
While von Liebenfels had no sympathy for the Catholic Church as such - heWhile von Liebenfels had no sympathy for the Catholic Church as such - he
had unbounded admiration for its had unbounded admiration for its pomp and ceremony, its elaborate ritual.pomp and ceremony, its elaborate ritual.



He He mamananageged d to to cocombmbinine e tthihis s fafascscininatatioion n wwitithh
stately ceremony with a peculiar understanding of stately ceremony with a peculiar understanding of 
the Templar Order (see left).the Templar Order (see left).
To von Liebenfels, the Templars were an AryanTo von Liebenfels, the Templars were an Aryan
brotherhood dedicated to the establishment of abrotherhood dedicated to the establishment of a
greater Germany and to the purification of the race.greater Germany and to the purification of the race.
The Grail, in his estimation, was symbolic of theThe Grail, in his estimation, was symbolic of the
pure German blood.pure German blood.
EEveven n momodedern rn hihiststororiaians ns of of 
the Grail (see right) legendsthe Grail (see right) legends
disagree on the meaning of disagree on the meaning of 

the term "Grail."the term "Grail."
To a linguist, the phrase Sangraal or Saint Graal ("HolyTo a linguist, the phrase Sangraal or Saint Graal ("Holy
Grail") may simply be a pun on Sang Real or "RoyalGrail") may simply be a pun on Sang Real or "Royal
Blood."Blood."
Indeed, the British research team of Baigent, Leigh, andIndeed, the British research team of Baigent, Leigh, and
LiLincncololn n ofoffefer r jujust st susuch ch a a ththeoeory ry in in ththeieir r bobook ok 'H'Hololyy
Blood, Holy Grail'; except that for these gentlemen theBlood, Holy Grail'; except that for these gentlemen the
Holy Blood is not that of an Aryan super race, but the very blood of ChristHoly Blood is not that of an Aryan super race, but the very blood of Christ
himself, preserved in a dynastic lineage kept secret for two thousand yearshimself, preserved in a dynastic lineage kept secret for two thousand years
and protected by a secret society with the unfortunate name of Priory of Zion,and protected by a secret society with the unfortunate name of Priory of Zion,
a title which, combined with mysterious purpose, has perhaps too manya title which, combined with mysterious purpose, has perhaps too many
resonances to those fictional Elders and their famous Protocols.resonances to those fictional Elders and their famous Protocols.
This hearkening back to a glorious German past was what united List andThis hearkening back to a glorious German past was what united List and
Liebenfels, although in many other ways their paths diverged.Liebenfels, although in many other ways their paths diverged.

It was von Liebenfels's notorious magazine, 'Ostara'It was von Liebenfels's notorious magazine, 'Ostara'
(named after the T(named after the Teutonic Goddess of eutonic Goddess of the Spring) (seethe Spring) (see
left), that so attracted Hitler in the latter's early days asleft), that so attracted Hitler in the latter's early days as
an impoverished artist in Vienna, and we now knowan impoverished artist in Vienna, and we now know
that Hitler - so inflamed by the wild occult, racial, andthat Hitler - so inflamed by the wild occult, racial, and
anti-Semitic theories he found in Ostara - actually paidanti-Semitic theories he found in Ostara - actually paid
an unannounced visit to the editor's offices and camean unannounced visit to the editor's offices and came
face-to-face with Liebenfels himself.face-to-face with Liebenfels himself.
This information comes from an interview with vonThis information comes from an interview with von
Liebenfels after the war, when he was struggling withLiebenfels after the war, when he was struggling with
the de-nazification process and would have had nothe de-nazification process and would have had no
ulterior motive in describing this meeting since theulterior motive in describing this meeting since the
revelation of a personal relationship with Hitler couldrevelation of a personal relationship with Hitler could
conceivably only hurt him.conceivably only hurt him.
WWho ho wwas as LaLanz nz vovon n LiLiebebenenffelels, s, anand d hohow w didid d hhee

manage such an emotional impact on young Hitler?manage such an emotional impact on young Hitler?
If all one had to go on were back copies of Ostara, we would have to say thatIf all one had to go on were back copies of Ostara, we would have to say that
he was a cross between Pat Buchanan and Henry Lee Lucas, with a littlehe was a cross between Pat Buchanan and Henry Lee Lucas, with a little
Jimmy Swaggart thrown in to provide the Biblical and sexual references.Jimmy Swaggart thrown in to provide the Biblical and sexual references.
VVon Liebenfels ideology on Liebenfels ideology was complex.was complex.



His Order of the New Templars was anHis Order of the New Templars was an
occult lodge that met at a ruined castleoccult lodge that met at a ruined castle
high on a cliff over the Danube - thehigh on a cliff over the Danube - the
eeeeririe e BuBurg rg WWerferfenenststeiein n (se(see e leleftft) ) inin
Upper Austria, a few miles upriver fromUpper Austria, a few miles upriver from
Hitler's childhood home - among other Hitler's childhood home - among other 
sites.sites.
ThThe e memembmberers s wowore re whwhitite, e, susurplrplicice-e-
style robes emblazoned with the redstyle robes emblazoned with the red
cross of the Templars, a cross that voncross of the Templars, a cross that von
Liebenfels believed was formed of two,Liebenfels believed was formed of two,

superimposed and counter-rotating, swastikas.superimposed and counter-rotating, swastikas.
 At the same time, another such lodge was operating in Germany: the Ordo At the same time, another such lodge was operating in Germany: the Ordo
Tempii Orientis (Order of the Eastern Temple), which had nothing to do withTempii Orientis (Order of the Eastern Temple), which had nothing to do with
Liebenfels's ONT but everything to do with Aleister Crowley as we shall seeLiebenfels's ONT but everything to do with Aleister Crowley as we shall see
later.later.
Von Liebenfels - in Ostara and in other publications,Von Liebenfels - in Ostara and in other publications,
sucsuch as his h as his 'Th'Theozeozooloologiogie oder die oder die Kunde Kunde von dene von den
SodSodomsoms-Ae-Aefffflinlingen gen und und dem dem GotGotterter-El-Elektektronron' ' (19(1905)05),,
(Theozoology - or the Science of the Sodom-Apelings(Theozoology - or the Science of the Sodom-Apelings
and the Electron of the Gods) (see right) - prescribedand the Electron of the Gods) (see right) - prescribed
ststererililizizatatioion n anand d cacaststraratition on fofor r ininfeferirior or raraceces s anand, d, of of 
course, denounced miscegenation owing to its pollutioncourse, denounced miscegenation owing to its pollution
of the pure-blooded German Völk.of the pure-blooded German Völk.
But von Liebenfels did not stop at sweeping politicalBut von Liebenfels did not stop at sweeping political
indictments.indictments.
He He ininclclududed ed ococcucult lt bibiolology ogy in in hihis s rerepepertrtoioirere, , wiwith th aa
concentration on the pineal and pituitary glands.concentration on the pineal and pituitary glands.
He He bebellieieveved d - - as as didid d BlBlavavatatsksky y aand nd as as do do mamany ny cucurrrreent nt mymyststicics s aandnd
theosophists - that a space between these glands in the hypothalamus of thetheosophists - that a space between these glands in the hypothalamus of the
brain was formerly a supercharged area that gave Aryans the twin powers of brain was formerly a supercharged area that gave Aryans the twin powers of 
telepathy and omniscience: the third Eye; but that - because of the pollutiontelepathy and omniscience: the third Eye; but that - because of the pollution
of Aryan blood with that of members of the inferior races - these two glandsof Aryan blood with that of members of the inferior races - these two glands
had so atrophied that had so atrophied that the Aryan people had lost their psthe Aryan people had lost their psychic abilities.ychic abilities.

 According to von Liebenfels, however, the solution to the problem of the According to von Liebenfels, however, the solution to the problem of the
incipient physical and spiritual degeneration of the Aryan race was not hathaincipient physical and spiritual degeneration of the Aryan race was not hatha
yoga or Transcendental Meditatyoga or Transcendental Meditation but the creation of a neion but the creation of a new priesthood of thew priesthood of the
Holy Grail; a new Knights Templar of the German Blood (for that was,Holy Grail; a new Knights Templar of the German Blood (for that was,
according to von Liebenfels, what the Grail represented).according to von Liebenfels, what the Grail represented).

 As for the inferior races? They were to be  As for the inferior races? They were to be destroyed.destroyed.
 All of these proposals - from Knights Templar to Holy Grail - were to be All of these proposals - from Knights Templar to Holy Grail - were to be
accepted, incorporated, and accepted, incorporated, and expanded upon bexpanded upon by Adolf Hitler personallyy Adolf Hitler personally, and , and byby
the Third Reich as official policy.the Third Reich as official policy.



It was also von Liebenfels who proposed that theIt was also von Liebenfels who proposed that the
finefinest st specispecimens of Aryan mens of Aryan malemales s (see left) (see left) shoulshouldd
mate indiscriminately with the finest specimens of mate indiscriminately with the finest specimens of 

 Aryan females in order  Aryan females in order 
tto o ccrreeaatte e tthhe e ssuuppeer r 
race.race.
This would, of course,This would, of course,
be a cause taken up bybe a cause taken up by
HimHimmlemler's r's LebLebensensbornborn
(see right) organization(see right) organization
tto o wwhhiicch h eevveerry y SSSS
officer was expected toofficer was expected to
belong.belong.
LLaannz z vovon n LLiieebbeennffeellss

and his mentor Guido von List can be viewed asand his mentor Guido von List can be viewed as
archetypal Social Darwinists and the Third Reich as Social Darwinism carriedarchetypal Social Darwinists and the Third Reich as Social Darwinism carried
to its logical conclusion.to its logical conclusion.
Similar to the rationale behind the race eugenics programs in the UnitedSimilar to the rationale behind the race eugenics programs in the United
StaStates tes (wh(which ich alsalso o infinflueluencenced d AmeAmericrican an immimmigigratration ion polpoliciicies)es), , it it was was anan
ideology of the survival of the fittest.ideology of the survival of the fittest.
To support this program, they enlisted the aid of history, of romance, of To support this program, they enlisted the aid of history, of romance, of 
lelegegendnd, , anand d of of ththe e ococcucult lt sisigngnifificicanance ce of of alalphphababetets, s, gegeomometetryry, , anancicienentt
architecture, ritual magic ... and the Knights Templar.architecture, ritual magic ... and the Knights Templar.
During the early twentieth century in Europe, the romance and lure of theDuring the early twentieth century in Europe, the romance and lure of the
Knights Templar myth was strong.Knights Templar myth was strong.
The original Order of the Knights of the Temple had been destroyed by anThe original Order of the Knights of the Temple had been destroyed by an
agreeagreement between the king ment between the king of France (Phillipe le Bel) of France (Phillipe le Bel) and Pope and Pope ClemClement Vent V
in the fourteenth century.in the fourteenth century.
Their leader at the time, Grandmaster Jacques de Molay, was burned at theTheir leader at the time, Grandmaster Jacques de Molay, was burned at the
stake in A.D. 1314 and the Order's assets seized all over Europe (primarily instake in A.D. 1314 and the Order's assets seized all over Europe (primarily in
France).France).
One reason for all One reason for all this bloodsthis bloodshed and chaos hed and chaos was the fact that the was the fact that the Order hadOrder had
become notoriously wealthy by loaning money to the king ... so much moneybecome notoriously wealthy by loaning money to the king ... so much money
that the king now had no hope of that the king now had no hope of repaying it.repaying it.
The official reasons given by Church and State for the suppression of theThe official reasons given by Church and State for the suppression of the
Templars were much different, however, and it is the mystery of this Order Templars were much different, however, and it is the mystery of this Order 
that has given rise to so many myths and legends, and which has contributedthat has given rise to so many myths and legends, and which has contributed
to the creation of to the creation of several occult societies in several occult societies in the twentieth centurythe twentieth century..
The works of Louis Charpentier in France and Michael Baigent, RichardThe works of Louis Charpentier in France and Michael Baigent, Richard
Leigh, and Henry Lincoln in Great Britain may be consulted for a moreLeigh, and Henry Lincoln in Great Britain may be consulted for a more
detailed discussion of pop Templar literature, but for now all we need to knowdetailed discussion of pop Templar literature, but for now all we need to know
is that the Templars were believed to be the heirs of a mystical tradition of is that the Templars were believed to be the heirs of a mystical tradition of 
which Lanz von Liebenfels considered himself the modern incarnation.which Lanz von Liebenfels considered himself the modern incarnation.



Created by the mystical philosopher St. BernardCreated by the mystical philosopher St. Bernard
oof f CCllaaiirrvvaauux x ((sseee e lleefftt) ) - - aannd d tthheerreeffoorree
corresponding to von Liebenfels's own Cisterciancorresponding to von Liebenfels's own Cistercian
background - the Templars were originally ninebackground - the Templars were originally nine
KnKnigighthts s wwho ho ababanandodonened d alall l ththey ey owownened d anandd
ventured off to the Holy Land to "protect pilgrims"ventured off to the Holy Land to "protect pilgrims"
who were on their way to the various Catholicwho were on their way to the various Catholic
shrines.shrines.
HoHow w ninine ne rerececentntly ly iimpmpooveveririshshed ed memen n wwereree
expected to accomplish this mission - especiallyexpected to accomplish this mission - especially
whwhilile e ththerere e wwerere e alalrereadady y lalargrge, e, fufulllly y fufundndeded
knightly organizations in Palestine doing just thatknightly organizations in Palestine doing just that
- was never explained. However, about the year - was never explained. However, about the year 

 A.D. 1118 they found themselves bivouacked at A.D. 1118 they found themselves bivouacked at
the site of King Solomon's Temple in Jerusalemthe site of King Solomon's Temple in Jerusalem

and spent their days there in relative obscurity - nine knights in charge of theand spent their days there in relative obscurity - nine knights in charge of the
entire Temple site - until their return to France ten years later, no pilgrimsentire Temple site - until their return to France ten years later, no pilgrims
having been especially protected.having been especially protected.
The legend states that these nine men returned with something important.The legend states that these nine men returned with something important.
Something discovered in Something discovered in the ruins the ruins of the Tof the Temple.emple.
Whatever it was, it Whatever it was, it made the Tmade the Templars unbelievably rich emplars unbelievably rich and powerful virtuallyand powerful virtually
overnight.overnight.
They began building cathedrals all over France and - according to the legendThey began building cathedrals all over France and - according to the legend
- not a single Templar-built cathedral (and this includes the famous Chartres- not a single Templar-built cathedral (and this includes the famous Chartres
Cathedral) contained a crucifix anywhere as part of its original design.Cathedral) contained a crucifix anywhere as part of its original design.
It It shshouould ld be be popoininteted d ouout t to to any any nonon-n-CaCaththololicics s ththat at a a crcrucucififix ix isis, , ststririctctlyly
speaking, a representation of Christ crucified on a cross.speaking, a representation of Christ crucified on a cross.
The Templar buildings did contain crosses; they simply omitted depicting theThe Templar buildings did contain crosses; they simply omitted depicting the
crucified body of Christ on them.crucified body of Christ on them.
This was seen This was seen as evidence that as evidence that the Tthe Templars did not emplars did not believe in the crbelieve in the crucifixionucifixion
and by extension did not believe in the resurrection of Christ after death; that,and by extension did not believe in the resurrection of Christ after death; that,
in fact, the Templars had somehow ceased being Christians entirely andin fact, the Templars had somehow ceased being Christians entirely and
become heretics, or worse.become heretics, or worse.
WhWhat at didid d ththe e TTememplplarars s fifind nd in in JeJerurusasalelem m ththatat
exerted such a profound if pernicious effect ?exerted such a profound if pernicious effect ?
Some say the Templars had located the Holy GrailSome say the Templars had located the Holy Grail
itself.itself.
Others, that the Templars had found the Ark of theOthers, that the Templars had found the Ark of the
Covenant (see right) with its famous contents: theCovenant (see right) with its famous contents: the
stone tablets on which the Ten Commandmentsstone tablets on which the Ten Commandments
were inscribed, and the were inscribed, and the magical Rod of Aaron.magical Rod of Aaron.
Whatever it was, it revealed a secret so shatteringWhatever it was, it revealed a secret so shattering
that a thousand years of Christian teachings laythat a thousand years of Christian teachings lay
helpless in the face of it.helpless in the face of it.



 And whatever it was, it could not protect the Templars indefinitely. And whatever it was, it could not protect the Templars indefinitely.
The Crusades proved to be a catastrophic series of campaigns for ChurchThe Crusades proved to be a catastrophic series of campaigns for Church
and State and eventually the Holy Land was lost to and State and eventually the Holy Land was lost to the Muslims.the Muslims.

 At home, the Church was worried about the wealth and influence of the At home, the Church was worried about the wealth and influence of the
Templars and suspicious about their one time cosy relationship with theTemplars and suspicious about their one time cosy relationship with the
Saracens: Muslim warriors with whom the Templars might have exchangedSaracens: Muslim warriors with whom the Templars might have exchanged
initiations.initiations.
ThThen en ththerere e wewere re ththe e rurumomors rs ththat at ththe e TTememplplar ar ininititiaiatition on ititselself f ininclclududed ed aa
ceremony in which the postulant would trample upon a cross; or in whichceremony in which the postulant would trample upon a cross; or in which
obobeieisasancnce e wawas s papaid id to to an an ididol ol cacalllled ed BaBaphphomomet et (a (a sususpspicicioioususly ly ArArababicic--
sounding name).sounding name).
There were even rumours that homosexuality wasThere were even rumours that homosexuality was
being practised on a wide scale among the knightsbeing practised on a wide scale among the knights
-- -- a a cchahargrge e tthahat t wwouould ld lalatter er bbe e bbrorougught ht iin n ththee
twentieth century against Ernst Röhm (see right)twentieth century against Ernst Röhm (see right)
and many other SA men as an excuse for their and many other SA men as an excuse for their 
destruction.destruction.
TThehese se rurumomoururs s wwerere e usused ed as as eveviidedencnce e in in anan
InqInquisuisitiition on agaagainsinst t the the TTempemplarlars; s; the the OrdOrder er waswas
dedeststroyroyeded; ; anand d whwhatatevever er memembmberers s mamananageged d toto
escape the bonfires of the Church wound up inescape the bonfires of the Church wound up in
GermanyGermany, Portugal, and, , Portugal, and, it is it is theorized, in Scotland.theorized, in Scotland.

OdOddldly y enenououghgh, , duduriringng
ththe e eieigghthteeeentnth h cecentntuury ry ththe e TTememplplar ar lelegegendnd
enjoyed a kind of revival during the developmentenjoyed a kind of revival during the development
of speculative Freemasonry (see left).of speculative Freemasonry (see left).
TTemplemplar ar degreedegrees s werewere
added, and a traditionadded, and a tradition
grgrew ew up up ararouound nd ththemem
ththat at ththe e FrFreeeemamasosonsns
hhaad d bbeeeen n ssoommeehhooww
TTememplplars ars in in didisgsguiuisese,,
hheeiirrs  s  tto  o  tthhe e ssaammee
mmyyssttiiccaal l  ttrraaddiittiioonn

surrounding the Temple of Solomon (see right).surrounding the Temple of Solomon (see right).
This is odd because the Third Reich would later This is odd because the Third Reich would later 
pepersersecucute te FrFreeeemamasosonry nry anand d ararresrest t mamany ny of of ititss
members even though the NSDAP itself was heir members even though the NSDAP itself was heir 
to the Order of the New Templars created by itsto the Order of the New Templars created by its
eaearly rly ththeoeoreretiticician an anand d HiHitltler er mementntoror, , LaLanz nz vovonn
Liebenfels, and in fact borrowed its swastika emblem.Liebenfels, and in fact borrowed its swastika emblem.

 As we shall see, Liebenfels himself and other Templar organizations were As we shall see, Liebenfels himself and other Templar organizations were
also persecuted, notable among them the Ordo Templi Orientis or OTO of also persecuted, notable among them the Ordo Templi Orientis or OTO of 
Theodor Reuss, Theodor Reuss, Karl Germer, Franz Hartmann, Karl Germer, Franz Hartmann, and Aleister Crowleyand Aleister Crowley..



THE THULE GESELLSCHAFTTHE THULE GESELLSCHAFT

MMaany ny ffoollllowoweerrs s oof f LLiisst t aannd d LLiieebbeennffeells s wweere re nnoot t ssaattiissffiieed d wwiitth h tthhee
metaphysical, meditational, essentially passive and academic nature of themetaphysical, meditational, essentially passive and academic nature of the
List Society and the Order of New Templars.List Society and the Order of New Templars.
While they devoured 'Ostara' and similar publications - and professed to readWhile they devoured 'Ostara' and similar publications - and professed to read
the longer, more complex books of both List and Liebenfels - they foundthe longer, more complex books of both List and Liebenfels - they found
themselves inflamed by their wild rhetoric and the countless attacks on Jews,themselves inflamed by their wild rhetoric and the countless attacks on Jews,
Freemasons, Jesuits, Bolsheviks, and Capitalists.Freemasons, Jesuits, Bolsheviks, and Capitalists.
It was no longer enough to perform pagan rituals at the summer solstice or toIt was no longer enough to perform pagan rituals at the summer solstice or to
decode a particularly interesting series of runes found on a rock or describeddecode a particularly interesting series of runes found on a rock or described
in a forgotten book.in a forgotten book.

IIf  f  tthhe e tthheeoorriiees s aanndd
prpropopososalals s of of LiList st (s(seeee
ririghghtt) ) anand d LiLiebebenenfefellss
(see left) were right -- if (see left) were right -- if 
a a wwaar r  wwaass,  ,  iin  n ffaacctt,,
tatakiking ng plplacace e bbetetwweeeenn
the forces of Light andthe forces of Light and
Darkness and the fate of Darkness and the fate of 
ththe e enentitire re huhumaman n raracece
was at stake - then whywas at stake - then why
wawasnsn't 't sosomemeonone e dodoiningg
something about it ?something about it ?
WWhhy y wwaassnn''t  t  tthheerre e aa
pprrooggrraam m iin n ppllaacce e ttoo

weed out the Jews and other Minderwertigen: 'beings of inferior value' weed out the Jews and other Minderwertigen: 'beings of inferior value' ??
Where were the Germans of pure Aryan blood ? Why weren't they takingWhere were the Germans of pure Aryan blood ? Why weren't they taking
charge in the political arena ? And why weren't all German peoples united incharge in the political arena ? And why weren't all German peoples united in
a single great Reich ?a single great Reich ?
To that end, and following the lead of a wealthy if small-time industrialist byTo that end, and following the lead of a wealthy if small-time industrialist by
ththe e naname me of of ThTheoeododor r FrFrititscsch h -- -- wwhohose se pupublblisishihing ng hohobbbby y ininclclududed ed anan
ininflflamammamatotory ry anantiti-S-Sememititic ic pepeririododicicalal, , 't'the he HaHammmmerer', ', anand d onone e of of ththe e fifirsrstt
German editions of the 'Protocols of the Elders of Zion', several members of German editions of the 'Protocols of the Elders of Zion', several members of 



the List Society and the ONT formed their own, ultra-secret and ultra-right-the List Society and the ONT formed their own, ultra-secret and ultra-right-
wing society, the Germanenorden (German Order) in concert with a morewing society, the Germanenorden (German Order) in concert with a more
overt propaganda effort called the Reichshammerbund based loosely on theovert propaganda effort called the Reichshammerbund based loosely on the
anti-Semitic diatribes to be found in Fritsch's 'Hammer' magazine.anti-Semitic diatribes to be found in Fritsch's 'Hammer' magazine.
The Germanenorden had an The Germanenorden had an impressive series of initiatory rituals, replete withimpressive series of initiatory rituals, replete with
knights in shining armor, wise kings, mystical bards, and knights in shining armor, wise kings, mystical bards, and forest nymphs.forest nymphs.
The desire of the founders was to implement a Masonic-style program of The desire of the founders was to implement a Masonic-style program of 
secrecysecrecy, initiation, and mutual cooperation , initiation, and mutual cooperation to counter the to counter the imagined conspiracyimagined conspiracy
of Jews and Freemasons with their secret meetings and hidden agendas.of Jews and Freemasons with their secret meetings and hidden agendas.
What the Germanenorden became was, a Masonic-style society devoted toWhat the Germanenorden became was, a Masonic-style society devoted to
the eradication of Freemasonry itself; and an anti-Semetic mutual help andthe eradication of Freemasonry itself; and an anti-Semetic mutual help and
support network based on racial principles (one had to prove one's Aryansupport network based on racial principles (one had to prove one's Aryan
heritage by providing birth certificates going back several generations).heritage by providing birth certificates going back several generations).

The Germanenorden was formally established -- alongThe Germanenorden was formally established -- along
with the Reichshammerbund - in May of 1912 at thewith the Reichshammerbund - in May of 1912 at the
home of Theodor Fritsch (see left).home of Theodor Fritsch (see left).
Things went along fine for a while until World War IThings went along fine for a while until World War I
broke out and many Germanenorden members foundbroke out and many Germanenorden members found
themselves called to the front.themselves called to the front.

 At that time, the Order began to weaken and split into At that time, the Order began to weaken and split into
schismatic factions until the arrival on the scene of schismatic factions until the arrival on the scene of 
Baron Rudolf von Sebottendorff.Baron Rudolf von Sebottendorff.
Sebottendorff had an exotic past.Sebottendorff had an exotic past.
IInniittiiaatteed d iinntto o a a MMaasosonniic c ssoocciieety ty iin n EEgygyptpt, , aanndd
communicant with a variety of secret societies in thecommunicant with a variety of secret societies in the

Middle East and Turkey - for whom he fought in the Balkan War of 1912 -Middle East and Turkey - for whom he fought in the Balkan War of 1912 -
SeSebotbottetendndororfff f wawas s ananototheher r seselflf-st-stylyled ed ararisistotocracrat t in in ththe e trtradadititioion n of of LiListst,,
Liebenfels, Mathers, and Crowley.Liebenfels, Mathers, and Crowley.

BoBorn rn AAdadam m AAllfrfred ed RRududololf f GGlalaueuer r (s(see ee llefeftt) ) tto o aa
locomotive driver on November 9, 1875, young Rudolf locomotive driver on November 9, 1875, young Rudolf 
would take to sea at the age would take to sea at the age of twenty-two.of twenty-two.

 After some misadventures in Australia, he fetched up After some misadventures in Australia, he fetched up
in Alexandria in 1900, visited the pyramids at Giza andin Alexandria in 1900, visited the pyramids at Giza and
witnessed the rites of the Dervishes.witnessed the rites of the Dervishes.
LaLateter r in in CoConsnstatantntininopople le he he leleararnened d TTururkikish sh frfrom om aa
Muslim imam and worked for a Sufi initiate at a townMuslim imam and worked for a Sufi initiate at a town
nneeaar r BBuurrssaa, , bbeeccoommiinngg
iniinitiatiated ted intinto o FreFreemaemasonsonryry
there in 1901.there in 1901.

  A  Allththouough gh he he reretuturnrned ed toto
Germany for a short while,Germany for a short while,

he he wowoululd d fifind nd hihimsmselelf f baback ck in in TTururkekey y in in 19190808,,
ststududyiying ng IsIslalamimic c alalchchememyy, , mymyststicicisism, m, anand d ththee
practices of a Dervish sect with Janissary lineagepractices of a Dervish sect with Janissary lineage
known as the Baktashi (see right).known as the Baktashi (see right).



It is said that he founded his own mystical lodge in Constantinople in 1910,It is said that he founded his own mystical lodge in Constantinople in 1910,
eventually winding up back in Germany in 1913.eventually winding up back in Germany in 1913.
DDuurriinng g tthhe e wwarar, , SSeebbootttteennddoorfrff f mmaadde e ccoonnttaacct t wwiitth h tthhe e hheeaad d oof f tthhee
Germanenorden, Hermann Pohl, with whom he shared a fascination withGermanenorden, Hermann Pohl, with whom he shared a fascination with
Nordic runes and Eastern mysticism.Nordic runes and Eastern mysticism.
Pohl enlisted his aid as a recruiter for the Order in Bavaria and Sebottendorff Pohl enlisted his aid as a recruiter for the Order in Bavaria and Sebottendorff 
became a very successful promoter during 1917, even going so far as tobecame a very successful promoter during 1917, even going so far as to
publish his own Order magazine, called Runen (Runes) in 1918.publish his own Order magazine, called Runen (Runes) in 1918.
By the end of 1917, Sebottendorff was admitted to the exalted rank of Master By the end of 1917, Sebottendorff was admitted to the exalted rank of Master 
of the Order's Bavarian section.of the Order's Bavarian section.
It should be recognized from the above that Sebottendorff's interest in theIt should be recognized from the above that Sebottendorff's interest in the
Germanenorden was obviously of a strongly occultist nature.Germanenorden was obviously of a strongly occultist nature.
His background was that of a mystic and Orientalist (as Arabists then wereHis background was that of a mystic and Orientalist (as Arabists then were
called); his contact with Pohl was made on the basis of rune symbolism andcalled); his contact with Pohl was made on the basis of rune symbolism and
other arcane lore.other arcane lore.

 Alt Although he hough he served in served in the Turkithe Turkish Armysh Army, , he he managmanageded
to avoid conscription into the German Army becauseto avoid conscription into the German Army because
he claimed Turkish citizenship (see left).he claimed Turkish citizenship (see left).
Therefore, we do not see Sebottendorff as a fanaticTherefore, we do not see Sebottendorff as a fanatic
German nationalist or political activist first; rather, heGerman nationalist or political activist first; rather, he
comes upon his comes upon his politics somewhat later.politics somewhat later.
By 1918, the Germanenorden in Bavaria had grown toBy 1918, the Germanenorden in Bavaria had grown to
over fifteen hundred members - an astonishing rate of over fifteen hundred members - an astonishing rate of 
growth, particularly considering the number of able-growth, particularly considering the number of able-
bodied men who were bodied men who were fighting World Wfighting World War I at ar I at the time.the time.

In need of space, Sebottendorff would rent rooms atIn need of space, Sebottendorff would rent rooms at
tthhe e uup-p-mamarkrket et VViier er JaJahhrereszszeieitten en HoHottel el (F(Fouour r 
Seasons Hotel) in Munich.Seasons Hotel) in Munich.
These rooms would eventually become known asThese rooms would eventually become known as
the meeting place for the Thule the meeting place for the Thule Gesellschaft.Gesellschaft.
ThThe e ThThulule e SoSociciety ety (s(see ee ririghght)t)
wawas s oriorigiginanalllly y coconcnceieiveved d as as aa
ccoovveer  r  iiddeennttiitty  y  ffoor  r  tthhee
GerGermanmanenoenorden rden whiwhich, ch, at at thithiss
titime, me, was was becbecomioming ng ideidentintifiefiedd
wwiitth h tthhe e ttyyppe e oof f rriigghhtt--wwiinngg
exexttreremimism sm anand d vivirurulelent nt anantiti--

SeSemimititism sm tthahat t ththe e vavaririouous s GeGermrman an rerepupublblicican an anandd
socialist groups were seeking socialist groups were seeking to weed out to weed out and destroyand destroy..
In short, the Germanenorden - another magic-oriented,In short, the Germanenorden - another magic-oriented,
occult society with its secret initiation rituals patternedoccult society with its secret initiation rituals patterned
afafteter r MaMasosoninic c cecereremomony ny anand d itits s ThTheoeososophphicicalal-s-stytylele
philosophy encompassing everything from Eastern mysticism to runic lorephilosophy encompassing everything from Eastern mysticism to runic lore
and occult racial theories - was considered a subversive organization and aand occult racial theories - was considered a subversive organization and a
threat to society.threat to society.



The Thule Society, while ostensibly a "literary-cultural group," had as itsThe Thule Society, while ostensibly a "literary-cultural group," had as its
emblem the famous swastika superimposed on emblem the famous swastika superimposed on a dagger.a dagger.

The Thule Society front fooled no one, probably –The Thule Society front fooled no one, probably –
and certainly not its members, who, in the beginningand certainly not its members, who, in the beginning
wwerere e alall l GGerermamanenenonordrden en iininititiatateses, , anand d wwhihichch
incincludluded ed the the JusJustictice e MinMinistister er FraFranz nz GuGurtnrtner er (wh(whoo
wowoululd d reretatain in ththat at tititltle e in in ththe e ThThirird d ReReicich)h), , ErErnsnstt
Pohner, the police chief of Munich, and various titledPohner, the police chief of Munich, and various titled
aristocrats.aristocrats.
SebSebottottendendorforff f enlenlististed ed the the aid aid of of youyoung ng ex-ex-solsoldiedier r 
and art student and art student WalWalter Nauhaus.ter Nauhaus.

 Another occultist and a follower of Guido von List, Another occultist and a follower of Guido von List,
NaNauhuhauaus s jojoinined ed ththe e GeGermrmananenenorordeden n in in BeBerlrlin in inin
1916 and in 1918 made contact with Sebottendorff 1916 and in 1918 made contact with Sebottendorff 
(t(the he OrOrdeder'r's s BaBavavaririan an mmasastterer) ) afaftteer r mmovovining g ttoo

Munich.Munich.
The two magicians decided to divide the responsibilities of attracting newThe two magicians decided to divide the responsibilities of attracting new
rerecrucruitits s to to ththe e cucult lt by by hahaviving ng NaNauhuhauaus s dedevovote te hihimsmselelf f to to ununiviversersitity-y-agagee
prospects. Nauhaus was about twenty-six years old at the time.prospects. Nauhaus was about twenty-six years old at the time.
The membership restrictions of the Thule The membership restrictions of the Thule Gesellschaft were rigorous.Gesellschaft were rigorous.

 Aside from proving one's  Aside from proving one's purity of Aryan blood as far purity of Aryan blood as far back as the Thirty Yback as the Thirty Years'ears'
War, there were physical examinations that had to be passed (measurementWar, there were physical examinations that had to be passed (measurement
of skull, foot; color of of skull, foot; color of hairhair, eyes; etc.)., eyes; etc.).
In addition, the deformed or simply unattractive were also refused admittance.In addition, the deformed or simply unattractive were also refused admittance.
TThohose se ununcecertrtaiain n of of wwhehere re ththey ey ststooood d iin n rerelalattiion on tto o tthehese se ddraracoconiniaann
requirements were advised to refer to past issues of requirements were advised to refer to past issues of 
von Liebenfels's 'Ostara'.von Liebenfels's 'Ostara'.
It was directly due to this screening out of potentialIt was directly due to this screening out of potential
memmemberbers s thathat t the the minministister-er-prepresidsident ent of of BavBavariaria'sa's
first Socialist government - Kurt Eisner (see right) -first Socialist government - Kurt Eisner (see right) -
wawas s asassasassissinanateted, d, ththus us preprecicipipitatatiting ng a a nanatitiononalal
crisis.crisis.
TThhe e aassssaassssiinn, , a a yyoouunng g ccoouunntt, , wwaas s rreeffuusseedd
admittance to the Thule Society because he hadadmittance to the Thule Society because he had
Jewish blood.Jewish blood.

 Angry at the rejection, and consumed by a desire to Angry at the rejection, and consumed by a desire to
prove his pro-German bona fides, he shot and killedprove his pro-German bona fides, he shot and killed
Herr Eisner while the latter was actually on his wayHerr Eisner while the latter was actually on his way
to quit his post, letter of resignation in hand.to quit his post, letter of resignation in hand.

 As a result, the young art student and occultist Walter Nauhaus was one of  As a result, the young art student and occultist Walter Nauhaus was one of 
the seven Thulists captured, and later murdered, by the Red Army during thethe seven Thulists captured, and later murdered, by the Red Army during the
debacle of April 30, 1919.debacle of April 30, 1919.
Munich was "liberated" from the Reds in May, and Sebottendorff - stingingMunich was "liberated" from the Reds in May, and Sebottendorff - stinging
from charges he had let the Order from charges he had let the Order down and was indirectly responsible for thedown and was indirectly responsible for the
deaths of the seven Thulists by failing to conceal the membership lists -deaths of the seven Thulists by failing to conceal the membership lists -



ofofficficialially ly resresignigned ed frofrom m the the GerGermanmanenoenorderden/Tn/Thulhule e SocSociety iety orgorganianizatzation ion inin
June of that year and devoted the following years to a serious study of theJune of that year and devoted the following years to a serious study of the
stars.stars.

The Germanenorden continued to operate until wellThe Germanenorden continued to operate until well
inintto o ththe e 19192020s s anand d acactutualally ly cacarrrrieied d ouout t seseveverarall
political assassinations - including that of Matthiaspolitical assassinations - including that of Matthias
Erzberger (see left), one of the signatories of theErzberger (see left), one of the signatories of the

  A  Armrmisistticice e anand d hehencnce e a a ""NoNovevemmbeber r crcriimiminanall" " --
mamakiking ng ththe e naname me GeGermrmananenenorordeden n sysynonnonymymououss
with political terrorism as well as with political terrorism as well as occult conspiracyoccult conspiracy..

 As for the Thule Society itself, there is documentary As for the Thule Society itself, there is documentary
evidence in the diaries of Thule member Johannesevidence in the diaries of Thule member Johannes
Hering to show that it lasted at least until 1923, theHering to show that it lasted at least until 1923, the
year of Hitler's Beer Hall Putsch.year of Hitler's Beer Hall Putsch.
Its Its forforemoemost st crecreatiation, on, howhoweveeverr, , totook ok plaplace ce whwhileile
Sebottendorff was still in charge in Munich, and thatSebottendorff was still in charge in Munich, and that

was the formation of the was the formation of the "workers' society" arm of "workers' society" arm of the Order.the Order.
Heretofore, the Germanenorden and the Thule Society were virtually theHeretofore, the Germanenorden and the Thule Society were virtually the
exclusive domain of the wealthy, educated, and prominent among Bavarianexclusive domain of the wealthy, educated, and prominent among Bavarian
society.society.
There was no room for the lower-middle-class elements who were hurting theThere was no room for the lower-middle-class elements who were hurting the
most from the effects of war, revolution, and inflation.most from the effects of war, revolution, and inflation.
The enemies of the Germanenorden, the Communists and Socialists, wereThe enemies of the Germanenorden, the Communists and Socialists, were
actively recruiting among these elements, however, poisoning them againstactively recruiting among these elements, however, poisoning them against
their aristocratic leaders and promising them a heaven on earth, a "workers'their aristocratic leaders and promising them a heaven on earth, a "workers'
paradise."paradise."
The monarchists and industrialists understood the need to counter this threat,The monarchists and industrialists understood the need to counter this threat,
or else their population base - a given for a thousand years of royal rule over or else their population base - a given for a thousand years of royal rule over 
the peasant populations of Europe - would wither and die.the peasant populations of Europe - would wither and die.
The arcane occult theories and snarled academic prose that characterizedThe arcane occult theories and snarled academic prose that characterized
the meetings and publications of the Germanenorden, the Thule, the Listthe meetings and publications of the Germanenorden, the Thule, the List
Society, and the Order of New Templars was notSociety, and the Order of New Templars was not
likely to be easily understood - or warmly embracedlikely to be easily understood - or warmly embraced
- by the masses.- by the masses.
The Thule, it was recognized, was an elite society,The Thule, it was recognized, was an elite society,
attractive only to those who had done the rattractive only to those who had done the reading; toeading; to
those who could afford the initiations and the leisurethose who could afford the initiations and the leisure
time to devote to occult studies; and to those whotime to devote to occult studies; and to those who
had had alalreadready y abaabandondoned ned thetheir ir tratraditditionional al ChrChrististianian
faith.faith.
ThThusus, , in in orordeder r cocompmpleletetely ly to to ununifify y ththe e GeGermrmanan
population in opposition to the threat of Bolshevismpopulation in opposition to the threat of Bolshevism
anand d ininteternarnatitiononal al JeJewrwryy, , SeSebobottttenendodorfrff f foformrmed ed aa
workers' circle with a few hand-picked men, amongworkers' circle with a few hand-picked men, among
them Athem Anton Drexler (see nton Drexler (see right).right).



This group did not meet at the fancy Four SeasonsThis group did not meet at the fancy Four Seasons
HoHottel el bubut t at at a a tatavevernrn, , anand d wawas s cacalllled ed ththe e GGerermamann
Workers' PartyWorkers' Party, the , the Deutsche Arbeiterpartei or DAP (seeDeutsche Arbeiterpartei or DAP (see
right), a consciously Socialist-sounding title.right), a consciously Socialist-sounding title.
It was this group that Hitler was sent to spy on inIt was this group that Hitler was sent to spy on in
September, 1919, and which, five months later, becameSeptember, 1919, and which, five months later, became
ththe e NaNatitiononal al SoSocicialalisist t GeGermrman an WWororkekers' rs' PaPartrtyy, , ththee
NSDAP.NSDAP.
RudRudolf olf von von SebSebottottendendorforff f wouwould ld eveeventuntuallally y retreturn urn toto
Germany in the 1930s with a mission to revitalize his old Order, calling uponGermany in the 1930s with a mission to revitalize his old Order, calling upon

hihis s foformrmer er cocolllleaeagugues es anand d eveven en rereisissusuining g hihis s ololdd
magazine, 'Runen'.magazine, 'Runen'.
He wrote a book – 'Bevor Hitler Kam' - (Before Hitler He wrote a book – 'Bevor Hitler Kam' - (Before Hitler 
Came) (see left) - describing the early history of theCame) (see left) - describing the early history of the
Thule Gesellschaft and the Nazi Party, showing howThule Gesellschaft and the Nazi Party, showing how
the occultists had virtually created both the Party andthe occultists had virtually created both the Party and
Hitler.Hitler.
This book - consulted with appropriate caution - hasThis book - consulted with appropriate caution - has
becombecome e invalinvaluable to uable to researcresearchers tracing the hers tracing the linealineagege
of many of the principal actors and organizations inof many of the principal actors and organizations in
this drama and in providing a time line against whichthis drama and in providing a time line against which
the history of the NSDAP can be established.the history of the NSDAP can be established.
However, his revelations aroused the ire of the Party -However, his revelations aroused the ire of the Party -

and particularly of Hitler, who would take steps to ensure that no one whoand particularly of Hitler, who would take steps to ensure that no one who
knew of his early days would be knew of his early days would be around to talk about them.around to talk about them.
Sebottendorff was arrested and then released to make his way to Turkey,Sebottendorff was arrested and then released to make his way to Turkey,
where he worked for German Intelligence as a perfectly useless agent untilwhere he worked for German Intelligence as a perfectly useless agent until
the war ended.the war ended.
The new Thule Gesellschaft never got off the ground, and died, divided byThe new Thule Gesellschaft never got off the ground, and died, divided by
petty squabbles among its members (including an acrimonious attack onpetty squabbles among its members (including an acrimonious attack on

Franz Dannehl) and increasingly under pressure fromFranz Dannehl) and increasingly under pressure from
the NSDAP to disband. But the damage had alreadythe NSDAP to disband. But the damage had already
been done, many years before.been done, many years before.
It should be pointed out that there is a great deal of It should be pointed out that there is a great deal of 
controversy over the early days and connections of thecontroversy over the early days and connections of the
DAP with the Thule Society.DAP with the Thule Society.
SSoomme e hhiissttoorriiaanns s iinnssiisst t tthhaat t tthheere re wwas as nno o ddiirreecctt
coconnnnecectition on bebetwtweeeen n tthehem m -- -- alaltthohougugh h mamany ny DDAPAP
members were also Thulists, such as Franz Dannehl,members were also Thulists, such as Franz Dannehl,
KKararl l HHararrerer r (s(see ee lelefft)t), , anand d FrFrieieddririch ch KKrorohn hn (w(whoho
designed the swastika flag for Hitler), and although thedesigned the swastika flag for Hitler), and although the
adoption of the swastika as Party symbol is a virtualadoption of the swastika as Party symbol is a virtual
admission of the link between the List, Liebenfels, andadmission of the link between the List, Liebenfels, and

Sebottendorff groups and the DAP and NSDAP.Sebottendorff groups and the DAP and NSDAP.



Indeed, duringIndeed, during
ththe e "t"trouroublbles"es"
of 1918 whenof 1918 when
tthhe e GGeerrmmaann
revolution wasrevolution was
iin n ffuulll l sswwiinngg
wwiitth  h  tthhee
collacollapse of pse of thethe
Second Reich,Second Reich,
Pan-GermanPan-German
groups were shut down all over Germany with thegroups were shut down all over Germany with the

exception of the Thule Society (which was, we remember, purely a "literary-exception of the Thule Society (which was, we remember, purely a "literary-
cultural" society); and its premises at the Four Seasons Hotel were used as acultural" society); and its premises at the Four Seasons Hotel were used as a
meeting place - and sometime hiding place - for such notables as Rudolf meeting place - and sometime hiding place - for such notables as Rudolf 
Hess (see left) and Alfred Rosenberg (see right), not to mention the poetHess (see left) and Alfred Rosenberg (see right), not to mention the poet
Dietrich Eckart.Dietrich Eckart.
(It was only Eckart's (see right) fast talking and fancy(It was only Eckart's (see right) fast talking and fancy
footwork that kept him and Rosenberg alive when thefootwork that kept him and Rosenberg alive when the
Red Army began arresting - and Red Army began arresting - and shooting – Thulists.)shooting – Thulists.)
So, while we cannot show a document stating that theSo, while we cannot show a document stating that the
DADAP P anand d NSNSDADAP P wwerere e ssububsisididiarariies es oof f ththe e ThThululee
Gesellschaft or the Germanenorden, it is safe to sayGesellschaft or the Germanenorden, it is safe to say
ththat at ththe e DADAP P (a(andnd, , by by exextetensnsioion, n, ththe e NSNSDADAP) P) wawass
ororigigininalally ly a a crcreaeatuture re of of boboth th ththe e ThThulule e SoSocicietety y anandd
SeSebotbottetendndororfff f (a(as s clclaiaimemed d by by SeSebobottttenendodorfrff f anand d asas
admitted by Tadmitted by Toland), and, certainly oland), and, certainly the aims of the aims of the Thulethe Thule
Society would all eventually become official policy of theSociety would all eventually become official policy of the
Third Reich, while its purely metaphysical and occult characteristics wereThird Reich, while its purely metaphysical and occult characteristics were
adopted wholeheartedly by the SS.adopted wholeheartedly by the SS.
Between them, Guido von List - an elderly man in flowing beard and quasi-Between them, Guido von List - an elderly man in flowing beard and quasi-
Renaissance attire - and Lanz von Liebenfels (a younger, clean-shaven,Renaissance attire - and Lanz von Liebenfels (a younger, clean-shaven,
somewhat more imposing sort photographed in the ritual vestments of hissomewhat more imposing sort photographed in the ritual vestments of his
Order) created the atmosphere of "rational" anti-Semitism in Vienna that wasOrder) created the atmosphere of "rational" anti-Semitism in Vienna that was
based on scholarship in a number of fields, from etymology and linguistics tobased on scholarship in a number of fields, from etymology and linguistics to
ananththroropopolologygy, , asastrtrononomomy y anand d asastrtrolologyogy, , ararchchaeaeolologyogy, , anand d ththe e ococcucultlt..
Sebottendorff, with his initiations into Eastern cults and his background inSebottendorff, with his initiations into Eastern cults and his background in
Middle Eastern mysticism and Middle Eastern mysticism and FreemasonryFreemasonry, personified the Aryan Mystic., personified the Aryan Mystic.

 As an aristocrat, a proven man of action who fought with Turkish forces in the As an aristocrat, a proven man of action who fought with Turkish forces in the
Balkan War, and with his political connections and his activism at the time of Balkan War, and with his political connections and his activism at the time of 
the 1919 Putsch, he showed what a serious occultist could accomplish with athe 1919 Putsch, he showed what a serious occultist could accomplish with a
few hundred men and a stockpile of weapons.few hundred men and a stockpile of weapons.
SeSebotbottetendndororfff f wawas s an an idideaeal l fifigugure, re, a a peperfrfecect t cocombmbininatatioion n of of mymyststic ic anandd
militarist, an echo of the times when kings were initiates, and when priestsmilitarist, an echo of the times when kings were initiates, and when priests



raised armies.raised armies.
 Although he was held responsible by the Thule for the murder of the seven Although he was held responsible by the Thule for the murder of the seven
hostages held by the Red Army by allowing the Thule membership lists to fallhostages held by the Red Army by allowing the Thule membership lists to fall
into enemy hands, it was Sebottendorff who had tirelessly organized - first for into enemy hands, it was Sebottendorff who had tirelessly organized - first for 
the Germanenorden, of which he was a Master, and then for the Thulethe Germanenorden, of which he was a Master, and then for the Thule
Gesellschaft, which he founded - and who had created an armed cult andGesellschaft, which he founded - and who had created an armed cult and
sophisticated intelligence apparatus in the midst of sophisticated intelligence apparatus in the midst of pre-Weimar Munich.pre-Weimar Munich.
His Society had received such distinguished guests as Alfred Rosenberg,His Society had received such distinguished guests as Alfred Rosenberg,
Dietrich Eckart, and Rudolf Hess.Dietrich Eckart, and Rudolf Hess.
His Society had created the German Workers' Party, from which the NSDAPHis Society had created the German Workers' Party, from which the NSDAP
would be born.would be born.

 And his Society bestowed And his Society bestowed
the single most importantthe single most important
symbol of the Third Reichsymbol of the Third Reich
uuppoon n  tthhe  e  fflleeddgglliinngg
NSDAP: the occult sign of NSDAP: the occult sign of 
tthe he swswasasttiikaka, , ininheheriritteded
from Liebenfels (see left),from Liebenfels (see left),
Hitler's early Hitler's early mentormentor..
SSeebbootttteennddoorrfff f aannd d tthhee
ThThulule e SoSocicietety y wewere re bobothth
ultimately and directly responsible for the collapseultimately and directly responsible for the collapse

of the Soviet regime in Bavaria, both from force of arms and from force of of the Soviet regime in Bavaria, both from force of arms and from force of 
ideas.ideas.

 And it was an amazing time, no matter who was responsible; for an occult And it was an amazing time, no matter who was responsible; for an occult
organization - a secret society based on Theosophical, runic, and magicalorganization - a secret society based on Theosophical, runic, and magical
concepts – magic with guns – which had fought an armed conflict in theconcepts – magic with guns – which had fought an armed conflict in the
streets of Munich against the purely political forces of a Soviet state ... andstreets of Munich against the purely political forces of a Soviet state ... and
won.won.
TTodayoday, this would , this would be considered be considered the stuff of science the stuff of science fiction or, at worst, swordfiction or, at worst, sword
and sorcery fantasy. But in Munich, in 1919, it was reality.and sorcery fantasy. But in Munich, in 1919, it was reality.



... this idea of himself as the German ... this idea of himself as the German Messiah was the source of his personal Messiah was the source of his personal 
 power. power.

It enabled him to become the It enabled him to become the ruler of eighty million people -- and ruler of eighty million people -- and in the spacein the space
of twelve short years to of twelve short years to leave his ineradicable mark on history.leave his ineradicable mark on history.

SCHELLENBERGSCHELLENBERG



That Hitler was fascinated by the occult is proven:That Hitler was fascinated by the occult is proven:
the Berchtesgaden library, discovered in a minethe Berchtesgaden library, discovered in a mine
aafftteer r tthhe e wwaarr, , coconnttaaiinneed d mmaany ny vvoolluummees s oonn
ococcucultltisism. m. HiHis smals small colll collecectition of booon of books as aks as a
ststududenent t cocontntaiainened d woworkrks s on on mymyththolologogy y anand d aa
ccoolllleeccttiioon n oof f vvoon n LLiieebbeennffeellss''s s raracciisstt--oocccuculltt
magazine, Ostara (see left), and he even visitedmagazine, Ostara (see left), and he even visited
with the Templar Master (as seen in Chapter Two).with the Templar Master (as seen in Chapter Two).
FrFrieiendnds s of of hihis s ffrorom m ththe e eaearlrlyy
days recall long conversationsdays recall long conversations
on occult themes - everythingon occult themes - everything
frfrom om rereinincacarnarnatition on to to yoyoga ga toto
paganism and magic - and hispaganism and magic - and his
later biographers, such as Sir later biographers, such as Sir 

 Allan Bullock (see right), record Allan Bullock (see right), record
Hitler's familiarity with occult topics in the days prior to theHitler's familiarity with occult topics in the days prior to the
Second World War.Second World War.
While Hitler appreciated the "scholarship" he discoveredWhile Hitler appreciated the "scholarship" he discovered
in the occult magazines and books he devoured, he never took a particular in the occult magazines and books he devoured, he never took a particular 
liking to the type of people who composed occult lodges.liking to the type of people who composed occult lodges.
ThThe e ococcucultltisists ts whwho o wewere re memembmberers s of of hihis s ininnener r cicircrcle le - - susuch ch as as HeHessss,,
Rosenberg, Gutberlet, and Eckart - lived on the periphery of the Thule andRosenberg, Gutberlet, and Eckart - lived on the periphery of the Thule and
Germanenorden lodges; while Eckart and Rosenberg were members of theGermanenorden lodges; while Eckart and Rosenberg were members of the
Thule, it is clear that they would have been exploiting that membership for Thule, it is clear that they would have been exploiting that membership for 
their own, hidden, agenda.their own, hidden, agenda.
The leadership and influence of men like Sebottendorff was strong, and it isThe leadership and influence of men like Sebottendorff was strong, and it is
doubtful whether Hitler would have willingly accepted a role subservient to andoubtful whether Hitler would have willingly accepted a role subservient to an
occult (or occult (or political) masterpolitical) master..
History has shown that no occult order can History has shown that no occult order can survive two masters.survive two masters.
Hitler was an activist.Hitler was an activist.

  Almost any action was better than sitting around a room in a robe and  Almost any action was better than sitting around a room in a robe and
meditating on Thor.meditating on Thor.
Hitler was a pacer. He couldn't sit Hitler was a pacer. He couldn't sit still for long.still for long.

 And he was a demagogue, almost from the beginning. He had to lead; and if  And he was a demagogue, almost from the beginning. He had to lead; and if 
hhe e cocoululdndn't 't leleadad, , he he wwouould ld ababssenent t hihimsmselelf f ffrorom m tthe he acacttioion n anand d tthehe
conversation conversation altogetheraltogether..
BuBut t wawas s HiHitltler er a a riritutualalisistitic c cucultltisist? t? As As a a blblacack-rk-robobeded, , riritutualal-p-perferforormimingng,,
invocation-chanting priest of Satan? Probably not.invocation-chanting priest of Satan? Probably not.

ThThe e babasisic c dedetatailils s of of HiHitltlerer's 's lilife fe ststorory y arare e so so wewell ll knknowown, n, anand d so so wewellll
documented in other sources, that to repeat them here would cheat thedocumented in other sources, that to repeat them here would cheat the
reader who is, after all, reader who is, after all, looking for the occult angle to the looking for the occult angle to the mystery of the Thirdmystery of the Third
Reich.Reich.



Let us concentrate then on those aspects of Hitler's life that reveal occultLet us concentrate then on those aspects of Hitler's life that reveal occult
interests and involvements, all the while remembering what has been saidinterests and involvements, all the while remembering what has been said
here before: that there is no evidence that Hitler ever actually joined an occulthere before: that there is no evidence that Hitler ever actually joined an occult
society per se, but that the evidence for his fascination with occult themessociety per se, but that the evidence for his fascination with occult themes
and subjects is extensive and that a great portion of the program of the Thirdand subjects is extensive and that a great portion of the program of the Third
Reich concerning race, Jews, Freemasons, Reich concerning race, Jews, Freemasons, genetic engineering, etc., was thegenetic engineering, etc., was the
veritable platform of the völkisch and veritable platform of the völkisch and Pan-German occult lodges carried out inPan-German occult lodges carried out in
actual practice, a platform Hitler inherited from Liebenfels, Rosenberg, andactual practice, a platform Hitler inherited from Liebenfels, Rosenberg, and
Eckart during his early days in Eckart during his early days in Vienna and Munich.Vienna and Munich.
Indeed, his major argument with the occult lodges was only that they hadIndeed, his major argument with the occult lodges was only that they had
been unable to carry out their programs been unable to carry out their programs in the real world.in the real world.
HitlerHitler, in a sense, had , in a sense, had 'mastered' himself, and the 'real world' to 'mastered' himself, and the 'real world' to an extent thatan extent that
men like Mathers and even Crowley had not, but men like Mathers and even Crowley had not, but wished to.wished to.
That is - not satisfied with phony titles and the accumulation of pedigrees andThat is - not satisfied with phony titles and the accumulation of pedigrees and
initiations that typified the 'fin de siecle' occultist - he was able to take hisinitiations that typified the 'fin de siecle' occultist - he was able to take his
occult beliefs and enact them on the world stage to a degree undreamed of occult beliefs and enact them on the world stage to a degree undreamed of 
by mainstream occult philosophers.by mainstream occult philosophers.
In that sense, then, he was a tool of In that sense, then, he was a tool of the occultists.the occultists.
More, he was their Creature.More, he was their Creature.

Hitler was born on April 20, 1889, to anHitler was born on April 20, 1889, to an
  A  Aususttririan an cicivivil l seservrvanant t iin n tthe he ttowown n of of 
Braunau-am-Inn (see left), a locale saidBraunau-am-Inn (see left), a locale said
to be famous at the time for its largeto be famous at the time for its large
proportion of native mediums.proportion of native mediums.
It is even claimed that Hitler shared theIt is even claimed that Hitler shared the
ssaamme e wweet t  nnuurrsse e aas s ttwwo o ffaammoouuss

''cchhaannnneelleerrss' ' oof f tthhe e ddayay: : RRuuddi i aannd d WWiilllyly
Schneider (see right).Schneider (see right).
That Hitler himself might have been a mediumThat Hitler himself might have been a medium
was a was a contecontentiontion made bn made by a y a great many of hisgreat many of his
pepersorsonanal l frfrieiendnds s anand d ototheher r obobseserververs, rs, whwhoo
described the Fuhrer in terms ranging fromdescribed the Fuhrer in terms ranging from
"hypnotic" to "demoniacally possessed"."hypnotic" to "demoniacally possessed".

SSoo, , wwe e wwiilll l bbeeggiin n wwiitth h HHiittlleerr's 's cchhiillddhhoooodd
schooling at Lambach Monastery, from 1897 toschooling at Lambach Monastery, from 1897 to
1899, under the guidance of Catholic monks.1899, under the guidance of Catholic monks.
It is so indicative of the atmosphere in which theIt is so indicative of the atmosphere in which the
Nazi Party would later take root in Germany andNazi Party would later take root in Germany and

 Austria that, as mentioned earlier, the coat of  Austria that, as mentioned earlier, the coat of 
ararms ms of of ththis is momonanaststerery y is is a a swswasastitika ka bebefoforere
which Hitler would pass every school day andwhich Hitler would pass every school day and



which even now adorns the chapel where Hitler would attend choir practice,which even now adorns the chapel where Hitler would attend choir practice,
and in several other places, and which was even visible from his apartmentand in several other places, and which was even visible from his apartment
window.window.

Hitler (like Heinrich Himmler, Joseph Goebbels, andHitler (like Heinrich Himmler, Joseph Goebbels, and
so so mamany ny ototheher r prpromomininenent t NaNazizis) s) wawas s boborn rn anandd
reared a Roman Catholic (see left), a fact that isreared a Roman Catholic (see left), a fact that is
often forgotten.often forgotten.
His mother was devout, his father rather less so; His mother was devout, his father rather less so; andand
it it is is imimpoportrtanant t to to rerecocogngnizize e ththat at HiHitltler er nenevever r gogott
along well with his father along well with his father but idolized his mother.but idolized his mother.
Like all good Catholic children of a certain age, Hitler Like all good Catholic children of a certain age, Hitler 
was confirmed in the Church.was confirmed in the Church.
The Roman Catholic Confirmation ceremony is oneThe Roman Catholic Confirmation ceremony is one

in which young Catholics reaffirm the sacrament of Baptism: that is, with their in which young Catholics reaffirm the sacrament of Baptism: that is, with their 
own voice they confirm their acceptance of the vows made for them by their own voice they confirm their acceptance of the vows made for them by their 
godparents when they were infants.godparents when they were infants.
They officially reject "Satan, and all his pomps, and all his works," in aThey officially reject "Satan, and all his pomps, and all his works," in a
ceremony which evidently left the young Hitler either totally unimpressed or ceremony which evidently left the young Hitler either totally unimpressed or 
strangely tense, for he was distracted and restless that whole afternoon untilstrangely tense, for he was distracted and restless that whole afternoon until
some neighbourhood children came by and invited him to a game of cowboyssome neighbourhood children came by and invited him to a game of cowboys
and Indians, which he and Indians, which he joined with unbridled enthusiasm.joined with unbridled enthusiasm.
We may wonder at what point Hitler lost his interest in the Church or, indeed,We may wonder at what point Hitler lost his interest in the Church or, indeed,
if he ever had any interest to if he ever had any interest to lose.lose.
Many Christian organizations enthusiastically supported Hitler in the earlyMany Christian organizations enthusiastically supported Hitler in the early
years of his dictatorship, choosing not to believe that the virulently anti-years of his dictatorship, choosing not to believe that the virulently anti-
Christian stance of his neo-pagan NSDAP was sincere.Christian stance of his neo-pagan NSDAP was sincere.
TThhey ey wweerre e aaccccoommppaanniieed d iin n tthheeiir r ffoolllly y by by mmaany ny JJewewiissh h ppeeoopplle e aanndd
organizations which could not accept that the anti-Semitism of the Party wasorganizations which could not accept that the anti-Semitism of the Party was
anything more than a cheap political ploy.anything more than a cheap political ploy.

Germany, of course, was theGermany, of course, was the
bibirtrthphpllacace e of of tthe he LuLuttheherarann
Reformation (see left), the lastReformation (see left), the last
ststrorongnghoholld d of of tthe he HeHeiililigegess
RRöömmiisscchhees s RReeiicch h ((HHoollyy
RoRomaman n EmEmpipirere) ) (s(see ee ririghght)t)
and a country of Christians of and a country of Christians of 
whatever persuasion.whatever persuasion.
Germany was also the countryGermany was also the country
oof f WWaallppuurrggiissnnaacchhtt, , tthhaatt
ffaammoouus s ppaaggaan n ffeessttiivvaall
celebrated on April 30 everycelebrated on April 30 every

yearyear, , traditraditionationally at lly at the top the top of Mount of Mount BrockBrocken en in the in the Harz MountainHarz Mountains, wheres, where
the Witches' Sabbath supposedly takes place.the Witches' Sabbath supposedly takes place.



Germany was also the scene of what we might call "Christian revisionism," anGermany was also the scene of what we might call "Christian revisionism," an
attempt to describe the resurrection of Christ as a myth perpetrated by hisattempt to describe the resurrection of Christ as a myth perpetrated by his
disciples: a thesis promulgated by Professor Reimarus of Hamburg in thedisciples: a thesis promulgated by Professor Reimarus of Hamburg in the
eighteenth century, who insisted that Jesus was nothing more than a Jewisheighteenth century, who insisted that Jesus was nothing more than a Jewish
rebel, and that his body had been rebel, and that his body had been stolen from his tomb by his followers.stolen from his tomb by his followers.

EventuallyEventually, German , German scholarship would prove scholarship would prove that thethat the
Gospels were written much later than anyone hadGospels were written much later than anyone had
preprevioviouslusly y rearealizlized, ed, a a pospositiition on reprepresresentented ed by by nono
less than the esteemed Biblical commentator andless than the esteemed Biblical commentator and
prprofofesessosor r of of ththe e UnUniviverersisity ty of of MaMarbrbururg, g, RuRudodolf lf 
Bultmann (see left) who, in his 'Jesus and the Word'Bultmann (see left) who, in his 'Jesus and the Word'
- published before Hitler came to power - came to- published before Hitler came to power - came to
the conclusion that the life of Jesus was virtuallythe conclusion that the life of Jesus was virtually
unknowable.unknowable.
Thus we have a land where scientific research andThus we have a land where scientific research and
religious fervor meet; a country that will occasionallyreligious fervor meet; a country that will occasionally
enengagage ge in in an an alalmomost st mamasocsochihiststic ic tuturnirningng-i-inwnwarardd

upon itself and its cherished ideals, devouring its own children in the upon itself and its cherished ideals, devouring its own children in the process.process.
We have a We have a nationation n where fierce religiwhere fierce religious beliefs live cheek by ous beliefs live cheek by jowl with fiercejowl with fierce
relreligiigious ous disdissensent; t; a a lanland d whewhere re LutLutherherans ans and and CatCatholholicsics, , ChrChrististianians s andand
pagans, each lay claim to the country's pspagans, each lay claim to the country's psyche.yche.
The Holy Inquisition was founded there in 1231 in response to the Cathar The Holy Inquisition was founded there in 1231 in response to the Cathar 
tthhrreeaat t tto o tthhe e HHoolly y SSeeee; ; yyeet t GGeerrmmaanny y wwaas s aallsso o tthhe e bbiirrtthhppllaacce e oof f 
RoRosisiccruruciciananisism, m, tthe he cocore re ddococumumeentnts s of of tthhat at mmovovememenent t - - tthe he 'F'Faamama
Fraternitatis and the Confessio' - having been published there in 1614 andFraternitatis and the Confessio' - having been published there in 1614 and
1615.1615.

The The infinfamoamous us bugbugaboaboo o of of rigright-ht-winwing g conconspispiracyracy
buffs - the 'Illuminaten Orden', the dread Illuminatibuffs - the 'Illuminaten Orden', the dread Illuminati
of Adam Weishaupt (see left) - began in Ingolstadt,of Adam Weishaupt (see left) - began in Ingolstadt,
Bavaria, in 1776 (the birthplace of Ernst Röhm andBavaria, in 1776 (the birthplace of Ernst Röhm and
once the home of Heinrich Himmler and now of once the home of Heinrich Himmler and now of 
BMW, Ingolstadt is alsoBMW, Ingolstadt is also
well known as the citywell known as the city
whewhere re the the ficfictiotional nal DrDr..
FrFranankekensnstetein in crcreaeatetedd
his Monster).his Monster).

  An  And d GerGermany many becbecameame
ththe e cocoununtrtry y whwhere ere ththee

 Anthroposophical Anthroposophical
Society of Rudolf Steiner (see right) was foundedSociety of Rudolf Steiner (see right) was founded
less than 150 years later, an organization thatless than 150 years later, an organization that
was banned and persecuted by the Third Reich,was banned and persecuted by the Third Reich,
resulting in Steiner's own untimely death in 1925.resulting in Steiner's own untimely death in 1925.
So So it it wawas s peperhrhapaps s ininevevititabable le ththat at ththe e tytype pe of of 
occultism which would develop on such fertile soil would be the syncretistoccultism which would develop on such fertile soil would be the syncretist



typtype e reprepreseresentnted ed by by LisList t and and LieLiebenbenfelfels: s: an an antanti-Pi-Papiapist st neoneo-T-Tempemplarlarisismm
mixed with Tmixed with Teutonic mythology and eutonic mythology and anti-Semitism, blended in a anti-Semitism, blended in a mind-bogglingmind-boggling
metaphysical stew and spiced with a fanatic desire to prove the undilutedmetaphysical stew and spiced with a fanatic desire to prove the undiluted
"purity" of the blood."purity" of the blood.

It also comes as no surprise that the ultimateIt also comes as no surprise that the ultimate
British secret occult society of that era - theBritish secret occult society of that era - the
Golden Dawn (see left) - was traditionally saidGolden Dawn (see left) - was traditionally said
to have originated, not on that "blessed isle,"to have originated, not on that "blessed isle,"
but in Germany itself with the forged "cypher but in Germany itself with the forged "cypher 
mamanunuscscririptpt" " of of a a nonon-n-exexisistetent nt FrFrauaulelein in A.A.
Sprengel in Stuttgart.Sprengel in Stuttgart.
It was somehow important to the Chiefs of theIt was somehow important to the Chiefs of the
Golden Dawn - Dr. William Wynn Westcott,Golden Dawn - Dr. William Wynn Westcott,
MaMacGcGreregogor r MaMatthehersrs, , anand d DrDr. . WWilillliaiam m RR..
Woodman - to demonstrate a German originWoodman - to demonstrate a German origin

for their Society, even though later scholarship has shown that the possiblyfor their Society, even though later scholarship has shown that the possibly
forged documents were in forged documents were in a grammatically poor, error-ridden German.a grammatically poor, error-ridden German.
So why not a British or a Celtic origin ? Or French or Italian, for that matter ?So why not a British or a Celtic origin ? Or French or Italian, for that matter ?
Or Middle Eastern ?Or Middle Eastern ?
Mathers's command of Latin was good enough toMathers's command of Latin was good enough to
eennaabblle e hhiim m tto o ppeerrffoorrm m tthhe e ffiirsrst t eevever r EEnngglliisshh
translation of the Sefer ha-Zohar, the central text of translation of the Sefer ha-Zohar, the central text of 
Jewish Qabalism (see right), from the Latin versionJewish Qabalism (see right), from the Latin version
by Knorr von Rosenroth, a translation still in useby Knorr von Rosenroth, a translation still in use
today.today.
Indeed, Qabalism is a major element of the GoldenIndeed, Qabalism is a major element of the Golden
Dawn system of initiation.Dawn system of initiation.
So why strain for a German origin for the GoldenSo why strain for a German origin for the Golden
Dawn when Mathers could have forged an ancientDawn when Mathers could have forged an ancient

LLaattiin n ppeeddiiggrreee e ffrroomm
anywhere else in Europeanywhere else in Europe
or the Middle East muchor the Middle East much
more easily ?more easily ?
Because the late nineteenth century occult revivalBecause the late nineteenth century occult revival
was taking place - not in England or France or was taking place - not in England or France or 
anywhere else on the Continent - but in Germanyanywhere else on the Continent - but in Germany
iitstselelf: f: tthe he llanand d of of ththe e fifirsrst t RRososicicrurucicianans, s, ththee
Teutonic Knights (see left), Paracelsus, JohannesTeutonic Knights (see left), Paracelsus, Johannes
Trithemius, the notorious Vehmgericht (the secretTrithemius, the notorious Vehmgericht (the secret
tribunal to exact vigilante justice that was revivedtribunal to exact vigilante justice that was revived
in the Third Reich), and other famous figures of in the Third Reich), and other famous figures of 
medieval mysticism, both real and mythical.medieval mysticism, both real and mythical.

 And it was from Germany, after all, that Aleister Crowley's most famous And it was from Germany, after all, that Aleister Crowley's most famous
import originated, one still in existence today: the Ordo Ternpli Orientis, or import originated, one still in existence today: the Ordo Ternpli Orientis, or 
OTO.OTO.



We have noted how Hitler was influenced by the writings of We have noted how Hitler was influenced by the writings of völkisch occultistsvölkisch occultists
like Liebenfels.like Liebenfels.

This had happened at a time in his life whenThis had happened at a time in his life when
everything around him was falling apart.everything around him was falling apart.
IIn n 11990077, , hhiis s bbeelloovveed d mmootthheer r ddiieed d iin n aann
exexcrcrucuciaiatiting ng mamannnnerer: : didiagagnonosesed d wiwith th brbreaeastst
cancer, she submitted to the painful application of cancer, she submitted to the painful application of 
iodoform to her chest.iodoform to her chest.
This was a method by which - This was a method by which - it was believed - theit was believed - the
acid-like characteristics of iodoform would literallyacid-like characteristics of iodoform would literally
burn out the cancerous cells.burn out the cancerous cells.
She succumbed, however, on December 21, dyingShe succumbed, however, on December 21, dying
in the light of a Christmas tree near her in the light of a Christmas tree near her bed.bed.
(Four days (Four days laterlater, Lanz, Lanz
von Liebenfels wouldvon Liebenfels would
rraaiisse e hhiis s swswaassttiikkaa
flflag ag (se(see e ririgtgth) h) ovover er 

Burg Werfenstein, not far from the Hitler home inBurg Werfenstein, not far from the Hitler home in
Upper Austria.)Upper Austria.)

ThaThat t thithis s expexperieriencencee
wwoouulld  d  hhaavvee
figuratively burned itself into her son and therebyfiguratively burned itself into her son and thereby
affaffect his ect his psyche in psyche in profoprofound and und and distudisturbing waysrbing ways
- - papartrticiculularlarly y in in rerelalatition on to to wowomemen n fofor r ththerere e isis
evidence that his mother's gruesome death mayevidence that his mother's gruesome death may
have affected his sex life but, being rejected as anhave affected his sex life but, being rejected as an
artist - his first career choice - no less than threeartist - his first career choice - no less than three
times, he abandoned the humanities for politicstimes, he abandoned the humanities for politics
and thereby came to vent his anger and frustrationand thereby came to vent his anger and frustration
on the whole world.on the whole world.
It has been said that Hitler's problem in terms of It has been said that Hitler's problem in terms of 
art was his inability to draw the human body; (seeart was his inability to draw the human body; (see
left) perhaps, then, his inability to purge himself of left) perhaps, then, his inability to purge himself of 
the trauma of watching his mother die in such athe trauma of watching his mother die in such a
horrible fashion on the eve of the winter solstice.horrible fashion on the eve of the winter solstice.

Thus orphaned, estranged from mostThus orphaned, estranged from most
of his family, somewhat impoverished,of his family, somewhat impoverished,
cocontntininuaualllly y rerejejectcted ed in in hihis s ququest est fofor r 
acacceceptptanance ce at at ththe e AcAcadademy emy of of FiFinene

 Arts (see right) in Vienna, sleeping in Arts (see right) in Vienna, sleeping in
men's dorms and living on the dole,men's dorms and living on the dole,
this lover of grand opera - reduced tothis lover of grand opera - reduced to
prostituting what he believed was hisprostituting what he believed was his
great artistic talent by painting picture postcards for tourists - was primegreat artistic talent by painting picture postcards for tourists - was prime
material for the screeds material for the screeds of the German and Austrian occultists.of the German and Austrian occultists.



In In ananototheher r agage, e, or or ananototheher r cocoununtrtryy, , HiHitltler er mimighght t hahave ve blblamamed ed hihis s grgrososss
misfortunes on a plague of evil spirits, and sought the assistance of anmisfortunes on a plague of evil spirits, and sought the assistance of an
exorcist or exorcist or witch doctor.witch doctor.

Instead, the perfectly scientific-sounding jargon he foundInstead, the perfectly scientific-sounding jargon he found
in Liebenfel's 'Ostara' (see left) provided him with another in Liebenfel's 'Ostara' (see left) provided him with another 
- equally occult and nefarious - enemy: an evil race- equally occult and nefarious - enemy: an evil race
whwhosose e vevery ry blblooood, d, anand d cecelllls, s, anand d gegenenes s wewere re slslowowlyly
possessing and dispossessing the entire German people.possessing and dispossessing the entire German people.

  A  Aututhohors rs llikike e LLieiebebenfnfelels s ttooook k tthe he raracicial al ttheheororieies s oof f 
Blavatsky - with her root-races and evolutionary scheme -Blavatsky - with her root-races and evolutionary scheme -
and mixed them with the programs of Social Darwinistsand mixed them with the programs of Social Darwinists
anand d eueugegeniniciciststs, s, anand d totook ok ththe e reresusultltining g mimixtxturure e to to aa
logical conclusion: exterminate the subhumans and sological conclusion: exterminate the subhumans and so
avoid polluting the gene pool with their recessive traits.avoid polluting the gene pool with their recessive traits.
Hitler was not completely credulous: that is, he did notHitler was not completely credulous: that is, he did not
surrender his entire life to a blind acceptance of occultsurrender his entire life to a blind acceptance of occult

beliefs; otherwise, he would have spent his remaining years sitting aroundbeliefs; otherwise, he would have spent his remaining years sitting around
seance tables and invoking spirit guides like many of his contemporaries, inseance tables and invoking spirit guides like many of his contemporaries, in
Europe and America.Europe and America.
Instead, Hitler was nothing if not pragmatic, and not easily fooled by fakeInstead, Hitler was nothing if not pragmatic, and not easily fooled by fake
mediums and other occult charlatans.mediums and other occult charlatans.
He sought real-world solutions to the problems posed by mystics such asHe sought real-world solutions to the problems posed by mystics such as
Liebenfels.Liebenfels.
That is, he agreed with occult theory, and seemed to take much of it asThat is, he agreed with occult theory, and seemed to take much of it as
accepted fact; it was occult practice - particularly the occult practices takingaccepted fact; it was occult practice - particularly the occult practices taking
place in his own environment of self-deluded, albeit self-proclaimed, magi andplace in his own environment of self-deluded, albeit self-proclaimed, magi and
bishops and seers - that he couldn't stomach, although he loved to readbishops and seers - that he couldn't stomach, although he loved to read
about occultism and to discuss it with those of his friends who about occultism and to discuss it with those of his friends who had done somehad done some
of the same reading.of the same reading.
TTo o HiHitltlerer, , ththe e ococcucult lt wawas s popossssibibly ly a a fufurtrtheher r rerefifinenemement nt of of tthe he RoRomamann
Catholicism he was brought up with.Catholicism he was brought up with.

 According to Schellenberg (see right) and others According to Schellenberg (see right) and others
around the Fuhrer, Hitler did not believe in anaround the Fuhrer, Hitler did not believe in an
afterlife or a personal god.afterlife or a personal god.
In the years before World War I and after the deathIn the years before World War I and after the death
of his mother, Hitler lived in relative poverty inof his mother, Hitler lived in relative poverty in
Vienna.Vienna.
He He evevenenttuaualllly y hhad ad hihis s owown n spspacace e at at a a mmenen's's
dormitory where he was given a small, clean roomdormitory where he was given a small, clean room
oof f  hhiis  s oowwnn, ,  aannd d mmaannaaggeed d tto o bbuuy y ssoommee
watercolors.watercolors.
He He wowoululd d papainint t scscenenes es of of chchururchches es anand d lolocacall
landmarks, and a friend would hawk them on thelandmarks, and a friend would hawk them on the
streets for a cut of the proceeds.streets for a cut of the proceeds.



It was in Vienna and during these tough times that Hitler made the personalIt was in Vienna and during these tough times that Hitler made the personal
acquaintance of Lanz von Liebenfels at the latter's office, sometime in 1909.acquaintance of Lanz von Liebenfels at the latter's office, sometime in 1909.
LiLiebebenenffelels s reremmemembberered ed tthahat t HHititleler r apappepearared ed so so didiststraraugught ht anand d soso
impoverished that the New Templar himself gave Hitler free copies of Ostaraimpoverished that the New Templar himself gave Hitler free copies of Ostara
and bus fare back home.and bus fare back home.
It It wowoululd d be be vovon n LiLiebebenenfefels ls whwho o wowoululd d grgreeeet t ththe e asascecensnsioion n of of HiHitltler er toto
Germany's throne with tremendous enthusiasm as a sign of the great occultGermany's throne with tremendous enthusiasm as a sign of the great occult
power that was sweeping through the world under the sign of the swastikapower that was sweeping through the world under the sign of the swastika
(before he was silenced by that same r(before he was silenced by that same regime after egime after Anschluss in 1938).Anschluss in 1938).

HHiittlleer r wwaas s aallsso o ffaasscciinnaatteed d bby y tthhe e ooppeerraa,,
particularly Wagner (1813-1883).particularly Wagner (1813-1883).
The four operas that compose the famous 'RingThe four operas that compose the famous 'Ring
Cycle' were a favourite, of course, and 'Parsifal',Cycle' were a favourite, of course, and 'Parsifal',
'Lohengrin' ... virtually all of Wagner's mythological'Lohengrin' ... virtually all of Wagner's mythological
and mystical work.and mystical work.
One Wagnerian opera that stands out as an earlyOne Wagnerian opera that stands out as an early
ffaavvoouuriritte e oof f HHiittlleer'r's s iis s a a lleesssseer-r-kknnowown n aanndd
infrequently performed work called 'Rienzi'.infrequently performed work called 'Rienzi'.
HiHitltler er wawas s cacaptptivivatated ed by by ththisis
ooppeerra a aannd d ttooook k GGuussttaavv
Kubizek Kubizek (see (see right), right), his his friend,friend,
to see it several times.to see it several times.

They had to stand during the performance since theyThey had to stand during the performance since they
could not afford seat tickets.could not afford seat tickets.

It is an intriguing footnote toIt is an intriguing footnote to
the story of the occult Reichthe story of the occult Reich
tthhaat t ''RRiieennzzii''ss' ' lliibbrreetttto o wwaass
based on an historical novel of based on an historical novel of 
mmeeddiieevvaal  l  RRoomme e  bby  y  tthhee
cecelelebrbratated ed EnEnglglisish h ococcucultltisistt
and best-selling author Lord Bulwer-Lytton (1803-and best-selling author Lord Bulwer-Lytton (1803-
1873) (see left).1873) (see left).
''RRiieennzzii' ' wwas as a a ppaattrriioot t wwhhoo
aatttteemmpptteed d tto o rreeffoorrm m tthhee
RomRoman an govgovernernmenment, t, but but whowho
eventually failed and went toeventually failed and went to
his death. 'Rienzi' - whose realhis death. 'Rienzi' - whose real
name was Niccolo Gabrini --name was Niccolo Gabrini --

was often called "the last of the Romans."was often called "the last of the Romans."
 As for Bulwer-Lytton, who is probably best known for his As for Bulwer-Lytton, who is probably best known for his
'The Last Days of Pompei', he was the author of the'The Last Days of Pompei', he was the author of the
popopupulalar r ococcucult lt nonovelvels s ZaZanononi ni anand d 'V'Vriril l - - ThThe e CoComimingng
Race' (see right), the latter having inspired the creation of Race' (see right), the latter having inspired the creation of 
a German secret society by the same name.a German secret society by the same name.



(Bulwer-Lytton's name would also be lumped together with those of Byron,(Bulwer-Lytton's name would also be lumped together with those of Byron,
Moore, Shelley, Rousseau, George Sand, and Victor Hugo as a member of Moore, Shelley, Rousseau, George Sand, and Victor Hugo as a member of 
the "Satanic School" of literature: a trend of certain Romantic poets towardsthe "Satanic School" of literature: a trend of certain Romantic poets towards
the anti-Christian, unconventional, and occasionally obscene in the anti-Christian, unconventional, and occasionally obscene in literature.)literature.)

It would be Wagner's peculiar vision of It would be Wagner's peculiar vision of 
cocosmsmolologogy y anand d woworlrld d hihiststorory y - - ththatat
fifindnds s itits s momost st peperfrfecect t exexprpresessision on inin
'Parsifal' (see left), with its moving, if 'Parsifal' (see left), with its moving, if 
pepecuculiliarar, , papagagan n spspin in on on ththe e ChChriristst
mymyththos os - - ththat at wowoululd d ininflflueuencnce e HiHitltler er 
and an entire generation of Germansand an entire generation of Germans
who were cutting their milk teeth onwho were cutting their milk teeth on
TTeeuuttoonniic c mmyytthhoollooggy y aas s GGeerrmmaann
pprreehhiissttoory ry aannd d oon n tthhe e wwririttiinnggs s oof f 

erstwhile Wagner devotee Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900), the philosopher erstwhile Wagner devotee Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900), the philosopher 
who popularized the concept of the "superman."who popularized the concept of the "superman."
The heady combination of Nietzsche (see right)The heady combination of Nietzsche (see right)
and Wagner provided an atmosphere in whichand Wagner provided an atmosphere in which
strange pagan societies could develop among thestrange pagan societies could develop among the
otherwise fastidious members of otherwise fastidious members of polite societypolite society..
GrGrououps ps susuch ch as as ththe e ThThulule e SoSocicietetyy, , ththe e EdEddada
SocSocietietyy, , the the LisList t SocSocietietyy, , the the GerGermanmanenoenordenrden,,
and the Order of New Templars would includeand the Order of New Templars would include
nobles, military officers, college professors, andnobles, military officers, college professors, and
wealthy industrialists among their ranks.wealthy industrialists among their ranks.

It It wwas as alalso so ththe e ininflflueuencnce e of of 
WWaaggnneer r tto o wwhhiicch h wwe e ccaann
atattrtribibutute e ththat at fafasciscinanatition on fofor r 
oorrddeerrs s oof f kknniigghhtthhoooodd, , tthhee
quest for the pagan Grail (see left), Teutonic gods, andquest for the pagan Grail (see left), Teutonic gods, and
blond-haired heroes that would eventually dominate theblond-haired heroes that would eventually dominate the
WWeleltatanscnschahauuuung ng of of HiHitltlerer's 's momostst
ardent supporter, Heinrich Himmler.ardent supporter, Heinrich Himmler.

 About the year 1911 Hitler made About the year 1911 Hitler made
tthe he acacququaiaintntanancce e of of onone e JoJosesef f 
GGrreeiinneer r ((sseee e rriigghhtt))- - aannootthheer r 
reresisidedent nt of of ththe e memen'n's s hohoststelel, , anan
unemployed lamplighter - and theyunemployed lamplighter - and they

would spend hours discussing such arcane lore aswould spend hours discussing such arcane lore as
astrologyastrology, religion, and , religion, and the occult sciences.the occult sciences.

 According to Greiner in his published memoirs, Hitler  According to Greiner in his published memoirs, Hitler 
was fascinated by stories of yoga and the magicalwas fascinated by stories of yoga and the magical
accomplishments of the Hindu fakirs.accomplishments of the Hindu fakirs.



HHe e reread ad wwiith th enenththususiiasasm m tthe he ttraravevel l bobookoks s of of 
Swedish explorer Sven Hedin (see left), who blazedSwedish explorer Sven Hedin (see left), who blazed
trails through the Himalayas in search of Tibetantrails through the Himalayas in search of Tibetan
Shangri-las.Shangri-las.
But in 1913, defeated in his dream of becoming anBut in 1913, defeated in his dream of becoming an
arartitist st anand d ththererebeby y rerededesisigngnining g ththe e grgreaeat t pupublblicic
bubuilildidingngs s of of 
Vienna,Vienna,
LLiinnzz,  ,  aanndd
other other 

 Austrian Austrian
citcitiesies, , HitHitler ler 

finally left his homeland for Germany,finally left his homeland for Germany,
crossing over the border from Austria-crossing over the border from Austria-
Hungary on May 24 and arriving inHungary on May 24 and arriving in
Munich (see right) the Munich (see right) the next daynext day..

 A year and a month later, Archduke A year and a month later, Archduke
FerFerdindinand and wouwould ld be be assassassassinainatedted
at Sarajevo (see left) by a member at Sarajevo (see left) by a member 
of a Serbian secret society calledof a Serbian secret society called
the Black Hand.the Black Hand.
In In JuJuly ly 19191414, , AuAuststriria a wiwill ll dedeclclararee
war on Serbia.war on Serbia.
ThThreree e ddayays s llataterer, , on on AuAuggusust t 1,1,
GGeerrmmaanny y wwiilll l mmoobbiilliize ze aaggaaiinnsstt
Czarist Russia; on August 3, sheCzarist Russia; on August 3, she
will declare war against France; onwill declare war against France; on

 August 16, Hitler will enlist with  August 16, Hitler will enlist with the 1st Bavarian Infantry the 1st Bavarian Infantry Regiment.Regiment.
The young artist - broke, his artistic efforts constantly rejected, and living aThe young artist - broke, his artistic efforts constantly rejected, and living a
humiliating life on charity - embraces war with glee.humiliating life on charity - embraces war with glee.
If there is still any doubt about Hitler's enthusiasm for occult and volkischIf there is still any doubt about Hitler's enthusiasm for occult and volkisch

themes, the following should put all themes, the following should put all objections to rest.objections to rest.
  A  Adodolf lf HiHitltler er is is twtwenentyty-s-sixix
years old; by the time theyears old; by the time the
war ends in 1918, he willwar ends in 1918, he will
hhaavve e bbeeeen n aawwaardrdeed d tthhee
IIrroon n CCrroossss, ,  FFiirrsst t  aanndd
Second Classes (see right),Second Classes (see right),
aannd d wwiilll  l  hhaavve e pprroovveenn
hihimsmselelf f an an exexceceptptioionanallllyy
brave combat brave combat soldiersoldier..
But in October of 1918, heBut in October of 1918, he
is blinded by a mustard gas attack in Belgium (seeis blinded by a mustard gas attack in Belgium (see
left).left).

He temporarily loses his sight, and is sent to the He temporarily loses his sight, and is sent to the sanatorium at Pasewalk.sanatorium at Pasewalk.



TThe he dodocctotorsrs, , nnot ot fafammililiaiar r wwitith h tthihis s tytype pe of of coconndidittioion, n, bebellieieve ve iit t to to bebe
psychosomatic.psychosomatic.
WhilWhile they e they may be may be wrongwrong, he , he does eventudoes eventually regain his sight, only to ally regain his sight, only to lose itlose it
again as word of Germany's surrender reaches his ears on Martin Luther'sagain as word of Germany's surrender reaches his ears on Martin Luther's
birthday: November 9, 1918.birthday: November 9, 1918.
(On that same day, in Munich, Baron Sebottendorff would call the Saturday(On that same day, in Munich, Baron Sebottendorff would call the Saturday
meeting of the Thule Gesellschaft to order and his cultists would begin tomeeting of the Thule Gesellschaft to order and his cultists would begin to
forge identity papers, spy on the Reds, and forge identity papers, spy on the Reds, and stockpile weapons.)stockpile weapons.)
Yet it is during Hitler's blindness that he receives a kindYet it is during Hitler's blindness that he receives a kind
oof f mymyssttiiccaal l eennlliigghhtteennmmeennt t ((sseee e rriigghhtt), ), lliikke e tthhaatt
experienced by Guido von List many years before duringexperienced by Guido von List many years before during
his own temporary blindness (or like that of Saul, blindedhis own temporary blindness (or like that of Saul, blinded
on the way to Damascus) for, from that point on, Adolf on the way to Damascus) for, from that point on, Adolf 
Hitler has changed.Hitler has changed.

He has been illumined, perhaps.He has been illumined, perhaps.
Spoken - as the Golden Dawn would have said - to hisSpoken - as the Golden Dawn would have said - to his
'Holy Guardian Angel', his higher Self – the 'Holy Guardian Angel', his higher Self – the ''True Will True Will '.'.

He has been blinded fighting the Allies in defenceHe has been blinded fighting the Allies in defence
of his adopted country, Germany, only to regainof his adopted country, Germany, only to regain
his sight to witness Germany's capitulation andhis sight to witness Germany's capitulation and
the abdication of the Kaiser (see left) - whom thethe abdication of the Kaiser (see left) - whom the

 Alli Allies es had had alreaalready dy characcharacterizterized ed as as the Anticthe Antichristhrist
- and the resulting collapse of the Reich.- and the resulting collapse of the Reich.

  A  Aftfter er ththe e susuccccesessfsful ul ovovererththrorow w of of ththe e SoSovivietet
GoGovevernrnmement nt by by ththe e FrFree ee CoCorprps s unundeder r ThThululee
SocSocietiety y lealeaderdershiship, p, the the ThuThulislists ts recrecognognize ize thathatt
they need to organize the workers into a coherentthey need to organize the workers into a coherent
polpolitiitical cal partpartyy, , elselse e the the ComCommunmunistists s wiwill ll retreturnurn
with a vengeance.with a vengeance.

Sebottendorff has already formed the Political Workers' Circle out of his baseSebottendorff has already formed the Political Workers' Circle out of his base
at the rather expensive and exclusive Four Seasons at the rather expensive and exclusive Four Seasons Hotel.Hotel.
From this Circle will be spawned the German Workers' Party with rail worker From this Circle will be spawned the German Workers' Party with rail worker 
and locksmith Anton Drexler at its head.and locksmith Anton Drexler at its head.
It is this Party that Hitler will infiltrate - on the orders of a Captain Mayr, whoIt is this Party that Hitler will infiltrate - on the orders of a Captain Mayr, who
rerepoportrts s tto o a a clcliiquque e of of wweaeallththy y iindndusustrtriialalisists ts anand d ofoffificecers rs opopereratatiningg,,
coincidentallycoincidentally, out of , out of the Four Seasons Hotel the Four Seasons Hotel - in September - in September of 1919.of 1919.
Drexler will give him a small pamphlet that he has authored containingDrexler will give him a small pamphlet that he has authored containing
expexploslosive ive phrphraseases s liklike e "Na"Natiotional nal SocSocialialismism" " and and the the ratrather her sinsinistister er "Ne"Neww
World Order."World Order."
Hitler is captivated by these concepts, and decides that his spying days areHitler is captivated by these concepts, and decides that his spying days are
over.over.



Drexler is equally captivated by the brashDrexler is equally captivated by the brash
anand d ououtstspopokeken n yoyounung g AuAuststririan an cocorprpororalal,,
and urges him to join the Party.and urges him to join the Party.

  A  Adodolf lf HiHitltler er bebecocomemes s GeGermrman an WWororkekersrs''
Party member 555 (see left).Party member 555 (see left).
LatLaterer, , perperhaphaps s for for supsuperserstittitiouious s reasreasonsons,,
Hitler will annoy the Old Guard by claimingHitler will annoy the Old Guard by claiming
that he was member number 7; this will bethat he was member number 7; this will be
proven wrong when it is revealed that theproven wrong when it is revealed that the
Party began its numbering system at 500 inParty began its numbering system at 500 in
order to appear larger than it order to appear larger than it really was.really was.

(Hitler was actually member number 7 of the executive committee of the(Hitler was actually member number 7 of the executive committee of the
Party, formed later.)Party, formed later.)
In a bizarre coincidence, the number 555 will come up again a little later asIn a bizarre coincidence, the number 555 will come up again a little later as
the numerolothe numerological value of gical value of the word 'Necronomithe word 'Necronomicon', a con', a book of book of black magickblack magick
that was first introduced to the Western world in a short story by H.P.that was first introduced to the Western world in a short story by H.P.
Lovecraft entitled "The Hound" (1922).Lovecraft entitled "The Hound" (1922).
Lovecraft was also an anti-Semite and an ethnophobe,Lovecraft was also an anti-Semite and an ethnophobe,
as many of his writings and letters attest.as many of his writings and letters attest.
During the years that Nazism rose to total power inDuring the years that Nazism rose to total power in
GerGermamanyny, Lovec, Lovecrafraft t (se(see righte right) ) wawas writis writing storng storiesies
about an un-namable evil that could be conjured usingabout an un-namable evil that could be conjured using
the formulas of the 'Necronomicon', and along the waythe formulas of the 'Necronomicon', and along the way
iinnttrroodduucceed d yyeet t  aannootthheer r ""bbllaacck k bbooookk,,"  "  tthhee
'Unau'Unaussprecssprechlichhlichen en KultKulten' en' ("Uns("Unspeakabpeakable le CultCults" s" oror,,
alternativelyalternatively, "Unpronounceable , "Unpronounceable Cults"!) of the Cults"!) of the mythicalmythical
German anthropologist von Junst.German anthropologist von Junst.
He wrote about the mysterious and abhorred practicesHe wrote about the mysterious and abhorred practices
of Asians and Arabs in his short story "The Horror of of Asians and Arabs in his short story "The Horror of 
Red Hook" among other tales and - save for the rather Red Hook" among other tales and - save for the rather 

high literary quality of his stories when high literary quality of his stories when compared tocompared to
the articles of a von Liebenfels - their racist naturethe articles of a von Liebenfels - their racist nature
cocoululd d hahave ve eaeasisily ly prpromomisised ed hihim m pupublblicicatatioion n inin
select copies of Ostara.select copies of Ostara.
While the actual nature and extent of Lovecraft'sWhile the actual nature and extent of Lovecraft's
anti-Semitism and ethnophobia have become theanti-Semitism and ethnophobia have become the
subjesubject of ct of much debatmuch debate, it e, it is safe to is safe to say that manysay that many
of his stories do not meet the criteria set down byof his stories do not meet the criteria set down by
our faithful watchdogs of the our faithful watchdogs of the Politically Correct.Politically Correct.
(T(To o fofollllowowers ers of of AlAleieistster er CrCrowowley ley (s(see ee leleftft), ), ththee
nunumbmber er 55555 5 is is ththe e qaqababaliliststic ic eqequiuivavalelent nt of of anan
anancicienent t HeHebrbrew ew teterm rm memeananining g "D"Dararknknesess,s," " anan
appropriate connotation from a Jewish perspectiveappropriate connotation from a Jewish perspective

of what Hitler represented.of what Hitler represented.



Gradually, Hitler - carrying out his own, mysteriousGradually, Hitler - carrying out his own, mysterious
agenda spawned at the sanitorium in Pasewalk -agenda spawned at the sanitorium in Pasewalk -
bebegigins ns to to asassusume me tototatal l cocontntrorol l of of ththe e GeGermrmanan
Workers' Party (Deutsche Arbeiterpartei or DAP).Workers' Party (Deutsche Arbeiterpartei or DAP).
He changes its name to National Socialist GermanHe changes its name to National Socialist German
Workers' Party or Nazionalsocialistische DeutscheWorkers' Party or Nazionalsocialistische Deutsche

 Arbeiterpartei or NSDAP (see right). Arbeiterpartei or NSDAP (see right).
He will also design its emblem with the help of aHe will also design its emblem with the help of a
ThuThule le SocSociety iety memmemberber, , the the dendentistist t DrDr. . FriFriedredrichich
Krohn, and the swastika will become the officialKrohn, and the swastika will become the official
symbol of the new Nazi Party.symbol of the new Nazi Party.

Still broke, Hitler lives in a tiny rented room in Munich.Still broke, Hitler lives in a tiny rented room in Munich.
His bookcase has a few, well-thumbed volumes, including the memoirs of aHis bookcase has a few, well-thumbed volumes, including the memoirs of a
famoufamous s SwedSwedish ish exploexplorerrer, , Sven Sven HedinHedin, , (alrea(already dy mentimentioned) whose oned) whose princprincipalipal
destination has always been Asia with an emphasis on destination has always been Asia with an emphasis on TibetTibet..
Sven Hedin will later become deeply Sven Hedin will later become deeply involved with the infamous Ahnenerbe: ainvolved with the infamous Ahnenerbe: a
research organization within Himmler's SS.research organization within Himmler's SS.

DIETRICH ECKARTDIETRICH ECKART

 Although hungry, poorly dressed, and uncomfortable in Although hungry, poorly dressed, and uncomfortable in
high society, Hitler comes to the attention of one of high society, Hitler comes to the attention of one of 
Germany's most famous poets, the eccentric geniusGermany's most famous poets, the eccentric genius
Dietrich Eckart (1868-1923) (see right).Dietrich Eckart (1868-1923) (see right).
EckartEckart, encouraged by , encouraged by his friends in his friends in the Thule, went tothe Thule, went to
hear him speak at DAP meetings and, like so manyhear him speak at DAP meetings and, like so many
people after him, became entranced by the hypnotic,people after him, became entranced by the hypnotic,
wild-eyed Austrian fanatic.wild-eyed Austrian fanatic.
He takes Hitler under his wing and introduces him toHe takes Hitler under his wing and introduces him to
the elite of Munich society.the elite of Munich society.

Dietrich Eckart was an author andDietrich Eckart was an author and
plplayaywwririghght t wwho ho owownened d hihis s owownn
newspaper.newspaper.
FFamamoous us fofor r hhis is ttraransnsllatatioion n iintntoo
German of 'Peer Gynt', (see right)German of 'Peer Gynt', (see right)
Eckart was one of Munich's coffee-Eckart was one of Munich's coffee-
house darlings, as well known for house darlings, as well known for 
his biting wit and sarcasm as for his biting wit and sarcasm as for 
hihis s fefelilicicitotous us ususe e of of ththe e GeGermrmanan
language in poetry and plays.language in poetry and plays.



WWitith h a a cicircrcululatatioion n of of sosomme e tthihirtrty y tthohoususanand, d, hihiss
newspaper - Auf Gut Deutsch ("In Good German") -newspaper - Auf Gut Deutsch ("In Good German") -
ranked with the 'Volkischer Beobachter' and 'Ostara'ranked with the 'Volkischer Beobachter' and 'Ostara'
as an influential anti-Semetic publication.as an influential anti-Semetic publication.

His protege was none other His protege was none other 
thathan n AlfAlfred red RosRosenbenberg erg (se(seee
leleftft), ), ththe e BaBaltlticic- - boborn rn anantiti--
SSeemmiitte e wwhho o iis  s llaatteer r  ttoo
become one of the architectsbecome one of the architects
of the official pagan policiesof the official pagan policies
of the Third Reich.of the Third Reich.
EEcckkaartrt, , RRoosseennbbeerrgg, , aanndd,,
lalateterr, , RuRudodolf lf HeHess ss bebecocomeme
HitHitlerler's 's cloclosessest t comcompanpanionionss
and co-conspirators in the first years of the 1920s inand co-conspirators in the first years of the 1920s in
Munich.Munich.
It was Eckart (see right) who,It was Eckart (see right) who,

on his deathbed after the failed Beer Hall Putsch of on his deathbed after the failed Beer Hall Putsch of 
November 8-9, 1923, was widely quoted as saying:November 8-9, 1923, was widely quoted as saying:

"Hitler will dance, but it is I who plays the tune.... Do"Hitler will dance, but it is I who plays the tune.... Do
not mourn for me, for I will have influenced history not mourn for me, for I will have influenced history 
more than any other German." more than any other German." 

Eckart - it will be no shock toEckart - it will be no shock to
learn - was an occultist.learn - was an occultist.

 An intimate of  An intimate of the Thule Society,the Thule Society,
hhe e wwaas s aas s wwelell l vveerrsseed d iin n iittss
beliefs (and, hence, of those of beliefs (and, hence, of those of 
the Germanenorden) as anthe Germanenorden) as any other member.y other member.
He was also an early admirer of He was also an early admirer of 
ththe e cocossmomollogogicical al ttheheororieies s oof f 
Hans Horbiger (see right), andHans Horbiger (see right), and
introduced them to his Austrianintroduced them to his Austrian
corporal.corporal.

His close relationship with both Rosenberg and HessHis close relationship with both Rosenberg and Hess
would have provided fertile ground for any number of would have provided fertile ground for any number of 
wide-reaching discussions on mystical subjects.wide-reaching discussions on mystical subjects.
It It hahas s eveven en bebeen en clclaiaimemed d ththat at EcEckakart rt anand d HiHitltler er 
attended seances in which ghostly ectoplasmic formsattended seances in which ghostly ectoplasmic forms
were seen.were seen.
There is also evidence that Eckart was approached byThere is also evidence that Eckart was approached by
none other than the eminent occultist Rudolf Steiner none other than the eminent occultist Rudolf Steiner 
himself.himself.



StSteieinener r (s(see ee leleftft) ) wawas s ininteterereststed ed in in foformrmining g anan
alliance with Eckart as the latter was known to be aalliance with Eckart as the latter was known to be a
mystic and as Steiner had his own politico-mysticalmystic and as Steiner had his own politico-mystical
agenda. During the "troubles" of the spring of 1919,agenda. During the "troubles" of the spring of 1919,
SSteteiinener r sosougughht t ouout t EcEckakart rt in in an an atattetemmpt pt tto o gegett
coverage for his "Threefold Commonwealth" idea incoverage for his "Threefold Commonwealth" idea in
the pages of Eckart's Auf gut Deutsch, an attemptthe pages of Eckart's Auf gut Deutsch, an attempt
that was doomed to failure.that was doomed to failure.

  A  Accccorordiding ng to to EcEckakartrt, , StSteieinener r wawas s a a crcrazazed ed sesexx
mamagigicician an anand d a a memembmber er of of ththe e JeJewwisish-h-MaMasosoninicc
conspiracy.conspiracy.
AAn n aartrtiiccllee, , wwriritttteen n byby

  A  Alflfrered d RoRosesenbnbererg g anandd
pupublblisishehed d alalmomost st a a yeyear ar afafteter r EcEckakartrt's 's dedeatath,h,
asserts that Eckart was steeped in the lore of asserts that Eckart was steeped in the lore of 
aancncieient nt IIndndia ia anand d wwas as as as wwelell l veversrsed ed in in tthehe
mystmystical conceptical concepts s of Maya of Maya and Atmand Atman as an as he washe was
in the poetry of Goethe and the philosophy of in the poetry of Goethe and the philosophy of 
Schopenhauer (see right).Schopenhauer (see right).
This is extremely relevant, for it shows This is extremely relevant, for it shows that Eckartthat Eckart
believed in the idea of Cosmic Consciousnessbelieved in the idea of Cosmic Consciousness
(A(Atmtmanan) ) anand d in in ththe e coconcncepept t ththat at ththe e vivisisiblble,e,
tangible world is illusion (Maya).tangible world is illusion (Maya).
TThe he teterm rm "a"attmaman" n" hahas s aalslso o bebeen en ususeded, , anandd
ababususeded, , by by a a vavaririetety y of of ococcucultltisists ts to to memean an aa
hihighgher er SSelelf f anand d to to rereffer er tto o ththe e nenext xt ststagage e inin
human evolution, which was, of course, virtually a strategic goal of the Occulthuman evolution, which was, of course, virtually a strategic goal of the Occult
Reich, and a tenet of their basic beliefs.Reich, and a tenet of their basic beliefs.

  As for Eckart himself, most histories give him  As for Eckart himself, most histories give him
very little print space. His influence over Hitler isvery little print space. His influence over Hitler is
downplayed, perhaps owing to the fact that theredownplayed, perhaps owing to the fact that there
is insufficient documentation of the type neededis insufficient documentation of the type needed
to expand upon their relationship.to expand upon their relationship.
YYet, for the last et, for the last three years of three years of his life, Eckart washis life, Eckart was
Hitler's constant companion and the man whoHitler's constant companion and the man who
helped propel him into the public spotlight.helped propel him into the public spotlight.
It was Eckart who first introduced Hitler to all theIt was Eckart who first introduced Hitler to all the
right people, to the wealthy and powerful moversright people, to the wealthy and powerful movers
and shakers of Bavaria.and shakers of Bavaria.
Eckart clearly groomed Hitler for the role he wasEckart clearly groomed Hitler for the role he was
llaatteer r tto o ppllay ay aannd d ssppeennt t tthhoosse e tthhrreee e yyeeaarsrs
orchestrating his rise to orchestrating his rise to powerpower..
It was Eckart who helped arrange financing for It was Eckart who helped arrange financing for 
the nascent NSDAP from European and American industrialists, includingthe nascent NSDAP from European and American industrialists, including
Henry Ford (see right).Henry Ford (see right).



 And it was Eckart who, along with Rosenberg, accompanied Hitler to Upper  And it was Eckart who, along with Rosenberg, accompanied Hitler to Upper 
Bavaria with fifteen hundred Storm Troopers to "liberate" the town of CoburgBavaria with fifteen hundred Storm Troopers to "liberate" the town of Coburg
from the Reds, in from the Reds, in what was arguably Hitler's what was arguably Hitler's first real military victoryfirst real military victory..

Hitler's popularity and influence inHitler's popularity and influence in
Germany was growing at a speedGermany was growing at a speed
tthhaat t mmuusst t hhaave ve aammaazzeed d HHiittlleer r 
himself, considering that only a fewhimself, considering that only a few
yyeeaarrs  s  eeaarrlliieer  r  hhe e hhaad d bbeeeenn
practically unknown.practically unknown.
BBuut t hhiis s aannttii-C-Coommmmuunniisstt, , aannttii--
Capitalist platform was winning himCapitalist platform was winning him
converts from all over Germany'sconverts from all over Germany's
political spectrum.political spectrum.
The old guard - those members of The old guard - those members of 

GGeerrmmaannyy''s s ddeeffeeaatteed d aarrmmy y tthhaat t ccaamme e hhoomme e tto o ffiinnd d tthheeiir r nnaattiioonn
unrecognisable, in shreds from the hundreds of wars taking place betweenunrecognisable, in shreds from the hundreds of wars taking place between
dozens of private armies and political parties, and in absolute economicdozens of private armies and political parties, and in absolute economic
chaos - drank in Hitler's speeches like cool steins of draft in the very beer chaos - drank in Hitler's speeches like cool steins of draft in the very beer 
cellars where the NSDAP met.cellars where the NSDAP met.

 And on February 24, 1920 in the And on February 24, 1920 in the
HoHoffbrbrauauhahaus us (s(see ee ababovove e anandd
ririghght) t) - - at at tthe he memeetetining g duduriringng
wwhihich ch hihis s TTwwenentyty-F-Fiive ve PPoiointnt
prprogograram m fofor r sasaviving ng GeGermrmananyy
was was proproclaclaimeimed, d, intintrodroduceuced d byby
Marc Sesselmann (a Thulist andMarc Sesselmann (a Thulist and
member of the DAP) - he toldmember of the DAP) - he told
them what they wanted to hear:them what they wanted to hear:
that the war was lost because of that the war was lost because of 
CCaappiittaalliissttss, , CCoommmmuunniissttss,,

Freemasons and, of course, international Jewry,Freemasons and, of course, international Jewry,
which was behind them all. That the Germanswhich was behind them all. That the Germans
were enslaved by punitive interest payments.were enslaved by punitive interest payments.
ThThat at swswifift t anand d viviololenent t acacttioion n wwas as neneededed ed if if 
Germany was to be snatched from the jaws of aGermany was to be snatched from the jaws of a
satanic conspiracy.satanic conspiracy.
TThhe e ssppeeeecch h wwas as wweellccoommeed d by by tthhuunnddeerroouuss
applause from the approximately two thousandapplause from the approximately two thousand
listeners, and the die of the Occult Reich waslisteners, and the die of the Occult Reich was
cast.cast.

 At this time the 'Protocols of the Elders of Zion' At this time the 'Protocols of the Elders of Zion'
(s(see ee leleftft) ) wawas s bebeining g wiwidedely ly didissssememininatateded, , anandd

raising alarms about a grand conspiracy of Jews and Freemasons bent onraising alarms about a grand conspiracy of Jews and Freemasons bent on
destroying Germany as they were at that moment destroying Russia.destroying Germany as they were at that moment destroying Russia.



If Hitler were in power, his listeners believed, he would throw out all theseIf Hitler were in power, his listeners believed, he would throw out all these
undesirable elements - by force of arms, if necessary - and the country wouldundesirable elements - by force of arms, if necessary - and the country would
be right again.be right again.

EINE ARTE MENSCHENOPFEREINE ARTE MENSCHENOPFER - (A Kind of Human Sacrifice)- (A Kind of Human Sacrifice)

  A  As s HiHitltler er wawas s trtravavelelliling ng ararouound nd GeGermrmananyy, , raraisisining g coconsnsciciouousnsnesess s anandd
gathering recruits, a secret organization within the Ehrhardt Freikorps Brigadegathering recruits, a secret organization within the Ehrhardt Freikorps Brigade
was itching for revolution.was itching for revolution.
TThhey ey eevveennttuuaalllly y ccaarrrriieed d oouut t ((oon n JJuunne e 2244, , 11992222) ) tthhe e mmosost t ffaammoouuss
assassination of the era, one that is still remembered today by those whoassassination of the era, one that is still remembered today by those who
lived through it, as Americans remember where they were when Kennedylived through it, as Americans remember where they were when Kennedy
was killed.was killed.

The society was called Organization ConsulThe society was called Organization Consul
anand d iits ts mmemembebers rs iincncluludeded d ErErwwiin n KeKernrn,,
Hermann Fischer, Ernst von Salomon (seeHermann Fischer, Ernst von Salomon (see
left), and Ernst-Werner Techow. Organizationleft), and Ernst-Werner Techow. Organization
CCoonnssuul l wwaas s a a tteerrrroorriisst t cceelll l wwiitthhiin n tthhee
Ehrhardt Brigade, dedicated to carrying outEhrhardt Brigade, dedicated to carrying out
bombings and assassinations against leftistbombings and assassinations against leftist
targets and "Versailles" politicians, i.e., thetargets and "Versailles" politicians, i.e., the
"November criminals" who were believed to"November criminals" who were believed to
have sold Germany down the river at thehave sold Germany down the river at the

 Armistice and later at the Versailles Peace Armistice and later at the Versailles Peace
Conference.Conference.
WhWhilile e ththe e FrFreieikokorprps s mamarcrchehed d opopenenly ly anandd
prprovovococatativivelely y ththrorougugh h ththe e ststrereetets, s, ththeieir r 

brothers in Organization Consul stuck to the alleys.brothers in Organization Consul stuck to the alleys.
ThTheieir r tatargrget et fofor r JuJune ne 191922 22 wwas as nonone ne ototheher r ththanan
WWaltalther her RatRathenhenau, au, forforeigeign n miminisnister ter of of the the WWeimeimar ar 
Republic.Republic.
Rathenau's father had founded what later becameRathenau's father had founded what later became

  A  AEGEG, , GeGermrmanyany's 's veversrsioion n of of GeGeneneral ral ElElecectrtricic, , byby
purchasing Edison's patents on the electric light bulb.purchasing Edison's patents on the electric light bulb.
RaRatthehenanau u hihimsmselelf, f, a a sesensnsititivive, e, arartitiststic ic sosoul ul whwhoo
bebecacame me enenmemeshshed ed in in hihigh gh fifinanancnce, e, ininduduststryry, , anandd
politics almost against his will (he was a lover of politics almost against his will (he was a lover of 
ppooeettry ry aannd d mmuussiic c wwhho o hhaad d wwriritttteen n vvoolluummees s oof f 
aphorisms under a pseudonym) was Jewish.aphorisms under a pseudonym) was Jewish.
But that was not his only crime.But that was not his only crime.
He was also wealthy, admired, powerful, and a manHe was also wealthy, admired, powerful, and a man
with far-ranging vision.with far-ranging vision.



He had virtually single-handedly ensured that Germany would be able toHe had virtually single-handedly ensured that Germany would be able to
wwagage e a a cocontntiinnuouous us wwar ar unundeder r tthe he KKaiaiseser r by by ararrarangngining g to to bbriring ng alall l of of 
Germany's raw materials under centralized control in 1914.Germany's raw materials under centralized control in 1914.
He had successfully negotiated the famous Treaty of Rapallo with the SovietHe had successfully negotiated the famous Treaty of Rapallo with the Soviet
UnUnioion n whwhen en FrFranance ce wawas s frfranantiticacally lly trtryiying ng to to isisololatate e GeGermrmany any frfrom om ththee
European community after European community after the war.the war.
He had written books describing the political and cultural situation in GermanyHe had written books describing the political and cultural situation in Germany
with insight and wit.with insight and wit.
In short, he was a man of many accomplishments and, what is more, aIn short, he was a man of many accomplishments and, what is more, a
sympathetic and elegant figure whom even the conspirators admitted "unitessympathetic and elegant figure whom even the conspirators admitted "unites
in himself everything in this age that is of value in thought, in honour, and inin himself everything in this age that is of value in thought, in honour, and in
spirituality."spirituality."
We might not be discussing Rathenau at this point were it not for a peculiar We might not be discussing Rathenau at this point were it not for a peculiar 
phenomenon surrounding his death that is referred to by historian Normanphenomenon surrounding his death that is referred to by historian Norman
Cohn.Cohn.

Of Of cocourursese, , ththe e FrFreieikokorprps s (a(and nd papartrticicululararly ly tthehe
EhrharEhrhardt Brigade (see left), as dt Brigade (see left), as we have we have seen) wasseen) was
hheaeavivily ly iinfnfllueuencnceed d by by vövöllkikiscsch h anand d ototheher r PPanan--
GGeermrmaan n ooccccuullttiismsm. . AAnnd d iit t wwaas s tthhe e EEhhrhrhaarrddtt
Brigade, that marched into Munich that May Day inBrigade, that marched into Munich that May Day in
1919 wearing the swastika as their symbol and1919 wearing the swastika as their symbol and
singing the hakenkreuz hymn.singing the hakenkreuz hymn.
BBuut t RRaatthheennaau u wwaas s iiddeennttiiffiieed d wwiitth h tthhe e mmoosstt
lleeggeennddaary ry ccoonnssppiirraaccy y oof f aalll l ttiimmee, , aannd d wwaass
nnumumbeberered d amamonong g itits s memembmbeers rs iin n ththe e crcrazazeded
imaginations of desperate men.imaginations of desperate men.
Walther Rathenau, they believed, was one of theWalther Rathenau, they believed, was one of the
actual Elders of Zion.actual Elders of Zion.
HiHis s asassasassissinanatition on wowoululd d be be a a blblow ow agagaiainsnst t ththee
international Jewish/Masonic/Communist/Capitalistinternational Jewish/Masonic/Communist/Capitalist

cabal to dominate the world.cabal to dominate the world.
He did unite in himself all those qualities and values recognized by theHe did unite in himself all those qualities and values recognized by the
Organization Consul itself, and thereby symbolized the success of the ZionistOrganization Consul itself, and thereby symbolized the success of the Zionist
conspiracy.conspiracy.
Therefore, according to Cohn:Therefore, according to Cohn:
Rathenau was not simply assassinated as an Elder of Zion, he was offered Rathenau was not simply assassinated as an Elder of Zion, he was offered 
up as a human sacrifice to the sun-god of ancient Germanic religion. Theup as a human sacrifice to the sun-god of ancient Germanic religion. The
murder was timed to coincide with the summer solstice; and when the newsmurder was timed to coincide with the summer solstice; and when the news
wwaas s ppuubblliisshheedd, , yyoouunng g GGeermrmaanns s ggaaththeerered d oon n hhiilllltotopps s tto o cceelleebbrraattee
sisimumultltananeoeoususly ly the the tuturnrnining g of of the the yeyear ar anand d ththe e dedeststruructiction on of of onone e whwhoo
symbolized the powers of darkness.symbolized the powers of darkness.

In later years, Ernst Röhm would deliver a eulogy at the In later years, Ernst Röhm would deliver a eulogy at the graves of two of graves of two of thethe
assassins, saying that their spirit "is the spirit of the SS, Himmler's blackassassins, saying that their spirit "is the spirit of the SS, Himmler's black
soldiers."soldiers."



The human sacrifice of Walther Rathenau - timed to occur on a pagan holidayThe human sacrifice of Walther Rathenau - timed to occur on a pagan holiday
or "sabbath" that was observed by Nazi cultists throughout Germany - wasor "sabbath" that was observed by Nazi cultists throughout Germany - was
the signal that the the signal that the new Aryan faith was increasing in strength.new Aryan faith was increasing in strength.
It certainly must have seemed It certainly must have seemed that way to Hitler.that way to Hitler.

THE LIBERATION OF COBURGTHE LIBERATION OF COBURG

WiWith th EcEckakart rt anand d nonow w RoRosesenbnberg erg at at hihis s sisidede,,
Hitler strode all over Germany like an avengingHitler strode all over Germany like an avenging
aannggeel l oon n a a bbuuddggeett, , sseeeekkiinng g oouut t ttaargrgeetts s oof f 
opportunity.opportunity.
With him could be counted upon a contingent of With him could be counted upon a contingent of 
six hundred former Free Korps men who hadsix hundred former Free Korps men who had
sworn an oath of loyalty to the cause, a kind of sworn an oath of loyalty to the cause, a kind of 
bodyguard that was now known as the dreadedbodyguard that was now known as the dreaded
SA, SA, the the StuSturmarmabtebteiluilung ng (see (see lefleft), t), the the brobrownwn--
shirted Storm Troopers.shirted Storm Troopers.
The unifying symbol of the SA, of course, wasThe unifying symbol of the SA, of course, was

the swastika, which they wore as armbands, and which they flew as black-the swastika, which they wore as armbands, and which they flew as black-
red-white flags after a red-white flags after a design approved by design approved by HitlerHitler..

They were also accompanied by a brassThey were also accompanied by a brass
band that played rousing marches at everyband that played rousing marches at every
public meeting of the Nazi Party.public meeting of the Nazi Party.
Hitler himself had presided over very littleHitler himself had presided over very little
actual armed conflict up to this time, butactual armed conflict up to this time, but
was ready for battle when they reached thewas ready for battle when they reached the
ttoowwn n oof f CCoobbuurg rg iin n UUppppeer r BBaavvaariria a oonn
OcOcttobober er 114, 4, 19192222, , ffor or a a 'G'Gerermaman n DDayay''
cecelelebrbratatioion n (s(seeee
left).left).
TThhiis s ttiimmee, , tthheeyy

were met with opposition in the form of a crowd of were met with opposition in the form of a crowd of 
opponents of various persuasions who began byopponents of various persuasions who began by

  j  jeeeeriring ng anand d shshououtiting ng epepitithehetsts, , cacallllining g HiHitltlerer's's
ffoollllowoweers rs mmuurrddeererers rs aannd d ccririmmiinnaallss, , aannd d wwhhoo
pprorocceeeeddeed d vevery ry sshhoorrttlly y tto o tthhrroow w rroocckks s aat t tthehe
marching Storm Troopers.marching Storm Troopers.
Hitler gave a signal with his whip, and the TroopersHitler gave a signal with his whip, and the Troopers
fell ufell upon the pon the crowd with crowd with reckless abandon.reckless abandon.
The hostile crowd was forced back, and the marchThe hostile crowd was forced back, and the march
continued, but the talk on the street was that thecontinued, but the talk on the street was that the
Communists had only fallen back to regroup and that a major confrontationCommunists had only fallen back to regroup and that a major confrontation
would take place in twenty-four hours.would take place in twenty-four hours.



The following day, in spite of a call to all leftists to throw out the SA, Hitler -The following day, in spite of a call to all leftists to throw out the SA, Hitler -
who anticipatwho anticipated ed a a fullfull-scale battle with an -scale battle with an opposopposition numberiition numbering ng close to close to tenten
ththouousasandnd, , anand d whwhosose e owown n SA SA cocontntiningegent nt (sw(swolollelen n wiwith th nenewlwly y ararririvivingng
members and converts) now numbered only fifteen hundred - found himself members and converts) now numbered only fifteen hundred - found himself 
greetgreeted ed insteinstead ad witwith h wild approval by wild approval by the people of the people of CoburgCoburg, and , and surprisurprisinglysingly
the rest of the day passed the rest of the day passed without conflict.without conflict.
HiHitltler er - - hihis s ffririenendsds, , ththe e popoetet-m-mysystitic c EcEckakartrt, , anand d ththe e ararchchititecect-t-mymyststicic
Rosenberg in tow - had actually liberated the town of Coburg.Rosenberg in tow - had actually liberated the town of Coburg.

 And now they were  And now they were ready for the ready for the rest of Germanyrest of Germany..

THE COMBINATION OF STELLAR INFLUENCESTHE COMBINATION OF STELLAR INFLUENCES

In a letter written to Hitler by a female admirer inIn a letter written to Hitler by a female admirer in
Munich a little over a month before the famousMunich a little over a month before the famous
Beer Hall Putsch of November 1923, the futureBeer Hall Putsch of November 1923, the future
lleeaaddeer r oof f GGeerrmmaanny y wwaas s aaddvviisseed d oof f cceerrttaaiinn
asastrtrolologogicical al prprededicictitionons s mamade de by by FrFrau au ElElsbsbetethh
Ebertin, the dowager empress of an impressive lineEbertin, the dowager empress of an impressive line
oof f GGeerrmmaan n aassttrroollooggeerrs s wwhhoosse e iinnnnoovvaattiivvee
techniques are still employed today in Europe andtechniques are still employed today in Europe and

 America. America.

MUNICH, 30 SEPTEMBER 1923MUNICH, 30 SEPTEMBER 1923

Highly honored Mr. Hitler,Highly honored Mr. Hitler,

 Allow me, as an old member and a fanatical adherent of your movement, to point our to Allow me, as an old member and a fanatical adherent of your movement, to point our to
you a matter that would surely interest you. I have in front of me a work of an expert of you a matter that would surely interest you. I have in front of me a work of an expert of 
scientific astrology who is famous and popular in all of Germany, E. Ebertin Publishers,scientific astrology who is famous and popular in all of Germany, E. Ebertin Publishers,
1914.1914.
The following is an excerpt of the article in question. No name is given in the article, but it The following is an excerpt of the article in question. No name is given in the article, but it 
can only be your esteemed person who is can only be your esteemed person who is referred to therein (Ebertin, p. referred to therein (Ebertin, p. 54).54).
"A fighter born on April 20, 1889, at whose birth the sun stood at 29°of Aries, might, by his"A fighter born on April 20, 1889, at whose birth the sun stood at 29°of Aries, might, by his
all too daring actions, place himself in danger and possibly soon contribute to the impetusall too daring actions, place himself in danger and possibly soon contribute to the impetus
which will start the stone rolling.which will start the stone rolling.
"According to the stellar constellations the man must definitely be taken seriously and is"According to the stellar constellations the man must definitely be taken seriously and is
destined for the role of a leader in future struggles.destined for the role of a leader in future struggles.
"It almost seems as if he whom I have in mind has been chosen by fate, under this strong "It almost seems as if he whom I have in mind has been chosen by fate, under this strong 
influence of Aries, to sacrifice himself for the German people and to bear everything influence of Aries, to sacrifice himself for the German people and to bear everything 
courageously and bravely; even if it should be a matter courageously and bravely; even if it should be a matter of life and death; but of life and death; but at the least toat the least to
give the impetus to a German liberation movement, which then will erupt quite suddenly ingive the impetus to a German liberation movement, which then will erupt quite suddenly in
an elementary way.an elementary way.
"However, I don't want to preempt fate. Time will tell, but as things are going at the time of "However, I don't want to preempt fate. Time will tell, but as things are going at the time of 
my writing they cannot continue! my writing they cannot continue! 
"The German people can only come to itself again in the political and religious field "The German people can only come to itself again in the political and religious field 
through some spiritual leaders sent by God, namely by the agency of individuals whothrough some spiritual leaders sent by God, namely by the agency of individuals who
believe in God and have a cosmological sensitivity, and who are above party politics,believe in God and have a cosmological sensitivity, and who are above party politics,



several of whom I have discovered among April natives (that is to say only if the star several of whom I have discovered among April natives (that is to say only if the star 
constellations are favorable).constellations are favorable).
"Once the right point in time "Once the right point in time will have come, i.e., once the Versailles peace treaty will havewill have come, i.e., once the Versailles peace treaty will have
 proved to be impossible to fulfill and will have been overturned, then the stars -- which are proved to be impossible to fulfill and will have been overturned, then the stars -- which are
now still shining in hidden places -- will beautifully appear as shining meteors, similar tonow still shining in hidden places -- will beautifully appear as shining meteors, similar to
the heavenly bodies which are now newly discovered or become visible ..." the heavenly bodies which are now newly discovered or become visible ..." etc. etc.etc. etc.
YYou must forgive me iou must forgive me if I could not f I could not help but inform you of help but inform you of the foregoing.the foregoing.

Most respectfully,Most respectfully,
Heil und Sig! Heil und Sig! 
Most devotedly,Most devotedly,
Maria Heiden, MunichMaria Heiden, Munich

It is felt it worthwhile to quote the entire text as it illustrates both the self-It is felt it worthwhile to quote the entire text as it illustrates both the self-
professed "fanatical" devotion of the letter writer as well as the politicalprofessed "fanatical" devotion of the letter writer as well as the political
sentiments of Frau Ebertin at this time.sentiments of Frau Ebertin at this time.
Frau Heiden quoted the comments from Ebertin's own book of predictions,Frau Heiden quoted the comments from Ebertin's own book of predictions,
Ein Blick in die Zukunft (A Glimpse into the Future) for the year 1924, whichEin Blick in die Zukunft (A Glimpse into the Future) for the year 1924, which
was published in July of 1923.was published in July of 1923.
It was brought to Hitler's attention by a number of other admirers as well, andIt was brought to Hitler's attention by a number of other admirers as well, and
Frau Ebertin herself sent a copy of her book to the Volkischer Beobachter ...Frau Ebertin herself sent a copy of her book to the Volkischer Beobachter ...
but according to Ebertin but according to Ebertin her predictions only her predictions only served to irritate Hitler.served to irritate Hitler.
Hilter was not one who was willing to believe that his fate was out of hisHilter was not one who was willing to believe that his fate was out of his
hands and written in the indelible ink of the stars, at least not when he felt hehands and written in the indelible ink of the stars, at least not when he felt he
had the future - and Germany's - in his grasp, as he did that September of had the future - and Germany's - in his grasp, as he did that September of 
1923.1923.

But it all came to an end with the failedBut it all came to an end with the failed
Munich Beer Hall Putsch of November Munich Beer Hall Putsch of November 
1923 (see right).1923 (see right).

  A  An n ilill-l-plplanannened d anand d popoororly ly exexececututeded
atattetempmpt t to to tatakeke
oovveer  r  tthhee
BavarianBavarian
gogoververnmnmenent t byby
force resulted inforce resulted in
a major setbacka major setback
for the Party.for the Party.
HiHitltler er wwas as ararrereststeded; ; HeHess ss - - wwho ho hahad d esescacapeped d toto

  A  Ausustrtria ia - - wawas s bebeining g sosougught ht by by ththe e auauththororititieies s anandd
wowoululd d evevenentutualally ly susurrrrenendeder r hihimsmselelf; f; anand d DiDietetririchch
EcEckakart rt - - HHititleler'r's s mmenentotor r anand d pprorottececttor or - - didied ed inin
BeBercrchthtesesgagadeden, n, on on DeDececembmber er 26 26 of of ththat at yeyearar, , hihiss
protege in prison but his optimism unbounded.protege in prison but his optimism unbounded.
Eckart knew where Hitler was headed, because it wasEckart knew where Hitler was headed, because it was
he who had pushed him in the he who had pushed him in the right direction.right direction.



To rebut those who claim that Eckart's influence andTo rebut those who claim that Eckart's influence and
effect on Hitler was not relevant, one merely has toeffect on Hitler was not relevant, one merely has to
indicate the memorial services that were held everyindicate the memorial services that were held every
yeyear ar in in hihis s hohononour ur by by HiHitltlerer, , ininclclududining g ththe e lalavisvishh
ceremony on December 26, 1933 (the year Hitler ceremony on December 26, 1933 (the year Hitler 
came to power); the monument put up over his gravecame to power); the monument put up over his grave
in Berchtesgaden; the eulogies written for him byin Berchtesgaden; the eulogies written for him by
such important contemporaries as Rosenberg (whosuch important contemporaries as Rosenberg (who
wowoululd d lalateter r bebecocome me enenormormouously sly ininflflueuentntiaial l in in ththee
TThihird Rerd Reiichch) ) aand thnd the e spspeeeechches maes made on de on tthehe
annivanniversary of his ersary of his deatdeath h by such men by such men as Baldur vonas Baldur von
Schirach (the head Schirach (the head of Hitler Yof Hitler Youth).outh).
Hitler owed a great deal to Eckart, and the evidenceHitler owed a great deal to Eckart, and the evidence
left behind shows that he knew and understood that;left behind shows that he knew and understood that;

after all, the final words of Mein Kampf show that Hitler's infamous memoir after all, the final words of Mein Kampf show that Hitler's infamous memoir 
was dedicated to him.was dedicated to him.

  A  Anonothther er cocontntriribubutition on of of EcEckakartrt, , anand d onone e ththat at isis
frequently missed even by occult historians, is hisfrequently missed even by occult historians, is his
connection with Henry Ford.connection with Henry Ford.
Eckart was approached by agents of the AmericanEckart was approached by agents of the American
automobile manufacturer as early as 1920-1921.automobile manufacturer as early as 1920-1921.
Ford was a notorious anti-Semite, and had actuallyFord was a notorious anti-Semite, and had actually
written a book - 'The International Jew' - which waswritten a book - 'The International Jew' - which was
enormously popular in Germany where a German-enormously popular in Germany where a German-
language version was a language version was a best-sellerbest-seller..
Hitler had read it before writing 'Mein Kampf'.Hitler had read it before writing 'Mein Kampf'.
Hitler even had a picture of Ford hanging in his officeHitler even had a picture of Ford hanging in his office
at Party headquarters (the Brown House).at Party headquarters (the Brown House).
It is worthwhile to note that the German publisher of It is worthwhile to note that the German publisher of 

'T'The he IIntnterernanattioionanal l JeJeww' ' (a(as s wwelell l as as of of an an eaearlrlyy
German edition of the 'Protocols of the Elders of German edition of the 'Protocols of the Elders of 
Zion') was none other than Theodor Fritsch, the manZion') was none other than Theodor Fritsch, the man
who founded the Germanenorden in 1912 for whichwho founded the Germanenorden in 1912 for which
the Thule Society served as a front.the Thule Society served as a front.

The support of Henry Ford was vital to the survival of The support of Henry Ford was vital to the survival of 
the Nazi Party in the early days, and one of Hitler'sthe Nazi Party in the early days, and one of Hitler's
proudest achievements.proudest achievements.
He would award that quintessential American withHe would award that quintessential American with
the highest Nazi honor it was possible to bestow to athe highest Nazi honor it was possible to bestow to a
non-German, the Grand Cross of the Supreme Order non-German, the Grand Cross of the Supreme Order 
of the German Eagle (see left), in 1938.of the German Eagle (see left), in 1938.
He was the first American and only the fourth personHe was the first American and only the fourth person

to be given the award.to be given the award.



Even Baldur von Schirach would credit Henry Ford's writings for havingEven Baldur von Schirach would credit Henry Ford's writings for having
converted him to anti-Semitism.converted him to anti-Semitism.

 An earlier recipient of  An earlier recipient of the award was the award was Benito Mussolini that same year.Benito Mussolini that same year.

Thus it was Eckart who handled some of these early financial contributionsThus it was Eckart who handled some of these early financial contributions
from Henry Ford, and Eckart who, among others, dealt directly with the Fordfrom Henry Ford, and Eckart who, among others, dealt directly with the Ford
representatives in representatives in GermanyGermany..

 After Eckart, perhaps no single other human would come to exert that type of  After Eckart, perhaps no single other human would come to exert that type of 
influence over Hitler until Hanussen, the psychic and astrologer who honedinfluence over Hitler until Hanussen, the psychic and astrologer who honed
Hitler's public-speaking skills ... and who performed occult rituals on Hitler'sHitler's public-speaking skills ... and who performed occult rituals on Hitler's
behalf.behalf.

 As Eckart's ghost continued to inspire Hitler from beyond the grave, Hitler  As Eckart's ghost continued to inspire Hitler from beyond the grave, Hitler 
would indeed dance; and in that 'danse macabre' Hanussen would indeed dance; and in that 'danse macabre' Hanussen would lead.would lead.

HANUSSENHANUSSEN

In the last days of 1932, Hitler was contemplating suicide.In the last days of 1932, Hitler was contemplating suicide.
Released from prison in 1924 after the Beer Hall Putsch got him a lightReleased from prison in 1924 after the Beer Hall Putsch got him a light
sentence for what was, after all, high treason, his 'Mein Kampf 'a best-seller,sentence for what was, after all, high treason, his 'Mein Kampf 'a best-seller,
and his Nazi Party back and stronger than ever, he nonetheless was losingand his Nazi Party back and stronger than ever, he nonetheless was losing
ground in the Reichstag. Hindenberg - the much-respected and very popular ground in the Reichstag. Hindenberg - the much-respected and very popular 
president of the Republic - was not pleased with the rough-and-tumble crowdpresident of the Republic - was not pleased with the rough-and-tumble crowd
that seemed to compose Hitler's voting bloc, and various ministers werethat seemed to compose Hitler's voting bloc, and various ministers were
conspiring against Hitler to keep conspiring against Hitler to keep him out of government altogether.him out of government altogether.
In 1932, they were succeeding. Hitler was facing a crucial election.In 1932, they were succeeding. Hitler was facing a crucial election.
MeMembmberers s of of ththe e NSNSDADAP P wewere re in in dadangnger er of of dedefefectctining g to to ototheher r popolilititicacall
organizations.organizations.
His own trusted disciples were dividing the Party into warring factions thatHis own trusted disciples were dividing the Party into warring factions that
could not be controlled.could not be controlled.

 And on Halloween night - the pagan Sabbath of Samhain - his mistress Eva And on Halloween night - the pagan Sabbath of Samhain - his mistress Eva
Braun shot herself.Braun shot herself.

 Although Eva survived what the doctors would later characterize as a serious Although Eva survived what the doctors would later characterize as a serious
suicide attempt, Hitler himself knew he was suicide attempt, Hitler himself knew he was politically dead.politically dead.
It appeared as if he had It appeared as if he had lost the will to fight, and he began to speak lost the will to fight, and he began to speak more andmore and
more of his own death.more of his own death.
He He enenteterered d ththe e popolilititicacal l cacampmpaiaign gn a a didiststraractcteded, , dedeprpresessesed d leleadader er whwhoo
seemed unable to hold seemed unable to hold his fractious Party together.his fractious Party together.
They lost heavily in the Reichstag five days later - losing seats to the hatedThey lost heavily in the Reichstag five days later - losing seats to the hated
Communists - and the Communists - and the press began publishing the press began publishing the Party's obituaryParty's obituary..

 At this nadir of his career, he turned to an old friend whom he had met years At this nadir of his career, he turned to an old friend whom he had met years
earlierearlier, in , in 1926, in 1926, in Berlin.Berlin.



This was Erik Jan Hanussen, a famous astrologer and master of severalThis was Erik Jan Hanussen, a famous astrologer and master of several
occult disciplines who had - it was said - taught Hitler everything from theoccult disciplines who had - it was said - taught Hitler everything from the
body language and gestures to use in public speaking to what friends andbody language and gestures to use in public speaking to what friends and
associates he should cultivate.associates he should cultivate.
The Viennese Hanussen - whose real name was Herschel Steinschneider,The Viennese Hanussen - whose real name was Herschel Steinschneider,
the son of a Jewish vaudeville performer - began his career doing odd jobs inthe son of a Jewish vaudeville performer - began his career doing odd jobs in
a travelling circus, until he began his own newspaper and threatened toa travelling circus, until he began his own newspaper and threatened to
publish vile things in it about people he knew unless they publish vile things in it about people he knew unless they paid up !paid up !
This small-time blackmailer soon became interested in This small-time blackmailer soon became interested in hypnosis and medium-hypnosis and medium-
ship, and published several books on the subject, eventually becoming theship, and published several books on the subject, eventually becoming the
darling of the international socialite set, a man who never failed to entertain atdarling of the international socialite set, a man who never failed to entertain at
parties but who also provided more serious assistance to those of his hostsparties but who also provided more serious assistance to those of his hosts
who needed a horoscope drawn up or a spell cast.who needed a horoscope drawn up or a spell cast.
He dyed his hair blond to fit his new persona as a Danish aristocrat, andHe dyed his hair blond to fit his new persona as a Danish aristocrat, and
dived into the frantic, heady atmosphere of early 1930s Berlin competing withdived into the frantic, heady atmosphere of early 1930s Berlin competing with
astrologers, clairvoyants, and mediums of every description.astrologers, clairvoyants, and mediums of every description.

 Although he had never cast Hitler's astrological chart before, now in the late Although he had never cast Hitler's astrological chart before, now in the late
days of 1932 with Hitler morose and on the verge of doing himself damage,days of 1932 with Hitler morose and on the verge of doing himself damage,
Hanussen erected his natal and probably a transit or progressed chart andHanussen erected his natal and probably a transit or progressed chart and
appeared before Hitler with an eerie prognosis.appeared before Hitler with an eerie prognosis.
Hanussen told his host that there were good times ahead, but that a fewHanussen told his host that there were good times ahead, but that a few
"obstacles" remained that had to "obstacles" remained that had to be eliminated.be eliminated.
The implication was oddly surreal.The implication was oddly surreal.
The "obstacles" were not actual people or circumstances.The "obstacles" were not actual people or circumstances.
Instead, Hanussen claimed, Hitler was the victim of some sort of hex or Instead, Hanussen claimed, Hitler was the victim of some sort of hex or 
magical spell.magical spell.
History has not recorded who might have been responsible for this, and it isHistory has not recorded who might have been responsible for this, and it is
pposossisiblble e tthahat t alall l HHananusussesen n knknew ew - - or or clclaiaimmeed d - - wwas as tthahat t ""evevil il ococcculultt
influences" were around Hitler, causing him to lose his influences" were around Hitler, causing him to lose his edge.edge.
We may fantasize about a lodge of German magicians, summoning forces toWe may fantasize about a lodge of German magicians, summoning forces to
thwart the attempts of Hitler to thwart the attempts of Hitler to gain power in Germany.gain power in Germany.
We may wonder if a witch or sorcerer - operating alone in some mountainWe may wonder if a witch or sorcerer - operating alone in some mountain
fastness in the Obersalzberg, perhaps - was casting a spell against Hitler for fastness in the Obersalzberg, perhaps - was casting a spell against Hitler for 
something as relatively trivial as a broken promise or unrequited love, andsomething as relatively trivial as a broken promise or unrequited love, and
thereby altering the course thereby altering the course of European history forever.of European history forever.
We will certainly never know the actual dimensions of this baneful influenceWe will certainly never know the actual dimensions of this baneful influence
around the Fuhrer, but the outcome of Hanussen's meditations was nothingaround the Fuhrer, but the outcome of Hanussen's meditations was nothing
short of short of spectacularspectacular..
In order to rid himself of this evil spell, he said, one would have to go toIn order to rid himself of this evil spell, he said, one would have to go to
HitlHitler's home-ter's home-town - own - at the time of at the time of the full moon - the full moon - at midnighat midnight - t - in a in a butchebutcher'sr's
backyard - and remove a mandrake from the ground.backyard - and remove a mandrake from the ground.
NoNow w a a mamandndrarake ke is is ththe e maman-n-shshapaped ed roroot ot fafamomous us ththrouroughghouout t EuEuroropepeanan
folklore for its occult and medicinal properties.folklore for its occult and medicinal properties.

 Accor According to ding to some traditsome traditions, one had ions, one had to stop to stop one's ears with cloth or one's ears with cloth or cottoncotton
before pulling the root from the earth, as it would emit a piercing scream thatbefore pulling the root from the earth, as it would emit a piercing scream that



would shatter the eardrums.would shatter the eardrums.
 A dog was sometimes used to pull the root from the earth as the magician A dog was sometimes used to pull the root from the earth as the magician
kept his hands clasped around his okept his hands clasped around his own ears.wn ears.
The resulting shriek - it is said The resulting shriek - it is said - normally killed the dog.- normally killed the dog.
The mandrake is also known for its powers as an aphrodisiac, and as anThe mandrake is also known for its powers as an aphrodisiac, and as an
amulet of protection.amulet of protection.
WWe e mumust st asassusume me ththat at HaHanunussssen en wwas as ththininkiking ng of of ththis is lalast st prpropopererty ty inin
connection with Hitler.connection with Hitler.

 Also, the significance of the butcher's yard should not be ignored: such a Also, the significance of the butcher's yard should not be ignored: such a
plplacace e wowoululd d hahave ve gigiveven n ththe e susurrorrounundiding ng eaeartrth h ththe e pepecuculiliar ar ququalalitity y of of aa
veritable Teutonic orgy of blood, dismemberment, death, and pain, whichveritable Teutonic orgy of blood, dismemberment, death, and pain, which
would have been mystically absorbed by the root itself.would have been mystically absorbed by the root itself.
Hanussen decided to perform the necessary rituals himself and set off for Hanussen decided to perform the necessary rituals himself and set off for 
Hitler's birthplace in Austria, returning on New Year's Day 1933 with theHitler's birthplace in Austria, returning on New Year's Day 1933 with the
amuletic root and with a prediction: that Hitler's return to power would beginamuletic root and with a prediction: that Hitler's return to power would begin
on January 30, a date roughly equivalent to the pagan Sabbath of Oimelc:on January 30, a date roughly equivalent to the pagan Sabbath of Oimelc:
one of the four "cross-quarter" days one of the four "cross-quarter" days of the witches' calendarof the witches' calendar..
IIt t sseeeemmeed d aan n oouuttraraggeeoouus s pprreeddiiccttiioon n bbuut t - - aafftteer r a a sseeririees s oof f bbiizzaarrrree
coincidences and half-baked conspiratorial machinations on the part of hiscoincidences and half-baked conspiratorial machinations on the part of his
opponents - Hitler went from washed-up political has-been to chancellor of opponents - Hitler went from washed-up political has-been to chancellor of 
Germany with dizzying speed in thirty days and, on January 30, 1933, heGermany with dizzying speed in thirty days and, on January 30, 1933, he
assumed power.assumed power.
Hanussen's impossibly optimistic prediction came true to Hanussen's impossibly optimistic prediction came true to the daythe day..
That was not the end of Hanussen's ability to predict the future, however, for That was not the end of Hanussen's ability to predict the future, however, for 
on February 26 of that same year - during a seance held that evening at hison February 26 of that same year - during a seance held that evening at his
own lavishly furnished "Palace of Occultism" on Lietzenburger Strasse andown lavishly furnished "Palace of Occultism" on Lietzenburger Strasse and
attended by Berlin's movers and shakers - he predicted that the Communistsattended by Berlin's movers and shakers - he predicted that the Communists
in Germany would attempt a revolution, signalled by the destruction by fire of in Germany would attempt a revolution, signalled by the destruction by fire of 
an important government building.an important government building.
The next day, the Reichstag was in flames and Hitler had all the excuse heThe next day, the Reichstag was in flames and Hitler had all the excuse he
needed to go from chancellor of Germany to Führer of the Third Reich.needed to go from chancellor of Germany to Führer of the Third Reich.
European history had been changed forever, and once more the society seer European history had been changed forever, and once more the society seer 
was right on target.was right on target.
But, six weeks later in April of 1933, Hanussen would be dead; murdered in aBut, six weeks later in April of 1933, Hanussen would be dead; murdered in a
forest outside Berlin by agent or agents unknown.forest outside Berlin by agent or agents unknown.
There was speculation that Hitler ordered the execution since HanussenThere was speculation that Hitler ordered the execution since Hanussen
"k"knenew w totoo o mumuchch" " or or peperhrhapaps s mimighght t eveven en hahave ve hahad d coconnnnecectitionons s to to ththee
Communist Party (hence his accurate prediction of the Reichstag fire; someCommunist Party (hence his accurate prediction of the Reichstag fire; some
mediums and psychics - and Hanussen was no exception - are known tomediums and psychics - and Hanussen was no exception - are known to
'enhance' their abilities by gathering intelligence on their clients ahead of time'enhance' their abilities by gathering intelligence on their clients ahead of time
or by bugging the rooms in or by bugging the rooms in which seances are held, etc.which seances are held, etc.
In In fafaiirnrnesess, s, hohowweveverer, , no no amamouount nt of of didirtrty y trtricicks ks cocoululd d hahave ve exexplplaiainenedd
Hanussen's accurate prediction of Hitler's enormous success in January.Hanussen's accurate prediction of Hitler's enormous success in January.

 Another version had it that Hanussen's murder enraged the Fuhrer, and that Another version had it that Hanussen's murder enraged the Fuhrer, and that
he he orordederered d ththe e dedeatath h sesentntenence ce fofor r itits s peperperpetrtratatoror, , KaKarl rl ErErnsnst, t, whwho o wawass



executed during the Röhm purge with a bewildered 'Heil Hitler' on his executed during the Röhm purge with a bewildered 'Heil Hitler' on his lips.lips.
 And then, of  And then, of coursecourse, , HanusHanussen's father was sen's father was JewiJewish, which would sh, which would have beenhave been
reason enough to reason enough to execute the inordinately influential seer.execute the inordinately influential seer.
Unfortunately, we will never know what happened, for Hanussen died as heUnfortunately, we will never know what happened, for Hanussen died as he
had lived: the Count St. Germain of Weimar Germany, a complete andhad lived: the Count St. Germain of Weimar Germany, a complete and
compelling mystery.compelling mystery.

THE MASTER OF THE PENDULUMTHE MASTER OF THE PENDULUM

  An  Anothother er occoccultultist ist in in HitHitlerler's 's inninner er circircle cle was was the the ThuThulislist, t, astastrolrologeogerr, , andand
pendulum expert Wilhelm Gutberlet (born 1870).pendulum expert Wilhelm Gutberlet (born 1870).
Gutberlet first comes to the historian's attention as a shareholder in theGutberlet first comes to the historian's attention as a shareholder in the
'V'Volkischer Beobachter', olkischer Beobachter', Sebottendorff's former newspaper.Sebottendorff's former newspaper.
Franz Eher Verlag was a publishing company that Sebottendorff purchased inFranz Eher Verlag was a publishing company that Sebottendorff purchased in
1918 for about five thousand Reichsmarks (RM).1918 for about five thousand Reichsmarks (RM).
It consisted of a newspaper, the 'Munchener Beobachter', that had ceasedIt consisted of a newspaper, the 'Munchener Beobachter', that had ceased
publication with the death of its founder in June.publication with the death of its founder in June.
Sebottendorff picked it up and moved its offices to the Thule meeting roomsSebottendorff picked it up and moved its offices to the Thule meeting rooms
at the Four Seasons Hotel, turning it into an anti-Semitic organ that wasat the Four Seasons Hotel, turning it into an anti-Semitic organ that was
eventually taken over - after a series of intervening ownerships by other eventually taken over - after a series of intervening ownerships by other 
parties - by the German Workers' Party after Sebottendorff left Munich.parties - by the German Workers' Party after Sebottendorff left Munich.
In 1920, Wilhelm Gutberlet owned shares worth 10,000 RM, or about 8.5In 1920, Wilhelm Gutberlet owned shares worth 10,000 RM, or about 8.5
percent of the total percent of the total value of the paper.value of the paper.
It It wwas as rerenanamemed d ththe e 'Vö'Völklkisischcher er BeBeobobacachthterer', ', anand d as as susuch ch bebecacame me tthehe
propaganda machine of the NSDAP.propaganda machine of the NSDAP.
Gutberlet was a Thulist. He was also one of Hitler's earliest followers.Gutberlet was a Thulist. He was also one of Hitler's earliest followers.

 A medical doctor, he was present at the first meeting of the German Workers' A medical doctor, he was present at the first meeting of the German Workers'
Party that Hitler attended and had remained a close friend and confidantParty that Hitler attended and had remained a close friend and confidant
since then. In other words, since 1919.since then. In other words, since 1919.
Gutberlet virtually disappears from most official accounts of the NSAP until heGutberlet virtually disappears from most official accounts of the NSAP until he
reappears in Schellenberg's memoirs.reappears in Schellenberg's memoirs.
Walter Schellenberg was chief of the Foreign Intelligence section of the SDWalter Schellenberg was chief of the Foreign Intelligence section of the SD
(Siche(Sicherheitrheitsdiensdienst or Security Serst or Security Service), and vice), and survisurvived the war to write abouved the war to write aboutt
his experiences as spymaster in Europe.his experiences as spymaster in Europe.

 According to Schellenberg: According to Schellenberg:

Hitler's racial concern was one of his characteristic features. I discussed thisHitler's racial concern was one of his characteristic features. I discussed this
several times with Dr. Gutberlet , a Munich physician who belonged to theseveral times with Dr. Gutberlet , a Munich physician who belonged to the
intimate circle around Hitler.intimate circle around Hitler.
GutbeGutberlet rlet beliebelieved in the "sidereaved in the "sidereal pendulul pendulum," an astrolm," an astrological conogical contraptitraption,on,
and claimed that this had given him the power to sense at once the presenceand claimed that this had given him the power to sense at once the presence
of any Jews or persons of partial of any Jews or persons of partial Jewish ancestryJewish ancestry, and to pick them out , and to pick them out in any in any 
group of people.group of people.



Hitler availed himself of Gutbarlett's mystic power and had many discussionsHitler availed himself of Gutbarlett's mystic power and had many discussions
with him on racial questions.with him on racial questions.

Thus, in Gutberlet, we have an occultist, a Thulist, an astrologer, a racist, aThus, in Gutberlet, we have an occultist, a Thulist, an astrologer, a racist, a
pendulum expert, and a pendulum expert, and a confidant of Hitler, all wrapped into one.confidant of Hitler, all wrapped into one.
The matter of the "sidereal pendulum" itself will be dealt with later, but for nowThe matter of the "sidereal pendulum" itself will be dealt with later, but for now
we can agree that Gutberlet's influence over Hitler's thinking must have beenwe can agree that Gutberlet's influence over Hitler's thinking must have been
prprofofououndnd, , fofor r ththe e FuFuhrhrer er hihimsmselelf f coconsnstatantntly ly rirididicuculeled d ththe e völkvölkisisch ch ococcucultlt
groups in his official speeches ... while secretly soliciting their advice andgroups in his official speeches ... while secretly soliciting their advice and
counsel away from the prying eyes of both counsel away from the prying eyes of both the press and the public.the press and the public.

 And it is revealing to know that Gutberlet, the astrologer and mystic, was And it is revealing to know that Gutberlet, the astrologer and mystic, was
consulted by Hitler on racial matters as well as on mystical subjects, thusconsulted by Hitler on racial matters as well as on mystical subjects, thus
prprovovididining g adaddidititiononal al evevididenence ce ththat at HiHitltler'er's s raracicism sm wawas s momotitivavateted d by by hihiss
occultism.occultism.
List, Liebenfels, Eckart, Hanussen, Gutberlet - these are only five of the manList, Liebenfels, Eckart, Hanussen, Gutberlet - these are only five of the manyy
occultists whose influence surrounded Hitler from his early days as an artoccultists whose influence surrounded Hitler from his early days as an art
student, and throughout his later student, and throughout his later careercareer..
To complete the story, we have to investigate Haushofer, Hess, Himmler andTo complete the story, we have to investigate Haushofer, Hess, Himmler and
many others for - as the Reich consolidated and became more powerful -many others for - as the Reich consolidated and became more powerful -
other occult lodges in Germany were active and were seen to pose a threat toother occult lodges in Germany were active and were seen to pose a threat to
the new regime.the new regime.
While drawing upon some of the same traditions as the Order of NewWhile drawing upon some of the same traditions as the Order of New
Templars, the Germanenorden, and the Thule Society - Eastern religions,Templars, the Germanenorden, and the Thule Society - Eastern religions,
riritutualals s asassosociciatated ed wiwith th asastrtrolologogy y anand d mymyththolologogyy, , sesexuxual al foformrmululas as fofor r 
becoming powerful and casting spells - they had other associations whichbecoming powerful and casting spells - they had other associations which
made them suspect.made them suspect.



 Heydrich was informed about the smallest detail of  Heydrich was informed about the smallest detail of Hitler'sHitler's

 private life. They showed that Hitler was so ruled by the  private life. They showed that Hitler was so ruled by the daemonidaemonicc

 for forces driving him that ces driving him that he ceased to have he ceased to have thoughts of normal thoughts of normal 

cohabitation with a cohabitation with a woman.woman.

The ecstasies of power in every form were sufficient for him.The ecstasies of power in every form were sufficient for him.

SchellenbergSchellenberg

Hitler's entourage included the pagan ideologue Alfred Rosenberg (whomHitler's entourage included the pagan ideologue Alfred Rosenberg (whom
HiHittleler r mmadade e hehead ad of of tthe he NaNazi zi PPararty ty prpro o tetem m duduriring ng hihis s rresesiidedencnce e iinn
Landsberg).Landsberg).
Rosenberg - a native Balt with an abiding hatred of Soviets, Jews, andRosenberg - a native Balt with an abiding hatred of Soviets, Jews, and
Freemasons - had appeared one day at Dietrich Eckart's apartment in MunichFreemasons - had appeared one day at Dietrich Eckart's apartment in Munich
and offered him his services as a "fighter against Judah."and offered him his services as a "fighter against Judah."
The two soon became inseparable and it is believed that it was RosenbergThe two soon became inseparable and it is believed that it was Rosenberg
who introduced Eckart to 'The Protocols of the Elders who introduced Eckart to 'The Protocols of the Elders of Zion'.of Zion'.



Rosenberg agitated for the creation of a state religion based on OdinicRosenberg agitated for the creation of a state religion based on Odinic
paganism and Teutonic magic, and could be relied upon to appear at thepaganism and Teutonic magic, and could be relied upon to appear at the
meetings of every meetings of every major Nordic, Tmajor Nordic, Teutonic, and Aryan society in eutonic, and Aryan society in Germany bothGermany both
before and after the before and after the Nazis' seizure of Nazis' seizure of powerpower..
It was Rosenberg who ordered that Freemason temples in the OccupiedIt was Rosenberg who ordered that Freemason temples in the Occupied
Territories be closed by Einsatz commandos and their contents shipped backTerritories be closed by Einsatz commandos and their contents shipped back
to him in Berlin, an order cheerfully carried out by Franz Six and Ottoto him in Berlin, an order cheerfully carried out by Franz Six and Otto
OhOhllenendodorfrf, , boboth th memen n knknowown n fofor r ththeieir r ababididining g inintetererest st in in cucult lt acactitivivityty..
Rosenberg's close associate and fellow pagan, Richard Walther Darre - aRosenberg's close associate and fellow pagan, Richard Walther Darre - a
native of Argentina - was made Agriculture Minister of the Third Reich butnative of Argentina - was made Agriculture Minister of the Third Reich but
Darre's interest was less in animal husbandry and crop rotation than it was inDarre's interest was less in animal husbandry and crop rotation than it was in
the mystical doctrines of the runes and the 'the mystical doctrines of the runes and the 'Blut und Boden' (Blood and Soil).Blut und Boden' (Blood and Soil).
We have covered runic mysticism already; the Blood and Soil doctrine is tooWe have covered runic mysticism already; the Blood and Soil doctrine is too
complex to examine thoroughly here.complex to examine thoroughly here.

The team of Rosenberg and Darre picked up in The team of Rosenberg and Darre picked up in the Reich where the team of the Reich where the team of 
Rosenberg and Rosenberg and Eckart left off in Eckart left off in WeimarWeimar..
Rosenberg, with his impeccable credentials dating back to the early days of Rosenberg, with his impeccable credentials dating back to the early days of 
the formation of the Nazi Party and its baptism of blood in the Beer Hallthe formation of the Nazi Party and its baptism of blood in the Beer Hall
PuPutstschch, , wawas s a a hihighgh-pr-profofilile e ReReicichshsleleititer er wiwith th a a blblatatanantltly y papagagan n anand d anantiti--
ChrChrististian ian phiphiloslosophyophy, , a a phiphiloslosophy ophy whiwhich ch recreceiveived ed widwide e covcoveraerage ge in in thethe
German press.German press.
Darre was there to support this platform and, if possible, to do him one better Darre was there to support this platform and, if possible, to do him one better 
on occasion.on occasion.
Together, they travelled the nation drumming up support for an official stateTogether, they travelled the nation drumming up support for an official state
religion based on the worship of the Old Gods, a religion that includedreligion based on the worship of the Old Gods, a religion that included
purifying the Aryan race of elements that were in the process of polluting itpurifying the Aryan race of elements that were in the process of polluting it
and diluting the strength of its Blood.and diluting the strength of its Blood.
To these 'true believers', sex was at once fascinating and repellent; theTo these 'true believers', sex was at once fascinating and repellent; the
danger of the Jews to the Aryan man and woman was their sensuality, their danger of the Jews to the Aryan man and woman was their sensuality, their 
ability to seduce the pure-bloods away from their duty to procreate only blue-ability to seduce the pure-bloods away from their duty to procreate only blue-
eyed eyed TTeutons.eutons.
The Jew was the 'Serpent' in the The Jew was the 'Serpent' in the pagan Garden of Eden.pagan Garden of Eden.

One pagan and occultist who was not bothered by sexuality, however, andOne pagan and occultist who was not bothered by sexuality, however, and
who made it a cornerstone of his philosophy was the English magician andwho made it a cornerstone of his philosophy was the English magician and
tabloid-crowned "Wickedest Man tabloid-crowned "Wickedest Man in the in the World" - Aleister CrowleyWorld" - Aleister Crowley..
Crowley - whose life has been well and thoroughly discussed by a wideCrowley - whose life has been well and thoroughly discussed by a wide
vavaririety ety of of auauththorors, s, ininclclududining g hihimsmselelf f - - prprovovidides es us us sosome me enentrtrée ée ininto to ththee
German occult scene of the 1920s and 1930s.German occult scene of the 1920s and 1930s.

CrCrowowleley y wiwill ll tatake ke us us to to sucsuch h imimpoportrtanant t GeGermrman an sesex-x-culcultitiststs s as as ThTheoeododor r 
Reuss, Karl Germer, Eugene Grosche, Heinrich TrankerReuss, Karl Germer, Eugene Grosche, Heinrich Tranker, and Marthe , and Marthe Kuntzel,Kuntzel,
not to forget the British Army officer Maj. Gen. C.F. Fuller, who was once anot to forget the British Army officer Maj. Gen. C.F. Fuller, who was once a
guest of Hitler himself at the latter's Berchtesgaden retreat to celebrate theguest of Hitler himself at the latter's Berchtesgaden retreat to celebrate the



Fuhrer's fiftieth birthday on April 20, 1939.Fuhrer's fiftieth birthday on April 20, 1939.
FuFullller er - - an an anantiti-S-Sememitite e anand d cocontntriribubutotor r to to OsOswwalald d MoMoseseleleyy's 's 'F'Fasascicistst
Quarterly', a devoted Thelemite (that is to say, follower of Crowley's ownQuarterly', a devoted Thelemite (that is to say, follower of Crowley's own
religion) and an intimate of Crowley - religion) and an intimate of Crowley - was said to be the was said to be the 'only Englishman that'only Englishman that
Hitler actually liked'.Hitler actually liked'.
Crowley will take us on a tour of Leipzig, Munich, and the province of Crowley will take us on a tour of Leipzig, Munich, and the province of 
Thuringia, where a secret convocation of German occultists was held in 1925Thuringia, where a secret convocation of German occultists was held in 1925
to determine the future leadership of the Ordo Templi Orientis, the Germanto determine the future leadership of the Ordo Templi Orientis, the German
sex-magic occult lodge that would eventually be suppressed by the Nazis, itssex-magic occult lodge that would eventually be suppressed by the Nazis, its
members thrown into the camps.members thrown into the camps.
So, in order to understand what the "subversive" German sex cults wereSo, in order to understand what the "subversive" German sex cults were
doing, and why, we must start with Aleister Crowley and what he was up to indoing, and why, we must start with Aleister Crowley and what he was up to in
Germany in 1912.Germany in 1912.

THE GREAT BEASTTHE GREAT BEAST

Crowley was born on October 12, 1875, in England, not far from the town of Crowley was born on October 12, 1875, in England, not far from the town of 
StStraratftforord-d-onon-A-Avovon n whwhere ere ShShakakesespepeare are wawas s bobornrn, , anand d ononly ly a a few few weweekekss
before Baron Sebottendorff's own birth near before Baron Sebottendorff's own birth near Dresden that November.Dresden that November.
Raised in an oppressively fundamentalist Christian environment, he cameRaised in an oppressively fundamentalist Christian environment, he came
early on early on to regard himself as to regard himself as the 'Beast of the 'Beast of the Apthe Apocalyocalypse', the one pse', the one brandebrandedd
with a 666 and with the Whore of Babwith a 666 and with the Whore of Babylon for aid and comfort.ylon for aid and comfort.
He became an initiate of the Golden Dawn - that fabulously complex jewel of He became an initiate of the Golden Dawn - that fabulously complex jewel of 
European occultism - on November 18, 1898.European occultism - on November 18, 1898.

The Golden Dawn had been created ten years earlier by the team of Mathers,The Golden Dawn had been created ten years earlier by the team of Mathers,
Westcott, and Woodman.Westcott, and Woodman.

 As we have seen, the official story had it that the Golden Dawn was a branch As we have seen, the official story had it that the Golden Dawn was a branch
of an order that existed in Germany, and that a charter from the parent lodgeof an order that existed in Germany, and that a charter from the parent lodge
had been granted to the Englishmen from a Fraulein Anna Sprengel of had been granted to the Englishmen from a Fraulein Anna Sprengel of 
NürnbergNürnberg

 At the time that Crowley was initiated into the Golden Dawn, that would have At the time that Crowley was initiated into the Golden Dawn, that would have
been accepted as truth, and Crowley would probably have believed that hebeen accepted as truth, and Crowley would probably have believed that he
was indeed being initiated into what was the British section of a Germanwas indeed being initiated into what was the British section of a German
secret society.secret society.
Since then, the German origins of the Golden Dawn have questioned.Since then, the German origins of the Golden Dawn have questioned.
It is quite likely that the entire ritual and initiatory structure of the Dawn wasIt is quite likely that the entire ritual and initiatory structure of the Dawn was
nothing less than the brilliant invention of Mathers himself, an invention for nothing less than the brilliant invention of Mathers himself, an invention for 
whwhicich, h, sasadlydly, , he he cocoululd d nenevever r clclaiaim m crecredidit t sisincnce e a a mamajojor r elelememenent t in in ththee
attraction of occult societies rests on their having a long and distinguished - if attraction of occult societies rests on their having a long and distinguished - if 
covert and underground - pedigree.covert and underground - pedigree.
Interestingly enough, the degree structure of the Golden Dawn was based onInterestingly enough, the degree structure of the Golden Dawn was based on
the famous Tree of Life symbol: a complex diagram of the famous Tree of Life symbol: a complex diagram of ten spheres connectedten spheres connected



by a total of twenty-two paths (each path representing a letter of the Hebrewby a total of twenty-two paths (each path representing a letter of the Hebrew
alphabet) that can be consulted in any one of a variety of books on qabalismalphabet) that can be consulted in any one of a variety of books on qabalism
and Western occultism.and Western occultism.
This same Tree of Life diagram was used by the old Wotanist Guido von ListThis same Tree of Life diagram was used by the old Wotanist Guido von List
to represent the hierarchical grace structure in his own ideal Ario-Germanicto represent the hierarchical grace structure in his own ideal Ario-Germanic
society and, like the Golden Dawn, he reserved the top three degrees associety and, like the Golden Dawn, he reserved the top three degrees as
being inaccessible to the average human being. (Crowley, of course, wouldbeing inaccessible to the average human being. (Crowley, of course, would
eventually assume all three after leaving the Golden Dawn and forming hiseventually assume all three after leaving the Golden Dawn and forming his
own organization, own organization, the A...A....the A...A....))
It is entirely possible that List - writing about these ideas in 1911 - hadIt is entirely possible that List - writing about these ideas in 1911 - had
adopted this degree system from the Golden Dawn, which had put it to adopted this degree system from the Golden Dawn, which had put it to use asuse as
early as 1888 based on early as 1888 based on "Anna Sprengel's" instructions."Anna Sprengel's" instructions.
If so, the only way in which List could have discovered this degree systemIf so, the only way in which List could have discovered this degree system
was either through initiation into the Golden Dawn or from another initiatewas either through initiation into the Golden Dawn or from another initiate
who (breaking his oath of secrecy) descwho (breaking his oath of secrecy) described it to him.ribed it to him.
That the unregenerate anti-Semite and godfather of the Occult Reich, GuidoThat the unregenerate anti-Semite and godfather of the Occult Reich, Guido
von List, might have been a Golden Dawn initiate is an unsettling propositionvon List, might have been a Golden Dawn initiate is an unsettling proposition
but there is no evidence for this.but there is no evidence for this.
However, there was much communication taking place at this time betweenHowever, there was much communication taking place at this time between
England and Germany involving such occult celebrities as Golden DawnEngland and Germany involving such occult celebrities as Golden Dawn
initiate Dr. R.W. Felkin (who was actually looking for Fraulein Sprengel ininitiate Dr. R.W. Felkin (who was actually looking for Fraulein Sprengel in
GeGermrmanyany), ), DrDr. . HuHubbbbe-e-ScSchlhleieideden n (w(whohom m we we memet t prprevevioioususly ly as as ththe e fifirsrstt
president of the German branch of the Theosophical Society) and Dr. Rudolf president of the German branch of the Theosophical Society) and Dr. Rudolf 
Steiner (who was involved at this time with Franz Hartmann's Masonic lodgesSteiner (who was involved at this time with Franz Hartmann's Masonic lodges
as well as with the OTO).as well as with the OTO).
Felkin, intent on forging links with legitimate Rosicrucian lodges and actingFelkin, intent on forging links with legitimate Rosicrucian lodges and acting
under mediumistic supervision of a discarnate Arab entity by the name of Araunder mediumistic supervision of a discarnate Arab entity by the name of Ara
Ben Shemesh, was desperately seeking Sprengel and hoped that either Ben Shemesh, was desperately seeking Sprengel and hoped that either 
Hubbe-Schleiden or Rudolf Steiner could assist in that regard.Hubbe-Schleiden or Rudolf Steiner could assist in that regard.
Needless to say, the search came to naught, but the fact of these threeNeedless to say, the search came to naught, but the fact of these three
occoccultultistists s comcommunmunicaicatinting g and and excexchanhanginging g infinformormatiation on on on culcult t actactiviivitieties s isis
provocative.provocative.
Historian Nicholas Goodrick-Clarke opines that List got the idea of a Tree of Historian Nicholas Goodrick-Clarke opines that List got the idea of a Tree of 
Life initiatory system from the inescapable Dr. Hartmann, who possibly heardLife initiatory system from the inescapable Dr. Hartmann, who possibly heard
of it from of it from the energetic Dr. Westcott.the energetic Dr. Westcott.
If so, we have the leaders of the Armanenschaft (List's name for his ownIf so, we have the leaders of the Armanenschaft (List's name for his own
secret society), the Golden Dawn, and the OTO exchanging details on their secret society), the Golden Dawn, and the OTO exchanging details on their 
secret initiations.secret initiations.
That List would have based his hierarchy on the patently Jewish Tree of LifeThat List would have based his hierarchy on the patently Jewish Tree of Life
and borrowed the concept from the Golden Dawn - by way of the OTO -and borrowed the concept from the Golden Dawn - by way of the OTO -
would seem merely ironic to a layperson but positively frightening to anwould seem merely ironic to a layperson but positively frightening to an
occultist, for what it implies about the relationship between the anti-Semiticoccultist, for what it implies about the relationship between the anti-Semitic
LiList st ororgaganinizazatitionons s anand d ththe e osostetensnsibibly ly apapololititicical al GoGoldlden en DaDawn wn anand d OTOTOO
lodges.lodges.
In any event, List amended the qabalistic correspondences to suit himself andIn any event, List amended the qabalistic correspondences to suit himself and



essentially developed his own - Aryan - version of the Golden Dawn initiatoryessentially developed his own - Aryan - version of the Golden Dawn initiatory
system.system.

 Another element of the Golden Dawn which is relevant to our case is that the Another element of the Golden Dawn which is relevant to our case is that the
structure of many of its rituals, the peculiar language in which its invocationsstructure of many of its rituals, the peculiar language in which its invocations
are made, and the odd designs of many of the magic seals and insignia areare made, and the odd designs of many of the magic seals and insignia are
all based on a system of occult correspondences known as Enochian, andall based on a system of occult correspondences known as Enochian, and
codified within the writings of Elizabethan mathematician, philosopher, andcodified within the writings of Elizabethan mathematician, philosopher, and
spy, Dr. John Dee.spy, Dr. John Dee.
Crowley would become so conversant with the "Enochian" language that heCrowley would become so conversant with the "Enochian" language that he
would translate medieval spirit conjurations into that tongue for use by hiswould translate medieval spirit conjurations into that tongue for use by his
own cult members.own cult members.
Having its own alphabet and its own rules of grammar, its very existence is aHaving its own alphabet and its own rules of grammar, its very existence is a
technical impossibility: an artificially created language developed by one (or technical impossibility: an artificially created language developed by one (or 
at most two) men at most two) men in the sixteenth centuryin the sixteenth century, John , John Dee and his assistant Dee and his assistant EdwardEdward
Kelley.Kelley.

 According to their story, it was given to them by an angel who communicated According to their story, it was given to them by an angel who communicated
the language, the alphabet, and all the magic squares, invocations, etc. bythe language, the alphabet, and all the magic squares, invocations, etc. by
means of a means of a laborlaborious process that took ious process that took monthmonths s of "scrying" in the of "scrying" in the equivequivalentalent
of a crystal ball.of a crystal ball.
The massive amount of manuscript that resulted from these bizarre effortsThe massive amount of manuscript that resulted from these bizarre efforts
has been largely ignored by historians of the Elizabethan period, or cited ashas been largely ignored by historians of the Elizabethan period, or cited as
evidence of evidence of Dee's emotional Dee's emotional instabilityinstability..
In fact, the existence of these writings was used for many years to discreditIn fact, the existence of these writings was used for many years to discredit
Dee's genius altogether. (This is a pattern of thought that exists to this day:Dee's genius altogether. (This is a pattern of thought that exists to this day:
occult practices are occult practices are evidence of either evidence of either insanityinsanity, emotional instability, emotional instability, or , or simplesimple
credulousness.)credulousness.)
HoHoweweveverr, , rerececent nt rereseseararch ch ininto to ththe e ElElizizababetethahan n pepeririod od anand d papartrticiculularlarlyy
concerning Dee's relationship to Sir concerning Dee's relationship to Sir Francis Walsingham (1530-1590), QueenFrancis Walsingham (1530-1590), Queen
Elizabeth's secretary of state, suggests that Dee was on a secret mission for Elizabeth's secretary of state, suggests that Dee was on a secret mission for 
the British government at the time of the angelic revelations (which took the British government at the time of the angelic revelations (which took placeplace
in Prague).in Prague).
Further, as the pseudonymous historian Richard Deacon has pointed out, theFurther, as the pseudonymous historian Richard Deacon has pointed out, the

 Angelic language itself may have been devised as a particularly effective Angelic language itself may have been devised as a particularly effective
cocode de - - babasesed d on on ththe e wworork k of of fafamemed d GeGermrman an crcryyptptogograraphpher er JoJohahannnneses
Trithemius (1462-1516) - for communication between Dee in Prague andTrithemius (1462-1516) - for communication between Dee in Prague and
WalsiWalsingham in ngham in England.England.
In other words, the entire basis of the famous occult order known as theIn other words, the entire basis of the famous occult order known as the
Golden Dawn may well have had its origins in espionage work, from theGolden Dawn may well have had its origins in espionage work, from the
coded language of Elizabethan spy and mystic John Dee to the "Cypher coded language of Elizabethan spy and mystic John Dee to the "Cypher 
manuscript" of a possibly non-existent German lodge.manuscript" of a possibly non-existent German lodge.
Some years later, following his various and several initiations into the GoldenSome years later, following his various and several initiations into the Golden
Dawn, Crowley found himself in Dawn, Crowley found himself in position to help a position to help a lodge brother, Gerald Kellylodge brother, Gerald Kelly..
Kelly, a distinguished member and president of the Royal Academy, had aKelly, a distinguished member and president of the Royal Academy, had a
sister by the name of Rose, who was engaged to someone she did not wishsister by the name of Rose, who was engaged to someone she did not wish
to marto marryry..



Crowley rushed to the aid of Rose Kelly, and proposed that - in order toCrowley rushed to the aid of Rose Kelly, and proposed that - in order to
thwart the fiancé - she elope with Crowley himself.thwart the fiancé - she elope with Crowley himself.
It was to be purely a marriage of convenience, of course, whose onlIt was to be purely a marriage of convenience, of course, whose only purposey purpose
was to ensure that she would not have to marry the unfortunate gentlemanwas to ensure that she would not have to marry the unfortunate gentleman
who was purwho was pursuing her.suing her.
She agreed. They eloped. Fell madly in love. Consummated the union. AndShe agreed. They eloped. Fell madly in love. Consummated the union. And
went on a honeymoon.went on a honeymoon.
This, much to the consternation of her brother Gerald.This, much to the consternation of her brother Gerald.
The honeymoon took the blissful couple to Cairo in 1904, where the eventThe honeymoon took the blissful couple to Cairo in 1904, where the event
wawas s to to tatake ke plplacace e ththat at wwouould ld chchanange ge CrCrowowleley'y's s liliffe e - - anand d ththe e liliveves s of of 
thousands of his followers down the years - forever, for Rose, who had never thousands of his followers down the years - forever, for Rose, who had never 
bebefofore re evevininceced d anany y sisigngns s of of memedidiumumisistitic c popowewersrs, , susuddddenenly ly bebegagan n toto
"channel" an alien entity who "channel" an alien entity who demanded to speak directly demanded to speak directly to Crowleyto Crowley..
To be exact, she began receiving impressions that the Gods wanted to speakTo be exact, she began receiving impressions that the Gods wanted to speak
with Crowley on an urgent matter and, for verification, she led Crowley to anwith Crowley on an urgent matter and, for verification, she led Crowley to an
exhibit at the Cairo exhibit at the Cairo Museum which bore the Museum which bore the fateful numberfateful number, 666., 666.
Rose, not aware of her husband's personal identification with that number Rose, not aware of her husband's personal identification with that number 
and the Great Beast it represents, was obviously and the Great Beast it represents, was obviously in contact with divine forces,in contact with divine forces,
and Crowley took and Crowley took her impressions seriously.her impressions seriously.
For three days in April, 1904, Aleister Crowley communed with a spirit calledFor three days in April, 1904, Aleister Crowley communed with a spirit called

 Aiwaz. Aiwaz.
 Aiwaz communicated a scripture to Crowley in the voice of three Egyptian Aiwaz communicated a scripture to Crowley in the voice of three Egyptian
gods - Nuit, Hadit, and Ra-Hoor-Khuit - that became known as 'The Book of gods - Nuit, Hadit, and Ra-Hoor-Khuit - that became known as 'The Book of 
the Law': the gospel the Law': the gospel of the New Age, the Aeon of Horus.of the New Age, the Aeon of Horus.
Crowley himself has written that the book initially repelled him; that he put itCrowley himself has written that the book initially repelled him; that he put it
away and actually lost track of away and actually lost track of the manuscrthe manuscript for five ipt for five years until one day years until one day hehe
found it in an attic and reread found it in an attic and reread it for the first time since 1904.it for the first time since 1904.

 At that point, he suddenly realized he was holding the key scripture of the At that point, he suddenly realized he was holding the key scripture of the
next Aeonext Aeon (a magickal age of two n (a magickal age of two thousand years).thousand years).

'The Book of the Law' attacks most modern religions, from Judaism to'The Book of the Law' attacks most modern religions, from Judaism to
Christianity to Islam to Buddhism, and thus would have been an interestingChristianity to Islam to Buddhism, and thus would have been an interesting
document to the inner circle of the Reich.document to the inner circle of the Reich.
It also proIt also proclaimclaims - s - in a book writin a book written in 1904 - "I am the Wten in 1904 - "I am the Warrioarrior Lord of ther Lord of the
Forties," an eerily prescient prediction of the greatest military conflagrationForties," an eerily prescient prediction of the greatest military conflagration
ever to hit the planet.ever to hit the planet.
Crowley's occult career did not end with 'The Crowley's occult career did not end with 'The Book of the Law'.Book of the Law'.
In due course he penned many hundreds of tracts, pamphlets, articles, andIn due course he penned many hundreds of tracts, pamphlets, articles, and
books, all on the theme of "Magick": spelled with a "k" to differentiate it frombooks, all on the theme of "Magick": spelled with a "k" to differentiate it from
all other types.all other types.
When it came to Magick, Crowley was a genius.When it came to Magick, Crowley was a genius.
HiHis s cocommmmanand d of of mymyththolologyogy, , rereliligigionon, , phphililososopophyhy, , ththe e arartsts, , anand d foforeireigngn
languages was (and languages was (and remains) legendaryremains) legendary..
He was the English version of a Guido von List with at least one importantHe was the English version of a Guido von List with at least one important
distinction: Crowley had a sense of humor, and it is through this sense of distinction: Crowley had a sense of humor, and it is through this sense of 



humor that the full range of his intellectual brilliance shines.humor that the full range of his intellectual brilliance shines.
Whatever one thinks of Crowley as a human being or of Thelema - the cult heWhatever one thinks of Crowley as a human being or of Thelema - the cult he
founded on the basis of The Book of the Law - one thing is certain: Crowleyfounded on the basis of The Book of the Law - one thing is certain: Crowley
was an inspired and engaging author on was an inspired and engaging author on the whole field of occultism.the whole field of occultism.

SEX MAGICSEX MAGIC

Crowley accepted initiations into a variety of occult lodges and societies in hisCrowley accepted initiations into a variety of occult lodges and societies in his
time, and eventually picked up an initiation into something called the Ordotime, and eventually picked up an initiation into something called the Ordo
Templi Orientis, or the Order of the Eastern Temple.Templi Orientis, or the Order of the Eastern Temple.
This was the brainchild of one Karl Kellner, a wealthy German Freemason of This was the brainchild of one Karl Kellner, a wealthy German Freemason of 
high rank in a rather distaff branch of Freemasonry (the Rite of Memphis andhigh rank in a rather distaff branch of Freemasonry (the Rite of Memphis and
MMiizrzraiaim m of of JoJohn hn YYararkeker)r), , wwho ho clclaiaimmed ed tthahat t he he wwas as ininststruructcted ed iin n tthehe
techniques of sex-magic by a Hindu adept and two Arab magi during histechniques of sex-magic by a Hindu adept and two Arab magi during his
travels in the East.travels in the East.
He introduced this concept to his associates, Theodor Reuss, Heinrich Klein,He introduced this concept to his associates, Theodor Reuss, Heinrich Klein,
and the ubiquitous Dr. Franz Hartmann, all of whom were also high-rankingand the ubiquitous Dr. Franz Hartmann, all of whom were also high-ranking
Masons in Yarker's sect.Masons in Yarker's sect.
"Sex-magic" is a loaded term with all sorts of connotations, and it is perhaps"Sex-magic" is a loaded term with all sorts of connotations, and it is perhaps
best that we discuss what Kellner - and best that we discuss what Kellner - and later OTO initiates - meant by it.later OTO initiates - meant by it.
It is, quite simply, a method of sublimating sexual energy to the will of theIt is, quite simply, a method of sublimating sexual energy to the will of the
magician in a variety of rituals, for a variety of purposes, using the sexualmagician in a variety of rituals, for a variety of purposes, using the sexual
practice appropriate to the desired end.practice appropriate to the desired end.
Thus, everything from the missionary position to sodomy to masturbation hasThus, everything from the missionary position to sodomy to masturbation has
a magical analogue, and a magical analogue, and refers to a refers to a different quality of occult power.different quality of occult power.
The choice of partner is also a matter for some concern, and the practice of The choice of partner is also a matter for some concern, and the practice of 
sex-magic has become so refined by later initiates of the Order that even thesex-magic has become so refined by later initiates of the Order that even the
specific days of a woman's menstrual cycle (for instance) each has its ownspecific days of a woman's menstrual cycle (for instance) each has its own
occult correspondence.occult correspondence.
While this concept may seem somewhat scandalous to the casual reader,While this concept may seem somewhat scandalous to the casual reader,
one should remember that a core doctrine of all occultism - from the highestone should remember that a core doctrine of all occultism - from the highest
qabala to the meanest sympathetic magic - is that of correspondences.qabala to the meanest sympathetic magic - is that of correspondences.
In this doctrine, everything that exists in the "real" world has a counterpart inIn this doctrine, everything that exists in the "real" world has a counterpart in
the astral world.the astral world.
Thus an object made of gold can be used to represent the sun, which is itself Thus an object made of gold can be used to represent the sun, which is itself 
representative of a host of ideas (vitality, warmth, the Male principle, action,representative of a host of ideas (vitality, warmth, the Male principle, action,
ego, etc.).ego, etc.).
On this is magic based.On this is magic based.
Following that line of reasoning through, every conceivable sort of sex actFollowing that line of reasoning through, every conceivable sort of sex act
must also have its analogue in the astral domain, where magic works itsmust also have its analogue in the astral domain, where magic works its
mysterious wonders.mysterious wonders.
ObObviviououslslyy, , ththis is didimemensnsioion n wawas s hahard rd to to fifind nd in in ththe e gegeneneraralllly y avavaiailalablblee
teachings of the Golden Dawn, the Freemasons, and other like organizationsteachings of the Golden Dawn, the Freemasons, and other like organizations



with their heavy emphasis on formal ritual alone.with their heavy emphasis on formal ritual alone.
The sex magicians also used a great deal of ritual - much of it familiar toThe sex magicians also used a great deal of ritual - much of it familiar to
magicians of other disciplines - but with some version of the sex act as themagicians of other disciplines - but with some version of the sex act as the
central feature.central feature.
Magic is, after all, about power; about directing energy and will to a givenMagic is, after all, about power; about directing energy and will to a given
end.end.
Sex is the natural companion to this doctrine of power, for it is arguably theSex is the natural companion to this doctrine of power, for it is arguably the
most potent of all human experiences.most potent of all human experiences.
Wed sex to magic and theoretically one would obtain a dynamo of vast occultWed sex to magic and theoretically one would obtain a dynamo of vast occult
potential.potential.
In India, this combination was already well-known as a form of worship calledIn India, this combination was already well-known as a form of worship called
"tantra": a Hindu religious practice in which members of both sexes would"tantra": a Hindu religious practice in which members of both sexes would
participate in various rituals (not all of them overtly sexual by any means)participate in various rituals (not all of them overtly sexual by any means)
designed to invoke the gods and to imitate the union of the two forms of polar designed to invoke the gods and to imitate the union of the two forms of polar 
power in the universe, the male and female energies referred to in China aspower in the universe, the male and female energies referred to in China as
Yang and Yin, respectively, and in India as Shiva and Shakti.Yang and Yin, respectively, and in India as Shiva and Shakti.
Traditionally, there are two forms of tantric ritual: right-hand and left-hand.Traditionally, there are two forms of tantric ritual: right-hand and left-hand.
Right-hand tantric ritual is that which takes place when the female participantRight-hand tantric ritual is that which takes place when the female participant
sits at the right hand of the male. In this instance, actual physical contactsits at the right hand of the male. In this instance, actual physical contact
between the partners will not take place.between the partners will not take place.
It is left-hand tantra that gets all the attention, however, because of theIt is left-hand tantra that gets all the attention, however, because of the
mistaken notion that it is mistaken notion that it is somehow "evil."somehow "evil."
The term "left-hand path" has become synonymous in the West with blackThe term "left-hand path" has become synonymous in the West with black
magic and with evil sorcerers who have sold their souls to the Devil: amagic and with evil sorcerers who have sold their souls to the Devil: a
mamaninifefeststatatioion n of of ththe e susupepersrstititition on ththat at leleftft-h-hanandededndnesess s ititseself lf is is a a sisign gn of of 
aberration.aberration.
HoweverHowever, "left-hand" tantric ritual is , "left-hand" tantric ritual is simply that in which the simply that in which the female participantfemale participant
sits at the left hand of the male in the sits at the left hand of the male in the ritual.ritual.
In this case, physical contact takes place between the two partners but this inIn this case, physical contact takes place between the two partners but this in
no way mandates sexual intercourse every time, in everno way mandates sexual intercourse every time, in every rite.y rite.
Certainly, among some practitioners in the East, the left-hand tantric circleCertainly, among some practitioners in the East, the left-hand tantric circle
has become a sexual one and there is a small library of techniques, rituals,has become a sexual one and there is a small library of techniques, rituals,
invocations, chants, etc. appropriate to this type of magic.invocations, chants, etc. appropriate to this type of magic.
But the point to be made here is that all tantra is inherently sexual in natureBut the point to be made here is that all tantra is inherently sexual in nature
as it is concerned with the activities of both the male and female gods andas it is concerned with the activities of both the male and female gods and
goddesses and their relationship to each other in the eternal play of creation.goddesses and their relationship to each other in the eternal play of creation.
Whether or not actual sexual intercourse takes place on the physical plane or Whether or not actual sexual intercourse takes place on the physical plane or 
not is a matter for tantric "engineers" to decide, depending on the pathnot is a matter for tantric "engineers" to decide, depending on the path
chosen and the means agreed to bchosen and the means agreed to by all parties.y all parties.
In all cases, the sexual act is considered subordinate to the ultimate goal of In all cases, the sexual act is considered subordinate to the ultimate goal of 
spiritual liberation.spiritual liberation.
It is a means to an end, It is a means to an end, and nothing more.and nothing more.

 As we have seen, Hitler was (probably unconsciously) putting this same As we have seen, Hitler was (probably unconsciously) putting this same
knowledge to good use.knowledge to good use.



 As Schellenberg pointed out in the quotation that begins this section, Hitler  As Schellenberg pointed out in the quotation that begins this section, Hitler 
had so sublimathad so sublimated his sexual urges ed his sexual urges that he fouthat he found relief in nd relief in the the speeches thatspeeches that
he made to the assembled, adoring masses, and had long ceased to behe made to the assembled, adoring masses, and had long ceased to be
interested in normal sexual intercourse with women.interested in normal sexual intercourse with women.
On the other side, his speeches were so mesmerizing that even foreignersOn the other side, his speeches were so mesmerizing that even foreigners
who spoke no who spoke no German at all were German at all were captivated by Hitler's oratorycaptivated by Hitler's oratory..
In other words, the magical, tantric technique worked.In other words, the magical, tantric technique worked.
Hitler wanted power more than anything else, and was willing to sacrificeHitler wanted power more than anything else, and was willing to sacrifice
friends and lovers to that end.friends and lovers to that end.
He transformed his sexual desire into a tool for obtaining power ... andHe transformed his sexual desire into a tool for obtaining power ... and
bbececamame e tthe he lleaeadeder r of of GGerermmanany y (a (a cocoununttry ry he he wwasasn'n't t eveven en boborn rn inin).).
Schellenberg - who was no fool - even credits the stories about Hitler'sSchellenberg - who was no fool - even credits the stories about Hitler's
'powe'powers of intuitrs of intuition and persoion and personal magnnal magnetismetism', ', in effein effect givict giving credencng credence toe to
what a medieval audience would what a medieval audience would have called Hitler's abilities as have called Hitler's abilities as a sorcerer.a sorcerer.

 A modern, twentiet A modern, twentieth-century occult audience would h-century occult audience would call Hitler a sex call Hitler a sex magician.magician.

But to return to But to return to CrowleyCrowley, in post-Victorian England this was , in post-Victorian England this was racy stuff.racy stuff.
Sex magic was certainly far and away from anything the Golden Dawn wasSex magic was certainly far and away from anything the Golden Dawn was
teaching, and Crowley became intrigued by it all when Theodor Reuss - theteaching, and Crowley became intrigued by it all when Theodor Reuss - the
Outer Head of the Order (OHO) of the OTO - visited Crowley in London inOuter Head of the Order (OHO) of the OTO - visited Crowley in London in
1912 (during the height of a flurry of occult activity in Germany involving1912 (during the height of a flurry of occult activity in Germany involving
everything from the death of Theosophist eminence grise Franz Hartmann,everything from the death of Theosophist eminence grise Franz Hartmann,
warring Theosophical societies vying for members and recognition, and thewarring Theosophical societies vying for members and recognition, and the
creation, by Rudolf Steiner, of his Anthroposophical Society that same year,creation, by Rudolf Steiner, of his Anthroposophical Society that same year,
not to mention the founding of the Germanenorden that May), and accusednot to mention the founding of the Germanenorden that May), and accused
him of revealing the core secret of the Order in a publication of Crowley'shim of revealing the core secret of the Order in a publication of Crowley's
called the 'Book of Lies'.called the 'Book of Lies'.
Crowley, taken rather aback, replied that he could not reveal the secret of theCrowley, taken rather aback, replied that he could not reveal the secret of the
OTO since he had not attained the appropriate degree in the Order and hadOTO since he had not attained the appropriate degree in the Order and had
therefore never been told what the secret was.therefore never been told what the secret was.
When Reuss pointed out a revealing phrase having to do with a "MagickWhen Reuss pointed out a revealing phrase having to do with a "Magick
Rood" and a "Mystic Rose," (elements which, in a Freudian sense, could beRood" and a "Mystic Rose," (elements which, in a Freudian sense, could be
undundersterstood ood as as reprepresresententing ing the the malmale e and and femfemale ale gengenitaitals, ls, resrespecpectivtivelyely))
CCrorowwlley ey hahad d a a flflasash h of of iinsnsigightht, , anand d tthe he twtwo o memen n cacamme e tto o a a mmututuauall
understanding.understanding.
Crowley visited Berlin later in 1912 to Crowley visited Berlin later in 1912 to obtain a charter making him the obtain a charter making him the head of head of 
the OTO for Great Britain, and all of the English-speaking peoples of thethe OTO for Great Britain, and all of the English-speaking peoples of the
world, in the process choosing as his magical name the title of that infamousworld, in the process choosing as his magical name the title of that infamous
Templar statue: Baphomet.Templar statue: Baphomet.
He then descended upon the rituals of the OTO with relish, rewriting them toHe then descended upon the rituals of the OTO with relish, rewriting them to
make them more overtly sexual and incorporating his own newly mintedmake them more overtly sexual and incorporating his own newly minted
religious ideas - which he called Thelema after the Greek word for "Will"religious ideas - which he called Thelema after the Greek word for "Will"
(referring to the True Will) - into the liturgy.(referring to the True Will) - into the liturgy.
It was as if a whole new world was opened up to him, for now he could makeIt was as if a whole new world was opened up to him, for now he could make
his favourite pastime - sex - not only compatible with magic but central to it.his favourite pastime - sex - not only compatible with magic but central to it.



He began to see that the whole universe of magic - the rituals, techniques,He began to see that the whole universe of magic - the rituals, techniques,
specialized language - was merely a means of presenting sexual informationspecialized language - was merely a means of presenting sexual information
in a coded form.in a coded form.
With this sudden illumination came a profusion of small articles on sex-magicWith this sudden illumination came a profusion of small articles on sex-magic
that were translated into German by Reuss's people and published there for that were translated into German by Reuss's people and published there for 
the first time.the first time.
Until relatively recently, in fact, they had not been available in English at all.Until relatively recently, in fact, they had not been available in English at all.
These treatises discuss the occult methods to be employed during autoerotic,These treatises discuss the occult methods to be employed during autoerotic,
heterosexual, and homosexual sex acts, and concern everything from unitingheterosexual, and homosexual sex acts, and concern everything from uniting
with one's god or goddess through masturbation or intercourse, to makingwith one's god or goddess through masturbation or intercourse, to making
talismans for various purposes, and even using sex talismans for various purposes, and even using sex to achieve enlightenment.to achieve enlightenment.
These few booklets can stand as the West's answer to, and interpretation of,These few booklets can stand as the West's answer to, and interpretation of,
Hindu tantrism, particularly of the Kaula Shastra variety, with a little distaff Hindu tantrism, particularly of the Kaula Shastra variety, with a little distaff 
Sufism thrown in for good measure.Sufism thrown in for good measure.
Quite simplyQuite simply, we are , we are dealing with the subordination of dealing with the subordination of the sex act the sex act to the Greatto the Great
Work by the magician and mystic of every age.Work by the magician and mystic of every age.

The Christian eremites who suffered intense sexual fantasies in the desert asThe Christian eremites who suffered intense sexual fantasies in the desert as
they strove to transform their desire for sex into a desire for God would havethey strove to transform their desire for sex into a desire for God would have
recognized the singular purpose in these Crowleyan tracts while at the samerecognized the singular purpose in these Crowleyan tracts while at the same
time abhorring the practices described.time abhorring the practices described.
CrowlCrowley maintainey maintains that s that every sex act every sex act of an Adept is a of an Adept is a sacred act and sacred act and shouldshould
not be the result of a lascivious appetite.not be the result of a lascivious appetite.
YYet, while Crowley - et, while Crowley - and the members of and the members of the German occult lodges the German occult lodges who werewho were
fofollllowowining g ththis is reregigimemen n - - bebelilieveved ed ththat at eveverery y sesexuxual al acact t wwas as a a mamagigicacall
expression of the Will and had to be performed with procreation in sight, it isexpression of the Will and had to be performed with procreation in sight, it is
not the type of procreation the Church has not the type of procreation the Church has in mind.in mind.
Crowley's ideal children were magical children, such as described in hisCrowley's ideal children were magical children, such as described in his
entertaining and revealing novel, Moonchild.entertaining and revealing novel, Moonchild.
Every magickal act - and this includes sex - has a purpose that must beEvery magickal act - and this includes sex - has a purpose that must be
established beforehand.established beforehand.
With Crowley there is no With Crowley there is no sex for pleasure onlsex for pleasure onlyy..

This attitude of Crowley's has been under-represented in the many books andThis attitude of Crowley's has been under-represented in the many books and
articles written about him.articles written about him.
Most authors view Crowley's description of his sexual antics as "magical rites"Most authors view Crowley's description of his sexual antics as "magical rites"
with a huge amount of derision; yet, his diaries are full of just such occultwith a huge amount of derision; yet, his diaries are full of just such occult
annotations as he meticulously recorded hundreds of sexual acts that heannotations as he meticulously recorded hundreds of sexual acts that he
performed along with a careful description of their occult purposes: whether performed along with a careful description of their occult purposes: whether 
they were to consecrate talismans, obtain information through divination,they were to consecrate talismans, obtain information through divination,
commune with a spirit or commune with a spirit or a god, or a god, or whateverwhatever..
Crowley was at great pains to find a way to indulge a tremendous sexualCrowley was at great pains to find a way to indulge a tremendous sexual
appetite in a manner that was free of anappetite in a manner that was free of any hint of the "baser" nature of sex.y hint of the "baser" nature of sex.
In this, he may have been searching for a way to satisfy subconsciousIn this, he may have been searching for a way to satisfy subconscious
elelememenents ts of of hihis s psypsychche e ththat at wewere re lilinknked ed to to hihis s fufundndamamenentatalilist st ChChririststiaiann



upbringing: a way of having one's cake upbringing: a way of having one's cake of light and eating it, too.of light and eating it, too.
Whatever the purpose, and however successful or not he may have been,Whatever the purpose, and however successful or not he may have been,
Crowley's initiation into the Ordo Templi Orientis is the source of much of theCrowley's initiation into the Ordo Templi Orientis is the source of much of the
literature by and literature by and about Crowley today.about Crowley today.
The discovery of the existence of a sexual occultism was all the fuse thisThe discovery of the existence of a sexual occultism was all the fuse this
brilliant if eccentric Englishman needed to detonate the volatile compound of brilliant if eccentric Englishman needed to detonate the volatile compound of 
his great intelligence mixed with a his great intelligence mixed with a sincere - if outlandish sincere - if outlandish - spirituality- spirituality..
That there existed a higher form of sex, perhaps the application of the sexThat there existed a higher form of sex, perhaps the application of the sex
act, sexual positions, sexual fluids, and even sexual pleasure to spiritualact, sexual positions, sexual fluids, and even sexual pleasure to spiritual
gogoalals s lilike ke ilillulumiminanatition on anand d ununitity y wiwith th GoGodhdheaead, d, apappepealaled ed to to CrCrowowleleyy
immensely for it made of sex a magical laboratory wherein any experimentimmensely for it made of sex a magical laboratory wherein any experiment
was justified if not actually demanded by the rigours of scientific method.was justified if not actually demanded by the rigours of scientific method.

The occultists of the OTO had applied "the art of German engineering" to theThe occultists of the OTO had applied "the art of German engineering" to the
sex act, taking it, in effect, out of the bedroom and into the lab.sex act, taking it, in effect, out of the bedroom and into the lab.
Of course, the use of sex in Of course, the use of sex in rituals was nothing new to Europe.rituals was nothing new to Europe.
The use of sexual rites to insure fertility of the crops was known thousands of The use of sexual rites to insure fertility of the crops was known thousands of 
yeyearars s bebefofore re ththe e woword rd "t"tanantrtra" a" bebecacame me a a cocommmmononplplacace e on on EuEuroropepeanan
tongues; and the witches were accused by the Holy Inquisition of conductingtongues; and the witches were accused by the Holy Inquisition of conducting
sex orgies on the top of sex orgies on the top of Mount Brocken.Mount Brocken.
The Rites of Eleusis were almost certainly sexual in nature, and sex inThe Rites of Eleusis were almost certainly sexual in nature, and sex in
generageneral formed part l formed part of many of many ancieancient mystery religions in Europe, the nt mystery religions in Europe, the MiddlMiddlee
East, and Asia (to wit: the voluminous evidence available in Frazier's TheEast, and Asia (to wit: the voluminous evidence available in Frazier's The
Golden Bough).Golden Bough).
It could be argued that the advent of Christianity changed all that with itsIt could be argued that the advent of Christianity changed all that with its
bachelor God, its virgin Mother, its celibate priests and nuns, and its generalbachelor God, its virgin Mother, its celibate priests and nuns, and its general
hostility to sex of any kind.hostility to sex of any kind.
It is probably for this reason that we find no discussion of "sexual secrets" inIt is probably for this reason that we find no discussion of "sexual secrets" in
FFrreeeemmaassoonnryry, , ffoor r eexxaammppllee, , aannd d tthhe e sseexxuuaal l ddiissccuussssiioonns s aarroouunndd
Rosicrucianism are almost always hidden behind the heavily veiled symbolicRosicrucianism are almost always hidden behind the heavily veiled symbolic
shorthand of the alchemists.shorthand of the alchemists.
In short, the mystification of sex has always been with us; so has theIn short, the mystification of sex has always been with us; so has the
mystification of eating and drinking (in the Mass, in various pagan festivals of mystification of eating and drinking (in the Mass, in various pagan festivals of 
harvest time) and the mystification of respiration (in the pranic exercises of harvest time) and the mystification of respiration (in the pranic exercises of 
the yogis, in the meditations of the Eastern Orthodox "Jesus Prayer," etc.); inthe yogis, in the meditations of the Eastern Orthodox "Jesus Prayer," etc.); in
other words, all the senses and most physical functions have been theother words, all the senses and most physical functions have been the
subject of magical or mystical practices at one time or another and sex is nosubject of magical or mystical practices at one time or another and sex is no
exception.exception.
In the modern Western world, however, with the sexual act pushed into theIn the modern Western world, however, with the sexual act pushed into the
background by a fastidious Christianity and not discussed in polite company,background by a fastidious Christianity and not discussed in polite company,
it was inevitable that only the most outrageous occult societies would haveit was inevitable that only the most outrageous occult societies would have
fixated on sex as the key to fixated on sex as the key to all other magical rites and powers.all other magical rites and powers.
Thus, the popular image of the satanic altar in the Black Mass as being aThus, the popular image of the satanic altar in the Black Mass as being a
nude virgin or prostitute is apt: to be anti-Christian was to be nude virgin or prostitute is apt: to be anti-Christian was to be pro sex.pro sex.



THE POLITICS OF SEXTHE POLITICS OF SEX

BuBut t how how dodoes es onone e mamainintatain in an an anantiti-C-Chrihriststiaian n ststanance ce in in an an enenvivironronmementnt
unremittingly pro- Christian?unremittingly pro- Christian?
Either by going underground - as the occultists did and still do - or by goingEither by going underground - as the occultists did and still do - or by going
overboard.overboard.
The German lodges - such as The German lodges - such as the OTO and the Brotherhood of Saturn - optedthe OTO and the Brotherhood of Saturn - opted
for the former, but the Thulists chose the other for the former, but the Thulists chose the other path.path.

Let us read the words of SS officer Otto Rahn, the enthusiastic Grail-seeker,Let us read the words of SS officer Otto Rahn, the enthusiastic Grail-seeker,
who defines the problem for us towards the end who defines the problem for us towards the end of his 'Luzifers Hofgesind':of his 'Luzifers Hofgesind':

'Whereas Christianity is occupied above all with Man and condemns Nature'Whereas Christianity is occupied above all with Man and condemns Nature
as as anantiti-d-divivinine e by by ababanandodonining ng it it to to ththe e atatheheisistitic c rerealalms ms of of scscieiencnce e anand d 
technologytechnology, Paganism believed that , Paganism believed that nature was full nature was full of gods.of gods.

 All phenomena were words or actions attributed to Genies and Spirits. All phenomena were words or actions attributed to Genies and Spirits.
In In thithis s sesensnse e onone e mumust st coconsnsidider er it it momore re pipiouous, s, momore re "r"releligigioiousus," ," momorere
"Christian" than Catholicism and Protestantism which both display a desire"Christian" than Catholicism and Protestantism which both display a desire
fofor r dodomiminanatition on anand d ththe e imimpoposisitition on of of an an imimplplacacabable le LaLaww, , idideaeas s wwhihichch

 permeated Christianity more due to the influence of Rome and Judaism than permeated Christianity more due to the influence of Rome and Judaism than
due to the influence of Christ.' due to the influence of Christ.' 

(It should be noted that this view - in a book by an SS officer published in(It should be noted that this view - in a book by an SS officer published in
GeGermrmanany y wiwithth, , it it mumust st be be asassusumemed, d, NNazazi i imimprprimimatatur ur - - anantiticicipapateted d ththee
controversial 1967 article by controversial 1967 article by Lynn White in 'Science Magazine', which blamedLynn White in 'Science Magazine', which blamed
Christianity for the world's ecological crisis by calling our "arrogance towardsChristianity for the world's ecological crisis by calling our "arrogance towards
nature" the result of nature" the result of "Christian dogma.")"Christian dogma.")

So, there we have the 'overboard' So, there we have the 'overboard' solution.solution.
Simply claim that you are more pious, more "religious," and more "Christian"Simply claim that you are more pious, more "religious," and more "Christian"
than the Church.than the Church.
Claim you have penetrated to the deepest mysteries of Christianity and that,Claim you have penetrated to the deepest mysteries of Christianity and that,
in your opposition to the organized Church, you are in your opposition to the organized Church, you are only doing what Christ didonly doing what Christ did
to the money-changers in the Temple and would do today had he beento the money-changers in the Temple and would do today had he been
around and was the one with the whip.around and was the one with the whip.
For this is what Hitler believed, and what Himmler carried out.For this is what Hitler believed, and what Himmler carried out.

For example, the Lebensborn organization of the SS - which every SS officer For example, the Lebensborn organization of the SS - which every SS officer 
was obligated to join - put some of this into practice.was obligated to join - put some of this into practice.
It was inevitable that someone like Hitler, who had grown up reading theIt was inevitable that someone like Hitler, who had grown up reading the
occult newsletters of von occult newsletters of von Liebenfels and, later, of Julius Streicher, would haveLiebenfels and, later, of Julius Streicher, would have
agreed to the institution of a agreed to the institution of a cult brothel for the propagation cult brothel for the propagation of the Aryan race.of the Aryan race.
In this organization, women selected for their racial purity and adherence toIn this organization, women selected for their racial purity and adherence to



ththe e TTeueutotoninic c idideaeal l of of wowomamanhnhooood d in in phyphysisical cal apappepeararanance ce as as wewell ll as as inin
spiritual composition were maintained for their impregnation by equally Aryanspiritual composition were maintained for their impregnation by equally Aryan
SS men.SS men.
The Lebensborn communities were, in a sense, farms where Aryan babiesThe Lebensborn communities were, in a sense, farms where Aryan babies
were bred.were bred.
There was even a plan to do away with the whole idea of matrimony as itThere was even a plan to do away with the whole idea of matrimony as it
placed an undue burden on the Aryan race, whose mission was to colonizeplaced an undue burden on the Aryan race, whose mission was to colonize
the entire world with perfect racial specimens.the entire world with perfect racial specimens.
There were, after all, many more non-Aryans in the world than Aryans, and itThere were, after all, many more non-Aryans in the world than Aryans, and it
would take time and manpower to exterminate them all.would take time and manpower to exterminate them all.
Besides, healthy Aryan stock was needed to cultivate the fields appropriatedBesides, healthy Aryan stock was needed to cultivate the fields appropriated
during the drive to the East mandated by Haushofer's Lebensraum policy.during the drive to the East mandated by Haushofer's Lebensraum policy.

 Although the Lebensborn concept was never openly discussed as an anti- Although the Lebensborn concept was never openly discussed as an anti-
Christian policy - and anyway the NSDAP in general and the SS in particular Christian policy - and anyway the NSDAP in general and the SS in particular 
were the repository of the real secrets of were the repository of the real secrets of Christianity and were on the verge of Christianity and were on the verge of 
obtaining the Holy Grail itself - it was generally understood that the Catholicobtaining the Holy Grail itself - it was generally understood that the Catholic
Church would not approve.Church would not approve.
The christening or baptismal ceremonies which took place in the LebensbornThe christening or baptismal ceremonies which took place in the Lebensborn
communities were pagan rites devised by SS occultists to replace thosecommunities were pagan rites devised by SS occultists to replace those
familiar to these husbandless Lutheran and Catholic mothers; thus therefamiliar to these husbandless Lutheran and Catholic mothers; thus there
could be no doubt among even this, the most militarily uninvolved segment of could be no doubt among even this, the most militarily uninvolved segment of 
the Occult Reich, that the Reich was pagan, and that Christianity was to bethe Occult Reich, that the Reich was pagan, and that Christianity was to be
eventually replaced as surely as Judaism was on the list for immediateeventually replaced as surely as Judaism was on the list for immediate
extinction.extinction.
For the occult lodges, this was not a For the occult lodges, this was not a problem.problem.
Marriage was, indeed, a bit petite bourgeois and destined for the junk heap of Marriage was, indeed, a bit petite bourgeois and destined for the junk heap of 
history but, in the meantime, sexuality was still a powerful occult tool, thehistory but, in the meantime, sexuality was still a powerful occult tool, the
mamaninifefeststatatioion n in in ththe e vivisisiblble e woworlrld d of of ththe e flflow ow of of enenerergy gy in in ththe e ununseseenen
dimensions.dimensions.
Magicians had "magickal children" on those planes, and could even createMagicians had "magickal children" on those planes, and could even create
familiars and homonculi - artificial humans - using these techniques, therebyfamiliars and homonculi - artificial humans - using these techniques, thereby
rendering the institution of marriage as a means of ensuring the future of therendering the institution of marriage as a means of ensuring the future of the
race rather outré.race rather outré.
Magicians already lived in the world the Thulists were trying to create.Magicians already lived in the world the Thulists were trying to create.
It was a vast one, with a multiplicity of dimensions in endless space.It was a vast one, with a multiplicity of dimensions in endless space.

We have taken all this space to discuss the official Nazi attitude to sex andWe have taken all this space to discuss the official Nazi attitude to sex and
marriage since it can be seen as an indirect result of ideas current inmarriage since it can be seen as an indirect result of ideas current in
Germany for many years before Hitler came to power: ideas concerningGermany for many years before Hitler came to power: ideas concerning
sexuality that were ostensibly alien to pious, anti-Semitic Germany and itssexuality that were ostensibly alien to pious, anti-Semitic Germany and its
organized religion, and which had to come from somewhere.organized religion, and which had to come from somewhere.
Hitler, influenced by Liebenfels, Eckart and Hanussen, took a very broad-Hitler, influenced by Liebenfels, Eckart and Hanussen, took a very broad-
minded view of sex.minded view of sex.
IInnddeeeedd, , hhe e iis s ssaaiid d tto o hhaavve e kknnoowwn n aabboouut t SSA A LLeeaaddeer r EErrnnsst t RRööhhmm''ss
homosexuality for years and tolerated it ... a rather astounding generosity for homosexuality for years and tolerated it ... a rather astounding generosity for 



that man in that time and place.that man in that time and place.
In fact, a great many SA men were homosexuals, which may seem surprisingIn fact, a great many SA men were homosexuals, which may seem surprising
to some as the SA were the epitome of military machismo ... and Röhm, their to some as the SA were the epitome of military machismo ... and Röhm, their 
leaderleader, was , was the ultimate fighting man.the ultimate fighting man.

CrowlCrowley ey went to America during World War I went to America during World War I afteafter r beinbeing g rejecrejected for ted for milimilitarytary
service by his own government (or so he claimed), and when Hitler wasservice by his own government (or so he claimed), and when Hitler was
fighting the Allies as an enlisted man in the trenches of France and Belgium,fighting the Allies as an enlisted man in the trenches of France and Belgium,
writing Wotanist poetry full of magical symbolism, Crowley was writing pro-writing Wotanist poetry full of magical symbolism, Crowley was writing pro-
German propaganda for 'The Fatherland', a journal published in New York byGerman propaganda for 'The Fatherland', a journal published in New York by
one George Viereck, who had known Crowley slightly from years before.one George Viereck, who had known Crowley slightly from years before.
Crowley needed a job, and agreed to take over as editor of 'The Fatherland'.Crowley needed a job, and agreed to take over as editor of 'The Fatherland'.
He claimed to be Irish, which would have made him a natural enemy of theHe claimed to be Irish, which would have made him a natural enemy of the
English if true (which it wasn't).English if true (which it wasn't).
He even went so far as to row out to the Statue of Liberty one day and mimeHe even went so far as to row out to the Statue of Liberty one day and mime
burning his British passport, an event that was duly recorded by no less anburning his British passport, an event that was duly recorded by no less an
astute observer than the New York Times.astute observer than the New York Times.
Later, when confronted by all of this, he would claim that he was reallyLater, when confronted by all of this, he would claim that he was really
working for the British cause since he had turned 'The Fatherland' intoworking for the British cause since he had turned 'The Fatherland' into
something of a joke.something of a joke.
Reductio ad absurdum was the technique he employed: in other words, hisReductio ad absurdum was the technique he employed: in other words, his
articles were so outlandish that the journal was reduced to absurdity, aarticles were so outlandish that the journal was reduced to absurdity, a
caricature of serious political discussion, which would help the British causecaricature of serious political discussion, which would help the British cause
much more than harm it. In one such article, for instance, he comparedmuch more than harm it. In one such article, for instance, he compared
Kaiser Wilhelm II to Parsifal in search of the Grail, and claimed that the CeltsKaiser Wilhelm II to Parsifal in search of the Grail, and claimed that the Celts
were descended from the same race as were descended from the same race as Osiris and Isis.Osiris and Isis.
In another, an article dated November, 1917, for a sister publication of 'TheIn another, an article dated November, 1917, for a sister publication of 'The
Fatherland' called 'The International', he wrote that the world's press wasFatherland' called 'The International', he wrote that the world's press was
responsible for the war and that the aftermath of the conflict could only bringresponsible for the war and that the aftermath of the conflict could only bring
about 'bankruptcy, revolution, and famine', which was certainly true but didabout 'bankruptcy, revolution, and famine', which was certainly true but did
not require the special skills of a master magician to not require the special skills of a master magician to foresee.foresee.
Incidentally, the above topics were quite in keeping with Listian sentimentsIncidentally, the above topics were quite in keeping with Listian sentiments
and would have been familiar to any völkisch audience.and would have been familiar to any völkisch audience.

George Viereck himself is something of a minor legend.George Viereck himself is something of a minor legend.
He is probably the same Viereck whom Freud mentions as a 'journalist,He is probably the same Viereck whom Freud mentions as a 'journalist,
politician, writer, quite a handsome fellow' who supplied him with some foodpolitician, writer, quite a handsome fellow' who supplied him with some food
during the terrible shortages in Vienna at the end of 1919.during the terrible shortages in Vienna at the end of 1919.
The same George Sylvester Viereck interviewed Freud years later, in 1926,The same George Sylvester Viereck interviewed Freud years later, in 1926,
on the subject of anti-Semitism and included the interview in a collectionon the subject of anti-Semitism and included the interview in a collection
entitled 'Glimpses of the Great', that was published in 1930.entitled 'Glimpses of the Great', that was published in 1930.

 And it was certainly the same George Sylvester Viereck who was implicated And it was certainly the same George Sylvester Viereck who was implicated
in one of America's most famous spy in one of America's most famous spy cases of the cases of the Second World WarSecond World War..
Viereck - who was the illegitimate grandson of Kaiser Wilhelm II - became anViereck - who was the illegitimate grandson of Kaiser Wilhelm II - became an
enthusiastic admirer of the Third Reich and essentially its chief publicist inenthusiastic admirer of the Third Reich and essentially its chief publicist in



 America from his posh apartment on Manhattan's Riverside Drive. America from his posh apartment on Manhattan's Riverside Drive.
The Kaiser had a son in the Gestapo, and Viereck used this connection to getThe Kaiser had a son in the Gestapo, and Viereck used this connection to get
close to Himmlerclose to Himmler, whom he saw as a , whom he saw as a kindred spirit: a royalist who admired thekindred spirit: a royalist who admired the
old Told Teutonic kings and eutonic kings and who wished for nothing who wished for nothing so much as so much as a restoration of thea restoration of the
Hohenzollern monarchy.Hohenzollern monarchy.
Himmler, with his mystical worship at the shrine of King Henry I, with whomHimmler, with his mystical worship at the shrine of King Henry I, with whom
he identified, seemed simpatico; a door into the corridors of power for thehe identified, seemed simpatico; a door into the corridors of power for the
scheming journalist.scheming journalist.

CROWLEY'S GERMAN CASE OFFICERCROWLEY'S GERMAN CASE OFFICER

During the First World War, Viereck became implicated in a plot to sabotageDuring the First World War, Viereck became implicated in a plot to sabotage
  A  Amemerirican can fafactctororieies s as as eaearly rly as as 191915 15 (i(in n ototheher r wowordsrds, , twtwo o yeyears ars bebefoforere
 America entered the war). America entered the war).
This would have been about the time he encouraged Crowley to take over asThis would have been about the time he encouraged Crowley to take over as
editor of 'The Fatherland'.editor of 'The Fatherland'.

 A briefcase full of plans for espionage, sabotage, and the invasion of the A briefcase full of plans for espionage, sabotage, and the invasion of the
United States had been left, forgotten, by one of United States had been left, forgotten, by one of Viereck's agents on the SixthViereck's agents on the Sixth

 Avenue El in Manhattan in plain sight of an American secret agent who had Avenue El in Manhattan in plain sight of an American secret agent who had
been sent to follow them.been sent to follow them.
He picked up the briefcase and blew the He picked up the briefcase and blew the story wide open.story wide open.
Oddly, Viereck never spent a day in jail for his role in the elaborate plottingOddly, Viereck never spent a day in jail for his role in the elaborate plotting
against his adopted country.against his adopted country.
With the start of the Third Reich, Viereck oversaw an extensive pro-Hitler With the start of the Third Reich, Viereck oversaw an extensive pro-Hitler 
propaganda campaign and was central to German efforts to generate supportpropaganda campaign and was central to German efforts to generate support
among German-Americans for the Hitler regime.among German-Americans for the Hitler regime.
Through his 'Board of Trade for German-American Commerce' he was alsoThrough his 'Board of Trade for German-American Commerce' he was also
able to provide an underground rail-road for German agents fleeing Southable to provide an underground rail-road for German agents fleeing South

 America when they became unmasked. America when they became unmasked.
But by far the most sensational aspect of Viereck's career was the revelationBut by far the most sensational aspect of Viereck's career was the revelation
that a United States Senator, Ernest Lundeen of Minnesota, was in histhat a United States Senator, Ernest Lundeen of Minnesota, was in his
employ.employ.
On August 31, 1940 - one step ahead of an FBI arrest - Lundeen took a flightOn August 31, 1940 - one step ahead of an FBI arrest - Lundeen took a flight
from Washington, D.C. to his home state, ostensibly to confess all to his wife.from Washington, D.C. to his home state, ostensibly to confess all to his wife.
He never made it. Lundeen, an FBI agent sent to tail him wherever he went,He never made it. Lundeen, an FBI agent sent to tail him wherever he went,
and eighteen other passengers died when their plane went down in a severeand eighteen other passengers died when their plane went down in a severe
storm amid suspicions of Nazi sabotage.storm amid suspicions of Nazi sabotage.
Two days later, and Lundeen's wife Norma was in Washington, demandingTwo days later, and Lundeen's wife Norma was in Washington, demanding
possession of the 'Viereck files'.possession of the 'Viereck files'.
ThThese ese fifileles s rereveavealeled d ththe e fufull ll exextetent nt of of LuLundndeeeen's n's cocompmplilicicity ty in in ViViererececk'k'ss
massive propaganda campaign, even to the extent of using the senator'smassive propaganda campaign, even to the extent of using the senator's
franking privileges to send German literature through the mail without ever franking privileges to send German literature through the mail without ever 
paying postage.paying postage.



Money is always a problem in espionage campaigns, and Viereck's was noMoney is always a problem in espionage campaigns, and Viereck's was no
different.different.

 Although he was being handsomely paid for his services by the German Although he was being handsomely paid for his services by the German
government, the expense of importing propaganda materials government, the expense of importing propaganda materials past the censorspast the censors
was daunting.was daunting.
It is reported that Viereck received additional funds from the fascist and pro-It is reported that Viereck received additional funds from the fascist and pro-
German dictator Rafael Trujillo of the German dictator Rafael Trujillo of the Dominican Republic.Dominican Republic.
But, eventually, Viereck brought off the brilliant plan of using the governmentBut, eventually, Viereck brought off the brilliant plan of using the government
of the United States to do his propagandising for him.of the United States to do his propagandising for him.
He paid Senator Lundeen thousands of dollars at a time for the privilege of He paid Senator Lundeen thousands of dollars at a time for the privilege of 
writing his speeches for him, speeches which were delivered in the Senatewriting his speeches for him, speeches which were delivered in the Senate
and printed in the Congressional Record.and printed in the Congressional Record.
Eventually, Viereck was arrested, tried, and convicted, and managed to serveEventually, Viereck was arrested, tried, and convicted, and managed to serve
only about a year or so in prison before having his sentence reduced; but hisonly about a year or so in prison before having his sentence reduced; but his
effectiveness as a German agent was effectiveness as a German agent was thereby diminished.thereby diminished.
What is not known is the extent to which Crowley would have been able toWhat is not known is the extent to which Crowley would have been able to
provide information on Viereck to British Intelligence, or if he provide information on Viereck to British Intelligence, or if he could have beencould have been
used to infiltrate Viereck's circle in New York City.used to infiltrate Viereck's circle in New York City.
Quite possibly Crowley's cover had been Quite possibly Crowley's cover had been "blown" by this time: that is, perhaps"blown" by this time: that is, perhaps
he really was he really was working for American and British intelligence services during theworking for American and British intelligence services during the
Great War, as he claimed.Great War, as he claimed.

In a written defence of his In a written defence of his actions, published in 1929, Crowley insisted that asactions, published in 1929, Crowley insisted that as
soon as America entered the war in 1917, the U.S. Department of Justicesoon as America entered the war in 1917, the U.S. Department of Justice
ememplployoyed ed hihim m as as an an agagenent-t-inin-pl-placace e at at hihis s FaFaththererlaland nd anand d InInteternrnatatioionanall
editorial offices.editorial offices.

TTo o BriBritistish h IntIntellelligeigencence, , howhoweverever, , CrowCrowley ley was was ofofficficialially ly jusjust t 'a 'a smasmallll-ti-timeme
traitor' who had no connection with any British Government intelligence or traitor' who had no connection with any British Government intelligence or 
counter-intelligence operation taking place in America. Or anywhere else.counter-intelligence operation taking place in America. Or anywhere else.
But the fact that they even had an opinion to express indicates that someoneBut the fact that they even had an opinion to express indicates that someone
in British Intelligence was keeping an in British Intelligence was keeping an eye on Crowley, as indeed they were.eye on Crowley, as indeed they were.
In 1916, apprised of his pro-German propaganda effort in New York, agentsIn 1916, apprised of his pro-German propaganda effort in New York, agents
of of the the LonLondon don PolPolice ice rairaided ded OTOTO O heaheadqudquartarters ers and and conconfisfiscatcated ed TTempemplele
paraphernalia.paraphernalia.
Whether this was for the purpose of conducting an actual investigation intoWhether this was for the purpose of conducting an actual investigation into
possible criminal activity or simply as a means of retaliation against Crowley,possible criminal activity or simply as a means of retaliation against Crowley,
is not known.is not known.
But this would not be the last time Crowley would come to the attention of theBut this would not be the last time Crowley would come to the attention of the
Intelligence services.Intelligence services.

 Appropriately enough, during his tenure as editor of both 'The Fatherland' and Appropriately enough, during his tenure as editor of both 'The Fatherland' and
'Th'The e IntInternernatiationaonal' l' CroCrowlwley'ey's s romromantantic ic intintereerests sts revrevolvolved ed aroaround und sevseveraerall
German women in New York.German women in New York.
Perhaps the most famous to Crowley enthusiasts was the ghostly LeahPerhaps the most famous to Crowley enthusiasts was the ghostly Leah



HiHirsrsiig, g, ththe e yyououngnger er sisistster er of of ththe e SwSwisiss-s-GeGermrman an AlAlma ma HiHirsrsigig, , whwho o hahadd
attended one of Crowley's lectures on occultism in 1918 (and who would later attended one of Crowley's lectures on occultism in 1918 (and who would later 
become involved with Pierre Bernard, the founder of the Oom the Omnipotentbecome involved with Pierre Bernard, the founder of the Oom the Omnipotent
love-cult).love-cult).
She eventually moved in with Crowley in his Greenwich Village studio andShe eventually moved in with Crowley in his Greenwich Village studio and
became his "Scarlet Woman" (a reference to the consort of the Great Beastbecame his "Scarlet Woman" (a reference to the consort of the Great Beast
of the Apocalypse and a title Crowley used for many of his female lovers).of the Apocalypse and a title Crowley used for many of his female lovers).
Leah eventually became pregnant and bore a child - Anne Leah - in FebruaryLeah eventually became pregnant and bore a child - Anne Leah - in February
of 1920.of 1920.
Shortly thereafter, Crowley decided to set up an occult community in Italy, onShortly thereafter, Crowley decided to set up an occult community in Italy, on
the island of Sicily and near the village of Cefalu.the island of Sicily and near the village of Cefalu.
This was to become the famous Abbey of Thelema, the object of so muchThis was to become the famous Abbey of Thelema, the object of so much
attention by the world press and, eventually, by the government of Benitoattention by the world press and, eventually, by the government of Benito
Mussolini.Mussolini.

THE OCCULT SPIESTHE OCCULT SPIES

While Crowley was writing German propaganda in New York, some of hisWhile Crowley was writing German propaganda in New York, some of his
colleagues in the German and British OTO lodges and the Golden Dawncolleagues in the German and British OTO lodges and the Golden Dawn
were employed in actual military work.were employed in actual military work.
His former brother-in-law and fellow Golden Dawn initiate, Gerald Kelly, wasHis former brother-in-law and fellow Golden Dawn initiate, Gerald Kelly, was
working as a British secret agent in Spain.working as a British secret agent in Spain.
Karl Germer (whom we will meet at the great convocation of occult leaders inKarl Germer (whom we will meet at the great convocation of occult leaders in
Thuringia in 1925) was probably a spy for the German secret service duringThuringia in 1925) was probably a spy for the German secret service during
the Great War, and was awarded the Iron Cross, First and Second class (asthe Great War, and was awarded the Iron Cross, First and Second class (as
was, it will be was, it will be remembered, Aremembered, Adolf Hitlerdolf Hitler, except , except that Germer entered the that Germer entered the armyarmy
as an officer while Hitler was an enlisted man).as an officer while Hitler was an enlisted man).
Was Crowley, therefore, supplying information on Germer's activities to theWas Crowley, therefore, supplying information on Germer's activities to the
British and American intelligence agencies ?British and American intelligence agencies ?
If so, that would seem to exonerate him of any claims of treason by hisIf so, that would seem to exonerate him of any claims of treason by his
government, but it would also seem to make him a traitor to his own Order.government, but it would also seem to make him a traitor to his own Order.
Did Germer ever discover the extent to which Crowley might have beenDid Germer ever discover the extent to which Crowley might have been
spying on him for the British ?spying on him for the British ?
Or was there a "gentleman's agreement" between the two magicians thatOr was there a "gentleman's agreement" between the two magicians that
enabled them to act as "double agents" against each other without anyoneenabled them to act as "double agents" against each other without anyone
doing the other any real harm?doing the other any real harm?

Theodor Reuss - Kellner's successor as head of the Order when the latter Theodor Reuss - Kellner's successor as head of the Order when the latter 
died in 1905 'in mysterious circumstances' - was also a member of thedied in 1905 'in mysterious circumstances' - was also a member of the
German secret service, but German secret service, but not during World War I.not during World War I.
During the height of that war he can be found living at the Ascona vegetarianDuring the height of that war he can be found living at the Ascona vegetarian
community at Monte Verita in the Ticino province of Switzerland (where wecommunity at Monte Verita in the Ticino province of Switzerland (where we
found Franz Hartmann almost thirty years earlier), and which then becamefound Franz Hartmann almost thirty years earlier), and which then became



the headquarters of the OTO for a while.the headquarters of the OTO for a while.
YYearears s preprevioviousluslyy, , howhoweveeverr, , ReuReuss ss had had infinfiltiltratrated ed the the flefledgldgling ing SocSocialialistist
movement in England, where he spied on the family of Karl Marx for Germanmovement in England, where he spied on the family of Karl Marx for German
Intelligence.Intelligence.
He did this in the guise of an admirer of Marxism, and most of his intendedHe did this in the guise of an admirer of Marxism, and most of his intended
victims were actually emigre Germans living in London.victims were actually emigre Germans living in London.
This would have been in the years immediately preceding the founding of theThis would have been in the years immediately preceding the founding of the
OTO by KellnerOTO by Kellner, which was , which was supposed to have supposed to have taken place in 1895.taken place in 1895.
By that time, Mathers - co-founder of the Golden Dawn - had already movedBy that time, Mathers - co-founder of the Golden Dawn - had already moved
to Paris with his wife, Mina Bergson, sister of the famous philosopher andto Paris with his wife, Mina Bergson, sister of the famous philosopher and
onetime president of the Society for Psychical Research, Henry Bergsononetime president of the Society for Psychical Research, Henry Bergson
(1859-1941).(1859-1941).
FFrorom m aabobout ut tthihis s ttiime me ununttil il MMatathehersrs's 's dedeatath h iin n 19191818, , tthehere re is is a a llot ot of of 
speculation about the involvement of the Golden Dawn with everything weirdspeculation about the involvement of the Golden Dawn with everything weird
and and ConContintinentental al frofrom m the the EdeEdelwlweiseiss s SocSocietiety y (an (an antanti-Si-Semiemitic tic frofront nt grogroupup
operating out of Sweden) to an occult group supposedly organized aroundoperating out of Sweden) to an occult group supposedly organized around
Karl Haushofer and called Luminous Lodge, an organization founded by aKarl Haushofer and called Luminous Lodge, an organization founded by a
folfollowlower er of of LieLiebenbenfelfels s whiwhich ch propromotmoted ed ThuThulislist t ideideoloology gy in in prepre-An-Anschschluslusss

 Austria). Austria).
While the Golden Dawn certainly had the English-speaking world covered -While the Golden Dawn certainly had the English-speaking world covered -
with lodges from England to America to New Zealand - there is very littlewith lodges from England to America to New Zealand - there is very little
evideevidence for nce for genuigenuine Golden Dawn ne Golden Dawn activactivity taking place ity taking place anywanywhere here elseelse, , withwith
the exception of whatever Mathers was up to in Paris. After Mathers's deaththe exception of whatever Mathers was up to in Paris. After Mathers's death
he he wowoululd d hahave ve bebeen en ununabable le to to concontitinunue e ststratrategegizizining g wiwith th GeGermrman an anandd
Scandinavian occult groups, at least on the physical plane.Scandinavian occult groups, at least on the physical plane.
ThThe e EdEdelelweweisiss s SoSocicietety y wawas s at at itits s heheyydaday y in in ththe e 19192020s s alalonong g wiwith th ththee
Luminous Lodge.Luminous Lodge.
While it would have been physically possible for Haushofer to have metWhile it would have been physically possible for Haushofer to have met
Mathers when both were living on the Continent at the same time, thereMathers when both were living on the Continent at the same time, there
would have been no earthly reason to would have been no earthly reason to do so.do so.
MaMaththerers s wawas s an an imimpopoveverisrishehed d ococcucultltisist t liliviving ng in in FrFranancece; ; HaHausushohofeferr, , aa
respected professor of geopolitics at the University of Munich.respected professor of geopolitics at the University of Munich.
The likelihood of their having met on common ground is virtually nil.The likelihood of their having met on common ground is virtually nil.
While there is evidence that Haushofer was interested in astrology andWhile there is evidence that Haushofer was interested in astrology and
related forms of mysticism, Mathers was not selling horoscopes or doing therelated forms of mysticism, Mathers was not selling horoscopes or doing the
medium circuit, unlike people such as Hanussen.medium circuit, unlike people such as Hanussen.
If there was any connection at all between Mathers and the Golden Dawn onIf there was any connection at all between Mathers and the Golden Dawn on
one side and German occult lodges on the other, it would have been throughone side and German occult lodges on the other, it would have been through
either Hartmann or Crowley and there we have either Hartmann or Crowley and there we have the two, verifiable links.the two, verifiable links.
HoweverHowever, once the Nazis began to , once the Nazis began to crack down on the occult groups crack down on the occult groups operatingoperating
in Germany and the occupied territories, the Golden Dawn - under thein Germany and the occupied territories, the Golden Dawn - under the
German version of its name, Hermetische Orden der Goldene Diimmerung -German version of its name, Hermetische Orden der Goldene Diimmerung -
was included on the was included on the list, along with Crowley's A...A... and Reuss's OTO.list, along with Crowley's A...A... and Reuss's OTO.
The Occult Reich was nothing if not thorough; thorough ... and paranoid.The Occult Reich was nothing if not thorough; thorough ... and paranoid.
ThThe e lilist st of of babannnned ed sosocicietetieies s wawas s prprobobabably ly cocompmpililed ed by by onone e DrDr. . GrGregegor or 



Schwartz-Bostunitsch, a self-proclaimed authority on occult societies whoSchwartz-Bostunitsch, a self-proclaimed authority on occult societies who
eentnterertataiinened d a a coconsnsumumiing ng hahattrered d fofor r FrFreeeemamasosonnryry, , TTheheososopophyhy, , anandd

 Anthroposophy, and who once counted a youthful Adolf Eichmann among his Anthroposophy, and who once counted a youthful Adolf Eichmann among his
pupils.pupils.

THE WEIDA CONFERENCETHE WEIDA CONFERENCE

Established at the Abbey of Thelema at Cefalu, Sicily, after the war in theEstablished at the Abbey of Thelema at Cefalu, Sicily, after the war in the
spring of 1920, Crowley found himself chronically short of funds and madespring of 1920, Crowley found himself chronically short of funds and made
several trips to Paris and London in an attempt to raise money and gather several trips to Paris and London in an attempt to raise money and gather 
disciples for his commune.disciples for his commune.
One of these disciples was the unfortunate Raoul One of these disciples was the unfortunate Raoul LovedayLoveday, whose botching of , whose botching of 
an occult ritual (it is said) resulted in his an occult ritual (it is said) resulted in his tragic death.tragic death.
It was this incident involving Loveday - an Oxford undergraduate, who arrivedIt was this incident involving Loveday - an Oxford undergraduate, who arrived
at Cefalu accompanied by his friend Betty May - that eventually closed downat Cefalu accompanied by his friend Betty May - that eventually closed down
the abthe abbeybey..
Ms. May, appalled at the degenerate goings-on and general squalor of theMs. May, appalled at the degenerate goings-on and general squalor of the
abbeyabbey, and distressed at , and distressed at the death of her the death of her friend, returned to England after friend, returned to England after thethe
occult funeral and told some rather hair-raising stories to the London papers.occult funeral and told some rather hair-raising stories to the London papers.
The resulting furore in England sThe resulting furore in England soon spread to Italyoon spread to Italy, and the Fascists decided, and the Fascists decided
to deport Crowley.to deport Crowley.
He left Cefalu in May, 1923, never to return. He left Cefalu in May, 1923, never to return. (His followers stayed behind for (His followers stayed behind for aa
whwhilile, e, bubut t ththey ey evevenentutualally ly ababanandodonened d ththe e ababbebey y anand d it it fefell ll ininto to gegeneneralral
oblivion until a visit one oblivion until a visit one day by filmmaker Kenneth Anger many years later.)day by filmmaker Kenneth Anger many years later.)
Crowley wound up in Crowley wound up in North AfNorth Africa with Leah, wondering rica with Leah, wondering what to do what to do next.next.
Their daughter had died shortly after their arrival in Cefalu in 1920, theTheir daughter had died shortly after their arrival in Cefalu in 1920, the
second of Crowley's children (both daughters) to have second of Crowley's children (both daughters) to have died young.died young.
In the summer of 1925 the acting head of the OTO - one Heinrich Tranker -In the summer of 1925 the acting head of the OTO - one Heinrich Tranker -
invited Crowley to Germany to decide the fate of the Order; that is, Tranker invited Crowley to Germany to decide the fate of the Order; that is, Tranker 
(who had initially opposed Reuss's decision to have Crowley succeed him as(who had initially opposed Reuss's decision to have Crowley succeed him as
OHO) had had a vision in which he saw Crowley as the new head of theOHO) had had a vision in which he saw Crowley as the new head of the
Order.Order.
Most of the German initiates had opposed Crowley on at least two grounds:Most of the German initiates had opposed Crowley on at least two grounds:
the imposition of his personality and personal religion on the rituals andthe imposition of his personality and personal religion on the rituals and
general philosophy of the Order, and the fact that he was an Englishman andgeneral philosophy of the Order, and the fact that he was an Englishman and
not a German like themselves.not a German like themselves.
While there is no evidence to suggest that the OTO was a völkisch or Pan-While there is no evidence to suggest that the OTO was a völkisch or Pan-
GeGermrman an or or neneo-To-Teueutotoninic c sosocicietyety, , ththis is wawas s ststilill l GeGermrmananyy, , afafteter r alall, l, anandd
Germany in the grip of a political fever with Hitler out of jail and 'Mein Kampf'Germany in the grip of a political fever with Hitler out of jail and 'Mein Kampf'
on the best-seller lists.on the best-seller lists.
YYet, OTO initiate Karl Germer et, OTO initiate Karl Germer ("Frater Uranus") was ("Frater Uranus") was prevailed upon to prevailed upon to provideprovide
the funds necessary to transport Crowley to Germany from France, where hethe funds necessary to transport Crowley to Germany from France, where he
had been staying with a small group of disciples, and the Great Beast himself had been staying with a small group of disciples, and the Great Beast himself 



arrived in Thuringia in June of 1925 for the conference that would decide thearrived in Thuringia in June of 1925 for the conference that would decide the
fate of the Order.fate of the Order.
UnfortunatelyUnfortunately, Crowley had sent a cop, Crowley had sent a copy of 'The Book of the Lay of 'The Book of the Law' ahead of himw' ahead of him
for the chiefs to digest.for the chiefs to digest.
It was quickly translated into German by one Max Schneider and all wasIt was quickly translated into German by one Max Schneider and all was
more or less acceptable until the infamous third chapter, which contains themore or less acceptable until the infamous third chapter, which contains the
diatribe against diatribe against ChristianityChristianity, Judaism, , Judaism, etc. aforementioned.etc. aforementioned.

 At this point, there was a flap among the chiefs and even Herr Tranker of the At this point, there was a flap among the chiefs and even Herr Tranker of the
mystical vision demurred.mystical vision demurred.

Heinrich Tranker was a Leipzig bookseller specializing in occult works, whoHeinrich Tranker was a Leipzig bookseller specializing in occult works, who
had his own had his own occult imprint in the pre-World War I days.occult imprint in the pre-World War I days.

 Also attending the conference were two Theosophists, Otto Gebhardi and the Also attending the conference were two Theosophists, Otto Gebhardi and the
elderly Marthe Kuntzel, as well as Germer, Eugene Grosche, two otherselderly Marthe Kuntzel, as well as Germer, Eugene Grosche, two others
(members of Crowley's entourage), and Crowley himself.(members of Crowley's entourage), and Crowley himself.
It was held in the small town of Weida, near Gera, which was then evidentlyIt was held in the small town of Weida, near Gera, which was then evidently
the headquarters of the the headquarters of the OTO with TOTO with Tranker as ranker as its acting head, or its acting head, or OHO.OHO.

 After several days of politicking, although Tranker came around to seeing After several days of politicking, although Tranker came around to seeing
'The Book of the Law' in a slightly more favorable light, he still wound up'The Book of the Law' in a slightly more favorable light, he still wound up
opposing Crowley's stewardship of the opposing Crowley's stewardship of the OrderOrder..
EugEugene ene GroGroschsche e ("F("Fratrater er SatSaturnurnus"us"), ), acceacceptepted d CroCrowlwley ey as as an an imimportportantant
occult teacher but not as the OHO.occult teacher but not as the OHO.
It was left to Karl Germer to accept Crowley completely and unconditionally,It was left to Karl Germer to accept Crowley completely and unconditionally,
and thereby the OTO split into three warring factions: the largely German,and thereby the OTO split into three warring factions: the largely German,
anti-Crowley group under Tranker, the new Brotherhood of Saturn under anti-Crowley group under Tranker, the new Brotherhood of Saturn under 
Eugene Grosche, and the OTO under Crowley, with Germer as his financialEugene Grosche, and the OTO under Crowley, with Germer as his financial
sponsor and devoted disciple.sponsor and devoted disciple.
TTraranknkerer's 's OTOTO O wawas s coconcncerernened d wiwith th woworkirking ng ththe e sesex-x-mamagigic c dedegrgreeees s asas
created and refined by Kellner and Reuss without, however, having to acceptcreated and refined by Kellner and Reuss without, however, having to accept
either the Law of Thelema or Aleister Crowley as either the Law of Thelema or Aleister Crowley as the occult messiah.the occult messiah.
Crowley, it should be emphasized, was the perfectly legitimate head of theCrowley, it should be emphasized, was the perfectly legitimate head of the
OTO for Great Britain and the English-speaking peoples, anointed as such byOTO for Great Britain and the English-speaking peoples, anointed as such by
Reuss.Reuss.
The question of whether or not Crowley was actually the head of the entireThe question of whether or not Crowley was actually the head of the entire
Order is a debatable one, since Crowley claims that Reuss appointed him asOrder is a debatable one, since Crowley claims that Reuss appointed him as
his his successorsuccessor..
If that were true, If that were true, howeverhowever, why then the , why then the conference in Thuringia ?conference in Thuringia ?
It seems there was at least some room to debate Crowley's position asIt seems there was at least some room to debate Crowley's position as
inteinternatiornational OHO, and nal OHO, and TrTranker - anker - who had who had the vision that the vision that CrowlCrowley ey shoulshould d bebe
the head - reneged and the head - reneged and removed his support during the conference.removed his support during the conference.

 As Tranker was acting head of the Order, it can be assumed that he held As Tranker was acting head of the Order, it can be assumed that he held
such positisuch position legally and with the on legally and with the approvapproval - al - not only of not only of the other members -the other members -
but of Crowley himself, if only up until the Weida Conference when the OTObut of Crowley himself, if only up until the Weida Conference when the OTO
began to splinter in typical occult fashion.began to splinter in typical occult fashion.

 Although Crowley, for all practical intents and purposes, lost the bulk of his Although Crowley, for all practical intents and purposes, lost the bulk of his



GermaGerman n constconstituenituencycy, , he he left Thuringleft Thuringia ia with some with some new new friefriends, among nds, among themthem
Karl Germer, who would become OHO upon Crowley's death, and MartheKarl Germer, who would become OHO upon Crowley's death, and Marthe
Kuntzel who accepted the Law of Thelema and its Bible, 'The Book of theKuntzel who accepted the Law of Thelema and its Bible, 'The Book of the
Law'.Law'.
It would be Ms. Kuntzel who would wind up caring It would be Ms. Kuntzel who would wind up caring for some of the fallout fromfor some of the fallout from
Crowley's rituals, in the persons of Leah Hirsig and her new companionCrowley's rituals, in the persons of Leah Hirsig and her new companion
Norman Mudd, at Kuntzel's residence in Germany, until Leah returned to theNorman Mudd, at Kuntzel's residence in Germany, until Leah returned to the
States and Mudd committed suicide in the waters of the English Channel inStates and Mudd committed suicide in the waters of the English Channel in
June, 1934, coincidentally at the time of the Röhm Purge taking place inJune, 1934, coincidentally at the time of the Röhm Purge taking place in
Germany.Germany.

 And it would be Ms. Kuntzel who, full of approval not only for Crowley but for  And it would be Ms. Kuntzel who, full of approval not only for Crowley but for 
another occult messiah, would claim that Adolf Hitler's views were virtuallyanother occult messiah, would claim that Adolf Hitler's views were virtually
identical with those found in the 'The Book of the Law'; Kuntzel, interrogatedidentical with those found in the 'The Book of the Law'; Kuntzel, interrogated
by the Gestapo because of by the Gestapo because of her connections to Theosophists, Thelemites, andher connections to Theosophists, Thelemites, and
Freemasons galore, remained a devoted National Socialist, and a devotedFreemasons galore, remained a devoted National Socialist, and a devoted
follower of Crowley to her follower of Crowley to her dying daydying day..
It is interesting that she found no conflict of interest between the two.It is interesting that she found no conflict of interest between the two.
Karl Germer would even claim that the Führer was, quite probably, Crowley'sKarl Germer would even claim that the Führer was, quite probably, Crowley's
Magickal Son.Magickal Son.

Of the third group to leave Thuringia that summer, we may say a little moreOf the third group to leave Thuringia that summer, we may say a little more
than has been mentioned elsewhere, for Eugene Grosche's Brotherhood of than has been mentioned elsewhere, for Eugene Grosche's Brotherhood of 
Saturn also managed to survive the war and Saturn also managed to survive the war and to continue its own version of theto continue its own version of the
sex-magic that was taught in sex-magic that was taught in the secret councils of the secret councils of the Ordo Tthe Ordo Templi Orientis.empli Orientis.
Grosche's system took the rather Masonic outlines of the OTO a step further Grosche's system took the rather Masonic outlines of the OTO a step further 
and created a and created a whole system of sex-magic whole system of sex-magic based on astrologybased on astrology..
This was not a horoscope magazine approach to selecting one's spouseThis was not a horoscope magazine approach to selecting one's spouse
based on sun signs, but rather a complex method of determining sexualbased on sun signs, but rather a complex method of determining sexual
positions and partners according to the purpose of the ritual and the actualpositions and partners according to the purpose of the ritual and the actual
location of the planets as determined by reference to a common ephemerislocation of the planets as determined by reference to a common ephemeris
and table of houses.and table of houses.
For the curious, the most important astrological aspect (according to this cult)For the curious, the most important astrological aspect (according to this cult)
is the square; that is, when two planets are ninety degrees apart on theis the square; that is, when two planets are ninety degrees apart on the
ecliptic as viewed from the earth.ecliptic as viewed from the earth.
This is supposedly an aspect of great tension between the planets, and thoseThis is supposedly an aspect of great tension between the planets, and those
planets specifically related to sexuality (Venus, Mars, Neptune, and the Moonplanets specifically related to sexuality (Venus, Mars, Neptune, and the Moon
acaccocordirding ng to to ththe e BrBrototheherhrhooood) d) arare e papartrticiculularlarly y powpowererfuful l fofor r ththis is tytype pe of of 
working.working.

 All heterosexual and homosexual couplings have been accounted for in this All heterosexual and homosexual couplings have been accounted for in this
system, as well as the specific positions to be used according to either thesystem, as well as the specific positions to be used according to either the
nanatatal l hohorosroscocopepes s of of ththe e inindidivividudualals s ininvovolvlved ed or or acactutual al trtranansisitsts, , or or bobothth..
CoConjnjununctctioions ns of of ththe e plplananetets s wewere re alalso so coconsnsididerered ed apapproproprpriaiatete, , bubut t ththee
squares seemed to dominate the sex-magic practices of this group.squares seemed to dominate the sex-magic practices of this group.
While it would take too much space to discuss the theory behind all of thisWhile it would take too much space to discuss the theory behind all of this
and would perhaps bore the reader not willing to wade through some of theand would perhaps bore the reader not willing to wade through some of the



rather surreal jargon of the modern occult movement, suffice it to say that therather surreal jargon of the modern occult movement, suffice it to say that the
sqsquauare re asaspepect ct wawas s bebelilieveved ed to to rereprpresesenent t a a gagatete, , opopen en ininto to ththe e hihiddddenen
dimensions.dimensions.
In general Western astrology, a square is often considered an unlucky or In general Western astrology, a square is often considered an unlucky or 
"hard" aspect: one that represents obstacles to success or illness, accidents,"hard" aspect: one that represents obstacles to success or illness, accidents,
losses of various types.losses of various types.
The magicians of the Brotherhood of Saturn saw it, therefore, as a gateThe magicians of the Brotherhood of Saturn saw it, therefore, as a gate
opening upon this world from the domain of daemons; and daemons wereopening upon this world from the domain of daemons; and daemons were
thought to be nothing more than powerful forces which - to the uninitiated -thought to be nothing more than powerful forces which - to the uninitiated -
appeared fearsome and evil but which the initiate (with proper training andappeared fearsome and evil but which the initiate (with proper training and
discipline) could tame to more productive ends.discipline) could tame to more productive ends.
ThThis is mymyststifificicatatioion n of of ththe e sesex x acact t amamonong g ththe e GeGermrman an ococcucult lt lolodgdges es wawass
perfectly consistent with later National Socialist fashions regarding sex andperfectly consistent with later National Socialist fashions regarding sex and
power.power.

 As Susan Sontag  As Susan Sontag points out in her points out in her essayessay, "Fascinating Fascism":, "Fascinating Fascism":

The fascist ideal is to transform sexual energy into a "spiritual" force, for theThe fascist ideal is to transform sexual energy into a "spiritual" force, for the
benefit of the community.benefit of the community.
The erotic (that is, women) is always present as a temptation, with the most The erotic (that is, women) is always present as a temptation, with the most 
adadmimirarablble e rerespspononse se bebeining g a a heheroiroic c rereprpresessision on of of ththe e sesexuxual al imimpupulslse.e.......
Fascist aesthetics is based on the containment of vital forces; movementsFascist aesthetics is based on the containment of vital forces; movements
are confined, held tight, held in.are confined, held tight, held in.
While no one would accuse Crowley of repressing his sexual impulses, theWhile no one would accuse Crowley of repressing his sexual impulses, the
transformation of sexual energy into a spiritual force was - and remains - thetransformation of sexual energy into a spiritual force was - and remains - the
goal of the Ordo Templi Orientis and the other German sex-magic lodges, asgoal of the Ordo Templi Orientis and the other German sex-magic lodges, as
it was a personal practice of Hitler himself.it was a personal practice of Hitler himself.
The vital force was worshipped as tantamount to magical power and - withThe vital force was worshipped as tantamount to magical power and - with
the precise instructions of Eugene Grosche and others for the timing of thethe precise instructions of Eugene Grosche and others for the timing of the
moment of orgasm to coincide with the passage of some star or planet over amoment of orgasm to coincide with the passage of some star or planet over a
hypothypothetichetical point in al point in space - space - we can we can say that this vital force was say that this vital force was restrirestricted incted in
its flowits flow, subject to , subject to the conscious direction (the True Will) of the the conscious direction (the True Will) of the magician.magician.
Like the Nazi art that Sontag brilliantly describes, the German art of sex-Like the Nazi art that Sontag brilliantly describes, the German art of sex-
magic is also "both prurient and idealizing."magic is also "both prurient and idealizing."
While the Office of the Holy Inquisition used guilt by association to equateWhile the Office of the Holy Inquisition used guilt by association to equate
sexuality with the practice of witchcraft and devil worship (because sexualitysexuality with the practice of witchcraft and devil worship (because sexuality
was already considered base and animalistic by the Church) and therebywas already considered base and animalistic by the Church) and thereby
coconfnfirirmemed d ththe e evevil il of of lulust st as as a a crcreaeatuture re of of SaSatatan, n, ththe e GeGermrman an lolodgdgeses
acacknknowowleledgdged ed ththis is relrelatatioionsnshihip p of of sesex x wiwith th dadarknrknesess, s, sesex x wiwith th dedemomoninicc
forces, but cynically manipulated it toward various personal ends.forces, but cynically manipulated it toward various personal ends.
One might reasonably agree that the National Socialist ideal was to sublimateOne might reasonably agree that the National Socialist ideal was to sublimate
the sexual urge for the "benefit of the community" as Sontag has the sexual urge for the "benefit of the community" as Sontag has pointed out.pointed out.

SEX SPIES AND SECRET SOCIETIESSEX SPIES AND SECRET SOCIETIES



TThhe e ggrreeaat t sseex x mmaaggiicciiaanns s - - CCrroowwlleeyy, , GGeerrmmeerr, , aannd d RReeuusss s - - wweerree
enthusiastically involved in all three pursuits at various times of their lives.enthusiastically involved in all three pursuits at various times of their lives.

 All had worked for Germany's benefit, even though Crowley insisted that he All had worked for Germany's benefit, even though Crowley insisted that he
worked as a spy for the U.S. Department of Justice and would later work for worked as a spy for the U.S. Department of Justice and would later work for 
MI5.MI5.

 All were leaders of the Ordo Templi Orientis, a German sex-magic occult All were leaders of the Ordo Templi Orientis, a German sex-magic occult
lodge.lodge.

 And when, in 1922, Theodor Reuss suffered a stroke and had to step down And when, in 1922, Theodor Reuss suffered a stroke and had to step down
as OHO of the Order, it was Crowley - fellow spy and sex magician - whoas OHO of the Order, it was Crowley - fellow spy and sex magician - who
rushed in to fill the space.rushed in to fill the space.

 And when Crowley died, it was Germer (veteran secret agent) who took over  And when Crowley died, it was Germer (veteran secret agent) who took over 
as OHO.as OHO.

Crowley has claimed that Reuss appointed him his successor as OHO of theCrowley has claimed that Reuss appointed him his successor as OHO of the
Order, but that ignores the tremendous flap that took place when a GermanOrder, but that ignores the tremendous flap that took place when a German
translation of 'The Book of the Law' was made available to lodge members intranslation of 'The Book of the Law' was made available to lodge members in
Germany.Germany.
It can honestly be said that most OTO members in Germany at that timeIt can honestly be said that most OTO members in Germany at that time
disapproved of Crowley's taking over the OTO.disapproved of Crowley's taking over the OTO.
They objected to the way he rewrote their rituals to deify himself and toThey objected to the way he rewrote their rituals to deify himself and to
enshrine his new religion of Thelema in their lodge work.enshrine his new religion of Thelema in their lodge work.
Many initiates defected ... or, it can be said, the Crowley faction defected fromMany initiates defected ... or, it can be said, the Crowley faction defected from
the original OTO organization.the original OTO organization.
In the late 1970s, the author In the late 1970s, the author received a communication from a traditional (thatreceived a communication from a traditional (that
is to say, non-Crowleyan) OTO lodge operating out of Frankfurt; evidence, if is to say, non-Crowleyan) OTO lodge operating out of Frankfurt; evidence, if 
slim, that an OTO continued to function that had not accepted Thelema andslim, that an OTO continued to function that had not accepted Thelema and
wwaas  s  ssttiillll
woworkrkining g ththee
originaloriginal
grades.grades.



The hierarchical organization and the initiation through The hierarchical organization and the initiation through symbolic rites, that issymbolic rites, that is
to sayto say, without bothering the brain , without bothering the brain but by working on the but by working on the imagination throughimagination through
magic and the symbols of a cult, magic and the symbols of a cult, all this is the dangerous element, and all this is the dangerous element, and thethe

element I have taken over.element I have taken over.
 ADOLF HITLER ADOLF HITLER

While the Gestapo was busy mopping up cultic opposition to the Third Reich,While the Gestapo was busy mopping up cultic opposition to the Third Reich,
from Freemasons to astrologers to Thelemites, Himmler was fully engaged infrom Freemasons to astrologers to Thelemites, Himmler was fully engaged in
turning the SS into the official state cult, with all the "dangerous elements"turning the SS into the official state cult, with all the "dangerous elements"
that Hitler described in the above extract from his table talk concerningthat Hitler described in the above extract from his table talk concerning



Freemasonry.Freemasonry.
In this section, we will not only review the history of this powerful organizationIn this section, we will not only review the history of this powerful organization
but we will also examine some documents of the Ahnenerbe: the Ancestralbut we will also examine some documents of the Ahnenerbe: the Ancestral
Heritage Research and Teaching Society which became incorporated entireHeritage Research and Teaching Society which became incorporated entire
into the SS.into the SS.
These documents have never before been published in These documents have never before been published in the English language.the English language.

BACKGROUNDBACKGROUND

ThThe e SS SS (i(ininititialals s ththat at ststanand d fofor r ScSchuhutztzststafaffefel l or or GuGuarard d DeDetatachchmementnt) ) wawass
originally intended to be Hitler's personal bodyguard.originally intended to be Hitler's personal bodyguard.
The early history of the Party was such that the SA (Sturmabteilung) or The early history of the Party was such that the SA (Sturmabteilung) or 
Brownshirts, were really the first shock troops - "Storm Troopers" - of theBrownshirts, were really the first shock troops - "Storm Troopers" - of the
Nazis: brutal enforcers in uniform that intimidated the opposition and acted Nazis: brutal enforcers in uniform that intimidated the opposition and acted asas
a kind of private army for the Party (a type of Free Korps, such as thata kind of private army for the Party (a type of Free Korps, such as that
supported by the Thule; indeed the leader of the SA, Ernst Rsupported by the Thule; indeed the leader of the SA, Ernst Röhm, had been aöhm, had been a
Free Korps leader well known around Thule headquarters).Free Korps leader well known around Thule headquarters).

 As the SA grew in importance and size, it became an actual threat to Hitler's As the SA grew in importance and size, it became an actual threat to Hitler's
complete control of the state apparatus.complete control of the state apparatus.
Elements within the Party wanted Röhm out of the way, and presented Hitler Elements within the Party wanted Röhm out of the way, and presented Hitler 
with enough trumped-up evidence to warrant Röhm's arrest and speedywith enough trumped-up evidence to warrant Röhm's arrest and speedy
execution on June 30, 1934.execution on June 30, 1934.
On July 1 the On July 1 the entire SA wentire SA was to go as to go on a month's holiday to prove on a month's holiday to prove that they hadthat they had
no no inintetentntioion n to to ovovererththrow row ththe e gogovevernrnmementnt; ; HiHitltlerer's 's adadvivisesersrs, , howhoweveverer,,
counselled a pre-emptive first strike against the SA.counselled a pre-emptive first strike against the SA.

 As we have seen, the blood-letting did not stop with Röhm but was extended As we have seen, the blood-letting did not stop with Röhm but was extended
to include a wide range of persons and organizations (both of the Left and theto include a wide range of persons and organizations (both of the Left and the
Right) deemed hostile to the regime Hitler and his disciples had envisioned.Right) deemed hostile to the regime Hitler and his disciples had envisioned.
It was not the first time, nor the last, that the existence of an allegedIt was not the first time, nor the last, that the existence of an alleged
conspiracy was used as the excuse conspiracy was used as the excuse for the elimination of dangerous enemies.for the elimination of dangerous enemies.

Before this time, the SS functioned as a kind of elite corps of pure-bloodedBefore this time, the SS functioned as a kind of elite corps of pure-blooded
 Aryans. Aryans.
Himmler joined the SS when it was still a bodyguard unit with no more thanHimmler joined the SS when it was still a bodyguard unit with no more than
about three hundred members, and he marched with Hitler's men during theabout three hundred members, and he marched with Hitler's men during the
Beer Hall Putsch of 1923, carrying the Reichskrieg flag.Beer Hall Putsch of 1923, carrying the Reichskrieg flag.

 After he became the head of the SS in 1929, however, he began to reform it After he became the head of the SS in 1929, however, he began to reform it
along lines that can only be described as cultic, while its membership rosealong lines that can only be described as cultic, while its membership rose
from three hundred to fifty-two thousand by 1933.from three hundred to fifty-two thousand by 1933.
The very selection of the double Sig rune as its emblem had its roots in theThe very selection of the double Sig rune as its emblem had its roots in the
doctrines of List and Liebenfels.doctrines of List and Liebenfels.
(German typewriters manufactured during the Nazi era included the double(German typewriters manufactured during the Nazi era included the double
Sig rune as one of their Sig rune as one of their characters.)characters.)



Even the graves of dead SS men were adorned - not with crosses or other Even the graves of dead SS men were adorned - not with crosses or other 
more traditional tombstones - but with a German rune symbol (the "mensch"more traditional tombstones - but with a German rune symbol (the "mensch"
rune) made out of wood.rune) made out of wood.
This same rune was used on the cover of the articles of the LebensbornThis same rune was used on the cover of the articles of the Lebensborn
societysociety, operated by , operated by the SS, thus making a the SS, thus making a statement about the life and deathstatement about the life and death
cycle as perceived by the official pagans of the Reich.cycle as perceived by the official pagans of the Reich.

Once Röhm was out Once Röhm was out of the wayof the way, however, Himmle, however, Himmler came to r came to a position of evena position of even
greater importance.greater importance.
Eventually even the Geheime Staatspolizei (Secret State Police) - or GestapoEventually even the Geheime Staatspolizei (Secret State Police) - or Gestapo
- came under his jurisdiction, making Himmler one of the most powerful men- came under his jurisdiction, making Himmler one of the most powerful men
in the German Reich, and second only to Hitler himself in authority, andin the German Reich, and second only to Hitler himself in authority, and
enjoying the fear which the black uniforms of his elite SS aroused in theenjoying the fear which the black uniforms of his elite SS aroused in the
populace.populace.

While it is known that he consulted astrologers, and was interested in variousWhile it is known that he consulted astrologers, and was interested in various
forms of alternative medicine, alternative science, and alternative religion,forms of alternative medicine, alternative science, and alternative religion,
what is not generally known is the extent to which the Nazi governmentwhat is not generally known is the extent to which the Nazi government
became committed to serious support of such practices.became committed to serious support of such practices.
Nor is it generally understood just how thoroughly Himmler's ideas of race,Nor is it generally understood just how thoroughly Himmler's ideas of race,
ritual, and mysticism came to infuse the entire phenomenon of the Thirdritual, and mysticism came to infuse the entire phenomenon of the Third
Reich, thus coalescing it into one of the most dangerous cults in the world.Reich, thus coalescing it into one of the most dangerous cults in the world.
Much of what has been written before on this subject is either unavailable inMuch of what has been written before on this subject is either unavailable in
EngEnglislish h oror, , worworse, se, the the stustuff ff of of sucsuch h tatablobloid-id-stystyle le joujournalrnalism ism thathat t serseriouiouss
historians are forced to laugh it off as the result of wild imaginations and thehistorians are forced to laugh it off as the result of wild imaginations and the
woeful lack of "primary sources."woeful lack of "primary sources."
We will attempt to rectify that situation as much as we can in the spaceWe will attempt to rectify that situation as much as we can in the space
allotted, with constant reference to supporting documentation, beginning inallotted, with constant reference to supporting documentation, beginning in
this section with the strangest of all modern governmental agencies, thethis section with the strangest of all modern governmental agencies, the
mymystesteriorious us AhnAhneneenerberbe: : The The AncAncestestral ral HerHeritaitage ge ResResearcearch h and and TTeaceachinhingg
Organization.Organization.
So, how to describe So, how to describe the Ahnenthe Ahnenerbe?erbe?
Imagine that the evening adult education program had suddenly become anImagine that the evening adult education program had suddenly become an
inindedepependndenent t gogovevernrnmement nt agagenency cy wiwith th a a bubudgdget et as as bibig g as as ththe e DeDefefensnsee
Department.Department.
Then one might have some idea of what the Ahnenerbe was, and of the typeThen one might have some idea of what the Ahnenerbe was, and of the type
of people it first attracted to its ranks.of people it first attracted to its ranks.
The roots of the Ahnenerbe are a tangled mass of various special interests.The roots of the Ahnenerbe are a tangled mass of various special interests.
Depending on the source consulted, it was either founded by Himmler andDepending on the source consulted, it was either founded by Himmler and
the pagan nideologue Richard Walther Darre, in 1935, or it had the pagan nideologue Richard Walther Darre, in 1935, or it had existed beforeexisted before
that time as an independent institute, and was only absorbed into the SSthat time as an independent institute, and was only absorbed into the SS
much later.much later.
Whatever source is considered the most reliable, one thing is certain: theWhatever source is considered the most reliable, one thing is certain: the

 Ahnenerbe was not founded as an SS  Ahnenerbe was not founded as an SS unit.unit.
SomeSomething calling itself the Ahnenerbe Society ("an thing calling itself the Ahnenerbe Society ("an assocassociatioiation n for clan for clan andand



herheraldaldry ry resresearearch ch assassististancance, e, herherediedity ty scisciencence e and and racrace-ce-cultultivaivatiotion") n") hadhad
existed as early as 1928.existed as early as 1928.
But on the first of July, 1935, a "Deutsches Ahnenerbe Verein" was formallyBut on the first of July, 1935, a "Deutsches Ahnenerbe Verein" was formally
established in Berlin by Heinrich Himmler and Hermann Wirth, along withestablished in Berlin by Heinrich Himmler and Hermann Wirth, along with
some associates of Darre.some associates of Darre.

 According to documents available to the Nürnberg Tribunal, it was formally According to documents available to the Nürnberg Tribunal, it was formally
incorporated within the SS only on April 1, 1940, even though for yearsincorporated within the SS only on April 1, 1940, even though for years
previously its leadership was largely composed of both honorary and career previously its leadership was largely composed of both honorary and career 
SS officers.SS officers.
Indeed, according to the available records it is obvious that Wolfram SieversIndeed, according to the available records it is obvious that Wolfram Sievers
already held the position already held the position of Reichsgeschaftsfuhrerof Reichsgeschaftsfuhrer, or Reich's , or Reich's ManagerManager, of the, of the

  A  Ahnhnenenererbe be wiwith th a a rarank nk of of ObObererststururmfmfuhuhrerer-r-SS SS by by 191937 37 anand d hahad d bebeenen
associated with the Ahnenerbe as early as August of 1935.associated with the Ahnenerbe as early as August of 1935.
So So SiSieveverers's's s ininsisiststenence ce ththat at it it ononly ly bebecacame me papart rt of of ththe e SS SS iin n 191940 40 isis
disingenuous, to say the least.disingenuous, to say the least.
In any event, the Ahnenerbe existed as an independent agency prior to itsIn any event, the Ahnenerbe existed as an independent agency prior to its
incorporation into the SS and may have had its earliest roots as a researchincorporation into the SS and may have had its earliest roots as a research
bureau formed by a number of German intellectuals (and outright occultists,bureau formed by a number of German intellectuals (and outright occultists,
such as Hermann Wirth) who had been inspired both by the works of thesuch as Hermann Wirth) who had been inspired both by the works of the
völkisch writers of previous years, and by the exploits of a generation of völkisch writers of previous years, and by the exploits of a generation of 
romromantantic ic advadvententureurers rs and and amaamateuteur r arcarchaehaeoloologisgists ts and and antanthrohropolpologiogistssts, , aa
gegeneneraratition on ththat at ininclclududed ed WWololfrfram am SiSieveversers's 's dedefefencnce e wiwitntnesess s FrFrieiedederirichch
HielscherHielscher, and the internationally famous , and the internationally famous Swedish explorer Sven Hedin.Swedish explorer Sven Hedin.

Hedin, a native of Stockholm, left Sweden in 1885 at the age of twenty on hisHedin, a native of Stockholm, left Sweden in 1885 at the age of twenty on his
first trip abroad, to Baku on the Caspian Sea.first trip abroad, to Baku on the Caspian Sea.
From that time on, Hedin managed to visit most of Asia from the Caucasus toFrom that time on, Hedin managed to visit most of Asia from the Caucasus to
the South China Sea, the South China Sea, but with a special emphasis but with a special emphasis on Tibet.on Tibet.
In 1925 (at the age of sixty) he published a memoir of his travels - 'My Life asIn 1925 (at the age of sixty) he published a memoir of his travels - 'My Life as
an Explorer' - which was very well received in Europe and America, as werean Explorer' - which was very well received in Europe and America, as were
other travel books he other travel books he had written on Tibet and China.had written on Tibet and China.
(As previously noted, at least one of these was in Hitler's small collection of (As previously noted, at least one of these was in Hitler's small collection of 
books in books in his earlyhis early, pre-Putsch , pre-Putsch Munich apartment.)Munich apartment.)
Hedin's tales of trekking through snow-choked Himalayan passes in search Hedin's tales of trekking through snow-choked Himalayan passes in search of of 
fabled Asian cities, while both camels and guides perished in grisly profusionfabled Asian cities, while both camels and guides perished in grisly profusion
along the route contributed to the general fascination the public had for along the route contributed to the general fascination the public had for 
anything to do with the mysterious East, a fascination due at least in part toanything to do with the mysterious East, a fascination due at least in part to
the writings of Mme. Blavatsky and her followers in the Theosophical Society,the writings of Mme. Blavatsky and her followers in the Theosophical Society,
who saw the East (and particularly India and Tibet) as the repository of who saw the East (and particularly India and Tibet) as the repository of 
arcane knowledge hidden from the rest of the world for arcane knowledge hidden from the rest of the world for centuries.centuries.

The Germans could not help but be charmed by Hedin's accounts of hisThe Germans could not help but be charmed by Hedin's accounts of his
adventures in Asia.adventures in Asia.
In 'My In 'My Life as an Life as an ExploExplorer' he rer' he descridescribes his bes his discodiscovery of very of the ancient Chinethe ancient Chinesese
city of Lou-lan in the Taklimakan Desert, and of the artefacts he uncoveredcity of Lou-lan in the Taklimakan Desert, and of the artefacts he uncovered



there which included an ancient, swastika-decorated rug nearly two thousandthere which included an ancient, swastika-decorated rug nearly two thousand
years old, along with some of the earliest examples in the world of writing onyears old, along with some of the earliest examples in the world of writing on
paper.paper.
What must have bothered at least some of his voölkisch audience, however,What must have bothered at least some of his voölkisch audience, however,
was his statement that "... not a single one was his statement that "... not a single one of our ancient Swedish runestonesof our ancient Swedish runestones
is older than the fragile wooden staffs and paper fragments that I found inis older than the fragile wooden staffs and paper fragments that I found in
Lou-lan."Lou-lan."
(Hedin revisited Lou-lan in 1934, at the ripe age (Hedin revisited Lou-lan in 1934, at the ripe age of sixty-nine.of sixty-nine.
Now, in the years since the Chinese Revolution, the entire area has becomeNow, in the years since the Chinese Revolution, the entire area has become
a restricted military zone where atomic testing is carried out and Lou-Ian isa restricted military zone where atomic testing is carried out and Lou-Ian is
lost once more to the shifting desert sand.)lost once more to the shifting desert sand.)

There is evidence to suggest that the Ahnenerbe itself was formed as aThere is evidence to suggest that the Ahnenerbe itself was formed as a
private institution by several friends and admirers of Sven Hedin, includingprivate institution by several friends and admirers of Sven Hedin, including
Wolfram Sievers and Dr. Friedrich Hielscher who, according to the records of Wolfram Sievers and Dr. Friedrich Hielscher who, according to the records of 
the Nürnberg Trial of November 1946, had been responsible for recruitingthe Nürnberg Trial of November 1946, had been responsible for recruiting
Sievers into the Ahnenerbe.Sievers into the Ahnenerbe.
In fact, there was In fact, there was a Sven a Sven Hedin InstiHedin Institute for Inner Asiatute for Inner Asian n ReseaResearch in rch in MunicMunichh
that was part of the Ahnenerbe, and as late as 1942 Hedin himself (thenthat was part of the Ahnenerbe, and as late as 1942 Hedin himself (then
about seventy-seven years old) was in friendly communication with suchabout seventy-seven years old) was in friendly communication with such
important Ahnenerbe personnel as Dr. Ernst Schafer from his residence inimportant Ahnenerbe personnel as Dr. Ernst Schafer from his residence in
Stockholm.Stockholm.
Moreover, on January 16, 1943, the Sven Hedin Institute for Inner Asian (i.e.Moreover, on January 16, 1943, the Sven Hedin Institute for Inner Asian (i.e.
Mongolian) Research and Expeditions was formally inaugurated in MunichMongolian) Research and Expeditions was formally inaugurated in Munich
with "great pomp,with "great pomp," a " a ceremceremony at ony at whicwhich h Hedin was in Hedin was in attenattendance as he dance as he waswas
awarded with an honorary doctorate for the occasion.awarded with an honorary doctorate for the occasion.
It has even been claimed that Sven Hedin and Karl Haushofer were friends, aIt has even been claimed that Sven Hedin and Karl Haushofer were friends, a
claim that is not completely unlikely, as the two had spent considerable timeclaim that is not completely unlikely, as the two had spent considerable time
in the Far East during the same period: Hedin as an explorer and sometimein the Far East during the same period: Hedin as an explorer and sometime
ambassador-at-large for the Swedish government, and Haushofer as militaryambassador-at-large for the Swedish government, and Haushofer as military
attaché for the Germans.attaché for the Germans.
GiGiveven n HaHausushohofefer'r's s exexcecessssivive e inintetererest st in in popolilititicacal l gegeogograraphphyy, , anand d hihiss
establishment of the Deutsche Akademie all over Asia (including China andestablishment of the Deutsche Akademie all over Asia (including China and
India, Hedin's old stomping grounds), it would actually be odd if the two hadn'tIndia, Hedin's old stomping grounds), it would actually be odd if the two hadn't
met.met.
Later, as the Ahnenerbe was formally absorbed into the SS and made anLater, as the Ahnenerbe was formally absorbed into the SS and made an
official agency of the Reich, Hedin still maintained contact with all his oldofficial agency of the Reich, Hedin still maintained contact with all his old
friends there.friends there.
Indeed, by 1941 it was already clear that Haushofer's Deutsche AkademieIndeed, by 1941 it was already clear that Haushofer's Deutsche Akademie
and Sievers's Ahnenerbe were virtually parallel organizations.and Sievers's Ahnenerbe were virtually parallel organizations.
LeLetttters ers anand d newnewspspapaper er clclipippipingngs s frfrom om ththat at pepeririod od - - ininclclududining g DeDeututscschehe

 Akademie correspondence seized after the war - show that Dr. Walther Wiist, Akademie correspondence seized after the war - show that Dr. Walther Wiist,
who was the "Humanities" chairperson at the Ahnenerbe and, with Sievers,who was the "Humanities" chairperson at the Ahnenerbe and, with Sievers,
part of its ruling administration, was also acting president of the Deutschepart of its ruling administration, was also acting president of the Deutsche

 Akademie. Akademie.



 As the Ahnenerbe was also at this time an agency of the SS, Professor Wust As the Ahnenerbe was also at this time an agency of the SS, Professor Wust
- Rektor of the University of Munich and an expert on Sanskrit, the Aryan Ur-- Rektor of the University of Munich and an expert on Sanskrit, the Aryan Ur-
tongue - enjoyed the tongue - enjoyed the distinction of the SS rank distinction of the SS rank of Oberfuhrer, or Brigadierof Oberfuhrer, or Brigadier..

THE MIDDLE POINT OF THE WORLDTHE MIDDLE POINT OF THE WORLD

Once Himmler was fully in control of the SS, he began its transformation intoOnce Himmler was fully in control of the SS, he began its transformation into
a pagan religious order.a pagan religious order.
ThThe e heheadadququararteters rs fofor r ththis is cucult lt wawas s sisitutuatated ed at at ththe e memedidieveval al cacaststle le of of 
Wewelsburg, near the towns of Paderborn and Detmold in the GermanWewelsburg, near the towns of Paderborn and Detmold in the German
province of Westphalia, close by the site in the Teutoburg Forest whereprovince of Westphalia, close by the site in the Teutoburg Forest where

 Arminius made his stand with its famous, Stonehenge-like stone monument Arminius made his stand with its famous, Stonehenge-like stone monument
known as Externsteine.known as Externsteine.
Here the secret Chapter of the Order assembled once Here the secret Chapter of the Order assembled once a year.a year.
Each member had his own chair with an Each member had his own chair with an engraved silver nameplate, and eachengraved silver nameplate, and each
had to devote himself to a ritual of spiritual exercises aimed mainly at mentalhad to devote himself to a ritual of spiritual exercises aimed mainly at mental
concentration.concentration.
Himmler kept his Order Castle extremely private.Himmler kept his Order Castle extremely private.
No one was allowed inside who was not expresslNo one was allowed inside who was not expressly invited by Himmler himself;y invited by Himmler himself;
thus, only the Inner Twelve and occasionally a select general or two, athus, only the Inner Twelve and occasionally a select general or two, a
Reichsleiter, or some other official would be welcomed, but only at Himmler'sReichsleiter, or some other official would be welcomed, but only at Himmler's
convenience.convenience.
Secrecy was the key element in the SS Secrecy was the key element in the SS and most especially at Wewelsburg.and most especially at Wewelsburg.
The focal point of Wewelsburg, evidently owing much to the legend of KingThe focal point of Wewelsburg, evidently owing much to the legend of King

 Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table, was a great dining hall with an Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table, was a great dining hall with an
oaken table to seat twelve picked from the senior Gruppenfuhrers.oaken table to seat twelve picked from the senior Gruppenfuhrers.
The walls were to be adorned with their coats of arms; designed by Professor The walls were to be adorned with their coats of arms; designed by Professor 
Diebitsch and experts Diebitsch and experts from Ahnenerbe.from Ahnenerbe.
Underneath the dining hall with its Round Table in a sunken chamber was toUnderneath the dining hall with its Round Table in a sunken chamber was to
be found the "realm of the dead": a circular room which contained a shallowbe found the "realm of the dead": a circular room which contained a shallow
stone well.stone well.
In this well, the coat of arms of the deceased "Knight" of the Black Order wasIn this well, the coat of arms of the deceased "Knight" of the Black Order was
to be ceremoniously burned.to be ceremoniously burned.
EEacach h of of tthe he IInnnner er CiCircrclle e of of TTwwelelve ve hahad d hihis s owown n roroomom, , ddececororatated ed inin
accordance with one of accordance with one of the great ancestors of Aryan majestythe great ancestors of Aryan majesty..
In Himmler's case, his room was designed to reflect his hero, King Henry theIn Himmler's case, his room was designed to reflect his hero, King Henry the
Fowler, a Saxon king responsible for the first German "Drive to the East."Fowler, a Saxon king responsible for the first German "Drive to the East."

 Although some writers have argued that Himmler saw himself as King Henry's Although some writers have argued that Himmler saw himself as King Henry's
reincarnation, there is also testimony that he admitted to speaking with thereincarnation, there is also testimony that he admitted to speaking with the
dead king's ghost at night.dead king's ghost at night.
In any event, Himmler created the King Heinrich Memorial Institute in 1938 inIn any event, Himmler created the King Heinrich Memorial Institute in 1938 in
Quedlinburg.Quedlinburg.
It was within the great dining hall with its Round Table that Himmler and hisIt was within the great dining hall with its Round Table that Himmler and his



IInnnneer r CCiirrcclle e oof f TTwweellvve e GGrruuppppeennffuuhhrreerrs s wwoouulld d eennggaagge e iin n mmyyssttiicc
communication with the realm communication with the realm of the dead of the dead TTeutons and perform eutons and perform other spiritualother spiritual
exercises.exercises.

SS men were discouraged from participating in Christian religious ceremoniesSS men were discouraged from participating in Christian religious ceremonies
of any of any kind and kind and were actively encouwere actively encouraged to raged to formaformally break with lly break with the Church.the Church.
New religious ceremonies were developed to take the place of ChristianNew religious ceremonies were developed to take the place of Christian
ononeses; ; fofor r ininststanancece, , a a wiwintnter er sosolslstitice ce cecereremomony ny wawas s dedesisigngned ed to to rereplplacacee
Christmas (starting in 1939 the word "Christmas" was forbidden to appear onChristmas (starting in 1939 the word "Christmas" was forbidden to appear on
any official SS document), and another ceremony for the summer solstice.any official SS document), and another ceremony for the summer solstice.
Gifts were to be given at the summer solstice ceremony rather than at theGifts were to be given at the summer solstice ceremony rather than at the
winter solstice, and a special factory was established for the manufacture of winter solstice, and a special factory was established for the manufacture of 
such gifts. (A possible, though by no means documented, cause for thissuch gifts. (A possible, though by no means documented, cause for this
switch of gift-giving to the summer solstice is the death of Hitler's mother onswitch of gift-giving to the summer solstice is the death of Hitler's mother on
ththe e wiwintnter er sosolslstitice ce anand d alall l ththe e grgrieief f anand d cocompmplelex x ememototioions ns ththis is evevenentt
represented for represented for HitlerHitler..
It is understandable that Hitler - as the Führer, would have wanted to removeIt is understandable that Hitler - as the Führer, would have wanted to remove
every vestige of "Christmas" from the pagan winter solstice festival.every vestige of "Christmas" from the pagan winter solstice festival.

 As a means of denying his grief ? Or as an act of defiance against the god As a means of denying his grief ? Or as an act of defiance against the god
whose birth is celebrated on that day, - a god who robbed Hitler of hiswhose birth is celebrated on that day, - a god who robbed Hitler of his
beloved mother ? It's worthwhile to note in this context that for a beloved mother ? It's worthwhile to note in this context that for a national "Daynational "Day
of the German Mother" Hitler of the German Mother" Hitler chose his own chose his own mother's birthdaymother's birthday.).)
These ceremonies were replete with sacred fires, torchlight processions, andThese ceremonies were replete with sacred fires, torchlight processions, and
invocations of Teutonic deities, all performed by files of young, blond-haired,invocations of Teutonic deities, all performed by files of young, blond-haired,
blue-eyed Aryan SS men.blue-eyed Aryan SS men.
(It is ironic that the establishment of Christmas on December 25 was itself an(It is ironic that the establishment of Christmas on December 25 was itself an
attempt of the Church to identify the birth of Jesus with the winter solsticeattempt of the Church to identify the birth of Jesus with the winter solstice
cecereremomoninies es of of ththe e papagagans ns sisincnce e ChChririst st wawas s momost st prprobobabably ly nonot t boborn rn inin
December at all; hence, all Himmler was doing was reinstating a holiday thatDecember at all; hence, all Himmler was doing was reinstating a holiday that
the Christians themselves had usurped for their own purposes, as indeed thethe Christians themselves had usurped for their own purposes, as indeed the
rune manuscript - quoted below - suggests.)rune manuscript - quoted below - suggests.)

WeWeddiddings ngs and and "ch"chrisristenteningings" s" (es(especpecialially ly at at the the LebLebensensborn born comcommunmunitiities)es)
wewere re rereplplacaced ed by by papagagan n SS SS riritutualals s anand, d, gragradudualallyly, , ththe e enentitire re ChChririststiaiann
liturgical rubric was in the process of being replaced by a completely paganliturgical rubric was in the process of being replaced by a completely pagan
version.version.
Even the Hitler YEven the Hitler Youth were outh were not immune.not immune.

 A so-called "National Socialist Primer" published during the war contains A so-called "National Socialist Primer" published during the war contains
many examples of pagan ideology and anti-Christian sentiment designed for many examples of pagan ideology and anti-Christian sentiment designed for 
its youthful readership.its youthful readership.

Even the selection of Wewelsburg as the cult centre was far from accidental.Even the selection of Wewelsburg as the cult centre was far from accidental.
 According to Teutonic legend, an apocalyptic battle would be fought in that According to Teutonic legend, an apocalyptic battle would be fought in that
area between the forces of East and West, and the Eastern hordes would bearea between the forces of East and West, and the Eastern hordes would be
defeated by a mighty storm. Himmler - who highly valued such old Germandefeated by a mighty storm. Himmler - who highly valued such old German



myths - evidently believed he would have a ringside seat at the conflagrationmyths - evidently believed he would have a ringside seat at the conflagration
that would consume his enemies.that would consume his enemies.
Paderborn and Detmold were also important archaeological sites in the viewPaderborn and Detmold were also important archaeological sites in the view
of the Ahnenerbe, for they contained important relics of Germany's ancientof the Ahnenerbe, for they contained important relics of Germany's ancient
glory.glory.
It was even suggested that the Nordic World-Tree - Yggdrasil - had its roots inIt was even suggested that the Nordic World-Tree - Yggdrasil - had its roots in
that region on the border of Westphalia and Lower Saxony and might still bethat region on the border of Westphalia and Lower Saxony and might still be
located, perhaps at the Externsteine site.located, perhaps at the Externsteine site.

 A typescript copy of an article that appeared in a monthly magazine called A typescript copy of an article that appeared in a monthly magazine called
'Lower Saxony' in 'Lower Saxony' in 1903/1904 was preserved 1903/1904 was preserved in Ahnein Ahnenerbe files.nerbe files.
Devoted to this pagan cult centre located in the same region as Wewelsburg,Devoted to this pagan cult centre located in the same region as Wewelsburg,
it refers to the summer solstice celebrations that took place there as late asit refers to the summer solstice celebrations that took place there as late as
the middle of the the middle of the nineteenth century:nineteenth century:

'T'Thehey y arare e lilike ke gigianants ts frfrom om a a prprehehisistotoriric c woworlrld d whwhicich, h, duduriring ng ththe e fufuririououss
creation of the Earth, were placed there by God as eternal monuments . . .creation of the Earth, were placed there by God as eternal monuments . . .
Many of our Völk are known to have preserved pagan beliefs and their rituals,Many of our Völk are known to have preserved pagan beliefs and their rituals,
and I remember that some sixty years ago, in my earliest childhood days ...and I remember that some sixty years ago, in my earliest childhood days ...
the custom was to undertake a long, continuous journey that lasted for wholethe custom was to undertake a long, continuous journey that lasted for whole
days and which only ended on St. John's Day, to see those ancient "Holy days and which only ended on St. John's Day, to see those ancient "Holy 
StonesStones" " and to and to celebcelebrate there, with rate there, with the sunrise, the Festival of the sunrise, the Festival of the Summer the Summer 
Solstice ...' Solstice ...' 

 And as Goethe says, " And as Goethe says, "Nobody can overcome the impressions of his earliest Nobody can overcome the impressions of his earliest 
childhood,childhood,""

The summer solstice festival, of course, was kept sacred bThe summer solstice festival, of course, was kept sacred by the Nazis and, asy the Nazis and, as
wwe e hhaave ve sseeeenn, , wwaas s tthhe e ooccccaassiioon n oof f tthhe e ""human human sacrifsacrificeice" " of of WWalalthther er 
Rathenau.Rathenau.
But to tie in this prehistoric monument to twentieth century Aryan mysticism,But to tie in this prehistoric monument to twentieth century Aryan mysticism,
the author - one A.E. Muller - goes on to say:the author - one A.E. Muller - goes on to say:

'Especially included for your consideration are the sculptures found on the'Especially included for your consideration are the sculptures found on the
reverse of the Externsteine on which were thus originally discovered thereverse of the Externsteine on which were thus originally discovered the
image of the tree Ydragsil, the image of the tree Ydragsil, the World-Ash, whose melancholy myth embracesWorld-Ash, whose melancholy myth embraces
the Origin, the Life, and the Death of the Earth and its generations.' the Origin, the Life, and the Death of the Earth and its generations.' 

Muller goes on to describe how images of a human couple seen within theMuller goes on to describe how images of a human couple seen within the
form of the root of the World-Ash, Ydragsil, and embraced by the Serpent,form of the root of the World-Ash, Ydragsil, and embraced by the Serpent,
Nidhogur (the symbol of a devouring Death), were used by the Church toNidhogur (the symbol of a devouring Death), were used by the Church to
substantiate its own legend of the "Biblical- Babylonian legend of the firstsubstantiate its own legend of the "Biblical- Babylonian legend of the first
human couple, Adam and Eve, and their fall into sin as a result" of thehuman couple, Adam and Eve, and their fall into sin as a result" of the
Serpent.Serpent.
Muller complains that the essentially pagan iconography of the four NornsMuller complains that the essentially pagan iconography of the four Norns
and associateand associated d imageimages s were co-opted by were co-opted by the Church into the Church into represerepresenting other nting other 



Biblical stories and that the whole monument was exploited for the purposesBiblical stories and that the whole monument was exploited for the purposes
of converting the pagan population of Lower of converting the pagan population of Lower Saxony to that Semitic interloper,Saxony to that Semitic interloper,
Christianity.Christianity.

Concerning the cultic significance of Paderborn itself, we may refer to a letter Concerning the cultic significance of Paderborn itself, we may refer to a letter 
addressed to Wolfram Sievers by one Von Motz that is to be found in theaddressed to Wolfram Sievers by one Von Motz that is to be found in the

 Ahnenerbe files. Ahnenerbe files.
Dated January 29, 1937 - from Detmold no less - the author begins byDated January 29, 1937 - from Detmold no less - the author begins by
referring to a recent issue of the referring to a recent issue of the official SS magazine, 'Das Schwarze Korps':official SS magazine, 'Das Schwarze Korps':

'I am sending to you no'I am sending to you now ... six photographs with explanatory text.w ... six photographs with explanatory text.
Maybe these can appear in one of the next issues of 'Schwarze Korps' inMaybe these can appear in one of the next issues of 'Schwarze Korps' in
order to show that it is to some extent a favoured practice of the church onorder to show that it is to some extent a favoured practice of the church on
images of its saints and so forth to illustrate the defeat of adversaries by images of its saints and so forth to illustrate the defeat of adversaries by 
[having them] step on them.' [having them] step on them.' 
ThThe e rerefefererencnced ed esessasay y alalso so mementintiononed ed ththat at thethere re arare e dedepipictictionons s of of thethe
serpent's head, as the symbol of original sin, being stepped on [by theserpent's head, as the symbol of original sin, being stepped on [by the
saints].saints].
These depictions are quite uncommonly prevalent. It is always Mary whoThese depictions are quite uncommonly prevalent. It is always Mary who
treads on original sin.treads on original sin.
Now these pictures appear to me particularly interesting because the serpent Now these pictures appear to me particularly interesting because the serpent 
refers to an ancient symbol of Germanic belief. At the Battle of Hastings therefers to an ancient symbol of Germanic belief. At the Battle of Hastings the
flag of the Saxons shows a flag of the Saxons shows a golden serpent on a blue golden serpent on a blue field....field....
The Mary Statue at The Mary Statue at PaderbPaderborn was erected in orn was erected in the middle of the the middle of the past century past century 
in the courtyard in the courtyard of the former Jesuit College. As professor Alois Fuchs related of the former Jesuit College. As professor Alois Fuchs related 
several times before in lectures concerning the Paderborn art monuments,several times before in lectures concerning the Paderborn art monuments,
the artist that created the Mary Statue must have been a Protestant. This isthe artist that created the Mary Statue must have been a Protestant. This is
for me completely proven because the face in the moon-sickle in every casefor me completely proven because the face in the moon-sickle in every case
represents Luther.represents Luther.
It is well known that Rome and Judah, preferring thus to take advantage of It is well known that Rome and Judah, preferring thus to take advantage of 
their own victims, created victory monuments their own victims, created victory monuments for them. [25] for them. [25] 

These are motifs which we find throughout the vThese are motifs which we find throughout the völkisch and occult impulses inölkisch and occult impulses in
national Socialism: that the serpent, which represents Satan to Christians,national Socialism: that the serpent, which represents Satan to Christians,
was considerwas considered a ed a sacred symbosacred symbol for l for the Arythe Aryans; and ans; and that "Rome and Judah"that "Rome and Judah"
shamelessly exploited the suffering of their own people by depicting them asshamelessly exploited the suffering of their own people by depicting them as
heroes or as vanquishers of evil through their agonies (thus reinforcing weak,heroes or as vanquishers of evil through their agonies (thus reinforcing weak,
non-Aryan suicidal tendencies among the oppressed populations of Europe).non-Aryan suicidal tendencies among the oppressed populations of Europe).
In a related context, Himmler - in conversations with Schellenberg - alsoIn a related context, Himmler - in conversations with Schellenberg - also
discussed such subjects as European witchcraft and the Holy Inquisition atdiscussed such subjects as European witchcraft and the Holy Inquisition at
length.length.
Himmler evidently subscribed to the belief - made popular across the ChannelHimmler evidently subscribed to the belief - made popular across the Channel
by British anthropologist Margaret Murray in 'The Witch Cult in Westernby British anthropologist Margaret Murray in 'The Witch Cult in Western
Europe' (1921) and 'The God of the Witches' (1933) - that the medievalEurope' (1921) and 'The God of the Witches' (1933) - that the medieval
witches burned at the stake by the Church were pagans; he particularlywitches burned at the stake by the Church were pagans; he particularly



stressed the fact that "stressed the fact that "so much good German blood so much good German blood " was "s" was "stupidly destroyed tupidly destroyed ""
when thousands of German witches were murdered by the when thousands of German witches were murdered by the Inquisition.Inquisition.

The SS organization had been built up by Himmler on the principles of theThe SS organization had been built up by Himmler on the principles of the
Order of the Jesuits.Order of the Jesuits.
The service statutes and spiritual exercises prescribed by Ignatius LoyolaThe service statutes and spiritual exercises prescribed by Ignatius Loyola
formed a pattern which formed a pattern which Himmler assiduously tried to copy.Himmler assiduously tried to copy.

 Absolute obedience was the supreme rule; each and every order had to be Absolute obedience was the supreme rule; each and every order had to be
accepted without question.accepted without question.

OOnne e oof f tthhe e bbooookks s rreeccooveverreed d ffrroom m tthhe e ssoo--ccaalllleed d 'H'Hiittlleer r LLiibbrraaryry' ' aatt
Berchtesgaden after the war comes under the heading of "pagan rituals," andBerchtesgaden after the war comes under the heading of "pagan rituals," and
deserves a brief mention here.deserves a brief mention here.
Of the some two thousand volumes that were recovered (and which are nowOf the some two thousand volumes that were recovered (and which are now
stored in the Rare Book Room of the Library of Congress in Washington,stored in the Rare Book Room of the Library of Congress in Washington,
D.C.) many were of the occult sciences.D.C.) many were of the occult sciences.
One in particular concerns us at the moment, and that is 'Das Buch der One in particular concerns us at the moment, and that is 'Das Buch der 
PsaPsalmelmen n DeuDeutsctsch: h: das das GebGebetbetbuch uch der der AriAriosoosophephen n RasRassensen-my-mystistiker ker undund

 Antisemiten'. Antisemiten'.
This can be translated as 'The Book of German Psalms: The Prayerbook of This can be translated as 'The Book of German Psalms: The Prayerbook of 
the Ariosophist Race-Mystics the Ariosophist Race-Mystics and Anti-Semites'.and Anti-Semites'.
It was written by none other than Lanz von Liebenfels, he of the Order of NewIt was written by none other than Lanz von Liebenfels, he of the Order of New
Templars.Templars.

To give the reader an idea of what, typically, the Ahnenerbe thought valuableTo give the reader an idea of what, typically, the Ahnenerbe thought valuable
and worth salvaging in the spiritual legacy of the world, one only has toand worth salvaging in the spiritual legacy of the world, one only has to
glance down the list of works cited in 'Tod und Unsterblichkeit im Weltbildglance down the list of works cited in 'Tod und Unsterblichkeit im Weltbild
IndIndogeogermarmanisnischecher r DenDenkerker' ' ('D('Deateath h and and ImmImmortortaliality ty in in the the IndIndo-Go-Germermanianicc
Thinker's Worldview') coauthored by R. Schrotter and Ahnenerhe Kurator Thinker's Worldview') coauthored by R. Schrotter and Ahnenerhe Kurator 
WaltWalther Wust and published her Wust and published in Berlin in 1938, in Berlin in 1938, bearing a foreword bbearing a foreword by Himmlery Himmler..
This official Deutsches Ahnenerbe publication contains This official Deutsches Ahnenerbe publication contains appropriate quotationsappropriate quotations
from the Vedas, the Upanishads, and the Bhagavad-Gita but doesn't stopfrom the Vedas, the Upanishads, and the Bhagavad-Gita but doesn't stop
there.there.
It goes on to include everyone from Homer, Socrates, Plato, Cicero, Seneca,It goes on to include everyone from Homer, Socrates, Plato, Cicero, Seneca,
Marcus AureliMarcus Aurelius, and Empedocles to us, and Empedocles to the Eddas, Meister Eckhardt (the the Eddas, Meister Eckhardt (the darlingdarling
of the of the Pan-GPan-German mysticerman mystics), s), Jacob Bohme, one Jacob Bohme, one of of DietDietrich Eckart's favoriterich Eckart's favorite
philosophers Angelus Silesius and Giordano Bruno (who was burned at thephilosophers Angelus Silesius and Giordano Bruno (who was burned at the
stake by the Inquisition for his heretical - mystical – vstake by the Inquisition for his heretical - mystical – views).iews).
The collection also contains selections from Omar Khayyam and that other The collection also contains selections from Omar Khayyam and that other 
Persian philosopher-poet Rumi.Persian philosopher-poet Rumi.
This amounts to nothing less than a Nazi "canon" of important and acceptedThis amounts to nothing less than a Nazi "canon" of important and accepted
texts, appropriate for meditational reflection by prospective SS recruits andtexts, appropriate for meditational reflection by prospective SS recruits and
the general public alike.the general public alike.
Of course, neither the Old nor the New Testament appears in the aboveOf course, neither the Old nor the New Testament appears in the above
collection.collection.



It was not enough for National Socialism to assume a pagan stance; it had toIt was not enough for National Socialism to assume a pagan stance; it had to
prove that it was prove that it was historically justified.historically justified.
Himmler wanted nothing so much as to be able to prove to the world that hisHimmler wanted nothing so much as to be able to prove to the world that his
personal beliefs were personal beliefs were the stuff of rthe stuff of realityeality..
In order to do this, he enlisted the help of an organization that, by its veryIn order to do this, he enlisted the help of an organization that, by its very
nanameme, , wawas s dedevovoteted d to to rereststororining g ththe e anancicienent t knknowowleledgdge e of of ththe e ArAryyanan
foforerefafatthehers rs tto o cocontnteempmpororarary y awawe: e: tthe he AAhnhnenenererbe be FoForsrschchunungsgs-u-unndd
Lehrgemeinschaft: the Ancestral Heritage Research and Teaching Society.Lehrgemeinschaft: the Ancestral Heritage Research and Teaching Society.

Himmler gave the Ahnenerbe official status within the Reich in 1935 (thusHimmler gave the Ahnenerbe official status within the Reich in 1935 (thus
protecting it and its members from the spate of new laws that were designedprotecting it and its members from the spate of new laws that were designed
to ban occult-related activity); in 1940 it became a formal division of the SS.to ban occult-related activity); in 1940 it became a formal division of the SS.
WiWith th ovover er fififtfty y sesepaparatrate e sesectctioions ns dedevotvoted ed to to a a wiwide de ranrange ge of of sciscienentitifificc
resresearearch, the Ach, the Ahnehnenernerbe becambe became a e a cencentre for Germtre for German scholan scholars of everyars of every
description.description.
There was a Celtic Studies group within the Ahnenerbe; a group to study theThere was a Celtic Studies group within the Ahnenerbe; a group to study the
Teutonic cult centre at Externsteine (near Wewelsberg), which as we haveTeutonic cult centre at Externsteine (near Wewelsberg), which as we have
seen was believed to be the site of the famous World-Tree, Ydragsil or seen was believed to be the site of the famous World-Tree, Ydragsil or 
YggdrYggdrasil; a asil; a group devoted to Icelandic researcgroup devoted to Icelandic research h (as the (as the Eddas were sacredEddas were sacred
to the Teuton myth, and since Iceland was considered to be the location of to the Teuton myth, and since Iceland was considered to be the location of 
Thule itself); a group that was formed around Ernst Schafer and his TibetThule itself); a group that was formed around Ernst Schafer and his Tibet
exexpepedidititionons; s; a a ruruninic c ststududieies s grgrououp; p; a a "W"Wororld ld IcIce e ThTheoeoryry" " didivivisisionon; ; anan
archaeological research group that scoured the earth for evidence of Aryanarchaeological research group that scoured the earth for evidence of Aryan
presence in lands as remote from Germany as the Far East and Southpresence in lands as remote from Germany as the Far East and South

  A  Amemeririca ca (a(an n ididea ea popossssibibly ly ininspspirired ed by by ththe e wrwrititinings gs of of BlBlavavatatsky sky anand d byby
contemporary research "proving" that the Aryan Norsemen had discoveredcontemporary research "proving" that the Aryan Norsemen had discovered

 America hundreds of years before Columbus); the list goes  America hundreds of years before Columbus); the list goes on and on.on and on.
In fact, it was just such a servant of the Ahnenerbe, SS-Obersturmfuhrer OttoIn fact, it was just such a servant of the Ahnenerbe, SS-Obersturmfuhrer Otto
Rahn, who credited the belief of some Nazis that even Latin America heldRahn, who credited the belief of some Nazis that even Latin America held
promise as a land of the Aryans, a view sacred to contemporary Chileanpromise as a land of the Aryans, a view sacred to contemporary Chilean
author Miguel Serrano. In Rahn's book 'Lucifer's Servants' he describes aauthor Miguel Serrano. In Rahn's book 'Lucifer's Servants' he describes a
Mexican legend concerning the Mexican legend concerning the mystical Thule:mystical Thule:

In the wake of Columbus ... the sails of Ferdinand Cortez crossed the seas. It In the wake of Columbus ... the sails of Ferdinand Cortez crossed the seas. It 
was he who conquered the kingdom of the Aztecs and Mexico for the benefit was he who conquered the kingdom of the Aztecs and Mexico for the benefit 
of Spain. In an account that he sent to the imperial court one reads that theof Spain. In an account that he sent to the imperial court one reads that the
king of the Aztecs had bowed to the Emperor because he held [the Emperor] king of the Aztecs had bowed to the Emperor because he held [the Emperor] 
to be the same Lord of luminous beings and superior essence "from whichto be the same Lord of luminous beings and superior essence "from which
had issued his own ancestors." Montezuma had also been about to permit had issued his own ancestors." Montezuma had also been about to permit 
Cortez to appropriaCortez to appropriate all te all the idols ... that the idols ... that is until he, the is until he, the king - king - impriimprisoned by soned by 
the gold-hungry conquerors and mortally wounded by them -- understood the gold-hungry conquerors and mortally wounded by them -- understood 
who they really were. He refused to allow them to treat his wounds and,who they really were. He refused to allow them to treat his wounds and,
enenergergeteticicalally ly reresisiststining g ththe e ididea ea of of coconvnvertertining g to to ChChririststiaianinityty, , wiwishshed ed fofor r 
nothing more than death. And he did die, the victim of a frightful mistake.nothing more than death. And he did die, the victim of a frightful mistake.



Cortez was the envoy of the Pope and the Catholic emperor and not at all of Cortez was the envoy of the Pope and the Catholic emperor and not at all of 
the "White God" for whom [the king] and his people had been waiting the "White God" for whom [the king] and his people had been waiting so long.so long.
This White God was to have come from the ancient land of Tulla or TullanThis White God was to have come from the ancient land of Tulla or Tullan
(which, according to their beliefs, had once been "a country of the sun" but (which, according to their beliefs, had once been "a country of the sun" but 
"where now ice reigned" and where "the sun had disappeared") - that is to"where now ice reigned" and where "the sun had disappeared") - that is to
say: from Thule. Rather than the servants of Lucifer, those whom they had say: from Thule. Rather than the servants of Lucifer, those whom they had 
grgreeeeteted d ..... . wewere re ththe e rereprpresesenentatatitiveves s of of ththat at "i"ilklk" " wwhihichch, , shshamamelelesesslslyy,,
dishonors the face of our mother the Earth with its filth and its horrors.' dishonors the face of our mother the Earth with its filth and its horrors.' 

That "ilk," of course, is the Catholic Church.That "ilk," of course, is the Catholic Church.

There has been no complete and comprehensive study of the Ahnenerbe inThere has been no complete and comprehensive study of the Ahnenerbe in
English so far, and we will not attempt to do English so far, and we will not attempt to do so here, however, let us examineso here, however, let us examine
several of the separate sections of this operation by studying the documentsseveral of the separate sections of this operation by studying the documents
that were saved from that were saved from destruction after the war.destruction after the war.
By doing so, we will find that the Ahnenerbe is really the best evidence weBy doing so, we will find that the Ahnenerbe is really the best evidence we
have that the SS was a fully constituted cult.have that the SS was a fully constituted cult.
If If tthe he SSS S wwas as HiHimmmmlleer'r's s papagagan n ananswswer er to to tthe he JeJesusuiits ts - - aas s hahas s bebeenen
suggesuggested many tisted many times, - mes, - then the then the AhneAhnenerbe was a kind of senerbe was a kind of seminary anminary andd
teaching college for the teaching college for the future leaders of the Thousand Yfuture leaders of the Thousand Year Reich.ear Reich.

THE RUNE SCHOLARSTHE RUNE SCHOLARS

 Among the documents that comprise the Ahnenerbe collection at the National Among the documents that comprise the Ahnenerbe collection at the National
 Archives is an undated manuscript that was evidently intended to accompany Archives is an undated manuscript that was evidently intended to accompany
Himmler's most famous "Christmas" gift: the red clay candlestick that was toHimmler's most famous "Christmas" gift: the red clay candlestick that was to
be burned on the night of the be burned on the night of the winter solstice by all faithful SS leaders.winter solstice by all faithful SS leaders.

There is no space here to quote the document completely, and indeed it wasThere is no space here to quote the document completely, and indeed it was
meant to accompany some ninety-three illustrations which have not survivedmeant to accompany some ninety-three illustrations which have not survived
with the document, however, parts of this interesting work are worthy of with the document, however, parts of this interesting work are worthy of 
translation here as they represent nothing less than a complete introductiontranslation here as they represent nothing less than a complete introduction
to the subject of runes, from the point of view of a Nazi scholar working for to the subject of runes, from the point of view of a Nazi scholar working for 
the Ahnenerbe-SS.the Ahnenerbe-SS.

The document begins:The document begins:

'T'The he ReReicichshsfufuhrhrerer-S-SS S hahas s sensent t to to alall l SS SS LeLeadaderers s the the bebeauautitifuful l SwSwededisishh
  p  peaeasasant nt cacandndlelestistickck, , fifirered d in in rered d clclayay, , ththat at ststanands ds hehere re bebefofore re us us as as aa
symbolical Christmas - or Yule – offering.symbolical Christmas - or Yule – offering.
It is a replica of a piece that is located in the collection of the DeutscheIt is a replica of a piece that is located in the collection of the Deutsche

 Ahnenerbe in Berlin which, on the other hand, is itself a replica of the original  Ahnenerbe in Berlin which, on the other hand, is itself a replica of the original 
that was stored in the Staten Historik Museum in Stockholm and which camethat was stored in the Staten Historik Museum in Stockholm and which came



from Hallands Province.from Hallands Province.
Such peasant candlesticks in fired clay in the shape of a tower we find not Such peasant candlesticks in fired clay in the shape of a tower we find not 
only in Sweden, in Scandinavia and in North Germania [sic] but likewise inonly in Sweden, in Scandinavia and in North Germania [sic] but likewise in
South Germania here in South Germania here in GermanyGermany, for instance , for instance in Westphalia.' in Westphalia.' 

It is It is worthwworthwhile to point out that hile to point out that the use of the use of the word "Germanithe word "Germania" refers to a" refers to thethe
ancient Teutonic kingdom and not to Germany proper, which is referred to asancient Teutonic kingdom and not to Germany proper, which is referred to as
Deutschland in the original.Deutschland in the original.
The anonymous author then goes on for thirty-five, single-spaced pages toThe anonymous author then goes on for thirty-five, single-spaced pages to
describe not only the candlestick itself but the whole history of the runes.describe not only the candlestick itself but the whole history of the runes.
Some of this will be incomprehensible to those not well versed in runicSome of this will be incomprehensible to those not well versed in runic
symbols, but a few paragraphs will give symbols, but a few paragraphs will give one a taste of the one a taste of the type of scholarship-type of scholarship-
cum-ideology that is the hallmark cum-ideology that is the hallmark of Ahnenerbe publications:of Ahnenerbe publications:

Both the Germanic God-Runes and God-Names - hagal and man, mensch -Both the Germanic God-Runes and God-Names - hagal and man, mensch -
become, at the Christianizing of the Rune Calendar, Christus, translated asbecome, at the Christianizing of the Rune Calendar, Christus, translated as
the God-Son, which in the Germanic meaning is represented as hagal for the God-Son, which in the Germanic meaning is represented as hagal for 
"the creators of the "the creators of the most ancient world," i.e., of Time and Space.most ancient world," i.e., of Time and Space.
This old German deity, Tuisco ("from God" or "from heaven descended") asThis old German deity, Tuisco ("from God" or "from heaven descended") as
well as Tuisto ("the Twofold Name") as the Roman Tacitus in the First Century well as Tuisto ("the Twofold Name") as the Roman Tacitus in the First Century 
relates in his book about Germania, comes from a word meaning "Earthrelates in his book about Germania, comes from a word meaning "Earth
Born." Born." 

The hagal rune had a life of The hagal rune had a life of its own, of course.its own, of course.
It became the title of a runic magazine published by Rudolf John It became the title of a runic magazine published by Rudolf John Gorsleben, aGorsleben, a
friend of Dietrich Eckart and one-time lecturer at Thule Society headquartersfriend of Dietrich Eckart and one-time lecturer at Thule Society headquarters
in Munich, and later managed by Werner von Bulow after Gorsleben's deathin Munich, and later managed by Werner von Bulow after Gorsleben's death
in 1930.in 1930.
(Gorsleben had served during the First World War with a Turkish regiment in(Gorsleben had served during the First World War with a Turkish regiment in

 Arabia, and thus was probably on the receiving end of the Arab forces under  Arabia, and thus was probably on the receiving end of the Arab forces under 
that brilliant military strategist, T.E. Lawrence.)that brilliant military strategist, T.E. Lawrence.)
The hagal rune accumulated a wealth of mystical and magical associationsThe hagal rune accumulated a wealth of mystical and magical associations
under Gorsleben's "scholarship."under Gorsleben's "scholarship."
It became the mother of all runes, as each of the individual runes could beIt became the mother of all runes, as each of the individual runes could be
discovered hidden within it.discovered hidden within it.
To Gorsleben, the hagal rune signified nothing less than a mystical diagramTo Gorsleben, the hagal rune signified nothing less than a mystical diagram
for attaining unity with God through the 'True Will' – and thus became afor attaining unity with God through the 'True Will' – and thus became a
symbol of the 'True Will'.symbol of the 'True Will'.
It is also owing to Gorsleben that we first encounter an occult traditionIt is also owing to Gorsleben that we first encounter an occult tradition
concerning crystals, something that is enjoying a rebirth among the Newconcerning crystals, something that is enjoying a rebirth among the New

 Agers of today. Agers of today.

LaterLater, concerning a different rune , concerning a different rune we read:we read:

'And a thousand years afterwards we discover this "Son of the All-Father and 'And a thousand years afterwards we discover this "Son of the All-Father and 



the Earth": Thor or Donar ... He, the Born-Again, who overcomes the wintry the Earth": Thor or Donar ... He, the Born-Again, who overcomes the wintry 
 power of darkness and death, rousing all life from the tombs once more, is power of darkness and death, rousing all life from the tombs once more, is
represented as a figure with upraised arms.represented as a figure with upraised arms.
His rune therefore is the symbolic sign of the upraised arms, two-or three-His rune therefore is the symbolic sign of the upraised arms, two-or three-

 pointed; the former, the two-pointed the rune k, Anglo- axon name cen or  pointed; the former, the two-pointed the rune k, Anglo- axon name cen or 
"Li"Lightght", and the ", and the latlatter the ter the threthree-pe-poinointed m ted m runrune, calle, called "Man" (Oled "Man" (Old Nordic d Nordic 
madhr, Anglo-Saxon man), and an Old Nordic peasant rune-song says of thismadhr, Anglo-Saxon man), and an Old Nordic peasant rune-song says of this
rune that it "gladdens man and makes the earth increase”.' rune that it "gladdens man and makes the earth increase”.' 

The "All-Father" is, of course, The "All-Father" is, of course, a Ta Teutonic pagan term for eutonic pagan term for God.God.
It may be remembered that Sebottendorff's secret Order was called theIt may be remembered that Sebottendorff's secret Order was called the
GerGermamanennenordorden en AllAll-Fat-Father her And And The The HolHoly y GraGrail, il, and and thathat t SebSebottottendendorforff'sf's
Order publication was (under the influence of Gorsleben and other AryanOrder publication was (under the influence of Gorsleben and other Aryan
cultists) entitled Runes.cultists) entitled Runes.
Further along, we find a slanting attack on the Church:Further along, we find a slanting attack on the Church:

'This is the legacy of the Celtic Old Ones, of the most supreme Heaven-'This is the legacy of the Celtic Old Ones, of the most supreme Heaven-
Father and Earth-Mother, which depict the Year-Wheel and the Soul; theFather and Earth-Mother, which depict the Year-Wheel and the Soul; the

  Ar  Aryanyan, , GerGermanmanic ic ancancestestral ral leglegacyacy, , the the forformer mer ChriChristmstmas as whewhen n the the YYuleule
Candlestick - reaching to the Year-Wheel God - stands silent next to the Soul Candlestick - reaching to the Year-Wheel God - stands silent next to the Soul 
of the Earth Mother which, revolving, spins upof the Earth Mother which, revolving, spins upward.ward.
Now, in conclusion, it remains only to clarify a final symbol. Whence comesNow, in conclusion, it remains only to clarify a final symbol. Whence comes
this "Soul" that belongs to the Earth-Mother which, according to the ancient this "Soul" that belongs to the Earth-Mother which, according to the ancient 

 Aryan myth becomes the Heaven-Son, the "Joy of Man"? What is the origin Aryan myth becomes the Heaven-Son, the "Joy of Man"? What is the origin
of those "Red Hearts" which later become prominent on images of the Virginof those "Red Hearts" which later become prominent on images of the Virgin
Mary, the Mother of the Son of God Jesus Christ whose festival the RomanMary, the Mother of the Son of God Jesus Christ whose festival the Roman
Church only decided in the Fourth Century AD to celebrate on December Church only decided in the Fourth Century AD to celebrate on December 
25th, the ancient Aryan Winter Solstice festival? ... We must turn our gaze25th, the ancient Aryan Winter Solstice festival? ... We must turn our gaze
back to that Ur-time when our Nordic, peasant ancestors of the New Stoneback to that Ur-time when our Nordic, peasant ancestors of the New Stone

 Age erected those mighty clan dolmens three to four millennia before Christ: Age erected those mighty clan dolmens three to four millennia before Christ:
the "Giants' Beds" of which only a few in north Germany have survived thethe "Giants' Beds" of which only a few in north Germany have survived the
irreverent vandalism and brutal profiteering of the irreverent vandalism and brutal profiteering of the past two centuries.' past two centuries.' 

Much of the foregoing would find a respectable home in any New Age or Much of the foregoing would find a respectable home in any New Age or 
pagan publication today.pagan publication today.
Much of it is familiar to students of mythology and the occult.Much of it is familiar to students of mythology and the occult.
But as we reach the conclusion of this monologue we once again come to aBut as we reach the conclusion of this monologue we once again come to a
reminder of just who is writing this thesis, and why:reminder of just who is writing this thesis, and why:

'Long ago our ancestor, that noble Nordic wife and mother, guardian of her 'Long ago our ancestor, that noble Nordic wife and mother, guardian of her 
family and of the meaning of the Homeland, was sacred; she to whom onefamily and of the meaning of the Homeland, was sacred; she to whom one
could go - Seeress and Race-Mother - in order to know what was fit and could go - Seeress and Race-Mother - in order to know what was fit and 

 proper. "We bow in reverence before the image of the German mother," said  proper. "We bow in reverence before the image of the German mother," said 
our Reichsfuhrer Heinrich Himmler on the last Reich's Peasantry Day inour Reichsfuhrer Heinrich Himmler on the last Reich's Peasantry Day in
Goslar.Goslar.



 And so a German doctor once recognized the most-sacred image of our  And so a German doctor once recognized the most-sacred image of our 
ancestral legacy, Earth Mother and Race-Mother, the miracle of the love of ancestral legacy, Earth Mother and Race-Mother, the miracle of the love of 
the Nordic Mother-Soul: that the sacred and eternal Homeland is renewed the Nordic Mother-Soul: that the sacred and eternal Homeland is renewed 
from her womb, embracing life, as she preserves and protects unsullied thefrom her womb, embracing life, as she preserves and protects unsullied the
most sacred spiritual and mental values of most sacred spiritual and mental values of Family and Race.Family and Race.

 And Frigga, Isis, Mary are merely names, And Frigga, Isis, Mary are merely names,
TTransient veils ransient veils of the of the hallowed womb.hallowed womb.
The stars, suns and men's The stars, suns and men's souls ...souls ...
No mortal lips can praise your No mortal lips can praise your Majesty enough.Majesty enough.
O incline, Mother, your divine countenanceO incline, Mother, your divine countenance

 And guide us to our sweet home in the Eternal Light. And guide us to our sweet home in the Eternal Light.
We but wish to stand in faithful watch on We but wish to stand in faithful watch on the soul the soul 
of the Homeland, on of the Homeland, on the Living Tree of our Race,the Living Tree of our Race,
and by its Führer. ' and by its Führer. ' 

THE ICELAND PROJECTTHE ICELAND PROJECT

 As we have seen, the German Occultists viewed Iceland as the last surviving As we have seen, the German Occultists viewed Iceland as the last surviving
link to their ancestral link to their ancestral homeland, Thule.homeland, Thule.
This was an inheritance from their Sebottendorff, who understood UltimaThis was an inheritance from their Sebottendorff, who understood Ultima
Thula, the famous destination of Pytheas in the fourth century BC, to beThula, the famous destination of Pytheas in the fourth century BC, to be
identical to Iceland.identical to Iceland.
For them, Thule corresponded to their own Atlantis myth; while the rest of theFor them, Thule corresponded to their own Atlantis myth; while the rest of the
huhumaman n rarace ce mimighght t hahave ve dedescscenendeded d ffrorom m momonknkeyeys, s, ththe e ThThululisists ts wwereree
convinced that the Aryan race descended from convinced that the Aryan race descended from heaven.heaven.
(Hence that discussion of the Mensch and Hagal runes as symbolic of a(Hence that discussion of the Mensch and Hagal runes as symbolic of a
"descent from heaven" of "descent from heaven" of the real "Menschen," the Aryan Man.)the real "Menschen," the Aryan Man.)
They believed that the Icelandic Eddas contained secret keys to their ownThey believed that the Icelandic Eddas contained secret keys to their own
historyhistory, and that possibly more , and that possibly more clues still existed on that clues still existed on that tiny island in the formtiny island in the form
of dolmens, ancient caves, and prehistoric monuments, etc.of dolmens, ancient caves, and prehistoric monuments, etc.
To galvanize support for a pan-Nordic union against the sub-humans, theyTo galvanize support for a pan-Nordic union against the sub-humans, they
arranged for the formation of something called the Nordic Gesellschaft, or arranged for the formation of something called the Nordic Gesellschaft, or 
Nordic Society: an organization head-quartered in Lubeck that was a petNordic Society: an organization head-quartered in Lubeck that was a pet
project of mystic race theorist Alfred Rosenberg, by now a Reichsleiter andproject of mystic race theorist Alfred Rosenberg, by now a Reichsleiter and
member of Hitler's innermost circle.member of Hitler's innermost circle.
Year after year Rosenberg would address this society composed of membersYear after year Rosenberg would address this society composed of members
from Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, and, of course, Iceland to warnfrom Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, and, of course, Iceland to warn
them of the immediate danger to the "white race" coming from the East, andthem of the immediate danger to the "white race" coming from the East, and
of the essential unity of the Nordic peoples - based on race and mysticof the essential unity of the Nordic peoples - based on race and mystic
ancestry - demanded by the combined Soviet, Jewish, and Masonic threat.ancestry - demanded by the combined Soviet, Jewish, and Masonic threat.
To get an idea of who attended such meetings and of what was discussed,To get an idea of who attended such meetings and of what was discussed,
we only have to read an article in the official Nazi newspaper, 'Völkischer we only have to read an article in the official Nazi newspaper, 'Völkischer 
Beobachter,' concerning one such event, attended by both Rosenberg andBeobachter,' concerning one such event, attended by both Rosenberg and



Darre (a cofounder Darre (a cofounder of the Ahnenerbe):of the Ahnenerbe):

'The conclusion of the 5th Reichs-Convention of the Nordic Society in Lubeck 'The conclusion of the 5th Reichs-Convention of the Nordic Society in Lubeck 
gagainined ed spspececiaial l imimpoportartancnce e frfrom om a a grgranand d spspeeeech ch by by ReReicichshsleleititer er AlAlfrfred ed 
Rosenberg ...Rosenberg ...
. . . . . . the the fifirsrst t spspeaeakekerr, , NaNatitiononal al LiLibrbrarariaian n DrDr. . GuGudmdmunundudur r FiFinbnbogogasason on of of 
Rekjavik, presented a lecture about Icelandic-German cooperation in the field Rekjavik, presented a lecture about Icelandic-German cooperation in the field 
of Nordic Science.of Nordic Science.
SSububseseqqueuentntly ly SStatate te CCououncnciil l JoJohahann nn E. E. MMelellylye, e, ththe e prpresesididenent t of of ththee
Norwegian Peasantry Association, spoke concerning the Norwegian Peasant Norwegian Peasantry Association, spoke concerning the Norwegian Peasant 
Movement. Protocol Secretary Carl Patric Ossbahr, Stockholm, then spokeMovement. Protocol Secretary Carl Patric Ossbahr, Stockholm, then spoke
concerning Sweden's North-European mission ...concerning Sweden's North-European mission ...
ReiReichschsleileiter ter AlAlfrefred d RosRosenbenberg erg heaheartirtily ly gregreeteeted d the the GerGerman man and and NorNorthethernrn
country participants and then began to speak ...country participants and then began to speak ...
The Reichsleiter reminded us ... of the grave military and revolutionary eventsThe Reichsleiter reminded us ... of the grave military and revolutionary events
taking place in the Far East, the Near East, and in Spain. If the Scandinaviantaking place in the Far East, the Near East, and in Spain. If the Scandinavian
north and the Baltic states have been spared to some extent from political north and the Baltic states have been spared to some extent from political 
earthquake tremors, such signifies no more than a temporary reassuring earthquake tremors, such signifies no more than a temporary reassuring 
momomement nt fofor r ththesese e pepeopople le anand d fofor r EuEurorope pe alaltotogegeththerer, , anand d is is nonot t to to bebe
understood as a sign that these people and these nations themselves areunderstood as a sign that these people and these nations themselves are
able to escape the larger problems forever. The struggle between Tradition inable to escape the larger problems forever. The struggle between Tradition in
its various forms and another Breed coming forth for a New Era shall becomeits various forms and another Breed coming forth for a New Era shall become
everyone's everyone's destinydestiny..
"Germany stands since 1933," so the Reichsleiter drove home, "before the"Germany stands since 1933," so the Reichsleiter drove home, "before the
question: whether historical survival has come to an end or if the gravity of question: whether historical survival has come to an end or if the gravity of 
these events directly constitutes the makings for a renaissance.these events directly constitutes the makings for a renaissance.
"After a great struggle within the soul of the German people the entire nation"After a great struggle within the soul of the German people the entire nation
finally agrees about the personality of the Fuhrer ... In only a few years Adolf finally agrees about the personality of the Fuhrer ... In only a few years Adolf 
Hitler's Germany has reaped the harHitler's Germany has reaped the harvest of an entire millennium.vest of an entire millennium.
"This historical fact is big enough to demand attention. It must naturally "This historical fact is big enough to demand attention. It must naturally 
extend widely beyond political limits because German problems, the first of extend widely beyond political limits because German problems, the first of 
which are the immediate social-political ones, are also the problems of thewhich are the immediate social-political ones, are also the problems of the
reremamaininining g pepeopoplleses. . ThThe e evevololututioion n of of ththe e ototheher r nanatitionons s mimighght t go go momorere
gradually since they are not under an immediate force of destiny; still thesegradually since they are not under an immediate force of destiny; still these

 problems are also theirs. problems are also theirs.
"We all stand under the same European destiny, and must feel obliged to this"We all stand under the same European destiny, and must feel obliged to this
common destiny, because finally the existence of the white man dependscommon destiny, because finally the existence of the white man depends
altogether upon the unity of the European continent! Unanimous must wealtogether upon the unity of the European continent! Unanimous must we
oppose that terrible attempt by Moscow to destroy the world, that sea of oppose that terrible attempt by Moscow to destroy the world, that sea of 
blood into which already many people have dived!" blood into which already many people have dived!" 

The Nordic Gesellschaft even made the ailing Dr. Alfred Ploetz - founder of The Nordic Gesellschaft even made the ailing Dr. Alfred Ploetz - founder of 
the Institute for Race Hygiene and the Nazis' most prestigious race theorist -the Institute for Race Hygiene and the Nazis' most prestigious race theorist -
an honorary member about a year an honorary member about a year before he died.before he died.
Thus were the worlds of "scientific racism", Social Darwinist eugenics andThus were the worlds of "scientific racism", Social Darwinist eugenics and



mystical Nordic paganism and anthropology linked, and to them both themystical Nordic paganism and anthropology linked, and to them both the
political agenda of the Third Reich, which involved not only Lebensraum andpolitical agenda of the Third Reich, which involved not only Lebensraum and
a "drive to the East" but also the elimination of the indigenous populations of a "drive to the East" but also the elimination of the indigenous populations of 
the Eastern countries.the Eastern countries.
That Rosenberg and Darre would both attend these meetings is significant,That Rosenberg and Darre would both attend these meetings is significant,
for these men were the première pagans in for these men were the première pagans in Hider's inner circle.Hider's inner circle.
Where Himmler wished to surround himself with the trappings of a twentieth-Where Himmler wished to surround himself with the trappings of a twentieth-
century secret society based partly on the Jesuits, partly on the Masons, andcentury secret society based partly on the Jesuits, partly on the Masons, and
partly on the Templars, Rosenberg and Darre eschewed secret societies andpartly on the Templars, Rosenberg and Darre eschewed secret societies and
ococcucult lt lolodgdges es fofor r a a momore re gegeneneraral, l, momore re popopupulalar r ststatate-e-ororgaganinizezed d papagagann
religion designed to religion designed to replace Christianity forever.replace Christianity forever.
While Himmler shared these ideas to a large extent, he was not likely to beWhile Himmler shared these ideas to a large extent, he was not likely to be
seen campaigning from town to town for state paganism.seen campaigning from town to town for state paganism.
He wanted to conduct his rituals in secret, far from the prying eyes of theHe wanted to conduct his rituals in secret, far from the prying eyes of the
profane.profane.
Thus, while Rosenberg and Darre were doing their best to create a pan-Thus, while Rosenberg and Darre were doing their best to create a pan-
NorNordic dic comcommunmunityity, , HimHimmlemler r was was autauthorhoriziizing ng mismissiosions ns to to IceIcelanland d - - undunder er 

 Ahnenerbe auspices - to search for pagan relics. Ahnenerbe auspices - to search for pagan relics.
Thus we read - in a document addressed to the Ahnenerbe from Dr. BrunoThus we read - in a document addressed to the Ahnenerbe from Dr. Bruno
Schweizer at Detmold, dated March 10, 1938 - of a proposed research trip toSchweizer at Detmold, dated March 10, 1938 - of a proposed research trip to
Iceland that summer:Iceland that summer:

'Plan for an Iceland Research Journey 'Plan for an Iceland Research Journey 

FrFrom om yeyear ar to to yeayear r it it bebecocomemes s momore re didifffficiculult t to to memeet et liliviving ng wiwitnetnesssses es of of 
GerGermamanic nic culculturtural al feefeelinlings gs and and GerGermanmanic ic sousoul l attiattitudetudes s on on the the claclassissical cal 
IcelIcelandic soil andic soil uninfuninfluencluenced ed by by the the overpowoverpowerful grasp erful grasp of of westerwestern n civilcivilizatioization.n.
In only a few years has the natural look of the country, which since the Ur-In only a few years has the natural look of the country, which since the Ur-
time has remained mostly untouched in stone and meadow, in desert and time has remained mostly untouched in stone and meadow, in desert and 
untamed mountain torrents, revealed its open countenance to man and hasuntamed mountain torrents, revealed its open countenance to man and has
funfundamdamententallally y chachangenged d frofrom m moumountantainsinsideides s and and rock rock slaslabs bs to to manmanicuicured red 
lawns, nurseries and pasture grounds, almost as far from Reykjavik as thelawns, nurseries and pasture grounds, almost as far from Reykjavik as the
barren coast section, a feat accomplished by the hand of man; the city itself barren coast section, a feat accomplished by the hand of man; the city itself 
exexpapandnds s wiwith th alalmomost st AmAmeriericacan n spspeeeed d as as roroadwadwayays s anand d bribridgdgeses, , powpower er 
stations and factories emerge and the density of the traffic in Reykjavik stations and factories emerge and the density of the traffic in Reykjavik 
corresponds with that corresponds with that of a European of a European citycity..
. . . . . . ththe e ppeoeoplple e ffororgget et susucch h anancicienent t tetechchniniquques es as as ..... . ththe e ffororgge-e-anand d 
wowoodwodworkorkerer's 's arart, t, the the memethothods ds of of grgrasass-s-anand d mimilklk-c-culultitivavatitionon, , spspininniningng,,
weweavavining, g, dydyeieingng; ; ththey ey foforgerget t ththe e olold d lelegegendnds s anand d mymyths ths ththat at wewere re ononcece
narrated on long winter evenings, the songs and the art of the old verses;narrated on long winter evenings, the songs and the art of the old verses;
they lost the belief in a transcendent nature ... Their innate Germanic sobriety they lost the belief in a transcendent nature ... Their innate Germanic sobriety 
becomes cold calculation; pure material interests then step to the foreground;becomes cold calculation; pure material interests then step to the foreground;
the intelligentsia migrates to the capital and from there swiftly assimilatesthe intelligentsia migrates to the capital and from there swiftly assimilates
international tendencies. Genuine Germanic vigour in Iceland is also ofteninternational tendencies. Genuine Germanic vigour in Iceland is also often
transformed into speculation and not at all through real trade; excessive pridetransformed into speculation and not at all through real trade; excessive pride



of homeland drives them to want to be 150% more modern and progressiveof homeland drives them to want to be 150% more modern and progressive
than the than the rest of rest of EuropeEurope. This . This then often permits the then often permits the presenpresent-day Icelandt-day Icelander toer to
appear in an unfavourable light and thus can not usually avoid giving a good appear in an unfavourable light and thus can not usually avoid giving a good 
German visitor a bad first impression.German visitor a bad first impression.
These situations determine our research These situations determine our research plan.plan.
Every year that we wait quietly means damage to a number of objects, and Every year that we wait quietly means damage to a number of objects, and 
other objects become ruined for camera and film due to newfangled public other objects become ruined for camera and film due to newfangled public 
buildings in the modern style. For the work in question only the summer isbuildings in the modern style. For the work in question only the summer is
appropriate, that is, the months of June through August. Furthermore, oneappropriate, that is, the months of June through August. Furthermore, one
must reckon that occasionally several rainy days can occur, delaying thereby must reckon that occasionally several rainy days can occur, delaying thereby 
certain photographic work. The ship connections are such that it is perhapscertain photographic work. The ship connections are such that it is perhaps
only possible to go to and from the Continent once a week.only possible to go to and from the Continent once a week.

 All this means a minimum perio All this means a minimum period of d of from 5-6 weeks for the from 5-6 weeks for the framewframework of ork of thethe
trip.trip.
The possible tasks of an Iceland research trip with a cultural knowledgeThe possible tasks of an Iceland research trip with a cultural knowledge
mission are greatly variegated. Therefore it remains for us to select only themission are greatly variegated. Therefore it remains for us to select only the
most immediate and most realizable. A variety of other tasks ... should bemost immediate and most realizable. A variety of other tasks ... should be
considered as additional assignments.considered as additional assignments.
TThuhus s ththe e rerecocordrdiing ng of of huhumman an imimagages es (r(racace-e-mmeaeasusureremmenentsts) ) anand d ththee
iinvnvesestitigagatition on of of mmususeueum m trtreaeasusureres s arare e coconsnsiidederered d to to be be adaddidititiononal al 
assignments.' assignments.' 

The following year, Dr. Schweizer proposed the creation of an Icelandic-The following year, Dr. Schweizer proposed the creation of an Icelandic-
German dictionary to help those future researchers in their endeavours, andGerman dictionary to help those future researchers in their endeavours, and
was joined in this concept by other men of was joined in this concept by other men of science.science.
It is not known just to what extent the Icelandic people welcomed this quietIt is not known just to what extent the Icelandic people welcomed this quiet
invasion of German scholars bent on performing "race measurements" oninvasion of German scholars bent on performing "race measurements" on
their citizens, or photographing valuable museum pieces.their citizens, or photographing valuable museum pieces.

But Iceland - Ultima Thule - was not the only piece of real estate to which theBut Iceland - Ultima Thule - was not the only piece of real estate to which the
researchers of the Ahnenerbe associated a researchers of the Ahnenerbe associated a peculiar Apeculiar Aryan heritage.ryan heritage.
One of the most One of the most important was Tibetimportant was Tibet..

THE TIBET EXPEDITIONTHE TIBET EXPEDITION

'At dinner [Himmler] talked to me on 'At dinner [Himmler] talked to me on various scientific questions and told mevarious scientific questions and told me
about an expedition to Tibet.' about an expedition to Tibet.' 

SchellenbergSchellenberg

One of the more controversial stories circulating about the occult activitiesOne of the more controversial stories circulating about the occult activities
and interests of the Third and interests of the Third Reich concerns Tibet.Reich concerns Tibet.
Much is made of the connection between the Third Reich and Tibet inMuch is made of the connection between the Third Reich and Tibet in
Pauwels and Bergier's 'Dawn of Magic' (Le matin des magiciens), a sixtiesPauwels and Bergier's 'Dawn of Magic' (Le matin des magiciens), a sixties



ininteternrnatatioionanal l bebestst-s-selelleler r whwhosose e clclaiaims ms of of mamagigicacal l foforcrces es anand d sisininistster er 
conspiracies overshadowed a more serious message that discovers in theconspiracies overshadowed a more serious message that discovers in the
occult underworld of the Third Reich the seeds of a spiritual crisis about to beoccult underworld of the Third Reich the seeds of a spiritual crisis about to be
born.born.
It would It would seem that seem that SchafSchafer's primary goal er's primary goal in trekking through the in trekking through the HimaHimalayaslayas
was scientific in nature - and hence of less immediate value - than the Reichwas scientific in nature - and hence of less immediate value - than the Reich
leadership was willing to accommodate.leadership was willing to accommodate.

 After all, much of Schafer's reporting has less to do with concerns of a military After all, much of Schafer's reporting has less to do with concerns of a military
value than it does with the flora and fauna of value than it does with the flora and fauna of this inaccessible land.this inaccessible land.
ScSchahafefer's r's acacadadememic ic crcrededenentitialals s wewere re in in zozoolologogy y anand d bobotatanyny, , wiwith th sosomeme
courses in geology, geography, and ethnology.courses in geology, geography, and ethnology.
He seems to have been marching in Sven Hedin's footsteps and was indeedHe seems to have been marching in Sven Hedin's footsteps and was indeed
for a time the head of the Sven Hedin Institute, the organization based infor a time the head of the Sven Hedin Institute, the organization based in
Munich that also became a "Reichs Institute" and eventually a separateMunich that also became a "Reichs Institute" and eventually a separate
section of the Ahnenerbe SS.section of the Ahnenerbe SS.
There is also correspondence from Hedin to Schafer as late as July 27, 1942,There is also correspondence from Hedin to Schafer as late as July 27, 1942,
in which Hedin signs himself as 'in which Hedin signs himself as 'Ihr treu und aufrichtig ergebener' ("Your Ihr treu und aufrichtig ergebener' ("Your 
faithful and sincerely devoted ..." faithful and sincerely devoted ..." ) after forwarding greetings ) after forwarding greetings from his sister, tofrom his sister, to
Schafer's wife, and to Schafer's wife, and to the Kurator of the Ahnenerbe, Dr. Wust.the Kurator of the Ahnenerbe, Dr. Wust.
Schafer's SS personnel file shows one trip to East and Central Tibet fromSchafer's SS personnel file shows one trip to East and Central Tibet from
1934-1936, and another 1934-1936, and another to Tibet (the official SS-Tto Tibet (the official SS-Tibet Expedition referred to ibet Expedition referred to inin
the press) from April 1938 to August 1939 ... in other words, during the periodthe press) from April 1938 to August 1939 ... in other words, during the period
of of ththe e soso-c-calalleled d "p"phohony ny wawar" r" ththat at prpre-e-dadateted d ththe e ininvavasision on of of PoPolaland nd inin
September of 1939.September of 1939.
ThThusus, , we we cacannnnot ot rurule le ouout t tthe he hyhypopoththesesis is ththat at ScSchahafefer r wwas as ininvovolvlved ed inin
something more than butterfly gathering in this historic and official trek to thesomething more than butterfly gathering in this historic and official trek to the
Himalayas at a time of great international crisis and global tensions.Himalayas at a time of great international crisis and global tensions.
TTo o bbe e ssuurree, , SScchhaaffeer r wwaas s nnoot t bbaacck k iin n GGeerrmmaany ny ttwwo o mmoonntthhs s bbeeffoorree
preparations were being made to organize a Tibetan-North Indian strike forcepreparations were being made to organize a Tibetan-North Indian strike force
to oust the British from their rule in India.to oust the British from their rule in India.

Ernst Schafer was born in Köln (Cologne) on March 14, 1910, the son of anErnst Schafer was born in Köln (Cologne) on March 14, 1910, the son of an
important industrialist and director of the Phoenix Rubber Company, andimportant industrialist and director of the Phoenix Rubber Company, and
attended school in Heidelberg and Gottingen before becoming part of a Tibetattended school in Heidelberg and Gottingen before becoming part of a Tibet
expedexpedition organizeition organized d by by the Acadethe Academy my of of NatuNatural ral ScienSciences ces in in PhilPhiladelpadelphia inhia in
1930, when Schafer was only twenty years old.1930, when Schafer was only twenty years old.
He then became a member of the American Brooke Dolan expedition toHe then became a member of the American Brooke Dolan expedition to
Siberia, China, and Tibet in 1931.Siberia, China, and Tibet in 1931.
In 1933, Hitler became chancellor of Germany and it appears as if Schafer In 1933, Hitler became chancellor of Germany and it appears as if Schafer 
was one of the "March violets" who got on the National Socialist bandwagonwas one of the "March violets" who got on the National Socialist bandwagon
after Hitler consolidated his political power after Hitler consolidated his political power that spring.that spring.
His membership number in the Nazi Party was 4690995, and his personnelHis membership number in the Nazi Party was 4690995, and his personnel
record shows membership in the SS as beginning in the summer of 1933,record shows membership in the SS as beginning in the summer of 1933,
ririsising ng in in rarank nk to to UnUntetersrstuturmrmfufuhrhrer er in in 19193636, , ObObererststururmfmfuhuhrerer r in in 19193737,,
Hauptsturmfuhrer in 1938 and finally to Sturmbannfuhrer in 1942.Hauptsturmfuhrer in 1938 and finally to Sturmbannfuhrer in 1942.



He had also been awarded the coveted Totenkopfring, or Death's Head Ring,He had also been awarded the coveted Totenkopfring, or Death's Head Ring,
whwhicich h wawas s ththe e rurunene-i-insnscricribebed d pipiecece e of of SS SS jejewewelry lry dedesisigngned ed by by vvölölkikiscschh
occultist Karl Wiligut , and was a member of occultist Karl Wiligut , and was a member of Himmler's Personal Staff (as wasHimmler's Personal Staff (as was
Wiligut).Wiligut).

 All of this is mentioned to demonstrate that Dr. Schafer was nothing if not the All of this is mentioned to demonstrate that Dr. Schafer was nothing if not the
ideal SS man, at least on paper.ideal SS man, at least on paper.
The orders raising him in rank were signed by Himmler, and his fiancée hadThe orders raising him in rank were signed by Himmler, and his fiancée had
to undergo the usual investigation of her racial background as the prospectiveto undergo the usual investigation of her racial background as the prospective
spouse of an SS officer. (They were married - evidently with the blessing of spouse of an SS officer. (They were married - evidently with the blessing of 
ththe e ReReicichshsfufuhrhrerer-S-SS S - - iin n DeDececembmber er of of 19193939, , anand d wewere re bubusy sy dudutitiffulullyly
producing Aryan offspringproducing Aryan offspring; three daughters ; three daughters by 1944.)by 1944.)
But as an academic, Schafer's published works include - according to his SSBut as an academic, Schafer's published works include - according to his SS
dossier - 'Berge, Buddhas und Baren' (Mountains, Buddhas and Bears),dossier - 'Berge, Buddhas und Baren' (Mountains, Buddhas and Bears),
'U'Unbnbekekananntntes es TTibibetet' ' (U(Unknknownown n TTibibetet), ), anand d 'D'Dacach h deder r ErErdede' ' (R(Roooof f of of ththee
World).World).

 Amo Among ng his articlehis articles s can be can be found this typical one in found this typical one in EngliEnglish: "Four New sh: "Four New BirdsBirds
from Tibet" in the 1937 Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences,from Tibet" in the 1937 Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences,
Philadelphia.Philadelphia.
So, Ernst Schafer was also a scientist who published regularly in respectedSo, Ernst Schafer was also a scientist who published regularly in respected

 journals on his discoveries, and an explorer who emulated the master, Sven journals on his discoveries, and an explorer who emulated the master, Sven
Hedin, by writing books about his travels in the mysterious East.Hedin, by writing books about his travels in the mysterious East.
Thus, we have established that Dr. Schafer was a man of many parts: oneThus, we have established that Dr. Schafer was a man of many parts: one
part SS officer and one part scholar, one part explorer and one part scientist.part SS officer and one part scholar, one part explorer and one part scientist.
Schafer was a career scientist who does not seem to have been interestedSchafer was a career scientist who does not seem to have been interested
only in the possible military potential of only in the possible military potential of his travels in Tibet but kept meticuloushis travels in Tibet but kept meticulous
notes on the religious and cultural notes on the religious and cultural practices of the Tibetans, from their variouspractices of the Tibetans, from their various
cocololoururfuful l lalamamaisistitic c fefeststivivalals s to to TTibibetetan an atattititutudedes s totowaward rd mamarrirriagage, e, rarapepe,,
menstruation, childbirth, homosexuality (and even masturbation).menstruation, childbirth, homosexuality (and even masturbation).
For instance, in his account of Tibetan homosexuality he goes so far as toFor instance, in his account of Tibetan homosexuality he goes so far as to
describe the various positions taken by older lamas with younger boys anddescribe the various positions taken by older lamas with younger boys and
then proceeds to inform his audience how homosexuality played a significantthen proceeds to inform his audience how homosexuality played a significant
role in the higher role in the higher politics of Tibet.politics of Tibet.
There are pages of such careful observation of the local people engaged in aThere are pages of such careful observation of the local people engaged in a
variety of intimate acts that would otherwise have been performed privatelyvariety of intimate acts that would otherwise have been performed privately
had it not been for the ever-prhad it not been for the ever-present and watchful eyes of the Master Race.esent and watchful eyes of the Master Race.
Happily, not all of Schafer's observations were of the sexual habits of theHappily, not all of Schafer's observations were of the sexual habits of the
Lachung and other Himalayan peoples, nor of the flora and fauna, as theLachung and other Himalayan peoples, nor of the flora and fauna, as the
fofollllowowining g artarticicle le frfrom om ththe e NaNazi zi VVololkikiscscheher r BeBeobobacachthter er of of JuJuly ly 2929, , 19193939,,
relates:relates:

''DrDr. . ErErnst nst ScSchahafeferr, , SSSS-H-Hauauptsptstuturmrmfufuhrhrerer, , hahas s nonow w cocompmpleleted ted ththe e fifirsrst t 
German SS- ibet Expedition with extraordinarily great success and will soonGerman SS- ibet Expedition with extraordinarily great success and will soon
return to Germany with his guides. The participants of the expedi tion visited,return to Germany with his guides. The participants of the expedi tion visited,
as the as the first Germafirst Germans, the capital of Tibet, Lhasa, the seat of ns, the capital of Tibet, Lhasa, the seat of the Dalai Lama,the Dalai Lama,
as well as Tibet's second- largest city, Shigatse, the capital of the Panchenas well as Tibet's second- largest city, Shigatse, the capital of the Panchen



Lama, and visited the Lama, and visited the huge monastery of Taschtimhuge monastery of Taschtimmps first visited mps first visited in 1907 by in 1907 by 
SveSven n HedHedin. in. By By comcomparparisoison, n, SveSven n HedHedin'in's s TTranrans-Hs-Himimalaalaya'ya's s disdiscovcoverierieses
required several trips to accomplish. The harvest of the expedition regarding required several trips to accomplish. The harvest of the expedition regarding 
botanical and zoological collections is uncommonly rich and rare and of great botanical and zoological collections is uncommonly rich and rare and of great 
value.' value.' 

  And an article from Der Neue Tag dated July 21, 1939, is even more  And an article from Der Neue Tag dated July 21, 1939, is even more
informative:informative:

'Sacred Tibetan Scripture Acquired by the Dr. Schafer-Expedition on Nine'Sacred Tibetan Scripture Acquired by the Dr. Schafer-Expedition on Nine
 Animal Loads Across the High-Country  Animal Loads Across the High-Country 
(SPECIAL) FRANKFURT(SPECIAL) FRANKFURT-20 -20 JULJULY The Y The Tibet Expedition Tibet Expedition of of Dr. Ernst Dr. Ernst SchaferSchafer,,
which during its expedition through Tibet stayed a long time in Lhasa and inwhich during its expedition through Tibet stayed a long time in Lhasa and in
the capital of the Panchen Lama, Shigatse, is presently on its return trip tothe capital of the Panchen Lama, Shigatse, is presently on its return trip to
GermanyGermany. Since the monsoons . Since the monsoons began unusually earlybegan unusually early, the return , the return march of themarch of the
expedition was hastened in order to secure the shipment of the preciousexpedition was hastened in order to secure the shipment of the precious
collections. The expedition has singularly valuable scientific research resultscollections. The expedition has singularly valuable scientific research results
to to invinvententoryory. . In In addadditiition on to to outoutstastandinding ng accaccompomplislishmehments nts in in the the areareas as of of 
geophysical and earth-magnetic research they succeeded in obtaining angeophysical and earth-magnetic research they succeeded in obtaining an
extextra ra ricrich h ethnethnolologiogical cal colcolleclectiotion n incincludludinging, , aloalong ng witwith h culcult t objobjectects, s, manmany y 
articles and tools of daily life.articles and tools of daily life.
With the help of the regent of Lhasa it was Dr. Schafer who also succeeded With the help of the regent of Lhasa it was Dr. Schafer who also succeeded 
in obtaining the Kangschur, the extensive, 108-volume sacred script of thein obtaining the Kangschur, the extensive, 108-volume sacred script of the
Tibetans, which required nine animal loads to transport.Tibetans, which required nine animal loads to transport.

 Also especially extensive are the zoological and botanical collections that the Also especially extensive are the zoological and botanical collections that the
expedition has already shipped, in part, to Germany the remainder of whichexpedition has already shipped, in part, to Germany the remainder of which
they will bring themselves. The zoological collection includes the total bird-they will bring themselves. The zoological collection includes the total bird-
fauna of the research area. Dr. Schafer was also able, for the first time, tofauna of the research area. Dr. Schafer was also able, for the first time, to
bag a Schapi, a hitherto unknown wild goat. About 50 live animals are on thebag a Schapi, a hitherto unknown wild goat. About 50 live animals are on the
waway y to to GeGermrmananyy, , whwhilile e nunumemerorous us ototheher r lilive ve ananimimalals s arare e ststilill l wiwith th ththee
expedition. An extensive herbarium of all existing plants is also on its way.expedition. An extensive herbarium of all existing plants is also on its way.
FurtheFurthermore, rmore, valuavaluable ble geogrageographicaphical l and and earth-earth-historhistorical ical accomaccomplishplishmentsments
were made. Difficulties encountered due to political tensions with the Englishwere made. Difficulties encountered due to political tensions with the English
authorities were eliminated due to personal contact between Dr. Schafer and authorities were eliminated due to personal contact between Dr. Schafer and 
members of the British authorities in Shangtse, so that the unimpeded returnmembers of the British authorities in Shangtse, so that the unimpeded return
of the expedition out of Tibet with of the expedition out of Tibet with its valuable collections was guaranteed.' its valuable collections was guaranteed.' 

No further mention is made of the sacred scriptures, the Kangschur, which isNo further mention is made of the sacred scriptures, the Kangschur, which is
the core document of Tibetan Buddhism, and I have been unable to discover the core document of Tibetan Buddhism, and I have been unable to discover 
what happened to it after the war, though (for reasons too complex to discusswhat happened to it after the war, though (for reasons too complex to discuss
here) I suspect it wound up in here) I suspect it wound up in a museum in Vienna.a museum in Vienna.
(It is worthwhile noting that nowhere in the above mentioned article does the(It is worthwhile noting that nowhere in the above mentioned article does the
term "SS" appear, or "National Socialism."term "SS" appear, or "National Socialism."
'Der Neue Tag' was a newspaper published in Prague, and the article was'Der Neue Tag' was a newspaper published in Prague, and the article was
printed only two months before Blitzkrieg began.printed only two months before Blitzkrieg began.



In an identical article published the following day in the 'HannoverschesIn an identical article published the following day in the 'Hannoversches
Tageblatt'- a German newspaper - the missing "SS" in "SS-Tibet Expedition"Tageblatt'- a German newspaper - the missing "SS" in "SS-Tibet Expedition"
is faithfully restored.)is faithfully restored.)
Sadly, a search of other articles from the same period do not reveal theSadly, a search of other articles from the same period do not reveal the
disposition of the 108 volumes of sacred scripture.disposition of the 108 volumes of sacred scripture.
MMucuch h hahas s bebeen en mmadade e of of tthihis s exexpepedidittiionon, , anand d eellsesewwhehere re iit t hahas s bebeenen
suggested that the "earth-magnetic" and "geophysical" studies - undertakensuggested that the "earth-magnetic" and "geophysical" studies - undertaken
in the inhospitable terrain of the Himalayas during a time of the greatestin the inhospitable terrain of the Himalayas during a time of the greatest
international crisis - were actually experiments conducted by order of theinternational crisis - were actually experiments conducted by order of the
Reichsfuhrer-SS himself; that is, that they were scientific attempts to proveReichsfuhrer-SS himself; that is, that they were scientific attempts to prove
the 'World Ice Theory', a theory which - had it been proven - would havethe 'World Ice Theory', a theory which - had it been proven - would have
provided the Third Reich with an invaluable weapon against its enemies.provided the Third Reich with an invaluable weapon against its enemies.

THE HORBIGER DOCTRINETHE HORBIGER DOCTRINE

  A  Amomong ng ththe e inintitimimidadatitingngly ly vavast st acaccucumumulalatition on of of AhAhnenenenerbrbe e dodocumcumenentsts
avavaiaillabable le arare e mamanunuscscririptpts, s, jojoururnanal l arartiticlcleses, , anand d nenewwspspapaper er clclipippipingngss
concerning the Welt-Eis-Lehre or 'World Ice Theory' once popularized byconcerning the Welt-Eis-Lehre or 'World Ice Theory' once popularized by

  A  Austustririan an enengigineneer er HaHans ns HoHorbrbigigerer, , a a fafavovoririte te of of boboth th EcEckakart rt anand d HiHitltlerer..
Horbiger's vision of a universe composed of spinning balls and particles of iceHorbiger's vision of a universe composed of spinning balls and particles of ice
managed to account for every cosmological theory from Atlantis to Lemuriamanaged to account for every cosmological theory from Atlantis to Lemuria
and obviously owed a great deal to Madame Blavatsky's idea that the Earth isand obviously owed a great deal to Madame Blavatsky's idea that the Earth is
far older than the geologists tell us it is, and that it once had multiple moonsfar older than the geologists tell us it is, and that it once had multiple moons
and - multiple root-races.and - multiple root-races.
The 'World Ice Theory', stated briefly, suggests that the concept of a universeThe 'World Ice Theory', stated briefly, suggests that the concept of a universe
composed of little more than ice crystals in various stages of formation andcomposed of little more than ice crystals in various stages of formation and
deformation corresponded neatly with völkisch instincts.deformation corresponded neatly with völkisch instincts.

 After all, Nordic Man was a creature of the ice fields and thus the natural After all, Nordic Man was a creature of the ice fields and thus the natural
ancestor of the human race: the being most ancestor of the human race: the being most fit to rule in a universe composedfit to rule in a universe composed
entirely of snow.entirely of snow.
Did not the ancient Nordic legends refer to the land of ice at the top of theDid not the ancient Nordic legends refer to the land of ice at the top of the
world, the Tworld, the Teutonic Atlantis or Ultima Thule, as eutonic Atlantis or Ultima Thule, as the origin of the origin of all Life ?all Life ?

 And doesn't the very whiteness of ice and snow itself suggest certain racial And doesn't the very whiteness of ice and snow itself suggest certain racial
characteristics consonant with the divine source of the universe?characteristics consonant with the divine source of the universe?
It was It was probabprobably no ly no acciaccident that Horbiger counted among his dent that Horbiger counted among his closeclosest friendsst friends
Ottocar Prohaszka, the Catholic bishop who acted as ideologue for the ArrowOttocar Prohaszka, the Catholic bishop who acted as ideologue for the Arrow
Cross Party of Hungary.Cross Party of Hungary.
The real value of the World Ice Theory to the Third Reich - The real value of the World Ice Theory to the Third Reich - aside from the factaside from the fact
that it represented an alternative science, was its supposed utility in weather that it represented an alternative science, was its supposed utility in weather 
forecasting.forecasting.
The nation that could accurately predict the weather far into the future wasThe nation that could accurately predict the weather far into the future was
obviously the nation with an obviously the nation with an edge in military strategyedge in military strategy..
OnOne e neneed ed ononly ly rerecacall ll hohow w wweaeathther er papattttererns ns didisrsrupupteted d mamany ny GeGermrmanan



campaigns - from the freak flood campaigns - from the freak flood that destroyed much of Rommel's materiel inthat destroyed much of Rommel's materiel in
North Africa to the severe winter that blocked Nazi victory in Russia - to knowNorth Africa to the severe winter that blocked Nazi victory in Russia - to know
how important it was for how important it was for the Reich to have the Reich to have a corner on a corner on meteorologymeteorology..
For instance, a publication entitled 'Zur Welteismeteorologie' (On World IceFor instance, a publication entitled 'Zur Welteismeteorologie' (On World Ice
Meteorology) by a Dr. E. Dinies, published by the Reichs Office for Weather Meteorology) by a Dr. E. Dinies, published by the Reichs Office for Weather 
SSeerrvviicce e iin n BBeerrlliin n iin n 11993388, , qquuoottees s ffrroom m HHoorrbbiiggeerr''s s ""eeppiic c wwoorrkk""
'G'Glalazizialalkokosmsmogogononieie' ' (G(Glalacicial al CoCosmsmolologyogy) ) anand d prprovovidides es tatablbles es of of dadatata
comparing ice temperature and air temperature for relative humidity values.comparing ice temperature and air temperature for relative humidity values.
With some irony, the editors of the National Socialist student newspaper With some irony, the editors of the National Socialist student newspaper 
'Rhein- ainische Studentenzeitung' summed up the problem best in their lead'Rhein- ainische Studentenzeitung' summed up the problem best in their lead
for a series for a series of brief articles on of brief articles on the World Ice Theorythe World Ice Theory..
Dated June 1, 1938, the lead-in reads:Dated June 1, 1938, the lead-in reads:

'Our time is rich in theories about the formation and structure of the world.'Our time is rich in theories about the formation and structure of the world.
Frequently these days such matters are dealt with by laymen.Frequently these days such matters are dealt with by laymen.
In our opinion only scientists and experts can successfully answer theseIn our opinion only scientists and experts can successfully answer these
kinds of questions.kinds of questions.
For instance, there has been a great deal of talk in recent years about theFor instance, there has been a great deal of talk in recent years about the
World Ice Theory.World Ice Theory.
We have asked therefore a variety of scientists to tell us their position on theWe have asked therefore a variety of scientists to tell us their position on the
questions piling up concerning the World Ice Theory and we offer them now questions piling up concerning the World Ice Theory and we offer them now 
to the public.' to the public.' 

 And the paper goes on to compare the theories of Horbiger and his co-author  And the paper goes on to compare the theories of Horbiger and his co-author 
Fauth to those of Galileo!Fauth to those of Galileo!

In a manuscript authored by an anonymous SS-Obersturmfuhrer, we note theIn a manuscript authored by an anonymous SS-Obersturmfuhrer, we note the
same attempt to put the World Ice Theory into a purely "scientific" framework,same attempt to put the World Ice Theory into a purely "scientific" framework,
with the same unselfconscious irony:with the same unselfconscious irony:

'The Need and Format of a 'The Need and Format of a New Implementation of the World Ice Theory New Implementation of the World Ice Theory 

 As the Reichsfuhrer-SS himself first spoke out in support of the Viennese As the Reichsfuhrer-SS himself first spoke out in support of the Viennese
eengnginineeeer r HaHans ns HHororbibigeger'r's s WoWorlrld d IIce ce ThTheeororyy, , he he ofoffeferered, d, by by wway ay of of 
substantiation, the following: "Hans Horbiger's monument doesn't need tosubstantiation, the following: "Hans Horbiger's monument doesn't need to
wait a hundred years before it is built; one can employ these ideas evenwait a hundred years before it is built; one can employ these ideas even
today." today." 
Of Of cocourursese, , ththe e imimplplememenentattatioion n of of ththe e WoWorlrld d IcIce e ThTheoeory ry orordederered d by by thethe
Reichsfuhrer-SS must be planned in Reichsfuhrer-SS must be planned in accord with scientific methodology.accord with scientific methodology.
Thus is the manner of working in the Administration for Scientific Research inThus is the manner of working in the Administration for Scientific Research in
the Ahnenerbe unambiguously set forth.the Ahnenerbe unambiguously set forth.

 At the same time, however, a change from the usual method of implementing  At the same time, however, a change from the usual method of implementing 
the World Ice Theory has been the World Ice Theory has been decided upon as well:decided upon as well:

 A scientifically thorough study of the World Ice Theory, together with a proof  A scientifically thorough study of the World Ice Theory, together with a proof 



of its veracity, should be preserved from false teachers. This is only what of its veracity, should be preserved from false teachers. This is only what 
official science attempts to do itself.' official science attempts to do itself.' 

Do we Do we note the presence of a note the presence of a slighslight inferiorit inferiority complex ? Or ty complex ? Or was there somewas there some
internecine conflict over the manner in which the World Ice Theory was beinginternecine conflict over the manner in which the World Ice Theory was being
handled by nonscientists within the Ahnenerbe ?handled by nonscientists within the Ahnenerbe ?

 After all, the theory was a pet project of many occultists and believers in After all, the theory was a pet project of many occultists and believers in
 Atlantis, including one of the  Atlantis, including one of the founders of the Ahnenerbe, Hermann Wirth.founders of the Ahnenerbe, Hermann Wirth.
ThThis is dodocucumementnt, , dadateted d DeDececembmber er 9, 9, 19193737, , mimighght t hahave ve bebeen en papart rt of of ththee
amammumuninitition on usused ed by by a a fafactctioion n wiwiththin in ththe e WWororld ld IcIce e dedepapartrtmement nt of of ththee

 Ahnenerbe (probably being led by Dr. Scultetus, who wanted the occultists Ahnenerbe (probably being led by Dr. Scultetus, who wanted the occultists
out of the World Ice department so that he could conduct appropriatelyout of the World Ice department so that he could conduct appropriately
"scientific" experiments proving its validity) that eventually convinced Himmler "scientific" experiments proving its validity) that eventually convinced Himmler 
to put the theory to the test in the frozen wastes of the Himalayas, whereto put the theory to the test in the frozen wastes of the Himalayas, where
vavaririatatioions ns in in alaltititutudede, , huhumimididityty, , anand d tetempmpererataturure e cocoululd d be be memetiticuculoloususlyly
recorded with the same vivid intensity that Lachung sexual practices wererecorded with the same vivid intensity that Lachung sexual practices were
observed and logged and the truth - or myth - of the World Ice Theoryobserved and logged and the truth - or myth - of the World Ice Theory
established at last.established at last.

Schafer returned home from Tibet in the summer Schafer returned home from Tibet in the summer of 1939.of 1939.
By September, the world had changed By September, the world had changed foreverforever. And on the summer solstice . And on the summer solstice of of 
1941 - a date sacred to the pagan calendar, to the cultists at Paderborn,1941 - a date sacred to the pagan calendar, to the cultists at Paderborn,
Detmold, and Externsteine, and to the memory of the sacrificial lamb, Walter Detmold, and Externsteine, and to the memory of the sacrificial lamb, Walter 
RathRathenau - enau - HitlHitler invaded the er invaded the SoviSoviet Union, thus et Union, thus rippiripping the ng the veil from beforeveil from before
the tabernacle of the Jewish-Masonic-Bolshevik cabal.the tabernacle of the Jewish-Masonic-Bolshevik cabal.
Only a month later, and he was two hundred miles outside Moscow, withinOnly a month later, and he was two hundred miles outside Moscow, within
easy striking distance of total victory in Russia.easy striking distance of total victory in Russia.

 And then -  And then - inexplicablyinexplicably, astoundingly - , astoundingly - he decided to wait.he decided to wait.
Historians will never agree Historians will never agree on why Hitler chose on why Hitler chose this disastrous strategythis disastrous strategy..
He sent crucial divisions to Leningrad and the Ukraine while the main armyHe sent crucial divisions to Leningrad and the Ukraine while the main army
waited in position for two waited in position for two months before moving on months before moving on MoscowMoscow..
It bought the Soviets all the time they needed, for in October the snow beganIt bought the Soviets all the time they needed, for in October the snow began
to fall.to fall.
Six months later, the Nazis had lost over one million dead in the freezingSix months later, the Nazis had lost over one million dead in the freezing
waswasteltelandands s outoutsidside e MosMoscowcow. . In In sumsummer mer uniuniforforms, ms, liglight ht booboots, ts, no no wiwintenter r 
clothing at all of any kind, the Germans lost more men to the ravages of clothing at all of any kind, the Germans lost more men to the ravages of 
winter than to Soviet machine guns.winter than to Soviet machine guns.
Out of the 162 divisions thrown against the Red Army, only eight wereOut of the 162 divisions thrown against the Red Army, only eight were
combat-ready in the spring of 1942.combat-ready in the spring of 1942.
Why did Hitler wait?Why did Hitler wait?

BBececauause se ththe e HHororbibigegeririaans ns - - uundnder er tthe he auauspspicices es of of tthe he AAhnhnenenererbebe's's
meteorological division - had predicted a mild winter !meteorological division - had predicted a mild winter !



THE KNIGHT, DEATH AND THE DOUBLETHE KNIGHT, DEATH AND THE DOUBLE

The SS-Tibet Expedition was not composed simply of a The SS-Tibet Expedition was not composed simply of a handful of academicshandful of academics
who got caught up in the war, but of dedicated scientists with their ownwho got caught up in the war, but of dedicated scientists with their own
agenda.agenda.
In the Third Reich the State became an occult organization and the secretIn the Third Reich the State became an occult organization and the secret
beliefs and practices of a select group of occultists became the official policybeliefs and practices of a select group of occultists became the official policy
of the nation.of the nation.
Scientists, doctors, and professional people in every field found themselvesScientists, doctors, and professional people in every field found themselves
"doubling" to the extent that what would be considered normal, civilized"doubling" to the extent that what would be considered normal, civilized
behaviour in a healthy society had to be suppressed in favour of a belief inbehaviour in a healthy society had to be suppressed in favour of a belief in
the purity of the race and the the purity of the race and the sacred mission of the Occult Messiah.sacred mission of the Occult Messiah.
ScScieiencnce e wawas s ststilill l exexpepectcted ed to to cacarry rry onon, , hohoweweverver, , anand d scscieientntisists ts fofounundd
themselves making their knowledge and method subservient to the Newthemselves making their knowledge and method subservient to the New
Religion.Religion.



'As long as I live I 'As long as I live I will think of Sabarthes, of Montsegur, of the Grail castle,will think of Sabarthes, of Montsegur, of the Grail castle,
and of the Grail itself that may have been the treasure of the heretics spokenand of the Grail itself that may have been the treasure of the heretics spoken
of in the Records of the of in the Records of the Inquisition.' Inquisition.' 

SS-OBERSTURMFUHRESS-OBERSTURMFUHRER OTTO R OTTO RAHNRAHN

Probably one of the most outlandish - yet somehow oddly grand, strangelyProbably one of the most outlandish - yet somehow oddly grand, strangely
cosmic - endeavors of the Third Reich in general, and of the SS in particular,cosmic - endeavors of the Third Reich in general, and of the SS in particular,
was Himmler's search for the Holy Grail.was Himmler's search for the Holy Grail.



In order to understand what Himmler was up to, we will have to look at theIn order to understand what Himmler was up to, we will have to look at the
climate surrounding the Ahnenerbe and at what many readers probably thinkclimate surrounding the Ahnenerbe and at what many readers probably think
of as being a purely Christian symbol: the Holy Grail.of as being a purely Christian symbol: the Holy Grail.

 As we do so, we will come across a fascinating individual whom history has As we do so, we will come across a fascinating individual whom history has
treated rather shabbily, the young SS officer and historian, Otto Rahn (1904-treated rather shabbily, the young SS officer and historian, Otto Rahn (1904-
1939).1939).
It was, after all, Otto Rahn who helped popularize the notion that the GrailIt was, after all, Otto Rahn who helped popularize the notion that the Grail
was not the special property of the Catholic Church (should it actually exist,was not the special property of the Catholic Church (should it actually exist,
and should it ever be found).and should it ever be found).
For Rahn, the Grail was an emblem set up in opposition to the establishedFor Rahn, the Grail was an emblem set up in opposition to the established
Church - indeed, was a Luciferian symbol - and for this the Nazis wereChurch - indeed, was a Luciferian symbol - and for this the Nazis were
grateful; for, if Rahn's conclusion was correct, it gave them a philosophicalgrateful; for, if Rahn's conclusion was correct, it gave them a philosophical
and historical edge and historical edge over organized over organized ChristianityChristianity..

THE CRUSADE AGAINST THE GRAILTHE CRUSADE AGAINST THE GRAIL

Rahn's first published work, 'Kreuzzug gegen den Graal' (Rahn's first published work, 'Kreuzzug gegen den Graal' (Crusade ACrusade Against thegainst the
Grail), was devoted to a study of what is sometimes referred to as theGrail), was devoted to a study of what is sometimes referred to as the

 Albigensian Crusade: a war that took place between the Roman Catholic Albigensian Crusade: a war that took place between the Roman Catholic
Church and a Christian cult known alternatively as the Albigensians (after theChurch and a Christian cult known alternatively as the Albigensians (after the
town of Albi in southern France) or town of Albi in southern France) or the Cathars: "the Pure."the Cathars: "the Pure."
The Cathars were a Gnostic Christian sect that enjoyed enormous popularityThe Cathars were a Gnostic Christian sect that enjoyed enormous popularity
in thirteenth-century Europe, in thirteenth-century Europe, even among the even among the nobilitynobility..
They were opposed to the materialism of the Catholic Church and what theyThey were opposed to the materialism of the Catholic Church and what they
perceived to be the corruption of Christ's teachings bperceived to be the corruption of Christ's teachings by the Church.y the Church.
In many of their beliefs, they were closer to the Manichaeans than to RomanIn many of their beliefs, they were closer to the Manichaeans than to Roman
Catholics; indeed, there is a great deal of evidence to suggest that they mightCatholics; indeed, there is a great deal of evidence to suggest that they might
have been a Manichaean survival.have been a Manichaean survival.
Regardless of their actual origins, however, they began attracting converts inRegardless of their actual origins, however, they began attracting converts in
large numbers, particularly in France.large numbers, particularly in France.

Their beliefs included the doctrine that Christ was pure spirit and had never Their beliefs included the doctrine that Christ was pure spirit and had never 
inhabited a human - that is, a material - form; that the dead will not beinhabited a human - that is, a material - form; that the dead will not be
resurrected in the body, since the body was made of matter, which theresurrected in the body, since the body was made of matter, which the
Cathars viewed as Satanic; that there were two forces in the universe, one of Cathars viewed as Satanic; that there were two forces in the universe, one of 
good and the other of evil; that procreation was evil, as it increased thegood and the other of evil; that procreation was evil, as it increased the
amount of matter in the world and trapped souls within material forms.amount of matter in the world and trapped souls within material forms.
That death was good, and not a time for mourning; that there was noThat death was good, and not a time for mourning; that there was no
particular reason why the bodies of the dead should be revered since theparticular reason why the bodies of the dead should be revered since the
bodies were the evil part of the human constitution.bodies were the evil part of the human constitution.
NaNatuturalrallyly, , ththey ey wewere re brbranandeded d as as hehereretitics cs by by ththe e ChChururch ch anand d evevenentutualallyly
Catholic armies were sent to destroy them under order of Pope Innocent III inCatholic armies were sent to destroy them under order of Pope Innocent III in
1209.1209.



It was from a Catholic commander - a Cistercian abbot, no less - surroundingIt was from a Catholic commander - a Cistercian abbot, no less - surrounding
a French town composed of both Cathar and Catholic civilians (men, women,a French town composed of both Cathar and Catholic civilians (men, women,
anand d chchilildrdrenen) ) ththat at we we rerececeivive e ththe e imimmomortartal l lilinene: : "K"Kilill l ththem em alall. l. GoGod d wiwillll
recognize his own."recognize his own."
The belief of the Cathars - and of their close relatives, the Albigensians or The belief of the Cathars - and of their close relatives, the Albigensians or 

 Albigeois of the Languedoc region of France - that matter was essentially Albigeois of the Languedoc region of France - that matter was essentially
impuimpure and re and evil, and that only spirit was pure evil, and that only spirit was pure and good is and good is a patently Gnostia patently Gnosticc
doctrine.doctrine.
The belief in two gods - one evil, the other good - is both Gnostic andThe belief in two gods - one evil, the other good - is both Gnostic and
Manichaean.Manichaean.
Hence, it has been argued that the Cathars were an extension of a MiddleHence, it has been argued that the Cathars were an extension of a Middle
Eastern sect of Manichees or of Gnostics in possession of a "secret tradition"Eastern sect of Manichees or of Gnostics in possession of a "secret tradition"
concerning the life and concerning the life and death of Christ and death of Christ and the origins of Christianitythe origins of Christianity..
The Cathars claimed that The Cathars claimed that the Bible (particularly the Bible (particularly the Old Tthe Old Testament) was full of estament) was full of 
references to an Evil God - Jehovah - even as they insisted that the Bible wasreferences to an Evil God - Jehovah - even as they insisted that the Bible was
either full of errors or had been interpreted incorrectly by generations of self-either full of errors or had been interpreted incorrectly by generations of self-
serving Roman Catholic theologians. (One should remember that in 1209 theserving Roman Catholic theologians. (One should remember that in 1209 the
Gutenberg press had not been invented and that Bibles were in scarceGutenberg press had not been invented and that Bibles were in scarce
supply. Those that existed were in the dead tongues of Latin and Greek, andsupply. Those that existed were in the dead tongues of Latin and Greek, and
in the possession of the Church. The average person knew very little of whatin the possession of the Church. The average person knew very little of what
was in the Bible, except for what he or was in the Bible, except for what he or she was told by a she was told by a priest.)priest.)

 Another Cathar peculiarity is that - perhaps late in their tragic story - they Another Cathar peculiarity is that - perhaps late in their tragic story - they
legitimized a form of ritual suicide, called the 'endura': one simply starvedlegitimized a form of ritual suicide, called the 'endura': one simply starved
oneself to death, or was poisoned, or was strangled or suffocated by theoneself to death, or was poisoned, or was strangled or suffocated by the
brethren.brethren.
They also rejected most of the sacraments of the Church as so muchThey also rejected most of the sacraments of the Church as so much
superstitious nonsense.superstitious nonsense.
In In ththeieir r anantiti-P-Papapal al ststanance ce ththey ey wewere re clclosose e to to ththe e rarathther er momore re CaCalvlvininisistt
WaldWaldensians with whom they have been frequently - and ensians with whom they have been frequently - and erroneously - linked.erroneously - linked.

'' At dinner ... he spoke  At dinner ... he spoke of India and Indian philosophyof India and Indian philosophy. This led him to . This led him to speak of speak of 
a subject which was a hobbyhorse of his: in a lively manner he described toa subject which was a hobbyhorse of his: in a lively manner he described to
me me the the reresusult lt of of resreseaearchrches es in in GeGermrman an wiwitctchchcraraft ft tritrialals. s. He He saisaid d it it wawass
monstrous that thousands of witches had been burned during the Middlemonstrous that thousands of witches had been burned during the Middle

 Ages. So much good German blood had been stupidly destroyed. From this Ages. So much good German blood had been stupidly destroyed. From this
he began an he began an attack on the Catholic Churchattack on the Catholic Church, and at , and at the same time on the same time on CalviCalvin;n;
before I had caught up with all this he was discussing the Spanish Inquisitionbefore I had caught up with all this he was discussing the Spanish Inquisition
and the essential and the essential nature of primitive Christianity.' nature of primitive Christianity.' 
SchellenbergSchellenberg

These words from Foreign Intelligence Chief Walter Schellenberg's memoirsThese words from Foreign Intelligence Chief Walter Schellenberg's memoirs
concerning a meeting with Himmler in the Ukraine in the summer of 1942concerning a meeting with Himmler in the Ukraine in the summer of 1942
indicate just how interested the Reichsfuhrer-SS was in such philosophicalindicate just how interested the Reichsfuhrer-SS was in such philosophical
and and metmetaphyaphysicasical l quequestistionsons, , incincludluding ing earlearly y ChrChrististianianityity, , CalCalvinvinismism, , ththee
Inquisition ... even the witch trials, on Inquisition ... even the witch trials, on all of which Himmler considered himself all of which Himmler considered himself 



something of an expert.something of an expert.
The Cathar ideology must have appealed to him and the other Nazis in aThe Cathar ideology must have appealed to him and the other Nazis in a
profound way.profound way.

 After all, the very word "Cathar" means "pure," and purity - particularly of the After all, the very word "Cathar" means "pure," and purity - particularly of the
blood as the physical embodiment of spiritual "goodness" - was an issue of blood as the physical embodiment of spiritual "goodness" - was an issue of 
prime importance to the SS.prime importance to the SS.
The Cathars railed against the gross materialism of the Church; the NationalThe Cathars railed against the gross materialism of the Church; the National
Socialists viewed themselves as inherently anti-Capitalist, even though theySocialists viewed themselves as inherently anti-Capitalist, even though they
were forced to were forced to deal with large deal with large industindustrial concerns in rial concerns in order to order to obtaiobtain n absolabsoluteute
power in Germany. (To Hitler and his followers, Capitalism was immoral andpower in Germany. (To Hitler and his followers, Capitalism was immoral and
they equated it with the excesses of the Jewish financiers that - they said -they equated it with the excesses of the Jewish financiers that - they said -
had brought the nation to ruin during the First World War and the depressionhad brought the nation to ruin during the First World War and the depression
that followed.)that followed.)
The Cathars, in denying the value of the Old Testament and in attackingThe Cathars, in denying the value of the Old Testament and in attacking
Jehovah as a kind of Satan, naturally seemed to be in perfect agreement withJehovah as a kind of Satan, naturally seemed to be in perfect agreement with
German Occult ideology concerning the Jews.German Occult ideology concerning the Jews.
Further, the Cathars were fanatics, willing to die for their cause; sacrificingFurther, the Cathars were fanatics, willing to die for their cause; sacrificing
themselves to the Church's onslaught they enjoyed the always enviable aurathemselves to the Church's onslaught they enjoyed the always enviable aura
of spiritual underdogs.of spiritual underdogs.
There was something strangely beautiful in the way they were immolated onThere was something strangely beautiful in the way they were immolated on
the stakes of the Inquisition, professing their faith and their hatred of Romethe stakes of the Inquisition, professing their faith and their hatred of Rome
until the very end.until the very end.
The German Occultists could identify with the Cathars: with their overallThe German Occultists could identify with the Cathars: with their overall
fafananatiticicismsm, , wiwith th ththeieir r cocontntemempt pt fofor r ththe e waway y vivitatal l spspiriritituaual l mamatttterers s wewerere
commercialized (polluted) by the Establishment, and with their passion for commercialized (polluted) by the Establishment, and with their passion for 
"purity.""purity."
It is perhaps inevitable that the Cathars should It is perhaps inevitable that the Cathars should have made a sacrament out have made a sacrament out of of 
suicide, for they must have known that their quest was doomed to failure fromsuicide, for they must have known that their quest was doomed to failure from
the start.the start.
They must have wished for death as a release from a corrupt and insensitiveThey must have wished for death as a release from a corrupt and insensitive
world; and it's entirely possible that, at the root of National Socialism, lay aworld; and it's entirely possible that, at the root of National Socialism, lay a
similar wish.similar wish.
Hitler was surrounded by the suicides of his mistresses, and it is possible thatHitler was surrounded by the suicides of his mistresses, and it is possible that
the Nazis saw in suicide that consolation and release from the world of the Nazis saw in suicide that consolation and release from the world of 
Satanic matter promised by this most cynical of Cathar sacraments.Satanic matter promised by this most cynical of Cathar sacraments.

For some reason, it became popular to assume that these same CatharsFor some reason, it became popular to assume that these same Cathars
were in possession of a mysterious sacred object and that, on the eve of were in possession of a mysterious sacred object and that, on the eve of 
destruction of the last major Cathar opposition at the fortress of Montsegur indestruction of the last major Cathar opposition at the fortress of Montsegur in
southern France on March 14, 1244, some Cathars managed to escape withsouthern France on March 14, 1244, some Cathars managed to escape with
this object down the side of their mountain citadel (then under siege bythis object down the side of their mountain citadel (then under siege by
Catholic troops).Catholic troops).
This sacred object has been identified by later generations as nothing lessThis sacred object has been identified by later generations as nothing less
than the Holy Grail.than the Holy Grail.
Before the collapse of Montsegur, as some authors have proposed, the GrailBefore the collapse of Montsegur, as some authors have proposed, the Grail



was in the possession of the infamous Order of the Knights Templar, thewas in the possession of the infamous Order of the Knights Templar, the
Order after which von Liebenfels and Kellner named their respective cults; theOrder after which von Liebenfels and Kellner named their respective cults; the
same Order that was created by St. Bernard of Clairvaux, the famous abbotsame Order that was created by St. Bernard of Clairvaux, the famous abbot
of the Cistercian of the Cistercian OrderOrder..
DeDepependndining g on on wwhohom m onone e rereadads, s, ththe e TTememplplarars s wewere re bebelilieveved ed tto o hahaveve
discovered either the Grail or the Ark of the Covenant, or both, during their discovered either the Grail or the Ark of the Covenant, or both, during their 
sojourn in sojourn in Palestine at the Palestine at the site of Solomon's Tsite of Solomon's Temple.emple.
Several studies have been made of the Templar cathedrals - Chartres inSeveral studies have been made of the Templar cathedrals - Chartres in
papartrticiculular ar - - to to prprovove e ththat at ththe e TTememplplarars s leleft ft a a cocodeded d memessssagage e in in ststononee
revealing that they brought a sacred object of great value back with themrevealing that they brought a sacred object of great value back with them
from the East, an object whose tremendous, otherworldly power enabledfrom the East, an object whose tremendous, otherworldly power enabled
them to finance, design, and build a series of magnificent churches all over them to finance, design, and build a series of magnificent churches all over 
France in an amazingly short period of time.France in an amazingly short period of time.
IndeeIndeed, the d, the time line is time line is suggessuggestive fortive for, , accordaccording to ing to an an authoauthoritatritative work ive work onon
the subject by Henry Adams, during the space of one hundred years (fromthe subject by Henry Adams, during the space of one hundred years (from

 A.D. 1170 to A.D. 1270) the Church built eighty cathedrals in France and A.D. 1170 to A.D. 1270) the Church built eighty cathedrals in France and
hundreds of other "cathedral-class" churches at an estimated cost of onehundreds of other "cathedral-class" churches at an estimated cost of one
billion in 1905 U.S. dollars.billion in 1905 U.S. dollars.
ThThe e pspseueudodonynymomous us auauththor or on on alalchchememy y anand d ararchchititecectuturere, , FuFulclcananelellili,,
contributed to this idea of a Templar secret tradition in his 'Le Mystere descontributed to this idea of a Templar secret tradition in his 'Le Mystere des
Cathedrales', first published in 1925.Cathedrales', first published in 1925.
It has been translated into English and forms the core of yet another mysticalIt has been translated into English and forms the core of yet another mystical
tradition.tradition.

Just why the Cathars should then have found themselves in possession of Just why the Cathars should then have found themselves in possession of 
the Grail remains the Grail remains something of a something of a mysterymystery..
Certainly there is a robust literature concerning the Grail - known as GrailCertainly there is a robust literature concerning the Grail - known as Grail
Romances to the historians - that identify it as anything from a sacred stoneRomances to the historians - that identify it as anything from a sacred stone
that fell from the sky (the lapis exilis or lapis ex coelis) to the actual cup usedthat fell from the sky (the lapis exilis or lapis ex coelis) to the actual cup used
by Jesus at the Last Supper and which was used to by Jesus at the Last Supper and which was used to catch drops of his bloodcatch drops of his blood
during the crucifixion.during the crucifixion.
Indeed, Wolfram von Eschenbach's Parzival depicts the Grail as a stone andIndeed, Wolfram von Eschenbach's Parzival depicts the Grail as a stone and
not as a cup; the older romance by Chretien de Troyes depicts the Grail as anot as a cup; the older romance by Chretien de Troyes depicts the Grail as a
cup and not as a stone, and this image is perpetuated in Malory's Le Martecup and not as a stone, and this image is perpetuated in Malory's Le Marte
d'Arthur.d'Arthur.

 As if to compromise on this controversy, one of the carved figures on the As if to compromise on this controversy, one of the carved figures on the
north door of Chartres Cathedral - that of the Old Testament High Priestnorth door of Chartres Cathedral - that of the Old Testament High Priest
Melchisedek - is shown holding a Cup from which Melchisedek - is shown holding a Cup from which the Stone rises.the Stone rises.

 And from time to time various objects have been found which their owners And from time to time various objects have been found which their owners
claimed to be the Grail but none of these have stood up to even cursoryclaimed to be the Grail but none of these have stood up to even cursory
scrutiny.scrutiny.
Recently, the writing team of Walter Birks and R. A. Gilbert have conspired toRecently, the writing team of Walter Birks and R. A. Gilbert have conspired to
put an end to all the speculation.put an end to all the speculation.
Birks served with the British Army in the Middle East during the war with theBirks served with the British Army in the Middle East during the war with the
rank of major, prior to which he had been involved in esoteric and spiritualistrank of major, prior to which he had been involved in esoteric and spiritualist



circles in England; Gilbert is an historian of occultism, most notably of thecircles in England; Gilbert is an historian of occultism, most notably of the
Golden Dawn.Golden Dawn.
Together, they denigrate the writings of Rahn as "tortuous reasoning andTogether, they denigrate the writings of Rahn as "tortuous reasoning and
linguistic lunacy" and the book by Baigent, Leigh, and Lincoln (Holy Blood,linguistic lunacy" and the book by Baigent, Leigh, and Lincoln (Holy Blood,
Holy Grail) as evidence of a "lunatic theory" supported by an "inchoate massHoly Grail) as evidence of a "lunatic theory" supported by an "inchoate mass
of irrelevancies."of irrelevancies."
For Birks and Gilbert, the treasure of Montsegur "never was": it was not theFor Birks and Gilbert, the treasure of Montsegur "never was": it was not the
Grail, not a cache of Templar gold, not the bloodline of Jesus, but "the power Grail, not a cache of Templar gold, not the bloodline of Jesus, but "the power 
to transmit the apostolic succession, the seed perhaps of a higher form of to transmit the apostolic succession, the seed perhaps of a higher form of 
Christianity to be revealed when the world is ready to Christianity to be revealed when the world is ready to receive it."receive it."
They base this theory on Biblical exegesis, interpretations of the Dead SeaThey base this theory on Biblical exegesis, interpretations of the Dead Sea
Scrolls, the writings of Josephus and others, and on what remains of Cathar Scrolls, the writings of Josephus and others, and on what remains of Cathar 
ritual and theology.ritual and theology.
Birks was present at a Cathar research site at Ussat-les-Bains in the lateBirks was present at a Cathar research site at Ussat-les-Bains in the late
1930s (although too late to have met Rahn, who also researched and lived at1930s (although too late to have met Rahn, who also researched and lived at
the site) and was friendly with one Antonin Gadal, about whom more later.the site) and was friendly with one Antonin Gadal, about whom more later.
Birks himself states that it was during conversation with a member of theBirks himself states that it was during conversation with a member of the
Nosairi sect in the Middle East that he realized the Cathar treasure was not aNosairi sect in the Middle East that he realized the Cathar treasure was not a
material Grail at all, but the "Light-filled vessel": i.e., a purely metaphoricalmaterial Grail at all, but the "Light-filled vessel": i.e., a purely metaphorical
image based on the cup of sacramental wine which the Nosairi use to drinkimage based on the cup of sacramental wine which the Nosairi use to drink
"to the Light": an emblem of the true teaching of Christianity before it became"to the Light": an emblem of the true teaching of Christianity before it became
confused and bowdlerized by the Evangelists and the various Councils.confused and bowdlerized by the Evangelists and the various Councils.
This is all involved with a Nosairi tradition of the "way of the Stars," that aThis is all involved with a Nosairi tradition of the "way of the Stars," that a
human soul, after death, proceeds up a ladder of lights, of stars, to heaven.human soul, after death, proceeds up a ladder of lights, of stars, to heaven.
Birks was satisfied with that, and the doctrine of Light provided him with aBirks was satisfied with that, and the doctrine of Light provided him with a
great illumination (no pun intended); but we have come full circle, for the waygreat illumination (no pun intended); but we have come full circle, for the way
of the Stars and the doctrine of the Light are amply represented by the mythsof the Stars and the doctrine of the Light are amply represented by the myths
of the Celts, the Nordic peoples, and many others in whom Rahn discoveredof the Celts, the Nordic peoples, and many others in whom Rahn discovered
the the scascattttered ered frafragmegments nts of of a a loslost t mymystistical cal tratraditditionion, , and and the the "Li"Lightght-fi-fillelledd
vessel" may be an entirely appropriate reference to Rahn's rediscoveredvessel" may be an entirely appropriate reference to Rahn's rediscovered
doctrine of Lucifer, the Light-Bearer.doctrine of Lucifer, the Light-Bearer.

SS-OBERSTURMFUÜHRER PARSIFALSS-OBERSTURMFUÜHRER PARSIFAL

 As mentioned, one of the most famous Grail romances is that composed by As mentioned, one of the most famous Grail romances is that composed by
Wolfram von Eschenbach, entitled 'Parzival'.Wolfram von Eschenbach, entitled 'Parzival'.
It is this particular romance that has remained the authoritative word on theIt is this particular romance that has remained the authoritative word on the
subject for many people, and which was the work that inspired Otto Rahn insubject for many people, and which was the work that inspired Otto Rahn in
his researches (and Richard Wagner in his famous opera by the his researches (and Richard Wagner in his famous opera by the same name).same name).
Rahn was an impoverished scholar of history whose soul Rahn was an impoverished scholar of history whose soul became inflamed bybecame inflamed by
equal doses of Wagner and von Eschenbach in his youth.equal doses of Wagner and von Eschenbach in his youth.
The beneficiary of a classical education in both literature and philology, heThe beneficiary of a classical education in both literature and philology, he
spent five years traveling throughout Europe in search spent five years traveling throughout Europe in search of myths, legends, andof myths, legends, and
the records of heretical cults, all of which he believed would point to thethe records of heretical cults, all of which he believed would point to the



existence of a native, crypto-pagan, Gnostic-type religion in Europe.existence of a native, crypto-pagan, Gnostic-type religion in Europe.
FindiFinding ng mythomythologiclogical al and and philophilologilogical cal links between such links between such varied phenomenvaried phenomenaa
as the troubadours, the Grail legends, European paganism, and the hereticalas the troubadours, the Grail legends, European paganism, and the heretical
sect known as the Cathars, Rahn felt he had discovered evidence of ansect known as the Cathars, Rahn felt he had discovered evidence of an
ancient German religious tradition that had been suppressed by the Church.ancient German religious tradition that had been suppressed by the Church.
Identifying the pure knight Parzival as a Cathar or Cathar Identifying the pure knight Parzival as a Cathar or Cathar manque, Rahn wentmanque, Rahn went
on to write a history of the Cathar rebellion from the point of view of Grailon to write a history of the Cathar rebellion from the point of view of Grail
Romance.Romance.

 Although this sounds like pure Guido von List or Lanz von Liebenfels, Rahn Although this sounds like pure Guido von List or Lanz von Liebenfels, Rahn
was a scholar who based his work on accepted primary sources (such as thewas a scholar who based his work on accepted primary sources (such as the
records of the Inquisition, the poems and songs of the troubadours, and therecords of the Inquisition, the poems and songs of the troubadours, and the
medieval Grail legends) and on his own, on-the-scene research.medieval Grail legends) and on his own, on-the-scene research.
He arrived in the Languedoc region of France in 1931 and there met aHe arrived in the Languedoc region of France in 1931 and there met a
gentleman well-known in Grail gentleman well-known in Grail circles, Antcircles, Antonin Gadal.onin Gadal.
Gadal maintained a private Cathar museum at the small town of Ussat-les-Gadal maintained a private Cathar museum at the small town of Ussat-les-
Bains, a tourist attraction and spa in the Pyrenees with an allegedly Cathar Bains, a tourist attraction and spa in the Pyrenees with an allegedly Cathar 
connection.connection.
He also had He also had an extensivan extensive library on e library on the subject of the Cathars and the the subject of the Cathars and the GraiGrail,l,
from which Rahn probably derived much benefit.from which Rahn probably derived much benefit.
Gadal was a member of a society called 'The Friends of Montsegur and theGadal was a member of a society called 'The Friends of Montsegur and the
Grail', of which the noted historian Rene Nelli was vice president (it was NelliGrail', of which the noted historian Rene Nelli was vice president (it was Nelli
who would translate Rahn's work into French).who would translate Rahn's work into French).
ThThe e sosociciety - ety - as as itits s naname me imimplplieies s - - bebelilieveved ed ththat at a a coconnnnecectition on exexisistetedd
between the Cathar movement and the Grail Romances.between the Cathar movement and the Grail Romances.
This concept had been broached in 1906 by the popular French author This concept had been broached in 1906 by the popular French author 
Josephin Peladan in 'Le Josephin Peladan in 'Le Secret des Troubadours'.Secret des Troubadours'.
ForFormer mer GoGoldelden n DawDawn n memmember Arthuber Arthur r EdwEdward ard WWaitaite e had had disdiscoucountented d ththee
ththeoeory ry ththat at ththe e GrGraiail l lelegegend nd hahad d ananyyththining g to to do do wiwith th eieithther er CaCaththarars s or or 

 Albigensians in a book published three years later ('The Hidden Church of the Albigensians in a book published three years later ('The Hidden Church of the
Holy Grail'), but then Waite was in a state of apostasy from the Golden DawnHoly Grail'), but then Waite was in a state of apostasy from the Golden Dawn
as he had claimed that their occult rituals were essentially evil, and hadas he had claimed that their occult rituals were essentially evil, and had
replaced them with Christian versions, forming his own rather boring occultreplaced them with Christian versions, forming his own rather boring occult
order in the process.order in the process.

In In MaMay y of of 191932 32 RaRahn hn dedecicideded d to to bebecocome me an an ininnknkeeeepeper r to to susupppporort t hihiss
researches and invested in a local establishment at Ussat.researches and invested in a local establishment at Ussat.
By By SeSeptptemembeber r he he wawas s babanknkruprupt, t, anand d didisasappppeaearered d frfrom om FrFranance ce ononly ly toto
reappear shortly reappear shortly thereafter in Germany.thereafter in Germany.
By then, he had accumulated quite enough information to write his own bookBy then, he had accumulated quite enough information to write his own book
on the subject of the Cathars and the Grail, 'Kreuzzug gegen den Graal',on the subject of the Cathars and the Grail, 'Kreuzzug gegen den Graal',
which was published in 1933 and translated into French the following year aswhich was published in 1933 and translated into French the following year as
'Croisade contre le Graal' 'Croisade contre le Graal' (Crusade Against the Grail).(Crusade Against the Grail).

 Although the book did  Although the book did not earn Rahn a not earn Rahn a lot of moneylot of money, it eventually came to , it eventually came to thethe
attention of no less attention of no less an admirer than Heinrich an admirer than Heinrich HimmlerHimmler..



 According to one version of the story, the Reichsfuhrer-SS personally invited According to one version of the story, the Reichsfuhrer-SS personally invited
the author to meet him at his Prinz Albrechtstrasse headquarters in Berlin.the author to meet him at his Prinz Albrechtstrasse headquarters in Berlin.
ThTherere, e, he he ofoffeferered d RaRahn hn a a comcommimissssioion n in in ththe e SS SS anand d vivirtrtuaualllly y ununlilimimitetedd
resources for which Himmler expected Rahn to continue his research into theresources for which Himmler expected Rahn to continue his research into the
Grail legends, the Cathars, and Grail legends, the Cathars, and related subjects of Aryan interest.related subjects of Aryan interest.

  A  Accccorordiding ng to to ananototheher r veversrsioion, n, RaRahn hn wwas as a a pepersrsononal al frfrieiend nd of of völkvölkisischch
"channeler" Karl Maria Wiligut - also known as SS-Oberfuhrer Weisthor - a"channeler" Karl Maria Wiligut - also known as SS-Oberfuhrer Weisthor - a
gentleman who claimed that he had perfect recall of the entire ancient historygentleman who claimed that he had perfect recall of the entire ancient history
of the Teuton peoples going back over 200,000 years, a kind of ancient racialof the Teuton peoples going back over 200,000 years, a kind of ancient racial
memory upon which he could call at anmemory upon which he could call at any time.y time.
This was, of course, a very handy ability to possess, and Himmler consideredThis was, of course, a very handy ability to possess, and Himmler considered
himself fortunate to have access to the services of a man who could fill inhimself fortunate to have access to the services of a man who could fill in
those great gaps of Teutonic history.those great gaps of Teutonic history.
Wiligut's ability was, he claimed, due to the fact that his family's lineage hadWiligut's ability was, he claimed, due to the fact that his family's lineage had
been kept pure at every generation down the millennia from that time in thebeen kept pure at every generation down the millennia from that time in the
misty past when the gods of air and water mated in humid embrace tomisty past when the gods of air and water mated in humid embrace to
produce the milky Wiligut bloodline.produce the milky Wiligut bloodline.
WilWiliguigut, t, anoanothether r of of GerGermanmany's y's runrune e schscholaolars, rs, claclairvirvoyaoyantsnts, , and and TTeuteutonionicc
mystics, held meetings at his home on arcane Aryan topics at which Himmler mystics, held meetings at his home on arcane Aryan topics at which Himmler 
and the young Otto Rahn were said to and the young Otto Rahn were said to be frequent guests.be frequent guests.
Wiligut insisted that Christianity was really a German invention; that ChristWiligut insisted that Christianity was really a German invention; that Christ
was really the was really the ancient Tancient Teutonic god Baldur, who was crucified eutonic god Baldur, who was crucified by a by a schismaticschismatic
group of Wotan worshippers.group of Wotan worshippers.
Baldur, however, managed to escape to the Middle East and his remainingBaldur, however, managed to escape to the Middle East and his remaining
followers in Germany built a cult centre sacred to their faith at the prehistoricfollowers in Germany built a cult centre sacred to their faith at the prehistoric
site of Externsteine, which was to become the subject of much discussionsite of Externsteine, which was to become the subject of much discussion
and excavation by the Ahnenerbe.and excavation by the Ahnenerbe.
Of course, like most other Of course, like most other occult theoryoccult theory, Wiligut's thesis is based , Wiligut's thesis is based on a number on a number 
of verifiable historical traditions that can be found in a careful reading of of verifiable historical traditions that can be found in a careful reading of 
ancient texts, in this case of the Eddas and other Scandinavian and Gothicancient texts, in this case of the Eddas and other Scandinavian and Gothic
lore that pre-date the Christian conversion of these peoples by hundreds of lore that pre-date the Christian conversion of these peoples by hundreds of 
years.years.
BaBaldldurur, , fofor r ininststanancece, , wawas s a a slslaiain n anand d reresusurrrrececteted d gogod d lilike ke mamany ny ototheher r 
agricultural deities of many other lands.agricultural deities of many other lands.
The Norse Creation story is remarkably similar to that of ancient Sumeria,The Norse Creation story is remarkably similar to that of ancient Sumeria,
with the known universe created out of the corpse with the known universe created out of the corpse of another slain god.of another slain god.
ThaThat t ChrChrististianianity ity adoadoptepted d pagpagan an cerceremoemonienies, s, culcult t cencentretres, s, holholidayidays, s, andand
myths is by now well known; in fact, it becomes increasingly difficult to identifymyths is by now well known; in fact, it becomes increasingly difficult to identify

 just what a "pure" form of Christianity would look like. just what a "pure" form of Christianity would look like.
However, Wiligut's problem - and the problem of many amateur historians inHowever, Wiligut's problem - and the problem of many amateur historians in
his class - is that he took the myths and legends of the ancient Europeanhis class - is that he took the myths and legends of the ancient European
peoples and blended them together with theosophical and other newly coinedpeoples and blended them together with theosophical and other newly coined
mystical beliefs with little or no mystical beliefs with little or no historical basis.historical basis.
The commonality of motifs in these various myths from widely divergentThe commonality of motifs in these various myths from widely divergent
sources may best be explained by the type of research undertaken by MITsources may best be explained by the type of research undertaken by MIT



Professor de Santillana (as mentioned in a previous chapter) and others whoProfessor de Santillana (as mentioned in a previous chapter) and others who
see in these stories a coded see in these stories a coded form of astronomical observations.form of astronomical observations.
The relatively new sciences of epigraphy and paleoastronomy may answer The relatively new sciences of epigraphy and paleoastronomy may answer 
many questions previously considered the domain of occultism.many questions previously considered the domain of occultism.
Yet, on the basis of this and related historical theories, Wiligut was made theYet, on the basis of this and related historical theories, Wiligut was made the
head of the Department of Prehistory at the Race and Settlement Officehead of the Department of Prehistory at the Race and Settlement Office
(R(RuSuSHAHA) ) of of ththe e SSSS, , anand d evevenentutualally ly atattatainined ed ththe e exexalalteted d rarank nk of of SSSS--
BrigadefuhrerBrigadefuhrer, or , or BrigadierBrigadier, on , on Himmler's Personal Himmler's Personal Staff.Staff.
It It wawas s WiWililigugut t whwho o dedesisigngned ed ththe e ScSchuhutztzststafaffefel'l's s spspececiaial l DeDeatath's h's HeHeadad
(totenkopf) ring, a device replete with runic symbols including the inevitable(totenkopf) ring, a device replete with runic symbols including the inevitable
swastika as well as those of Wiligut's personal armorial design.swastika as well as those of Wiligut's personal armorial design.
The latter detail implied that somehow Wiligut was, himself, the last and soleThe latter detail implied that somehow Wiligut was, himself, the last and sole
physical repository of glacially pure Teutonic blood; a claim that was thephysical repository of glacially pure Teutonic blood; a claim that was the
cornerstone of his philosophy and which gave him that unique unbrokencornerstone of his philosophy and which gave him that unique unbroken
memory which made him so valuable to those lesser mortals who could onlymemory which made him so valuable to those lesser mortals who could only
prove their racial purity back to the year prove their racial purity back to the year 1750 (as required of SS 1750 (as required of SS recruits).recruits).

It has been said that Rahn was introduced to Himmler by Wiligut himself, andIt has been said that Rahn was introduced to Himmler by Wiligut himself, and
that Himmler accepted the young scholar into the SS on Wiligut's personalthat Himmler accepted the young scholar into the SS on Wiligut's personal
recommendation.recommendation.
WiliWiligut then kept in gut then kept in constaconstant touch with Rahn as nt touch with Rahn as the latter went about on histhe latter went about on his
travels through France, Germany, and Iceland, hot on the very cold trail of thetravels through France, Germany, and Iceland, hot on the very cold trail of the
mysterious Cathar treasure he believed was the Grail.mysterious Cathar treasure he believed was the Grail.
He communicated his findings to Wiligut periodically in letters that were to beHe communicated his findings to Wiligut periodically in letters that were to be
shared with no one else but Himmler, so secret and so important were their shared with no one else but Himmler, so secret and so important were their 
contents.contents.
One wonders what these secrets were, for they are One wonders what these secrets were, for they are certaicertainly not nly not to be to be foundfound
in Rahn's second book, a work in Rahn's second book, a work published under Nazi supervision.published under Nazi supervision.
HoHowweveverer, , sosome me leletttterers s frfrom om RaRahn hn to to WiWililigugut t hahave ve susurvrviviveded, , mamarkrkeded
"extremely confidential," dealing - for instance - with linguistic evidence of "extremely confidential," dealing - for instance - with linguistic evidence of 
pagan sites concealed within modern German place names, and begging thepagan sites concealed within modern German place names, and begging the
Seer to communicate his findings with "tSeer to communicate his findings with "the Reichsfuhrer-SS only he Reichsfuhrer-SS only ."."

 As these letters are dated as early as 1935 we can see that Rahn was As these letters are dated as early as 1935 we can see that Rahn was
intimate with the highest circles of the SS hierarchy by this time.intimate with the highest circles of the SS hierarchy by this time.
Rahn's friend Paul Ladame, however, insists that when he ran into Rahn inRahn's friend Paul Ladame, however, insists that when he ran into Rahn in
JulyJuly, , 1936, on 1936, on the Joachimstthe Joachimstaler Strasse in aler Strasse in BerliBerlin, n, Rahn was Rahn was resplresplendenendent t inin
full SS uniform, bearing the flashes of the Liebstandarte Adolf Hitler and,full SS uniform, bearing the flashes of the Liebstandarte Adolf Hitler and,
when asked how he had come to be wearing such a thing, replied "when asked how he had come to be wearing such a thing, replied " My dear My dear 
Paul, a man has to eat ! Paul, a man has to eat ! ""
Whether or not Rahn was anWhether or not Rahn was any kind of real National Socialist, his two books y kind of real National Socialist, his two books dodo
reveal, however, that he believed the Catholic Church had all but destroyedreveal, however, that he believed the Catholic Church had all but destroyed
essential elements of a secret German religious tradition, a tradition whoseessential elements of a secret German religious tradition, a tradition whose
persecution began with the Cathars in the thirteenth century and whichpersecution began with the Cathars in the thirteenth century and which
ended, triumphantly, with the destruction of the Templar Order a hundredended, triumphantly, with the destruction of the Templar Order a hundred
years later.years later.



The German tradition was not a Christian one in the generally acceptedThe German tradition was not a Christian one in the generally accepted
sense.sense.
Rather, it was a pagan religion whose elements were appropriated by theRather, it was a pagan religion whose elements were appropriated by the
Church as a means of diluting it of its power: the Grail, the knightly Orders,Church as a means of diluting it of its power: the Grail, the knightly Orders,
the sacred Quest, and the eternal struggle between Light and Darkness.the sacred Quest, and the eternal struggle between Light and Darkness.
Except, for the Cathars as filtered through the meditations of Rahn, Light inExcept, for the Cathars as filtered through the meditations of Rahn, Light in
this case was represented by - not Jesus or Jehovah - but by another spirit,this case was represented by - not Jesus or Jehovah - but by another spirit,
the the "Light-Bearer"Light-Bearer."."
TTo Rahn, o Rahn, this Entity represented this Entity represented the highest good.the highest good.
To Rahn (at least officially), the Third Reich in general - and the SS inTo Rahn (at least officially), the Third Reich in general - and the SS in
particular - became the servitors of an ancient pagan cult whose god wasparticular - became the servitors of an ancient pagan cult whose god was
known to the medieval Christians not as Jesus but as known to the medieval Christians not as Jesus but as LuciferLucifer..

LUCIFER'S SERVANTSLUCIFER'S SERVANTS

 As we saw in the preceding chapter, Himmler's personal agenda was to As we saw in the preceding chapter, Himmler's personal agenda was to
amass enough data - archaeological, historical, cultural, religious, and occult -amass enough data - archaeological, historical, cultural, religious, and occult -
to prove that the Aryan "race" was superior to all other races on earth andto prove that the Aryan "race" was superior to all other races on earth and
that the Germans were that the Germans were the inheritors of the Aryan bloodline.the inheritors of the Aryan bloodline.
He also had to prove that, at some point in history, what are now the GermanHe also had to prove that, at some point in history, what are now the German
peoples owned virtually all of Europe.peoples owned virtually all of Europe.
This would not only seem to legitimize Hitler's 'Drive to the East', but mightThis would not only seem to legitimize Hitler's 'Drive to the East', but might
prove useful in establishing that the Germans had an historical right to doprove useful in establishing that the Germans had an historical right to do
whatever they wanted with whatever whatever they wanted with whatever inferiorinferior, races they , races they found there.found there.
Proving the existence of a hitherto unknown German religious tradition thatProving the existence of a hitherto unknown German religious tradition that
pre-dated Christianity and which was more in tune with the German Völkpre-dated Christianity and which was more in tune with the German Völk
would go a long way toward propping up Himmler's other theories and givewould go a long way toward propping up Himmler's other theories and give
substance to the twin policies of Aryan racial superiority and German claim tosubstance to the twin policies of Aryan racial superiority and German claim to
the land.the land.
It It wouwould ld proprovidvide e ththe e necnecessessary ary phiphiloslosophophicaical l undunderperpinninning ing fofor r an an occoccultult
renaissance in Europe and prove stronger than the various Christian sectsrenaissance in Europe and prove stronger than the various Christian sects
that had arbitrarily divided the race along ideological lines.that had arbitrarily divided the race along ideological lines.

 A German spiritual tradition that transcended Christian history would provide A German spiritual tradition that transcended Christian history would provide
a blood religion that could unit the racially pure peoples of Europe - Aryans ina blood religion that could unit the racially pure peoples of Europe - Aryans in
diaspora - and thus erase national boundaries and Christian sensitivities indiaspora - and thus erase national boundaries and Christian sensitivities in
one blow.one blow.

(To those readers of today who find this mission a trifle weird, might the(To those readers of today who find this mission a trifle weird, might the
author be permitted to remind them that no less a modern state than Israelauthor be permitted to remind them that no less a modern state than Israel
was founded along pretty much the same lines? Jewish claims upon thewas founded along pretty much the same lines? Jewish claims upon the
territory are based upon religious scriptures, and citizenship in the State of territory are based upon religious scriptures, and citizenship in the State of 
Israel is limited to those who can prove they are Israel is limited to those who can prove they are Jews.)Jews.)

In this endeavor, Himmler had two distinct sets of In this endeavor, Himmler had two distinct sets of ideological opponents.ideological opponents.



First of all, there were the scientists who disparaged such canonical NaziFirst of all, there were the scientists who disparaged such canonical Nazi
claims as Aryan racial purity and the prevalence of an Aryan cult or proto-claims as Aryan racial purity and the prevalence of an Aryan cult or proto-
Christian society over all of Europe and Asia in the distant past.Christian society over all of Europe and Asia in the distant past.
For these, Himmler hoped to provide concrete evidence that Aryans (and,For these, Himmler hoped to provide concrete evidence that Aryans (and,
hence, Germans) had established communities in such remote locales ashence, Germans) had established communities in such remote locales as
Minsk in Russia, northern Minsk in Russia, northern India, and Tibet.India, and Tibet.
The Deutsche Akademie and later the Ahnenerbe were both heavily involvedThe Deutsche Akademie and later the Ahnenerbe were both heavily involved
in the archaeological work necessary to buttress this argument.in the archaeological work necessary to buttress this argument.
His second opponent was the established Christian Church itself.His second opponent was the established Christian Church itself.
Himmler's dream was to create, out of the SS, a new religion based on theHimmler's dream was to create, out of the SS, a new religion based on the
pagan elements of what he perceived to be the original, Ur-Aryan religion of pagan elements of what he perceived to be the original, Ur-Aryan religion of 
ancient India and Europe.ancient India and Europe.
HoweverHowever, many , many Germans were devout Germans were devout Christians.Christians.
Hitler himself realized this, and knew that he had to play politics with them for Hitler himself realized this, and knew that he had to play politics with them for 
as long as the churches held power and as long as the people felt they owedas long as the churches held power and as long as the people felt they owed
spiritual allegiance to the churches and what they represented.spiritual allegiance to the churches and what they represented.
Himmler, on the other hand, wanted nothing so much as the destruction - notHimmler, on the other hand, wanted nothing so much as the destruction - not
only of the organized Church - only of the organized Church - but of Christianity itself.but of Christianity itself.

 And, with the assistance of  And, with the assistance of Wiligut and other like-minded individuals, Himmler Wiligut and other like-minded individuals, Himmler 
drew up new ceremonies and a new liturgical calendar to thoroughly replacedrew up new ceremonies and a new liturgical calendar to thoroughly replace
Christian versions.Christian versions.

 And how better to capture the attention and imagination of the pious than to And how better to capture the attention and imagination of the pious than to
appropriate the Grail as a purely pagan and Aryan symbol, actually restoringappropriate the Grail as a purely pagan and Aryan symbol, actually restoring
to the Grail its to the Grail its original character and identityoriginal character and identity..
ThThe e GrGraiail l fifigugurered d prpromomininenentltly y in in EuEuroropepean an fofolklklolore re as as a a powpowererfuful l ococcucultlt
symbol, and was also the basis for a Wagnerian opera that was just assymbol, and was also the basis for a Wagnerian opera that was just as
powerful, just as compelling.powerful, just as compelling.
It was assumed that It was assumed that WWagner, an admitted anti-Semite, would not have wastedagner, an admitted anti-Semite, would not have wasted
his time writing a Christian or Jewish propaganda tract.his time writing a Christian or Jewish propaganda tract.
Therefore, Wagner's own take on the Grail – 'Parsifal' - must be consistentTherefore, Wagner's own take on the Grail – 'Parsifal' - must be consistent
with rest of the Aryan operatic canon that included, of course, the 'Ringwith rest of the Aryan operatic canon that included, of course, the 'Ring
Cycle'.Cycle'.
It was all Aryan myth and, therefore, part It was all Aryan myth and, therefore, part of a single, continuous of a single, continuous epic storyepic story..

Rahn's thesis went a long way to establishing just that.Rahn's thesis went a long way to establishing just that.
Based on research undertaken in the Languedoc region of southern FranceBased on research undertaken in the Languedoc region of southern France
and especially at fabled Montsegur, site of the Cathars' last stand, Rahnand especially at fabled Montsegur, site of the Cathars' last stand, Rahn
believed he had acquired enough evidence to repudiate any Christian claimbelieved he had acquired enough evidence to repudiate any Christian claim
to the Grail.to the Grail.
The Grail of von Eschenbach and Richard Wagner was redeemed as theThe Grail of von Eschenbach and Richard Wagner was redeemed as the
ultimate ultimate Aryan relic Aryan relic around which around which Himmler would build his Himmler would build his pagan Tpagan Temple.emple.
The castle at Wewelsburg, with its Round Table for himself and the membersThe castle at Wewelsburg, with its Round Table for himself and the members
of his Inner Circle, would be the heart of a new metropolis; the chamber of his Inner Circle, would be the heart of a new metropolis; the chamber 
containing the Round Table and the crypt below it would be the precisecontaining the Round Table and the crypt below it would be the precise
geographical center of geographical center of the new city, the Athe new city, the Aryan Camelot, and ryan Camelot, and of the New of the New WorldWorld



itself.itself.
 And what is King Arthur, a Round Table, and Camelot without a Grail? And what is King Arthur, a Round Table, and Camelot without a Grail?

Initially, Rahn did not seem to hold National Socialist ideas in the least.Initially, Rahn did not seem to hold National Socialist ideas in the least.
 According to his friend, the French author Paul Ladame, Rahn thought the According to his friend, the French author Paul Ladame, Rahn thought the
German Occultists faintly ridiculous.German Occultists faintly ridiculous.
But he could not turn down a lucrative offer of employment with Himmler, andBut he could not turn down a lucrative offer of employment with Himmler, and
so he eventually donned the black uniform of the SS.so he eventually donned the black uniform of the SS.
He may not have had much of a choice in the matter, but it was a decisionHe may not have had much of a choice in the matter, but it was a decision
that nevertheless proved his that nevertheless proved his downfall.downfall.

 As Himmler encountered more and more difficulty in finding hard evidence to As Himmler encountered more and more difficulty in finding hard evidence to
prove his Aryan thesis, he became increasingly disillusioned with Rahn andprove his Aryan thesis, he became increasingly disillusioned with Rahn and
his ilk.his ilk.
FiFinanallllyy, , acaccorcordiding ng to to LaLadadameme, , he he gagave ve ththe e frfrigighthtenened ed yoyoung ung scschoholalar r anan
ultimatum: he would finish his next book by October 31, 1936 - the paganultimatum: he would finish his next book by October 31, 1936 - the pagan
festival of Samhain - and provide it to the SS festival of Samhain - and provide it to the SS editors for approval. Or else.editors for approval. Or else.
This, Rahn managed to do.This, Rahn managed to do.

Then, in 1939, at the age of thirty-five, he was dead.Then, in 1939, at the age of thirty-five, he was dead.

The book that resulted from this relatively unknown SS project was entitledThe book that resulted from this relatively unknown SS project was entitled
'Luzifers Hofgesind' or 'Lucifer's Servants'.'Luzifers Hofgesind' or 'Lucifer's Servants'.
It reads quite differently from Rahn's first book, which was an effort to portrayIt reads quite differently from Rahn's first book, which was an effort to portray
a kind of a kind of occult undeoccult underdog group of purists who held the secret of the rdog group of purists who held the secret of the ages inages in
their hands if only the rest of us their hands if only the rest of us would pay attention.would pay attention.
'L'Lucucififerer's 's SeServrvanantsts', ', on on ththe e ototheher r hahandnd, , is is at at leleasast t papartrtly ly a a gegenunuinine e SSSS
propaganda tract and several passages make a good case for the worship of propaganda tract and several passages make a good case for the worship of 
Lucifer, if one follows Rahn's exegesis on several ancient sources includingLucifer, if one follows Rahn's exegesis on several ancient sources including
Parzival and the surviving texts of troubadors, Cathars, and even PersianParzival and the surviving texts of troubadors, Cathars, and even Persian
mystics.mystics.
Indeed, this idea of Lucifer as a benign or divine being was familiar andIndeed, this idea of Lucifer as a benign or divine being was familiar and
congenial to the "white light" Theosophists of the congenial to the "white light" Theosophists of the 1920s who, after all, entitled1920s who, after all, entitled
one of their official German publications 'Luzifer'.one of their official German publications 'Luzifer'.

The following citations should adequately illustrate this claim :The following citations should adequately illustrate this claim :

IIt was necessary, in effect, to be faithful to God until death, "and God t was necessary, in effect, to be faithful to God until death, "and God will givewill give
to his servant the crown of eternal life," as it is written in the Bible. Having to his servant the crown of eternal life," as it is written in the Bible. Having 
established that, for the Church of Rome - the sole repository of "Truth" in theestablished that, for the Church of Rome - the sole repository of "Truth" in the
eyes of its faithful - the troubadours were members of the servants of theeyes of its faithful - the troubadours were members of the servants of the
Devil; having also established that they were faithful to the God of Love; and Devil; having also established that they were faithful to the God of Love; and 
finally having established that they celebrated -- as numerous examples havefinally having established that they celebrated -- as numerous examples have

 proved -- the marvels of the crown of Lucifer, it is permitted to believe that  proved -- the marvels of the crown of Lucifer, it is permitted to believe that 
they had faith in the existence of a Luciferian crown of eternal life (to speak they had faith in the existence of a Luciferian crown of eternal life (to speak 
Biblically). And if we follow this thought to its logical conclusion, we will say Biblically). And if we follow this thought to its logical conclusion, we will say 



that, for them, the God of Love was none other than Lucifer in person.that, for them, the God of Love was none other than Lucifer in person.
This hypothesis will become certain if we allow our thought to range moreThis hypothesis will become certain if we allow our thought to range more
widely: the god Amor is the god of Spring, as is Apollon.... Apollon brought widely: the god Amor is the god of Spring, as is Apollon.... Apollon brought 
back the light of the Sun: he is a light-bearer, or "Lucifer." According to theback the light of the Sun: he is a light-bearer, or "Lucifer." According to the

  A  Apopocalcalypypse se of of JoJohnhn, , ApApolollylyo-o-ApApolollolon n wawas s eqequauateted d wiwith th ththe e DeDevivil, l, anand d 
aaccccoordrdiinng g tto o tthhe e bbeelliieef f oof f ththe e RRoommaan n CChhuurcrch h ..... . LLuucciiffeer r iis s SSaatatann..
ConsequentlyConsequently, the god , the god of Spring Apollon-Amor is, according to the of Spring Apollon-Amor is, according to the doctrine of doctrine of 
the Church, the Devil and Satan' the Church, the Devil and Satan' 

In a further section on the subject of Lucifer, he writes in the same chapter:In a further section on the subject of Lucifer, he writes in the same chapter:

'There is much more Light than in the houses of God - cathedrals and 'There is much more Light than in the houses of God - cathedrals and 
churches - where Lucifer neither is able nor wishes to enter due to all thechurches - where Lucifer neither is able nor wishes to enter due to all the
somber, stained glass windows wherein are painted the Jewish prophets and somber, stained glass windows wherein are painted the Jewish prophets and 
apostles, the Roman gods and saints. The forest, that, that was free !' apostles, the Roman gods and saints. The forest, that, that was free !' 

 As the above two passages indicate, Rahn is using Biblical and Patristic As the above two passages indicate, Rahn is using Biblical and Patristic
writings to support his thesis that the Cathars and the troubadors were, in awritings to support his thesis that the Cathars and the troubadors were, in a
sense, worshipers of Lucifer ... but only so far as they worshipped pagansense, worshipers of Lucifer ... but only so far as they worshipped pagan
gods whom the Church had demonised.gods whom the Church had demonised.
In an earlier chapter Rahn notes that Esclarmonde, a famous Cathar saint,In an earlier chapter Rahn notes that Esclarmonde, a famous Cathar saint,
""one of the noblest women of the Middle Agesone of the noblest women of the Middle Ages " and heretic of the highest" and heretic of the highest
rank, believed that Jehovah - rank, believed that Jehovah - the Old Tthe Old Testament God of the Jews -- estament God of the Jews -- was nonewas none
other than Satan himself; that Christ never died on the cross and that,other than Satan himself; that Christ never died on the cross and that,
therefore, his suffering and death do not redeem the lives or souls of histherefore, his suffering and death do not redeem the lives or souls of his
followers.followers.
(This idea that Christ did not die on the cross is one possible reason why(This idea that Christ did not die on the cross is one possible reason why
Templar postulants were to trample a crucifix underfoot during their initiationTemplar postulants were to trample a crucifix underfoot during their initiation
ceremony into the Order, and may be the reason there were no crucifixes atceremony into the Order, and may be the reason there were no crucifixes at
Chartres.)Chartres.)
""Cursed by the Pope, detested by the King of France, she thought -- until her Cursed by the Pope, detested by the King of France, she thought -- until her 
dying breath -- of nothing other than the religious and political independencedying breath -- of nothing other than the religious and political independence
of her of her countrycountry..""
These ideas - Jehovah the "god of the Jews" as the real Satan, inherentThese ideas - Jehovah the "god of the Jews" as the real Satan, inherent
falsehoods in the Gospel account of Christ's life, and dying for the religiousfalsehoods in the Gospel account of Christ's life, and dying for the religious
and political independence of the state - all had a receptive audience amongand political independence of the state - all had a receptive audience among
the scholars of the Ahnenerbe and of the SS in general.the scholars of the Ahnenerbe and of the SS in general.
The Cathars had represented a pure form of Christianity that denied evenThe Cathars had represented a pure form of Christianity that denied even
large portions of the Bible, and they were a political threat to the establishedlarge portions of the Bible, and they were a political threat to the established
Church; certainly, Himmler could approve of this point of view married, as itChurch; certainly, Himmler could approve of this point of view married, as it
was, to the idea of a pagan Grail and of the Cathars as "was, to the idea of a pagan Grail and of the Cathars as " guardians of theguardians of the
Grail.Grail.""

 And, of course, this enabled Himmler to say that ' And, of course, this enabled Himmler to say that ' The Jew is the creature of aThe Jew is the creature of a
lesser God lesser God '.'.
Further, and perhaps even more importantly, as the Old Testament Jews wereFurther, and perhaps even more importantly, as the Old Testament Jews were



worshippers of Satan, then Christ could not possibly have been Jewish. Stripworshippers of Satan, then Christ could not possibly have been Jewish. Strip
away the Jewish content of the New Testament and - relying on the Biblicalaway the Jewish content of the New Testament and - relying on the Biblical
"revisionist" scholarship of generations of genuine German academics who"revisionist" scholarship of generations of genuine German academics who
cast doubt on the validity of the Gospels themselves - you are well on your cast doubt on the validity of the Gospels themselves - you are well on your 
way to accepting Wiligut's thesis that Christ was Baldur, and a Teutonic Sunway to accepting Wiligut's thesis that Christ was Baldur, and a Teutonic Sun
God!God!

The "Crusade against the Grail" - subject and title of Rahn's first book - wasThe "Crusade against the Grail" - subject and title of Rahn's first book - was
ththat at unundedertrtakaken en by by ththe e CaCaththololic ic ChChururch ch duduriring ng itits s viviciciouous s asassasaulult t onon
Catharism, in which hundreds of thousands were brutally murdered.Catharism, in which hundreds of thousands were brutally murdered.
To Rahn, the Church was the Enemy both during the time of the Cathars inTo Rahn, the Church was the Enemy both during the time of the Cathars in
the thirteenth century and the thirteenth century and right up to the right up to the present daypresent day..
Worse, it was the enemy of all that was pure, and noble, and good in theWorse, it was the enemy of all that was pure, and noble, and good in the
world, ideals represented by the Grail: centerpiece of Parzival, of Wagner'sworld, ideals represented by the Grail: centerpiece of Parzival, of Wagner's
operas, of the Morte operas, of the Morte d'Arthurd'Arthur, and the , and the entire Camelot mystique.entire Camelot mystique.
The idea of the virgin knight, on a mystic quest throughout Europe for theThe idea of the virgin knight, on a mystic quest throughout Europe for the
SaSacrcred ed CuCup, p, mumust st hahave ve apappepealaled ed enenorormomoususly ly to to ththe e yoyounung, g, vivirtrtuauallllyy
penniless scholar.penniless scholar.
Himmler referred to his SS men as the knights of a new Order, and one mustHimmler referred to his SS men as the knights of a new Order, and one must
wondewonder if r if Rahn felt - in Rahn felt - in his heart of hearts - his heart of hearts - somehsomehow at ow at home in his eleganthome in his elegant
black uniform with the silver runes, a new Teutonic Knight on the sameblack uniform with the silver runes, a new Teutonic Knight on the same
sacred quest for the Grail.sacred quest for the Grail.
In his introduction to the French translation of 'Luzifers Hofgesind' ('La Cour In his introduction to the French translation of 'Luzifers Hofgesind' ('La Cour 
de Lucifer'), Paul Ladame insists that Rahn joined the SS because there wasde Lucifer'), Paul Ladame insists that Rahn joined the SS because there was
no option: Himmler offered him a salary, perks, and the freedom to conductno option: Himmler offered him a salary, perks, and the freedom to conduct
his own academic research unhindered.his own academic research unhindered.
TTo refuse o refuse would have seemed would have seemed like madness.like madness.
Other scholarship on the question provides a somewhat different perspective.Other scholarship on the question provides a somewhat different perspective.
Evidence from the SS depicts Rahn as an enthusiastic Grail scholar, anEvidence from the SS depicts Rahn as an enthusiastic Grail scholar, an
admirer of WiIigut, and an eager member of the SS.admirer of WiIigut, and an eager member of the SS.

  A  At t fifirsrst t glglanance ce ththis is is is coconsnsisistetent nt wiwith th RaRahnhn's 's inintrtrododucuctition on to to 'L'Lucucififerer's's
Servants', which ends with the proud and defiant claim "Servants', which ends with the proud and defiant claim "My ancestors wereMy ancestors were

 pagans. My forebears were heretics. pagans. My forebears were heretics.""
YYetet, , ththerere e is is a a mymyststerery y susurrrrououndndining g RaRahnhn's 's susudddden en anand d ununexexplplaiainenedd
resignation from the SS.resignation from the SS.

He resigned his commission in February 1939.He resigned his commission in February 1939.

He died less than a month later, on March 13 of that same year, supposedlyHe died less than a month later, on March 13 of that same year, supposedly
from exposure while hiking in the mountains.from exposure while hiking in the mountains.
This, from a seasoned traveler, and a trained survivalist (as all SS This, from a seasoned traveler, and a trained survivalist (as all SS men were),men were),
at an altitude of less than 2,000 meters a week at an altitude of less than 2,000 meters a week before spring !before spring !

 As Ladame puts it, " As Ladame puts it, "to die of cold the 13th of March at less than 2,000 to die of cold the 13th of March at less than 2,000 
meters, one needs a lot of patience, a strong will ... and time ... perhaps onemeters, one needs a lot of patience, a strong will ... and time ... perhaps one
or two weeksor two weeks."."



Thus Ladame disputes the dating, insisting that his friend died in 1937,Thus Ladame disputes the dating, insisting that his friend died in 1937,
shortly after finishing 'Lucifer's Servants'.shortly after finishing 'Lucifer's Servants'.

 And, not surprisingly, Ladame implies that Rahn was murdered; executed by And, not surprisingly, Ladame implies that Rahn was murdered; executed by
his former colleagues for reason, or reasons, his former colleagues for reason, or reasons, unknown.unknown.

Unfortunately, there is some documentary evidence that Otto Rahn was aliveUnfortunately, there is some documentary evidence that Otto Rahn was alive
and well at least as late as January 1938, when he gave a lecture - based onand well at least as late as January 1938, when he gave a lecture - based on
'Luzifers Hofgesind' - to the Dietrich Eckart Society at Dietrich Eckart House'Luzifers Hofgesind' - to the Dietrich Eckart Society at Dietrich Eckart House
in Dortmund, in Westphalia ... a lecture that was reported upon in the localin Dortmund, in Westphalia ... a lecture that was reported upon in the local
newspaper.newspaper.
From the tone of the review, Rahn was in fine form that evening:From the tone of the review, Rahn was in fine form that evening:

The Albigensians were exterminated. 205 leading followers of Lucifer wereThe Albigensians were exterminated. 205 leading followers of Lucifer were
burnt on a huge pyre by Dominicans in the South of France after a large-burnt on a huge pyre by Dominicans in the South of France after a large-
scale priestly Crusade in scale priestly Crusade in the name of the name of Christian clemencyChristian clemency..
With fire and sword, the Lucifer doctrine of the Light-Bearer was persecutedWith fire and sword, the Lucifer doctrine of the Light-Bearer was persecuted
along with its followers.along with its followers.
The Albigensians are dead, but their spirit lives on and has an effect todayThe Albigensians are dead, but their spirit lives on and has an effect today
through new devotion and rejuvenated enthusiasm. The Vicar of Christ couldthrough new devotion and rejuvenated enthusiasm. The Vicar of Christ could
truly burn men; but he was mistaken if he believed that he burned along withtruly burn men; but he was mistaken if he believed that he burned along with
them their spirit, devotion and them their spirit, devotion and longing.longing.
This spirit became alive again before many men yesterday, powerfully andThis spirit became alive again before many men yesterday, powerfully and
visiblyvisibly, in , in Otto Rahn, a Otto Rahn, a descendant of the descendant of the old Troubadours.old Troubadours.
Could someone as intelligent as Rahn's published writings indicate he was, aCould someone as intelligent as Rahn's published writings indicate he was, a
scholar for whom medieval legend and lore came alive only through carefulscholar for whom medieval legend and lore came alive only through careful
research and study, have willingly taken up with a character like Wiligut, whoresearch and study, have willingly taken up with a character like Wiligut, who
claimed that the Tclaimed that the Teutonic tribes had a eutonic tribes had a verifiable history going back verifiable history going back to the year to the year 
228,000 B.C.... when the Earth had an embarrassment of three suns ?228,000 B.C.... when the Earth had an embarrassment of three suns ?

 As much as one may wish to argue with the thesis of 'Crusade against the As much as one may wish to argue with the thesis of 'Crusade against the
Grail' or 'Lucifer's Servants', there is nothing of the raving mystagogue aboutGrail' or 'Lucifer's Servants', there is nothing of the raving mystagogue about
Rahn.Rahn.

Interestingly, both Wiligut and Rahn retired from the SS at the same time - inInterestingly, both Wiligut and Rahn retired from the SS at the same time - in
ththe e sasame me momontnth h - - is is susuggggesesttiive ve of of sosomme e cocolllulusision on bbetetwweeeen n ththe e twtwoo
mythologians: the one mythologians: the one elderlyelderly, the , the other young.other young.
Rahn's exploits and the mystery surrounding his resignation and subsequentRahn's exploits and the mystery surrounding his resignation and subsequent
death have received a great deal of attention in European circles over thedeath have received a great deal of attention in European circles over the
years, although they are years, although they are little known in America.little known in America.
His unusual life story has led to considerable speculation that Rahn actuallyHis unusual life story has led to considerable speculation that Rahn actually
did discover something in his travels, and that since he seemed to confide indid discover something in his travels, and that since he seemed to confide in
Wiligut they both had to be gotten out of the way Wiligut they both had to be gotten out of the way to protect the secret.to protect the secret.
That, in fact, they "kThat, in fact, they "knew too muchnew too much."."
Wiligut was kept under SS lock and key for some time until the end of theWiligut was kept under SS lock and key for some time until the end of the
warwar, and died in 1946; he , and died in 1946; he was eighty years old.was eighty years old.
Rahn, on the other hand, was a bit more of a liability and - so the theory goesRahn, on the other hand, was a bit more of a liability and - so the theory goes



- he had to be - he had to be killed.killed.

There is an intriguing note in the definitive study of Wewelsburg by Prof. Dr.There is an intriguing note in the definitive study of Wewelsburg by Prof. Dr.
Karl Huser Karl Huser to the efto the effect that Rahn fect that Rahn was dismissed from was dismissed from the SS because of the SS because of hishis
homosexuality.homosexuality.
Himmler had a rabid dislike of homosexuals, and through the auspices of Himmler had a rabid dislike of homosexuals, and through the auspices of 
Nazi psychiatrists at the Goring Institute tried to have Nazi psychiatrists at the Goring Institute tried to have several SS men "cured"several SS men "cured"
of this "malady."of this "malady."
Although that was probably not an option with an SS man as relatively wellAlthough that was probably not an option with an SS man as relatively well

known as Rahn, he was possibly looking at known as Rahn, he was possibly looking at some sort of reprisal in the future,some sort of reprisal in the future,
either professionally or in some other way. Unfortunately, we shall never either professionally or in some other way. Unfortunately, we shall never 
know.know.

One final possibility - though there is no evidence to support it - is that RahnOne final possibility - though there is no evidence to support it - is that Rahn
himself was the first of the SS men to take refuge in that sad Cathar rite,himself was the first of the SS men to take refuge in that sad Cathar rite,
allowed only to the privileged few, the Perfect; that, in the mountain snowsallowed only to the privileged few, the Perfect; that, in the mountain snows
above Kufstein, and on the anniversary of the destruction of Montsegur, theabove Kufstein, and on the anniversary of the destruction of Montsegur, the
miserable scholar exchanged the secret of the long-sought-after Grail for thatmiserable scholar exchanged the secret of the long-sought-after Grail for that
other treasure of the Cathars: the consolation of a noble death.other treasure of the Cathars: the consolation of a noble death.

HOLY BLOOD, HOLY GRAILHOLY BLOOD, HOLY GRAIL

If the Cathars and troubadors - heirs of a Gnostic tradition in Europe, possiblyIf the Cathars and troubadors - heirs of a Gnostic tradition in Europe, possibly
brought over from the Middle East from whence the Templars had broughtbrought over from the Middle East from whence the Templars had brought
their own mysterious rites - were crypto-pagans as Rahn believed, and if thetheir own mysterious rites - were crypto-pagans as Rahn believed, and if the
set piece of their mythology was the set piece of their mythology was the Holy Grail, then it follows that the Grail isHoly Grail, then it follows that the Grail is
not a Christian symbol at all but a purely pagan not a Christian symbol at all but a purely pagan one.one.

 And if the Grail is a pagan ikon, then the German Occultists - overt pagans  And if the Grail is a pagan ikon, then the German Occultists - overt pagans asas
they were - saw in the Grail a sacred instrument of divine power that theythey were - saw in the Grail a sacred instrument of divine power that they
could use for their own ends.could use for their own ends.

 As the inheritors of the pagan traditions in Europe (at least in their own eyes) As the inheritors of the pagan traditions in Europe (at least in their own eyes)
the Grail belonged to them.the Grail belonged to them.

 After all, were they not the spiritual descendants of the Teutonic Knights, a After all, were they not the spiritual descendants of the Teutonic Knights, a
chivalric Order that pressed Germany on in a Drive to the East centurieschivalric Order that pressed Germany on in a Drive to the East centuries
before Hider's invasion of Russia ?before Hider's invasion of Russia ?
Were they not the people of the Runes ? The people of the Pure Were they not the people of the Runes ? The people of the Pure Blood ?Blood ?

Messrs. Baigent, Leigh, and Lincoln might have been more correct than theyMessrs. Baigent, Leigh, and Lincoln might have been more correct than they
realized when they entitled their famous book 'Holy Blood, Holy Grail'.realized when they entitled their famous book 'Holy Blood, Holy Grail'.
For them, the Grail was in reality the bloodline of Jesus Christ, preservedFor them, the Grail was in reality the bloodline of Jesus Christ, preserved
down through the millennia and safeguarded by yet another secret society,down through the millennia and safeguarded by yet another secret society,
the Priory of Zion, which the authors link to an underground tradition of the Priory of Zion, which the authors link to an underground tradition of 
Freemasonry and Templarism spanning the centuries and which finds itsFreemasonry and Templarism spanning the centuries and which finds its
modern manifestation in the Knights of Malta, Italy's P-2, and other suchmodern manifestation in the Knights of Malta, Italy's P-2, and other such



groups.groups.

Part of the problem lies in the term "holy grail," and in the word "grail" itself.Part of the problem lies in the term "holy grail," and in the word "grail" itself.
Messrs. Baigent et. al. consider that the term sangreal as found in 'Le MorteMessrs. Baigent et. al. consider that the term sangreal as found in 'Le Morte
d'Arthur' and other Grail Romances is really composed of two words: sangd'Arthur' and other Grail Romances is really composed of two words: sang
and real, that is, blood and royal. (The term sangreal is usually interpreted toand real, that is, blood and royal. (The term sangreal is usually interpreted to
mean san greal, "holy grail.")mean san greal, "holy grail.")
It is an attractive theory and to an extent linguistically satisfying since no twoIt is an attractive theory and to an extent linguistically satisfying since no two
authorities can agree on where the term "grail" comes from and what itauthorities can agree on where the term "grail" comes from and what it
means.means.
By denying that such a word really has any meaning at all - that it is merelyBy denying that such a word really has any meaning at all - that it is merely
the result of misunderstanding the syllable break in sangreal - we have neatlythe result of misunderstanding the syllable break in sangreal - we have neatly
solved the problem of the Holy Grail by revealing its true nature as Royalsolved the problem of the Holy Grail by revealing its true nature as Royal
Blood.Blood.

 After all, the Grail makes its appearance to Parzival alongside a lance that is After all, the Grail makes its appearance to Parzival alongside a lance that is
dripping blood onto dripping blood onto the floor.the floor.
This scene is This scene is presented wordlesslypresented wordlessly, without comment, as if , without comment, as if in a dream.in a dream.
Was the intention of the author to communicate the fact that sangreal reallyWas the intention of the author to communicate the fact that sangreal really
does indicate "r does indicate "r oyal blood oyal blood " ?" ?
This would have pleased the German Occultists enormously if the story hadThis would have pleased the German Occultists enormously if the story had
been current at the time, for they were nothing if not Blood enthusiasts after been current at the time, for they were nothing if not Blood enthusiasts after 
the Foucault model and - if they could have somehow linked the concept of the Foucault model and - if they could have somehow linked the concept of 
"royal blood" with a T"royal blood" with a Teutonic Christ and eutonic Christ and the Aryan race - they the Aryan race - they would have hadwould have had
the basis for a new religious synthesis that could have brought together allthe basis for a new religious synthesis that could have brought together all
acceptable Christians and acceptable Christians and pure-blooded Aryans.pure-blooded Aryans.

By claiming the Grail as their own the Nazis rob Christianity of a huge chunkBy claiming the Grail as their own the Nazis rob Christianity of a huge chunk
of its popular mythology.of its popular mythology.
The chalice a Catholic priest raises during the Mass becomes a paganThe chalice a Catholic priest raises during the Mass becomes a pagan
cauldron; the mystery of the Blood of Christ becomes a hollow echo of pagancauldron; the mystery of the Blood of Christ becomes a hollow echo of pagan
sacrifice.sacrifice.

 Appropriation of the Grail symbolism then becomes an assault on Christian Appropriation of the Grail symbolism then becomes an assault on Christian
faith itself; at least, on the popular faith of the lumpenproletariat of Europe,faith itself; at least, on the popular faith of the lumpenproletariat of Europe,
from the Pyrenees to from the Pyrenees to the Althe Alps to the ps to the Caucasus.Caucasus.
That the Grail was originally a pagan That the Grail was originally a pagan symbol is today virtually beyond debate;symbol is today virtually beyond debate;
that it was appropriated by romantic elements within the Christian world (asthat it was appropriated by romantic elements within the Christian world (as
was much pagan iconography) is certain.was much pagan iconography) is certain.
However, had Himmler succeeded in producing an actual "Grail" during theHowever, had Himmler succeeded in producing an actual "Grail" during the
war, the effect on the Christian populations of Europe might have beenwar, the effect on the Christian populations of Europe might have been
traumatic.traumatic.
Depending on the spin, it would have signalled either the divine mission of theDepending on the spin, it would have signalled either the divine mission of the
Third Reich as true inheritors of the ultimate representation of occult power ...Third Reich as true inheritors of the ultimate representation of occult power ...
or the need for a holy war against the black-clad SS, the satanic monstersor the need for a holy war against the black-clad SS, the satanic monsters
who had "stolen" God's sacred Cup from the rwho had "stolen" God's sacred Cup from the righteous.ighteous.



 As it is, history records no such discovery of the Grail by the SS, or by As it is, history records no such discovery of the Grail by the SS, or by
anyone else.anyone else.
Birks and Gilbert claim that there is no evidence that the SS hierarchs hadBirks and Gilbert claim that there is no evidence that the SS hierarchs had
any interest at all any interest at all in the Cathars or in the Cathars or in Montsegurin Montsegur..
Yet, Himmler had enlisted the talents of a young Grail scholar in a search for Yet, Himmler had enlisted the talents of a young Grail scholar in a search for 
the perfect centrepiece for his secret cult headquarters at Wewelsburg, andthe perfect centrepiece for his secret cult headquarters at Wewelsburg, and
put his favourite pre historian, SS-Brigadier Karl Wiligut, in charge of theput his favourite pre historian, SS-Brigadier Karl Wiligut, in charge of the
project.project.
Whether Cathar or Templar, sacred stone or golden cup, finding the HolyWhether Cathar or Templar, sacred stone or golden cup, finding the Holy
Grail was certainly a dream of Himmler's; his Wewelsburg center was beyondGrail was certainly a dream of Himmler's; his Wewelsburg center was beyond
any doubt a any doubt a reverent shrine to the reverent shrine to the legend of the Round Tlegend of the Round Table.able.
If he eventually gave up on the search, one imagines he did so only with theIf he eventually gave up on the search, one imagines he did so only with the
greatest reluctance.greatest reluctance.


